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Abstract
In the recent years, a significant portion of the research within the field of wirelesscommunications has been motivated by two aspects: the constant increase in the
number of wireless devices and the higher and higher data rate requirements of the
individual applications. The undisputed outcome of these phenomena is the heavy
congestion of the suitable spectral resources. This has inspired many innovative solutions
for improving the spectral efficiency of the wireless communications systems by facilitating
more simultaneous connections and higher data rates without requiring additional
spectrum. These include technologies such as in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) modulation,
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems, and the orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform, among others. Even though these existing
solutions have greatly improved the spectral efficiency of wireless communications, even
more advanced techniques are needed for fulfilling the future data transfer requirements
in the ultra high frequency (UHF) band, which is perhaps the most congested piece of the
spectrum. To this end, wireless inband full-duplex (IBFD) communications has recently
been proposed as another step towards the full utilization of the spectral resources. What
IBFD simply refers to is simultaneous transmission and reception on the same frequency
band within the same device, meaning that the spectral efficiency is in theory doubled.
Considering the cost of the radio frequency bands from a teleoperator’s perspective,
IBFD can therefore provide savings in the order of hundreds of millions while also easing
the congestion of the UHF and lower bands. Hence, implementing and employing radio
transceivers capable of IBFD communications is a highly tempting vision.
Firstly, this thesis concentrates on solving the greatest challenge in wireless IBFD
communications: the self-interference (SI). In particular, SI refers to the interference
produced by the own transmitter, which is directly coupling to the receiver. Since the
transmitted and received signals within an IBFD transceiver are fully overlapping in
the frequency domain, conventional duplex filtering is of no use in suppressing the SI,
and hence advanced techniques are needed for canceling it. The required SI cancellation
solutions can therefore be considered the cost of the improved spectral efficiency. To
this end, this thesis first identifies which of the radio circuit impairments must be
considered when modeling and canceling the SI within an IBFD transceiver. Especially,
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the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter power amplifier is shown to be one
of the dominant impairments. These findings are then used as a basis for developing
SI cancellation algorithms operating in the digital domain of the receiver. To achieve
sufficiently high modeling accuracy, the proposed digital SI cancellers take into account
the effects of the analog impairments that distort the SI signal while it is propagating
to the receiver. As a result, the SI signal models derived in this thesis are some of the
most comprehensive reported in the literature. In addition, two alternative schemes are
presented for efficiently estimating the necessary parameters needed for regenerating the
SI signal.
The proposed digital cancellation algorithms are then evaluated by utilizing them
in an actual IBFD prototype, which contains also other SI suppression mechanisms
operating in the analog domain. The obtained measurement results show that, with
the help of these digital SI cancellers, the SI can be cancelled almost perfectly, proving
that true IBFD operation is indeed possible. In particular, having canceled the SI
completely, the receiver will experience no additional interference produced by the
simultaneously operating transmitter, and hence the overall data rate can be doubled
without introducing any additional spectral resources. Altogether, the own transmit
signal is shown to be suppressed in some cases by more than 100 dB, which is one of the
highest reported SI cancellation performances to date.
Secondly, this thesis also provides a comprehensive system level analysis of a network
with an IBFD-capable access node. Especially, it is assumed that the access node
serves legacy half-duplex downlink and uplink mobile users simultaneously on the same
frequency band while also using the same spectral resources for backhauling all the
data wirelessly. The system is analyzed in terms of solving the optimal transmit power
allocation under minimum data rate requirements. By comparing the IBFD access
node to two reference scenarios where either all or some of the communication tasks
are divided in time, it is shown that the IBFD capability is highly beneficial in many
respects. This indicates that the gains of the IBFD technology can be realized to some
extent even when most of the devices are only half-duplex capable.
Altogether, the findings of this thesis show that wireless IBFD communications
is indeed possible in practice, as long as all the significant analog impairments are
considered in the digital SI cancellation stage. Moreover, guidelines for implementing
IBFD transceivers under practical constraints are provided while also demonstrating
that the IBFD technology results in various network-level benefits. These results pave
the way towards the commercial deployment of IBFD radio transceivers.
This dissertation is a compound thesis that consists of a summary and seven original
journal publications. In addition, it reports research results from one transactions
manuscript and 14 conference papers where the author of the thesis is the leading
contributor, as well as two original journal publications, one book chapter, and seven
conference papers where the author of this thesis is a co-author participating in the
research work. However, for brevity, only the seven journal publications are attached to
this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Considering the immense growth in the amount of wirelessly transferred data overthe past decades, there is little doubt that wireless communications will continue
to be one of the cornerstones of the developed world also in the future. More and more
information is transferred over-the-air every day, calling for increased efficiency from the
wireless communications systems in every aspect. However, as there is a physical limit
on how much information can be transferred with radio waves, it is imminent that at
some point in the future the ever-increasing data transfer requirements can no more be
fulfilled with the existing technologies. In other words, there will be a time when all the
usable spectrum has been utilized as efficiently as physically possible, and only a truly
radical innovation can increase the wireless data transfer capability any further. Already
now, the currently implemented systems are incapable of obtaining the extremely high
data rate targets specified for the future fifth generation (5G) networks, mainly due to
the congestion of the radio spectrum [67, 98, 177]. Thus, new and innovative technologies
must be invented for reaching the goals of 5G and thereby ensuring that the wireless
data transfer capability keeps on increasing and fulfilling the demands of the modern
society [91, 183, 204, 237].
To this end, several techniques and solutions have been proposed by the research
community, such as increasing the amount of antennas to the order of tens or even
hundreds [31, 138, 161, 203], or simply communicating on a higher center frequency
where bandwidth is abundant for the time being [23, 25, 77, 202, 264]. These methods
will indeed provide higher data rates and improved spectral efficiency, but there is an
even more fundamental aspect for truly pushing the boundaries of physical-layer spectral
efficiency that is yet to be utilized: wireless inband full-duplex (IBFD) communications
[35, 44, 63, 204, 266]. What IBFD refers to is simultaneously transmitting and receiving
radio signals on the same center frequency within the same device. Considering the fact
that practically all the current systems operate in a half-duplex (HD) manner, dividing
transmission and reception within the device either in time with time-division duplex
(TDD) or in frequency with frequency-division duplex (FDD), IBFD-capable radios can
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Figure 1.1: A simplified illustration regarding the usage of the spectral and temporal resources
in TDD, FDD, and IBFD systems
as much as double the spectral efficiency. The reason for this is simply that neither the
temporal nor spectral resources need to be shared between transmission and reception,
meaning that the whole available time-frequency resource can be used for both. As a
result, the effective resources are doubled, as illustrated also in Fig. 1.1.
The increase in the spectral efficiency can also be demonstrated using the Shannon-
Hartley theorem, which specifies the relationship between the capacity, bandwidth,
and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of a given communications system,
assuming Gaussian-distributed noise-plus-interference signal [215]. Namely, the two-way
capacities of HD and IBFD communications links can be expressed as follows:
CFD = 2W log2 (1 + sinrFD) ,
CHD = W log2 (1 + sinrHD) ,
where W is the overall available bandwidth, sinrFD is the SINR of the IBFD communi-
cations system, and sinrHD is correspondingly the SINR of the HD system. Assuming
that sinrFD ≈ sinrHD, the capacity of the IBFD system is indeed two times higher than
that of the HD system, even though the same amount of bandwidth is used. In fact, even
if sinrFD < sinrHD, the IBFD communications system is still likely to outperform the
HD system as the SINR affects the capacity inside the logarithm, while the factor two is
outside the logarithm. Considering the extreme scarcity of bandwidth, especially in the
ultra high frequency (UHF) band, providing such an increase in the spectral efficiency is
highly valuable.
However, the inherent challenge of wireless IBFD communications is the problem
of self-interference (SI). Namely, any device transmitting and receiving simultaneously
on the same frequency band will produce extremely powerful interference to its own
receiver (RX) chain, commonly referred to as SI. Moreover, unlike in FDD systems where
transmission and reception occur on different frequency bands with a wide separation,
in IBFD radios the own transmission cannot obviously be filtered out with a duplexer.
If not properly managed, this SI greatly reduces the SINR of the received signal in an
IBFD transceiver when compared to a HD transceiver, i.e., resulting in sinrFD  sinrHD
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when referring to the above discussion. Consequently, SI can significantly reduce or even
completely abolish the obtainable capacity gain of IBFD. Therefore, the central research
challenge for IBFD systems is to develop methods and techniques for canceling the SI by
some means. Moreover, the accuracy of the SI cancellation solutions must be extremely
high since the signal emitted from the own transmitter (TX) chain can easily be over
100 dB stronger than the desired signal of interest [P1], [204]. Hence, in such a case,
the power of the SI must be attenuated to a tenth of a billionth of its original power to
even achieve a low SINR of 0 dB. Keeping in mind that the SI fully overlaps with the
signal of interest in the frequency domain and therefore no filters can be used, this is a
truly daunting challenge.
In principle, however, the SI can be cancelled rather easily: since the transceiver
obviously knows its own transmit signal, it can simply subtract it from the received
signal. Assuming that the possible channel effects up to the point of subtraction are
known, the SI could in fact be perfectly cancelled with this simple principle. What makes
SI cancellation challenging in reality is obtaining sufficiently accurate knowledge about
the overall coupling channel, i.e., knowing exactly how the SI signal is distorted while
propagating from the transmitter to the receiver. In particular, while the effects of the
wireless coupling channel between the transmitter and the receiver can be compensated
for in a relatively straightforward matter, in many cases the SI signal is distorted also
by the TX and RX circuitry. Such distortion, resulting from various analog impairments
within the transceiver, cannot usually be captured by the same models that apply to
wireless propagation, thereby making accurate SI cancellation rather cumbersome.
What is more, even a relatively insignificant level of unknown distortion in the SI
waveform can be a very powerful source of interference for a weak received signal of
interest. For instance, the strictest considered error vector magnitude (EVM) for a long
term evolution (LTE) base station (BS) is specified as 3.5% [68], which basically means
that the total distortion component within the transmitted signal must be 29 dB weaker
than the transmit signal itself. This stems from the fact that it is not economically
sensible to manufacture devices that outperform the requirements of the specifications
by a large margin. In the context of IBFD transceivers, this means that the SI can
be cancelled only by 29 dB without any knowledge regarding the dominant distortion
components in the transmitted signal. In this example, assuming a typical BS transmit
power of 30 dBm and 30 dB of physical isolation between the transmitter and the
receiver, the residual SI power would be roughly −30 dBm, rendering any practical
receiver incapable of proper operation.
Hence, the first central research challenge for making wireless IBFD communications
a reality is the modeling and canceling of the SI, both of which require extremely high
accuracy. In the simplest scenario, the SI model consists only of the physical propagation
channel between the transmitter and the receiver, meaning that the observed SI is
assumed to be a linear combination of differently delayed multipath components of the
known transmit signal. However, as discussed above, in such a case the EVM of the
transmitter typically limits the amount of obtainable SI cancellation, and consequently
the power of the residual SI is too high with any reasonable transmit power. Therefore,
facilitating IBFD communications in a practical transceiver requires more comprehensive
models for the SI signal that incorporate also the analog impairments that in practice
set the EVM. This will facilitate the cancellation of SI beyond the limit established
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by the EVM, potentially down to the level of the RX noise floor if all the significant
impairments are taken into account when modeling and canceling the SI.
In this thesis, the emphasis is on the SI cancellation performed in the digital domain,
that is, after the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the receiver chain. As will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, the purpose of digital SI cancellation is to fully
suppress the residual SI that still remains after the different analog or radio frequency
(RF) cancellation schemes. The benefit of digital domain cancellation is the increased
flexibility in terms of modeling and parameter estimation, which facilitates the use of
advanced SI signal models. This means that the significant analog impairments can be
explicitly included in the modeling within the digital canceller, and consequently they do
not pose a limit for the cancellation performance, as discussed above. Considering that
in many cases the EVM of the transmitter is dominated by the nonlinear behavior of its
power amplifier (PA) [P1, 18], incorporating a model of this nonlinearity source into
the digital canceller can provide a significant improvement in the digital cancellation
performance [P1, P4, P5].
In fact, combining such nonlinear digital cancellation with different analog/RF
cancellation techniques has been shown to suppress the SI nearly perfectly [P3–P5], [28,
50], meaning that IBFD communications is indeed possible also in reality. Namely, the
works in [P3, P4], [28, 50] cancel the SI to the level of the receiver noise floor with two
active cancellation stages, one in the RF domain and one in the digital domain, while
the work in [P5] achieves this by utilizing only digital domain cancellation.1
The second central research challenge related to IBFD communications, motivated by
the promising performance of these prototypes, is the system-level analysis of networks
consisting of IBFD-capable nodes. This type of research is needed in order to determine
how to best take advantage of the IBFD capability of the transceivers on a broader scale.
Namely, it is not a trivial matter to design a network that actually obtains the promised
throughput gains of the IBFD technology. For instance, the network can consist of
only IBFD capable devices [40, 252, 253, 271], or it could have an IBFD BS serving
legacy HD mobile users [P7, 134], [46, 60, 73]. The former has the benefit of greater
flexibility since all devices are capable of engaging in bidirectional IBFD data transfer,
while the latter can utilize cheaper hardware in the mobile terminals. The research into
the optimal IBFD network architecture is still largely ongoing, and hence there is no
answer available regarding which of these, if either, is the best solution. In this thesis,
the system-level analysis mainly concentrates on the architecture where only the BS, or
access node (AN), is IBFD capable, while the findings regarding SI cancellation obviously
make no assumption regarding the network where the devices might be utilized.
In general, implementing commercially feasible IBFD radio transceivers can be
considered an important part in utilizing the available spectrum as efficiently as possible.
The stringent requirements on SI cancellation obviously require some additional hardware
and computational resources within such an IBFD transceiver, but taking into account
that radio spectrum is a limited natural resource, this is most likely an acceptable
price for the increased spectral efficiency. For this reason, scientific research into the
aforementioned aspects of IBFD communications systems is highly meaningful as it
paves the way for the potential commercial implementations of the future.
1These prototypes are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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The basic research problem or question behind the work presented in this thesis is
whether wireless IBFD communications is possible in practice or not. Namely, as
already discussed above, operating in IBFD mode is trivial for an ideal communications
system but many challenges arise when considering the practical limitations of modern
radio transceivers. Hence, the objective of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of
IBFD communications when taking also all the practical aspects into account. What is
more, in addition to merely studying whether IBFD communications is possible or not,
another important objective of this thesis is to also demonstrate true IBFD operation
by developing advanced digital-domain techniques for SI cancellation. These proposed
solutions are then evaluated with real-life measurements involving an actual IBFD
prototype. The obtained results demonstrate that, by incorporating some of the digital
SI cancellation algorithms presented in this thesis, IBFD communications is possible
with real radio transceivers.
In addition to the practical aspects behind IBFD transceivers and SI cancellation,
another research question investigated in this thesis is how to best utilize IBFD commu-
nications on a system level, taking into consideration the various sources of interference
incurred by the IBFD operation. In particular, this thesis analyzes the general feasi-
bility of a network where an IBFD-capable AN is serving HD mobile users while also
maintaining a wireless backhaul link. Since all of the transmissions are performed on the
same frequency band and at the same time, careful power allocation is needed to obtain
the required user data rates while also minimizing the power of the interference signals.
Together, these objectives and research topics provide various findings regarding the
feasibility and system-level applications of the IBFD technology. In other words, this
thesis demonstrates that it is indeed possible to cancel the SI such that IBFD operation
is possible while also proving the benefits of utilizing IBFD transceivers in a network.
1.3 Thesis Contributions and Structure
The main contributions of this thesis are the following.
• The most significant analog impairments in terms of the digital domain modeling
of the SI waveform are determined by using realistic models for the different
transceiver components [P1–P3, 18, 82, 121, 123, 132, 133, 233]. Especially,
it is shown that the nonlinear distortion of the TX PA and the in-phase/quadrature
(I/Q) imbalance are the prevalent impairments under practical circumstances.
• Three different signal models for the residual SI in the digital domain are developed,
taking into account either some or all of the significant analog imperfections
[P2–P6, 4, 17, 18, 120–126, 133]. In addition, also a linear signal model,
corresponding to a scenario with ideal transceiver circuitry, is presented for reference.
For generality, all of the signal models are derived for a multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) IBFD transceiver. Altogether, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, this thesis presents some of the most comprehensive models for the SI
signal in the literature.
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• A complete digital SI cancellation solution, utilizing the above signal models, is
proposed. It incorporates one of two alternative parameter estimation algorithms
for learning the coefficients of the used signal model, both of them also presented in
this thesis [P2–P6, 4, 17, 18, 120–128, 133]. One of the parameter estimation
schemes is based on block-wise processing (least squares), while the other one is
an adaptive estimation algorithm (least mean squares).
• A complexity reduction scheme for the signal models, which can be used to reduce
the number of parameters, is derived [P6]. It is based on principal component
analysis (PCA), and it is shown to significantly reduce the number of parameters
required for accurately regenerating the SI signal.
• Comprehensive simulation and measurement results evaluating the performance
of the proposed digital cancellation solutions are presented [P1–P6, 4, 17, 18,
82, 120–126, 133, 238]. The measurements incorporate also different analog SI
suppression techniques. These results show that the developed digital SI cancellers
are capable of suppressing the SI to the level of the receiver noise floor, thereby
facilitating true IBFD operation. In fact, in some of the measurements, more
than 100 dB of SI cancellation is obtained which is one of the highest amounts of
cancellation reported in the existing literature.
• The optimal transmit power allocation is derived for a network where an IBFD-
capable AN is using the same time-frequency resource for both serving HD mobile
users and backhauling itself wirelessly [P7, 129–131, 134]. The optimal transmit
powers are given in closed form, alongside with the condition for the feasibility of
any given Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. The proposed IBFD AN is also
compared to two alternative solutions where either some or all of the transmissions
are multiplexed in time domain. In general, the findings indicate that utilizing the
IBFD capability of the AN is greatly beneficial for the considered system.
Full account of the contributions is given in [P1–P7, 4, 17, 18, 82, 99, 120–134,
160, 193, 194, 233, 238], while only the essential information and results are collected
in this thesis summary. Moreover, to ensure better consistency, the notation used in the
thesis summary is slightly different than that used in the publications.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview regarding the history
of IBFD communications while also discussing the recent research on a general level.
It also describes the basic operating principles of IBFD transceivers, alongside with
providing the baseband-equivalent models of the essential analog impairments. Then,
Chapter 3 derives the power levels of the different distortion components present within
an IBFD transceiver, which can be used as the starting point for developing the signal
models for digital cancellation. After this, Chapter 4 presents four different signal
models that can be used for digital modeling and cancellation of the residual SI under
analog impairments. Also two alternative parameter estimation schemes are proposed,
alongside with a complexity reduction scheme. These signal models are then evaluated in
Chapter 5, where the digital cancellation performance is assessed both with simulations
and actual RF measurements. Following this, Chapter 6 analyzes a potential network-
level application for an IBFD-capable device where the same time-frequency resource is
used for uplink (UL), downlink (DL), as well as for wireless backhauling. Finally, the
conclusions and potential future research directions are presented in Chapter 7.
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Originally, this research area was proposed by Prof. Mikko Valkama, and he has also
contributed to all of the publications by sharing his thoughts on the contents and different
problems while also providing extensive feedback for the manuscript drafts.
In [P1, P2, P4, P6, P7], the author of this thesis (later: the Author) did all the
mathematical derivations and performed the simulations and/or the digital cancellation
of the measured data. In [P1], Prof. Markku Renfors provided some guidance in the
very early stages of the research, while the other authors helped to polish the contents
of the manuscript. In [P2], D.Sc. Lauri Anttila shared his ideas especially regarding
the estimation bias caused by the PA-induced nonlinear distortion. Moreover, the
measurements reported in [P4] were for the most part carried out by research assistants
under the supervision of the Author, while the digital cancellation and the post-processing
were done by the Author himself. In [P6], the initial idea was developed together with
D.Sc. Lauri Anttila, who also first derived a simplified version of the signal model in
[17]. Furthermore, the initial ideas behind the analysis presented in [P7, 134] were
developed together with Prof. Ashutosh Sabharwal and D.Sc. Taneli Riihonen, although
all the research work was done by the Author.
Moreover, the work in [P3, P5] was done in close collaboration with project partners
from Aalto University, who also provided the high-isolation relay antenna used in both
of these publications. Especially, in [P3], the Author did the analysis of the analog
imperfections, alongside with digitally processing the measurement results. In [P5], the
Author performed the digital cancellation and post-processing of the measured data,
while the results regarding the antenna isolation were provided by Mikko Heino.
In addition to the work published in journals [P1–P7], the Author has also published
and co-authored numerous conference articles regarding this topic [4, 17, 18, 99, 120–
133, 160, 194, 238], alongside with participating in writing the journal articles in
[193, 233] and the book chapter in [82]. In addition, one journal article is yet to be
officially published [134]. Although these publications are not attached into the thesis,
they are still part of the Author’s overall contribution and have been used in compiling
this summary, as referenced throughout the text.
In particular, the paper in [132] is essentially a subset of the results presented in
[P1], with the Author having done the derivations and the writing. Moreover, the work
in [133] is a joint article with collaboration partners from Aalto University, for which
the Author derived the proposed digital cancellation procedure that incorporates also
the RX-induced nonlinearities into the modeling. In [18], a nonlinear digital cancellation
algorithm is derived, with the Author generating the results for the system calculations
example, alongside with the simulation results. The work in [121], which presents four
different signal models to be used in the digital canceler, was conducted solely by the
Author, with the co-authors providing feedback regarding the editorial aspects of the
paper. The same also applies to [122] and [123]; in the former, the impact of the
received signal of interest on the SI channel estimation is analyzed, while the latter
investigates a reference receiver–based digital canceller. The work in [17] presents a
joint signal model for both the PA-induced nonlinearities and the I/Q imbalance, with
D.Sc. Lauri Anttila having done the derivations and the Author having generated the
simulation results.
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Furthermore, the works in [127, 128] analyze the optimal way of estimating the
SI channel in terms of maximizing the overall rate region, with [128] considering a
bidirectional data link and [127] investigating a relaying scenario. The initial idea
for these publications was developed together with D.Sc. Taneli Riihonen, while the
Author derived the results, performed the simulations, and took the main responsibility
in writing the papers. In [99], a two-tap RF canceller is presented, and the Author
mainly contributed to the editorial aspects of this paper. Then, in [126] the digital
canceller derived in [17] is evaluated with RF measurements, with the Author performing
the digital cancellation and also writing the paper. The work in [125], on the other
hand, presents the overall cancellation performance for the same single-antenna IBFD
prototype discussed also in [P4], although with further technical details. There, the
digital cancellation of the measurement data was performed by the Author, alongside
with the actual writing of the manuscript.
In [124], a nonlinear digital canceller is evaluated for asymmetric TX and RX
frequencies such that the SI is cancelled over a wider bandwidth than actually occupied
by the transmit signal. Also this paper was completely composed and written by
the Author. The work in [238] provides a detailed study of a three-tap RF canceller
with a digital control algorithm, the Author mainly providing supervision with regard
to the writing of the paper. An electrical balance duplexer–based IBFD transceiver
architecture is then analyzed and evaluated in [160], where the Author helped in
developing the control algorithm and editing the paper. Moreover, in [120], a real-
time implementation of the nonlinear digital canceller reported in [125] is presented
and evaluated. The Author’s responsibility here was to write the paper and provide
guidance on the implementation and measuring of the real-time digital canceller. Another
implementation of the nonlinear digital canceller is reported in [4], where the performance
of different multi-core processing platforms is analyzed in the context of digital SI
cancellation. For this work, the Author provided help in implementing the algorithm
while also proofreading and editing the paper.
The work in [129] derives the optimal transmit power allocation for a network with
a self-backhauling IBFD AN under the objective of maximizing the sum-rate. Here, the
Author derived the results and wrote the paper, while the co-authors provided guidance.
Furthermore, in [134], the sum-rate of the same system is numerically optimized, albeit
using a somewhat more comprehensive model. The Author was responsible also for
composing this paper. A similar system is considered also in [131], although there the
objective is to minimize the transmit powers under given minimum data rate requirements.
Again, the Author derived the results and wrote the paper under the guidance of the
co-authors. Moreover, the fundamental feasibility of this type of a network with a
self-backhauling AN is analyzed in [130], albeit for a simplified scenario in comparison
to [P7]. Also the results for this paper were derived by the Author, alongside with the
actual writing of the work.
In addition, the Author participated also in the writing of the journal article in
[233] by providing feedback on different technical aspects during the writing process.
Furthermore, the book chapter in [82] contains also some contributions from the Author,
most prominently the discussion regarding the analog impairments, the different digital
cancellation solutions, and the obtained results. Recently, the Author has also applied
some of the contributions of this thesis to military communications [193, 194].
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In this thesis, all the signals are assumed to be zero-mean and complex-valued. In other
words, baseband-equivalent modeling is utilized throughout the thesis, with the signals
being of the form x(t) = xI(t) + xQ(t), where the continuous-time variable is denoted
by t, xI(t) is the in-phase component, xQ(t) is the quadrature-phase component, and 
is the imaginary unit with the property 2 = −1. The corresponding RF signal is then
simply xRF(t) = Re {x(t)eωct}, where Re {·} gives the real part of the signal, e is Euler’s
number, and ωc is the angular carrier frequency. For discrete-time signals, the sample
index is denoted by n, and the corresponding digital baseband signal is consequently
x(n) = xI(n) + xQ(n). The absolute value of both real and complex numbers is denoted
by | · |, while the complex conjugate is written as (·)∗. The Fourier transform is denoted
by F {·}, with f being used as the frequency variable. Furthermore, the convolution is
denoted by ?, and it is defined for continuous-time signals as follows [104, p. 443]:
x(t) ? y(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)y(t− τ) dτ.
Correspondingly, the convolution of two discrete-time signals is defined as [104, p. 525]
x(n) ? y(n) =
∞∑
m=−∞
x(m)y(n−m).
Considering then the used vector/matrix notations, the vectors are denoted by bold
and lower case variables (e.g., x), while the matrices are correspondingly bold and upper
case variables (e.g., X). Furthermore, the transpose and the Hermitian transpose are
denoted by (·)T and (·)H , respectively, while the element on the ith row and jth column
of a matrix X is expressed as {X}ij . Similarly, the ith element of a vector x is written as
{x}i, while its L1-norm is defined as ‖x‖1 =
∑
i |{x}i|. The Hadamard product between
two matrices of same dimensions is denoted by ◦. In addition, the statistical expectation
is denoted by E[·] for both scalars and vectors/matrices.
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CHAPTER 2
Inband Full-Duplex: Basic
Principles and Essential System
Models
This chapter provides essential background information regarding IBFD communi-cations, including the historical developments and research activities, the basic
concept in some detail, and the most typical system models for IBFD devices. Also
the baseband-equivalent models for the significant analog imperfections are provided.
These are then used later as a basis for analyzing the analog impairments, as well as for
developing the digital cancellation algorithms.
2.1 History and Early Developments
Simultaneous transmission and reception (STAR) on the same frequency band within
a single device is in fact a rather old technique as it has been applied in continuous
wave (CW) radars ever since the 1940s [157, 204, 227, 228]. There, in order to detect
the targets, the radar must be capable of receiving the echoes from its own transmission
while also continuously transmitting itself. What makes this problematic is the fact
that such a CW radar mainly receives its own transmitted signal, which is orders of
magnitudes stronger than the echoes from the possible targets since the transmit signal
is coupling directly from the device itself. This is somewhat equivalent to the problem
of SI in the context of generic IBFD transceivers. In the early CW radars, the necessary
SI attenuation was achieved by means of antenna isolation if using separate TX and
RX antennas [228], or with a circulator in a single-antenna radar [227]. The former is
typically referred to as a bistatic radar, while the latter is called a monostatic system.
Perhaps one of the most extreme examples of a bistatic radar is the experiment performed
on the Apollo 14, 15, and 16 moon flights, where the command and service module
(CSM) transmitted a signal towards the moon, whose reflection was then received in
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the earth and analyzed to gain understanding regarding the properties of the lunar
surface [93–95, 221]. In this case, the radar transmitter was hence in the lunar orbit,
while the receiver was situated in the earth, corresponding to nearly 400 000 km of
physical separation between the two. In the more earthly applications, however, both the
monostatic and bistatic radars suffered from a relatively low level of isolation between
the transmitter and the receiver, which meant that the CW radars were initially limited
to rather low transmit powers, and consequently also to low distance targets. Hence, to
allow for a longer detection range, it has been more common to utilize so-called pulsed
radars, which separate the transmission and reception in time [204, 227].
Since these early systems, there have been several advances in the techniques for
suppressing the own transmission in CW radars. In particular, various active solutions
have been proposed for canceling the transmitter leakage at the receiver input, allowing
for an extended detection range. One of the earliest proposals was the so-called feed-
through nulling, which is essentially implementing a closed-loop RF canceller where part
of the transmit signal is subtracted from the received signal [178]. In order to actually
cancel the leakage, the phase and amplitude of the cancellation signal must be adjusted in
real time by using a vector modulator (VM) and closed-loop learning, thereby facilitating
accurate tracking of the leakage channel. The implementation in [178] is reported to
achieve around 60 dB of cancellation. More recently, a similar and a significantly cheaper
solution has been presented in [27], which is reported to attenuate the leakage by 33 dB
or more. The research into the different leakage suppression methods in the context
of radars has been active up until the recent years, and there are various advanced
analog- and digital-domain solutions available [33, 112, 113, 149, 150, 186]. Furthermore,
simultaneous radar operation and data transfer, facilitated by IBFD communications,
has also been recently considered as a means of transmitting feedback information in
bistatic radar systems with distant transmitters and receivers [180].
Another historical issue closely related to IBFD communications is the problem
of echo on a telephone line. In particular, mainly due to the various junctions with
imperfect impedance matching in the telephone network, the speaker’s own transmitted
voice typically echoed back and was consequently heard by the speaker [30, p. 17]. With
sufficiently long delays, this proved to be extremely disturbing, meaning that a solution
was urgently needed. Initially, the problem was alleviated by using so-called telephone
hybrids when converting the incoming and outgoing signals between 2-wire and 4-wire
circuits. With the help of transformers, the hybrid maintained a certain level of isolation
between the incoming and outgoing speech signals, thereby weakening the signal echoes
[30, p. 71]. However, the drawback of using a hybrid to cancel the echo is that it is
based on impedance matching, whose accuracy is usually rather low under practical
circumstances. This limited the amount of achievable echo cancellation heavily and called
for more advanced solutions. To this end, AT&T Bell Labs developed and patented a so-
called echo canceller in the 1960s and 1970s [111]. What makes this especially significant
in terms of IBFD transceivers is that the echo canceller very closely resembles some
of the more modern analog multi-tap SI cancellers [238], [28, 119], and consequently
can be considered as a predecessor to the modern RF cancellation solutions. For the
developed telephone echo canceller, a maximum suppression of 30 dB is reported [111].
Similar type of echo cancellers have also been suggested for asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL) modems, where they can facilitate IBFD operation [102]. However, even
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though such IBFD mode was included in the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) recommendation G.992.1, it was never commercially implemented on a wide scale
since the data rate requirements in the ADSL networks are highly asymmetric. This
greatly decreases the gain provided by IBFD operation.
More recently, the IBFD technology has been successfully applied to repeaters or
relays [135–137, 155, 175, 210, 218, 224, 225, 230, 261]. This is a well-suited application
for IBFD transceivers, since it inherently calls for STAR on the same center frequency.
What is more, a relay typically receives from a different direction than it transmits in,
allowing for more physical isolation between the TX and RX chains [P3, P5]. This
somewhat alleviates the requirements on the active SI cancellation solutions, resulting in
a simpler implementation [P5]. Relaying is of course also possible in a HD manner by
dividing the transmission and reception in time or in frequency, but then the network
must explicitly consider the existence of the relay by some form of scheduling or frequency
planning. On the other hand, if assuming a reasonably small processing delay, an IBFD
repeater can be entirely transparent from the network’s perspective since it does not
require additional temporal or spectral resources. This makes it extremely well suitable
for, e.g., gap-filling in general [86, 224, 261], or increasing the coverage in digital video
broadcasting (DVB) systems [175, 210].
In the earlier proposals of such IBFD relays, the necessary SI isolation was achieved
by spatially separating the transmit and receive antennas [14, 224, 225]. The downside
of this are of course the relatively large dimensions required for the device, and hence
active SI cancellers for relay applications have also been widely studied, including analog
[108, 115, 231] as well as digital solutions [80, 87, 90, 158, 198, 200, 208]. Recently,
various beamforming, spatial-domain nulling, and power control solutions have also been
proposed [36, 48, 49, 83, 86, 106, 139, 153, 192, 196, 197, 211, 214, 239], alongside with
several more information theoretic analyses of IBFD relays in general [54, 107, 151, 152,
199, 220, 249, 259]. Furthermore, IBFD relaying has also been analyzed in the context
of energy harvesting and wireless power transfer [170, 250, 262, 270].
In conclusion, regardless of the wide body of literature involving different kinds of SI
cancellers for all types of IBFD radios, the idea of actual two-way data transfer over the
same time-frequency resource received rather little interest up until the recent years. The
likely reason for this is that the amount of cancellation needed for any meaningful data
rate and/or communications distance in such a scenario is clearly beyond the capabilities
of the solutions developed for radars and echo cancellers [204]. Realizing such immense
isolation levels for a generic radio device was simply considered too steep a price for
a mere twofold improvement in the spectral efficiency during a time when spectrum
was abundant. Even so, there are still some patents for somewhat more generic IBFD
transceivers dating back to the early 1980s [246, 247], indicating that their potential in
data transfer applications has still been understood, although the necessary technology
and commercial interest has been lacking. Eventually, however, the heavy congestion of
the favorable parts of the radio spectrum made the cost of SI cancellation comparable
to the benefits of doubling the spectral efficiency, thereby motivating the research also
into IBFD data transfer applications.
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2.2 Modern Take on Full-Duplex: Bidirectional Data
Transfer over the Same Time-Frequency Resource
Due to the aforementioned aspects, the interest in wireless IBFD communications as
a duplexing method in bidirectional data transfer applications has been constantly
increasing in the more recent years [62, 188, 204, 266]. Starting from [35], where some
of the first experiments regarding bidirectional IBFD communications are reported, the
research has been intensive. To first quantify the required amount of SI suppression in
these generic IBFD transceivers, let us assume a maximum LTE user equipment (UE)
transmit power of 23 dBm, and a sensitivity requirement of −90 dBm [69]. With these
example system parameters, the SI should be cancelled in total by 113 dB to attenuate
it to the level of the receiver noise floor, where it would still decrease the sensitivity by
3 dB. Although there is usually some physical isolation between the TX and RX chains,
several active cancellation stages are clearly needed as it is extremely challenging to
achieve such suppression levels by passive isolation mechanisms alone.
Starting from the first IBFD prototype implementations, the prevalent solution
has been to utilize two active SI cancellation stages to suppress the SI sufficiently:
cancellation in the analog/RF domain and then subsequent cancellation in the digital
domain [P3–P5], [3, 19, 28, 29, 44, 59, 61–63, 103, 265]. The analog/RF cancellation is
usually performed already before the actual RX chain to limit the total power entering the
RX low-noise amplifier (LNA). In principle, the RF canceller subtracts the regenerated
SI signal from the overall received signal in the RF domain and thereby ensures that
the extremely high SI power does not saturate the LNA or damage any of the delicate
components in the RX chain. However, due to the immense SI cancellation requirements,
further cancellation is typically required in the digital domain. There, the original
baseband transmit data is used to regenerate the residual SI, which is then subtracted
from the overall digitized signal to suppress the remaining SI [P3, P4]. Complemented
with the physical isolation between the transmitter and the receiver, this type of an
overall cancellation solution has been shown to be sufficient for suppressing the SI below
the receiver noise floor [P4, P5], [28, 29, 50]. It is also possible to omit either the RF
or digital canceller but this requires advanced techniques for significantly increasing the
amount of passive isolation [P5], [8]. These different cancellation solutions are covered
in more detail in Section 2.3 below, while a more detailed review of the different IBFD
prototypes and their corresponding SI cancellation capabilities is given in Chapter 5.
Stemming from these successful demonstrator implementations, there is also a wide
body of more theoretical and fundamental research into the data transfer–oriented
applications of wireless IBFD communications. For instance, the medium access control
(MAC)–related aspects of networks consisting of IBFD devices have been widely analyzed,
since the IBFD capability obviously affects the whole channel access procedure [12, 43–
47, 58, 78, 103, 147, 148, 174, 222, 226, 251, 271]. Hence, new solutions for MAC
mechanisms are needed when IBFD transceivers are introduced. As a specific example,
utilizing IBFD–capable transceivers in a network based on carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) naturally removes or alleviates the well-known
hidden node problem illustrated in Fig. 2.1a, where a collision occurs when two nodes
outside each other’s transmission range try to transmit data signals to the same receiving
node at the same time. In particular, many of the IBFD MAC algorithms solve this
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Figure 2.1: (a) The hidden node problem in a CSMA/CA network with HD devices and (b)
the same scenario with IBFD-capable devices, where no collision occurs.
issue by forcing also the receiving node to transmit either a data signal or a busy tone,
facilitated by its IBFD capability [44, 47, 58, 78, 103, 174, 222, 271]. This type of a
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2.1b, where it can be observed that the channel is now
reserved around both parties, ensuring that the collision avoidance mechanisms prevent
further transmissions.
Furthermore, in a CSMA/CA-based network, the IBFD or STAR capability can also
be used to sense the channel while transmitting, which enables much faster detection of
a possible collision [147, 148, 226]. This obviously results in a higher average throughput
in the network, illustrating that the IBFD technology can also provide performance
improvements in the higher layers, in addition to increasing the physical layer spectral
efficiency. It should also be noted that STAR is extremely useful also for cognitive radios,
where the secondary users must cease their own transmission upon detecting a primary
user initiating a transmission [5, 232, 236]. Being capable of continuously sensing the
channel obviously decreases the level of interference that the secondary users cause to
the primary users, resulting in more efficient and operational cognitive radio networks.
Moreover, in order to decrease the overall deployment complexity of the IBFD
networks, systems where only a subset of the transceivers are capable of IBFD operation
have also been widely studied. A popular example of this is the system illustrated in
Fig. 2.2 where the BS or the AN is IBFD capable, while the UEs or the clients are
legacy HD devices [46, 60, 70, 73, 167, 171, 185, 217, 229, 254, 255, 272]. The benefit of
this solution is that the BS can serve the UL and DL UEs simultaneously on the same
time-frequency resource, while the potentially costly SI cancellation must be performed
only in the BS. However, as also shown in Fig. 2.2, a downside of this type of a network
is that the transmissions of the UL UEs will produce interference to the receiving DL
UEs, and therefore this so-called inter-user-interference (IUI) must be mitigated by some
means. There are already various solutions for addressing the IUI, such as assigning
the UL and the DL UEs so that their mutual path losses are maximized [46, 60] or
interference alignment [65, 114, 205], indicating that this issue can be alleviated at least
to some extent. Altogether, a network where only the BS is IBFD capable is hence an
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of a network where an IBFD-capable AN is using the same
frequency band for simultaneous DL and UL.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of a network where an IBFD-capable AN is using the same
time-frequency resource for DL, UL, and backhauling. Note that this type of a network suffers
also from IUI between the DL and UL UEs and the backhaul node, but the different interference
links are omitted from this figure to improve its readability.
intriguing commercial application for IBFD transceivers, as it will ensure a lower cost
for the UEs while still improving the spectral efficiency via the simultaneous UL and DL
transmissions.
A particular example of a network with an IBFD-capable AN is discussed, for
instance, in [P7, 129, 131], [183, 237] and depicted in Fig. 2.3, where the AN serves
the UL and DL UEs simultaneously on the same frequency band while also using
the same frequency resources for backhauling the data wirelessly. Such wireless self-
backhauling is greatly beneficial, for instance, in densely deployed cellular networks,
where it would be very expensive to install wired backhaul links for all the individual
cells [41, 91, 183, 217, 237, 268]. This type of a situation is a probable scenario in the
future 5G networks [67, 98, 110]. As no additional spectral resources are needed for
establishing the backhaul connectivity, such a network is spectrally very efficient while
requiring no expensive cabling for the backhaul link. However, although omitted from
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Fig. 2.3 for a better illustration, the drawback of this type of a scheme are the various
interference sources, as the different signals are fully overlapping both in frequency and
in time. This calls for careful power allocation in order to minimize the interference
powers [P7]. Such a network is analyzed in more detail in Chapter 6.
On a more general note, a great deal of attention has also been paid to the obtainable
network-level performance gains when utilizing IBFD devices [9, 24, 171, 172, 212,
252, 253, 260, 271]. With a suitable MAC protocol, introducing IBFD transceivers
to the network might actually improve the overall throughput by more than 100%
[271], although most works report the achievable gains to be less than 100% due to
the increased interference levels between the transceivers [212, 252, 253]. Nevertheless,
under most circumstances, employing IBFD communications is still shown to provide a
higher throughput than the corresponding HD solution [3, 9, 24, 53, 70–72, 171, 172,
212, 260, 271]. Hence, while wireless IBFD communications suffers from the additional
cost of SI cancellation, it results in improved spectral efficiency also on a network level.
This makes it an intriguing technology for the next generation wireless systems, as long
as the cost of the necessary SI cancellers can be kept at a reasonable level.
2.3 Modeling Inband Full-Duplex Transceivers
Let us then consider in more detail the common IBFD transceiver architectures, which
facilitate the simultaneous transmission and reception on the same center frequency. In
principle, such a transceiver is differentiated from a typical HD transceiver by the SI
cancellation stages, having otherwise similar transmitter and receiver structures.
In this thesis, the direct-conversion architecture is considered for both the transmitter
and the receiver. This selection is made because direct-conversion transceivers are widely
used in the modern wireless systems, thanks to their low power consumption and relative
ease of integration on a single chip [2, 169, 190]. As a reference, Fig. 2.4 shows a generic
block diagram of such a HD direct-conversion transceiver, illustrating the relevant aspects
of the architecture. The defining characteristic of a direct-conversion transceiver is that
the signal is downconverted (or upconverted) directly from the RF to the baseband
(from the baseband to the RF). This simplifies the transceiver since no intermediate
frequencies are used, and some of the amplification and filtering can be done in the
baseband [169]. However, as a downside, the direct-conversion architecture suffers from
direct current (DC) offset, local oscillator (LO) leakage, and I/Q imbalance, which must
be mitigated in the digital domain or by some other means [169, 190]. Especially the
I/Q imbalance is a cumbersome issue in the context of IBFD transceivers, as will be
discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.1.
To facilitate wireless IBFD operation, Fig. 2.5a illustrates a possible SI cancellation
architecture for a direct-conversion transceiver. Firstly, it includes two alternatives for
physically isolating the transmitter and the receiver: separate TX and RX antennas,
or a shared TX/RX antenna. In the latter, the physical isolation is obtained with a
so-called circulator, which is a three-port device where each port is connected directly to
the next port while being isolated from the previous port, or vice versa, depending on
the direction of rotation (i.e., clockwise or counterclockwise) [184, p. 487]. This means
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of a HD direct-conversion transceiver, including options for both
TDD and FDD operation modes. In the former, either a shared TX/RX antenna or separate
TX and RX antennas can be used, while a shared antenna connected to a duplexer is typically
used in the latter case. For a full list of the abbreviations, refer to pp. ix–xi.
that the signal propagating in the opposite direction is heavily attenuated, resulting
in a certain amount of isolation between the TX and RX chains when using such a
circulator in an IBFD transceiver as shown in Fig. 2.5a. The isolation provided by a
circulator is typically in the order of 20–40 dB, depending on its size and cost as well
as on the used bandwidth, while the attenuation in the desired direction is usually less
than half a decibel [P4]. It should be noted that the essential modeling of the SI signal
is not affected by the adopted antenna architecture, and hence the signal models and
algorithms reported in this thesis can be readily applied to both types of systems.
Shared-antenna IBFD operation can also be facilitated by using an electrical balance
duplexer (EBD) in place of the circulator. In principle, an EBD utilizes a hybrid
transformer to isolate the TX and RX chains connected to the same antenna, the
isolation being achieved by mimicking the impedance of the antenna with a tunable
balance network [160], [56, 140, 141, 263]. Namely, the tunable impedance is used to
form a replica of the signal leaking from the TX chain to the RX chain, which is phase
shifted by 180◦ with the hybrid transformer before combining it with the RX signal and
consequently suppressing the SI. While an EBD can typically be implemented in a more
compact form than a circulator, it requires active tuning to track the antenna impedance,
making the fully passive circulator in many respects a more robust option. For these
reasons, in this thesis the single-antenna IBFD transceiver is primarily assumed to utilize
a circulator, although the essential results in Chapters 3 and 4 can also be applied to an
EBD-based architecture.
The overall signal received by an IBFD transceiver, consisting of both the SI and
the signal of interest, is then formed as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. With the help of
baseband-equivalent modeling, it can be expressed as follows:
y(t) = s(t) + hSI(t) ? xPA(t) + z(t), (2.1)
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Figure 2.5: (a) The considered direct-conversion IBFD transceiver architecture where RF
cancellation is performed using the PA output signal, and (b) the corresponding IBFD transceiver
architecture where the RF canceller utilizes an auxiliary transmitter, first proposed in [63]. For
a full list of the abbreviations, refer to pp. ix–xi.
where s(t) is the received signal of interest, hSI(t) is the (wireless) coupling channel
between the transmitter and the receiver, xPA(t) is the transmitter output signal, and
z(t) is the overall noise signal.
After this, RF cancellation is performed on the received signal to reduce the SI
power entering the actual RX chain. The IBFD transceiver architecture depicted in
Fig. 2.5a utilizes a RF cancellation solution where the transmitter PA output signal
is used to form the cancellation signal, which is then subtracted from the received
signal after proper manipulation. The benefit of this type of a solution is that all the
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Figure 2.6: The basic model for the total received signal in an IBFD transceiver.
TX-induced impairments are implicitly included in the cancellation signal, and are
consequently suppressed by the RF canceller. In principle, this type of an RF canceller
aims at modeling and subtracting the strongest SI components, while the multipath
reflections are more easily cancelled in the digital domain [P5], [28, 103]. When separate
TX and RX antennas are used, there is only one strong SI component present at this
stage, i.e., the directly propagating component [99], [59, 119], while the circulator-based
architecture results in two powerful SI components: the direct leakage through the
circulator and the reflection from the antenna [28, 257]. In the latter case, the power
level of the antenna reflection is directly determined by the quality of the antenna
matching, and hence this provides a strong motivation to utilize well-matched antennas
in single-antenna IBFD transceivers.
Regardless of the number of strong SI components, constructing the RF cancellation
signal is essentially an interpolation problem since the delay of the SI component(s) is
rarely precisely known. For this reason, the RF canceller should use several copies of
the transmit signal with different delays to form an accurate replica of the observed SI
[99, 238], [28, 47]. The phases and/or amplitudes of these copies, or tap signals, are then
adjusted, for instance, with VMs before combining them and forming the cancellation
signal. Hence, the baseband-equivalent output signal of such an RF canceller can be
written as follows:
yRFC(t) = y(t)−
NRFC−1∑
i=0
wi,RFC xPA(t− τi), (2.2)
where wi,RFC is a complex coefficient denoting the phase and amplitude adjustment
of the ith tap signal, NRFC is the number of taps in the RF canceller, and τi is the
fixed delay of the ith tap signal. The delay values are predetermined by measuring the
impulse response of the coupling path and choosing the tap delays such that as much of
the energy of the SI as possible is between the taps while minimizing also their mutual
delays [47]. The correct phase and amplitude values can then be estimated adaptively by
using, for instance, least mean squares (LMS)–type learning algorithms [99, 238], [47].
Another RF cancellation approach is to only adjust the amplitudes of the tap signals,
which means that the coefficients in wi,RFC become real-valued. However, this requires
more tap signals with a wider range of delays, thereby potentially resulting in a more
complex implementation [28, 29].
In order to increase the flexibility of the RF canceller, Fig. 2.5b shows an alternative
solution where the RF cancellation signal is in fact generated digitally, after which it is
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upconverted to the RF domain with an auxiliary transmitter [63]. Since all the signal
processing can be carried out in the digital domain, this allows for a more flexible and
accurate generation of the RF cancellation signal, possibly incorporating also the effects
of the multipath reflections into the modeling [20, 61, 63, 140]. However, as opposed
to the architecture in Fig. 2.5a, the drawback of this solution is that the TX-induced
impairments are not inherently included in the cancellation signal, meaning that they
are not suppressed by the RF canceller unless explicitly modeled. Furthermore, an
additional transmitter is also required, albeit without a PA [62]. The signal after this
type of RF cancellation is as follows:
yRFC(t) = y(t)−
NRFC−1∑
i=0
wi,RFC x(t− iTs), (2.3)
where x(t) is the original transmit signal after the digital-to-analog converter (DAC),
wi,RFC is the complex coefficient of the ith tap signal, including also the amplification
of the auxiliary receiver, and Ts is the sampling period used when generating the RF
cancellation signal. This type of a solution has been widely studied in the earlier literature
[22, 59, 61, 63, 140, 142], although in most cases the highest performance has so far been
achieved with the RF cancellation structure shown in Fig. 2.5a [238], [28]. Also note
that the results included in this thesis have been generated using the RF cancellation
structure of Fig. 2.5a, and hence PA output–based RF cancellation is assumed in all
the derivations and system models in the continuation. Nevertheless, this does not
decrease the applicability of the derived digital cancellation algorithms, as the chosen
RF cancellation architecture only affects the relative power levels of the different signal
components, not the signal models themselves [P6].
Altogether, with sufficiently high RF cancellation performance, the SI is attenuated
such that neither the LNA nor the ADC are saturated by the SI power, them being
typically the critical components with regard to the highest tolerated power entering the
RX chain [P4]. Having then amplified, downconverted, and digitized the total signal
consisting of the residual SI and the signal of interest, digital cancellation is performed.
Omitting the amplification occurring in the receiver for clarity, the signal after the digital
canceller is expressed as follows:
yDC(n) = yADC(n)− c(n) ≈ s(n) + z(n), (2.4)
where yADC(n) is the ADC output signal, c(n) is the digital cancellation signal, and
the index n is used to denote each sampling period. The digital cancellation signal is
typically constructed from the original transmit data x(n), using a predefined signal
model and an estimate of the overall coupling channel. Ideally, the residual SI can
be perfectly cancelled in the digital domain, after which only the received signal of
interest, alongside with the noise, remains. The different digital cancellation solutions
are described in detail in Chapter 4, where the possible structures for c(n) are also
disclosed.
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Figure 2.7: Frequency domain illustrations of (a) I/Q imbalance, and (b) nonlinear distortion.
2.4 Analog Imperfections
Due to the stringent cancellation requirements and the high power of the SI signal,
many of the imperfections produced within the transceiver must be considered when
modeling and regenerating the SI waveform for digital cancellation. This stems from the
high power difference between the received SI signal and the signal of interest: even a
mild distortion component in the former can be extremely powerful compared to the
latter, which is weakened due to the much longer propagation distance. Hence, if such a
distortion component is ignored in the cancellation processing, it will remain unaffected
and therefore results in a heavily decreased SINR upon detection. Below, the most
relevant analog imperfections are described and discussed.
2.4.1 I/Q Imbalance
I/Q imbalance is a prevalent issue in direct-conversion transceivers, stemming from the
inherent phase and amplitude mismatches between the I- and Q-branches [39, 245]. As
a result of these mismatches, a so-called image component is generated on top of the
original signal, Fig. 2.7a illustrating this phenomenon in the frequency domain. The
image component produced within a direct-conversion transceiver is in fact the original
signal, whose spectrum has been inverted with respect to the frequency axis. In time
domain, the image component is correspondingly the complex conjugate of the original
signal. The magnitude of the image component in relation to the original signal is
dictated by the severity of the I/Q imbalance, although typically it is clearly weaker
than the original signal [69].
As opposed to the direct-conversion architecture, in the older superheterodyne trans-
ceivers, where an intermediate frequency is used during up- and downconversion, the
mirror images are in fact in the adjacent frequency bands, and they can simply be filtered
out either in the intermediate frequency (TX) or in the RF domain (RX). Consequently,
the I/Q imbalance of a direct-conversion transceiver can be considered equivalent to
the problem of image frequencies in the superheterodyne architecture. While the direct-
conversion architecture avoids the need for the possibly bulky analog filters, it must
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carefully match the phases and amplitudes of the I- and Q-branches to sufficiently
suppress the image component.
Nevertheless, as already mentioned, the phases and amplitudes will inherently have
some mismatches in all practical devices, and hence the image component should
be considered when modeling the SI within a direct-conversion transceiver. In the
transmitter, the signal at the I/Q mixer output can be expressed as follows:
xTXIQ (t) = k1,TX(t) ? x(t) + k2,TX(t) ? x∗(t), (2.5)
where k1,TX(t) is the response of the actual signal x(t), and k2,TX(t) is the response of
the image component. Here, the term k2,TX(t) ? x∗(t) represents the image component
produced by the I/Q imbalance, and its magnitude is directly proportional to the severity
of the phase and amplitude mismatches between the I- and Q-branches. To characterize
and quantify the image suppression performance of a direct-conversion transmitter or
receiver, the image rejection ratio (IRR) is typically used. It is defined as follows for the
transmitter:
irrTX(f) =
|K1,TX(f)|2
|K2,TX(f)|2
, (2.6)
where K1,TX(f) = F {k1,TX(t)} and K2,TX(f) = F {k2,TX(t)} are the frequency domain
representations of the two responses. The I/Q imbalance occurring in the RX chain is
modeled in an identical way. To give some insight into the magnitude of I/Q imbalance,
the LTE UE specifications specify the lowest acceptable IRR as 25 dB [69]. While this
is sufficient for HD systems, such I/Q imbalance levels result in a significant amount
of residual SI in an IBFD transceiver if not properly addressed. This matter will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.4.2 Nonlinear Distortion
Another fundamental issue, especially in low-cost communications devices, is the nonlin-
ear distortion. It is primarily produced by the different active components, in particular
the amplifiers, and can heavily distort the signal. In principle, it stems from some form
of clipping, which results in the highest signal peaks being compressed. In other words,
when driven sufficiently close to saturation, the gain of the amplifier is smaller when the
amplitude of the input signal is higher, and thereby the relationship between the input
and output signals is in fact nonlinear. In the frequency domain, nonlinear distortion
can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 2.7b, where it exhibits itself as spectral regrowth.
Note that, in the context of IBFD transceivers, only the nonlinear distortion falling
onto the signal band needs to be considered since the distortion falling out-of-band can
easily be filtered out in the receiver. The out-of-band nonlinearities are an important
consideration only in terms of the transmitter spectral emission mask, which is typically
defined in the system specifications to limit the interference produced on to the adjacent
channels [69]. Nevertheless, since the focus of this work is only on the inband distortion,
the spectral emission requirements are not explicitly considered.
In a typical case, the main source of nonlinear distortion is the TX PA [P1, 18], [22,
144, 189]. The reason for this is the need for high power efficiency, while also having to
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amplify the signal to the required transmit power level. These two requirements mean
that the PA must operate close to its saturation point, which results in the nonlinear
distortion of the waveform, especially with signals having high peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) [105, 189]. Furthermore, even if the distortion is mild enough to fulfill
the system specifications, it can still be extremely problematic for an IBFD device. For
example, the strictest EVM requirement in the LTE specifications is 3.5% for the BS
under the 256-QAM modulation scheme, which translates to a distortion component
that is 29 dB weaker than the actual signal [68]. Making the reasonable assumption
that the error component of a BS transmit signal is dominated by the PA nonlinearities
[75, 76], this can be considered the highest allowed power level for the PA-induced
nonlinear distortion under this modulation scheme. Hence, even with such a strict EVM
requirement, the power level of the nonlinear distortion can easily be around 0 dBm at
the TX output, meaning that in the RX chain it is likely orders of magnitude stronger
than any signal of interest. What is more, when considering a lower order modulation
scheme, the EVM requirements are less strict, meaning that the nonlinearities may be
even stronger [68, 69]. This clearly indicates that nonlinear modeling of the TX PA is
necessary in IBFD transceivers, as will be shown in more detail in Chapter 3.
In order to determine the power level of the nonlinear distortion more accurately,
intercept points are commonly used. They describe the theoretical power level at which
the nonlinear term of the considered order is equally powerful than the fundamental
signal itself [79, p. 246]. This can then be used to calculate the power level of the
nonlinear term for any reasonable component input power [P1]. As the 3rd-order
nonlinearity is typically the dominant term, the 3rd-order input intercept point (IIP3)
of the PA can be used to characterize the overall significance of the nonlinear distortion
at the TX output. Then, the power level of the nonlinear distortion at the TX output
can easily be approximated as follows [P1]:
pIMD,PA ≈ p
3
TX
(iip3PA|kPA|2)2
, (2.7)
where pTX is the transmit power, iip3PA is the IIP3 of the PA, and |kPA|2 is the gain of
the PA, all in linear units.
There are also various methods for modeling the PA-induced nonlinear distortion on
a waveform level, such as the Volterra series or the Wiener model [1, 173, 241]. However,
to limit the complexity of the model, and to ensure efficient parameter estimation, the
widely-deployed parallel Hammerstein (PH) model is adopted in this thesis. In principle,
a PH model refers to a system with parallel static nonlinearities, each having their own
filter that models the memory effects [213]. In this thesis, the static nonlinearities are
chosen to be monomials, while the memory effects are modeled using finite impulse
response (FIR) filters. Denoting the baseband-equivalent PA input signal by xinPA(n),
its output signal can thereby be expressed with the adopted discrete-time PH model as
follows [P5, 15, 18], [57, 101, 241]:
xPA(n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
MPH∑
m=0
hp(m)
∣∣xinPA(n−m)∣∣p−1 xinPA(n−m), (2.8)
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where P is the nonlinearity order of the model, MPH is the memory length of the model,
and hp(m) contains the coefficients of the pth-order nonlinearity. Note that it is sufficient
to include only the odd-order nonlinearities in the model when analyzing the inband
distortion since the even-order terms fall outside the reception bandwidth [101]. This
type of a model has been shown to be accurate for modeling a wide variety of practical
PAs [15, 101, 173, 241], and in Chapter 5 it is shown to achieve high modeling accuracy
also in the context of digital SI cancellation.
In addition to the nonlinear distortion produced in the transmitter, under some
circumstances the RX chain can also distort the received signal in a nonlinear manner
[P1, 132], [10]. This typically occurs when the amount of SI suppression before the
receiver is too low, resulting in the saturation of the RX LNA. It is possible to model and
attenuate also the RX-induced nonlinearities [132], [10], but the signal model becomes
prohibitively complicated when also the PA is producing significant levels of distortion.
Namely, then the overall coupling channel consists of the cascade of a nonlinearity, a
wireless channel with memory, and another nonlinearity, resulting in an extremely large
amount of nonlinear terms. For this reason, it is crucial to have sufficient RF cancellation
performance since that will ensure that the power level of the receiver input signal is
not high enough to produce significant nonlinear distortion in the LNA. This is also the
underlying assumption in this thesis, and its validity is proven with the help of system
calculations in Chapter 3 and further confirmed by the obtained measurement results
reported in Chapter 5.
2.4.3 Analog-to-Digital Converter Quantization Noise
As opposed to the traditional HD systems, in IBFD transceivers also the receiver
ADC plays a significant role [53, 204]. Namely, in a HD receiver, the accuracy of the
quantization upon analog-to-digital conversion is rarely a bottleneck, assuming proper
automatic gain control (AGC) that amplifies the overall signal to match the dynamic
range of the ADC [79, p. 139]. There, the SINR is typically limited either by noise
or by interference of some sort, as long as the ADC uses any reasonable amount of
bits. However, the situation changes drastically when an IBFD transceiver is considered
since then the ADC input signal also contains some residual SI. Even after a high
amount of passive isolation and RF cancellation, the power of the residual SI can still
be significantly higher than the power of the received signal of interest. This essentially
means that the AGC is adjusting the gain based on the residual SI, not the signal of
interest, to avoid clipping. Hence, upon the analog-to-digital conversion, the dynamic
range of the signal of interest is well below the dynamic range of the ADC, meaning
that it is quantized with less bits than in a corresponding HD device. Consequently, if
the amount of analog SI suppression is not sufficiently high, the SINR of the signal of
interest remains low due to the quantization effects, regardless of the digital cancellation
performance [53, 204].
This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 2.8, where two scenarios are shown. In
Fig. 2.8a, there is no residual SI at the ADC input, and consequently the whole dynamic
range of the ADC can be used to quantize the signal of interest. As can be observed, the
quantization effects are only minor and the signal quality remains good. On the other
hand, in Fig. 2.8b the ADC input signal contains also some residual SI and, as a result,
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Figure 2.8: Effect of ADC quantization (a) without any SI, and (b) with a strong SI signal.
The horizontal lines denote the quantization levels.
the AGC must use less gain in the receiver to avoid clipping in the ADC. Therefore, even
after eliminating the SI with digital cancellation, the signal of interest is very noisy due
to the quantization effects, as can be seen in the lower part of Fig. 2.8b. These examples
show that, in the context of IBFD transceivers, the dynamic range of the ADC and
the analog SI cancellation performance must be carefully considered to ensure sufficient
SINR for the signal of interest in the digital domain.
The effect of the quantization noise can be determined by calculating its power level,
which can be done if the voltage range of the ADC and the amount of bits it uses for
quantizing the signal are known. Firstly, assuming an ideal AGC in the receiver that is
capable of perfectly matching the dynamics of the input signal to the dynamic range
of the ADC, the signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) of an individual ADC can
easily be shown to be as follows [38, p. 606]:
sqnr = 3 · 2
2b
papr =
3 · 22bpADC
pmaxADC
, (2.9)
where b is the number of bits used for the analog-to-digital conversion, papr is the PAPR
of the ADC input signal, pmaxADC is the peak power of the ADC input signal, and pADC is
the average power of the ADC input signal, all in linear units. Considering then an I/Q
receiver, which requires in fact two ADCs for digitizing both the I- and Q-signals, the
overall quantization noise consists of the quantization noise produced by both ADCs.
Using the expression in (2.9) to define the SQNRs of the I- and Q-branches as sqnr I and
sqnrQ, respectively, the absolute power level of the overall quantization noise in an I/Q
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receiver can consequently be written as
pqn =
pIADC
sqnr I
+ p
Q
ADC
sqnrQ
= p
max,I
ADC + p
max,Q
ADC
3 · 22b ≈
V 2ADC
3R22b+1 ≈
pADCpapr
3 · 22b , (2.10)
where pIADC/p
max,I
ADC are the average and peak powers of the I-branch ADC input signal,
respectively, pQADC/p
max,Q
ADC are the corresponding quantities for the Q-branch, VADC is
the peak-to-peak voltage range of an individual ADC, and R is the impedance of the
system. Note that (2.10) assumes that the peak powers of the I- and Q-signals are
roughly equal, and the last expression is based on the approximation that the peak
power of the I/Q signal is roughly equal to the sum of the peak powers at the I- and
Q-branches. These approximations facilitate the usage of only the I/Q signal–related
quantities in evaluating the quantization noise power, and hence there is no need to
consider the I- and Q-branches separately.
2.4.4 Transmitter Thermal Noise
Due to the extremely high power of the SI signal at the receiver input, even the transmitter
thermal noise can result in an elevated interference floor in IBFD transceivers if not
properly managed. In particular, the thermal noise present in the transmitter DAC
output signal will also be amplified, alongside with the actual signal, and it is further
magnified by the noise figure (NF) of the transmitter. This means that the TX-induced
thermal noise can reach reasonably high power levels compared to the noise floor at
the receiver input. In a HD transceiver, the transmitter noise can be neglected since
the transmitter is either turned off during reception (cf. TDD), or it operates on a
different frequency band and the noise can be filtered out (cf. FDD). However, in an
IBFD transceiver, any noise included in the transmit signal will also overlap the received
signal of interest in the frequency and time domains, meaning that it can potentially
reduce the overall SINR. What is more, the transmitter thermal noise cannot obviously
be modeled, which means that there are few options for canceling it in the receiver.
To ensure that the transmitter noise can be properly suppressed, the RF cancellation
architecture illustrated in Fig. 2.5a is the preferable option. The reason for this is that
in this type of an RF canceller the transmitter output signal is used as the cancellation
signal, and hence it inherently includes also the transmitter noise. This means that
the transmitter noise is attenuated by both the physical TX–RX isolation and the RF
canceller, which together are typically enough to suppress it well below the receiver
noise floor. On the other hand, if the auxiliary transmitter–based RF cancellation
solution, illustrated in Fig. 2.5b, is used, the transmitter thermal noise realization is
not included in the cancellation signal. This means that it is only attenuated by the
passive isolation, which might not be sufficient to suppress it below the receiver noise
floor. Hence, this speaks strongly for the transmitter output–based RF canceller as
then also the transmitter noise is automatically taken care of. In Chapter 3, also the
contribution of the transmitter thermal noise is quantified in more detail.
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2.4.5 Oscillator Phase Noise
The effect of phase noise has also been widely studied in the context of IBFD transceivers
[233], [163, 187, 195, 207]. Phase noise is caused by the varying phase of the LO signal
during up- and downconversion, which results in a multiplicative distortion component.
For the transmitter, the complex-valued baseband-equivalent phase noise model can be
written as follows:
xinPA(t) = xTXIQ (t)eφtx(t), (2.11)
where xTXIQ (t) is the signal before upconversion, and φtx(t) is the transmitter phase noise
term. The latter is a stochastic process, whose statistics depend on the quality of the
LO. In the ideal case where no phase noise is produced, φtx(t) is merely a constant.
In the receiver I/Q mixer, the signal is downconverted, which results in the following
effective phase noise realization at the ADC input:
yADC(t) = yRXIQ (t)e−φrx(t), (2.12)
where yRXIQ (t) is the signal before downconversion, and φrx(t) is the random receiver
phase noise term.
Under the assumption that φtx(t) and φrx(t) are independent of each other, phase
noise is indeed a serious issue in IBFD transceivers, and it results in an elevated
interference floor, even after all the cancellation stages [233], [163, 195, 207]. However,
using independent LO signals in an IBFD transceiver is a rather pessimistic assumption
since the transmitter and receiver operate on the same center frequency. Hence, in
this case, the most sensible option is to use the same LO signal for both the up- and
downconversion, and consequently φtx(t) = φrx(t) = φ(t).
Noting that the sign of the receiver phase noise term is opposite to that of the
transmitter phase noise, it can be deduced that some of the phase noise is implicitly
cancelled upon downconversion when using a shared TX/RX LO [233], [163]. For the
self-cancellation of the phase noise in general, the deciding factor is the delay between
the TX and RX I/Q mixers since that determines how well the phase noise during
upconversion matches with the phase noise affecting the downconversion. Denoting the
direct propagation delay between the TX and the RX I/Q mixers by τPN, the effective
phase noise affecting the main SI component is as follows:
eφeff(t) = eφ(t)e−φ(t+τPN) = e(φ(t)−φ(t+τPN)). (2.13)
In particular, the common phase error (CPE), which refers to the mean value of φ(t), is
perfectly cancelled upon downconversion since it can be expected to be static during the
short propagation time. Also any frequency offset in the LO signal, commonly referred
to as carrier frequency offset (CFO), is cancelled at this point since it is not affected by
the delay. Hence, neither the CPE nor the CFO affect the overall SI waveform in an
IBFD device with a shared LO, meaning that they can be omitted in this analysis.
Considering then the phase noise remaining after the self-cancellation, it can be
further analyzed by making certain assumptions regarding the nature of the phase noise
process. In particular, adopting the widely used free-running oscillator model where
phase noise is modeled as a random-walk process, φ(t) =
√
4piβ3dBB(t), where B(t)
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denotes Brownian motion and β3dB is the 3-dB bandwidth of the phase noise [235, p.
16]. Hence, the effective phase noise can be expressed as follows:
φeff(t) =
√
4piβ3dB (B(t)−B(t+ τPN)) . (2.14)
Based on the basic properties of the Brownian motion, it can easily be shown that
φeff(t) ∼ N (0, 4piβ3dBτPN) [64, p. 301], where N
(
µ, σ2
)
denotes the normal distribution
with mean µ and variance σ2. It should also be noted that adopting this type of a model
for the phase noise process can be considered a pessimistic scenario, as the phase noise
performance of any real-world LO, typically utilizing some type of a phase-locked loop
(PLL), is likely to be somewhat better [181, 244, 273].
In general, it can already be deduced that, with any reasonable delay, the effective
phase noise of the main SI component is negligibly low [195]. It should be noted,
however, that the self-cancellation of the phase noise is much weaker for the multipath
SI components since their corresponding delays are longer. However, the multipath
components themselves are also weaker due to the higher path loss, and hence the
contribution of the effective phase noise remains negligible also in this case. These
deductions are confirmed in Chapter 3, where it will be shown that, for a realistic
propagation delay between the TX and RX I/Q mixers, the phase noise will have
practically no effect on the overall residual SI, even when assuming such a pessimistic
model for the phase noise process.
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CHAPTER 3
Analysis of Analog Imperfections
in Inband Full-Duplex
Transceivers
In this chapter, the most significant analog imperfections in the context of IBFDtransceivers are investigated and identified. The contents of this chapter are based
on [P1–P3] as well as on the works in [18, 82, 121, 123, 132, 133, 233].
3.1 Power Levels of the Different Distortion Compo-
nents
In order to determine the significance of the different impairments, an overall signal
model for the considered IBFD transceiver architecture must first be derived. Here,
the architecture of Fig. 2.5a with the PA output–based RF canceller is considered as it
corresponds to the implemented prototype, discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, and is
consequently the relevant scenario in terms of this thesis. The hereby obtained signal
model can then be used to define the power levels of the different impairments. This
reveals their relative significance within an IBFD transceiver and thereby facilitates the
development of accurate SI cancellation algorithms. Moreover, since the objective is
only to determine the power levels of the individual signal terms, a single-input and
single-output (SISO) transceiver with frequency-independent models for the different
components is assumed. However, the conclusions regarding the power levels of the
different signal terms can also be applied as a baseline to MIMO systems and to frequency-
dependent component models since these aspects do not have a major effect on the
relative significance of the various impairments.
The system model used in calculating the power levels of the distortion components
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where also the signals at the relevant parts of the transceiver
chain are shown. For simplicity, the variable-gain amplifier (VGA) at the PA input is not
explicitly considered in this analysis since it does not produce any significant nonlinear
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Figure 3.1: The system model used in determining the power levels of the different distortion
components, alongside with the signals at the different stages of the IBFD transceiver.
distortion. Furthermore, all the variables are assumed to be in linear units, although
their values are later specified in logarithmic units for clarity. Using the same notations
as in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the baseband-equivalent PA input signal can thereby be
expressed as follows:
xinPA(t) = (k1,TX [x(t) + zth(t)] + k2,TX [x∗(t) + z∗th(t)]) eφ(t)
≈ [k1,TXx(t) + k2,TXx∗(t)] eφ(t) + k1,TXzth(t), (3.1)
where k1,TX and k2,TX are the total responses of the direct and image components
before the PA, and zth(t) is the thermal noise realization at the DAC output. Note
that in this model k1,TX and k2,TX include the responses of all the components before
the PA, such as that of the VGA. The approximation in (3.1) stems from ignoring the
different distorted components of the DAC output noise, since they are negligibly weak
in comparison to the other signal components. This signal is then fed to the PA, which
distorts it in a nonlinear manner. The PA output signal is thereby as follows:
xPA(t) = kPAxinPA(t) + xIMDPA (t) + ztx(t)
≈ kPA [k1,TXx(t) + k2,TXx∗(t)] eφ(t) + xIMDPA (t) + kPAk1,TX
√
Ftxzth(t), (3.2)
where kPA is the frequency-independent response of the PA (i.e., its complex voltage gain),
xIMDPA (t) denotes the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA, ztx(t) is the additional
noise produced by the TX chain, and Ftx is the total noise factor1 of the TX chain. Here,
it is assumed that only the PA is producing additional noise in the transmitter, and
hence its NF is equal to the NF of the whole transmitter. This assumption is done to
simplify the analysis, since it does not affect the accuracy of the signal model in practice.
Also note that, in reality, the NF of the TX chain does not amplify the existing thermal
noise signal zth(t); instead, the transmitter produces additional thermal noise such that
the total noise power is increased by the NF. This simplification is done for both the
TX and RX chains to clarify the notation as the interest is only in the power levels of
the signal components.
1Note that the term noise factor refers to the linear quantity, while noise figure (NF) refers to the
noise factor in logarithmic units.
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The PA output signal is then attenuated either by the circulator, or by the path
loss between the two antennas, after which it is fed to the RF canceller. Since the
PA output signal is used for generating the RF cancellation signal, all the distortion
components included in the transmit signal are also attenuated at this stage. After the
RF canceller, the signal is amplified by the receiver LNA, which also produces some
nonlinear distortion. The signal after the RF canceller and the RX LNA can thereby be
written as follows:
yLNA(t) = kLNAaANTaRFCxPA(t) + yIMDLNA(t) + kLNAz′th(t) + zrx(t)
+ kLNAzRFC(t) + kLNAs(t)
≈ kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXx(t)eφ(t) + kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk2,TXx∗(t)eφ(t)
+ kLNAaANTaRFCxIMDPA (t) + yIMDLNA(t) + kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TX
√
Ftxzth(t)
+ kLNA
√
Frxz
′
th(t) + kLNAzRFC(t) + kLNAs(t), (3.3)
where kLNA is the complex gain of the RX LNA, aANT is the amount of physical isolation
consisting either of the path loss between separate TX and RX antennas or the isolation
provided by a circulator, aRFC is the amount of RF cancellation, yIMDLNA(t) is the nonlinear
distortion produced by the RX LNA, z′th(t) is the effective thermal noise realization in
the RX chain, zrx(t) is the additional noise produced in the receiver, zRFC(t) is the noise
produced by the RF canceller, and Frx is the total noise factor of the RX chain. For
notational clarity, it is assumed that the NF of the LNA is equal to the total NF of the
receiver since the later components do not significantly contribute to the overall noise
level.
After the LNA, the total received signal is downconverted and further amplified by
the VGA to match its dynamics to the voltage range of the ADC. The input signal of
the ADC can consequently be expressed as follows:
yADC(t) = kVGAk1,RXyLNA(t)e−φ(t+τPN) + kVGAk2,RX
(
yLNA(t)e−φ(t+τPN)
)∗
+ kVGAyIMDMX (t) + yIMDVGA(t)
≈ kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RXx(t)e(φ(t)−φ(t+τPN))
+ kVGA
(
kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk2,TXk1,RX + k∗LNAa∗ANTa∗RFCk∗PAk∗1,TXk2,RX
)
x∗(t)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAaANTaRFCxIMDPA (t) + kVGAk1,RXyIMDLNA(t)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TX
√
Ftxzth(t)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNA
√
Frxz
′
th(t) + kVGAk1,RXkLNAzRFC(t)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAs(t) + kVGAyIMDMX (t) + yIMDVGA(t), (3.4)
where k1,RX and k2,RX are the frequency-independent responses of the direct and image
components of the RX I/Q mixer, respectively, kVGA is the complex gain of the VGA,
yIMDMX (t) is the nonlinear distortion produced by the RX I/Q mixer, and yIMDVGA(t) is the
nonlinear distortion produced by the RX VGA. Again, the I/Q images of the different
distortion components have been ignored since they do not significantly contribute to
the overall waveform. For the same reason, the phase noise affecting the distortion
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components is also neglected since the phase noise of the linear SI term is dominant.
Also, the linear SI term corresponding to the RX I/Q image of the TX I/Q image has
been neglected since |k2,TXk2,RX|  |k1,TXk1,RX| with any reasonable IRR [P2].
Finally, the ADC input signal is quantized, after which digital cancellation is per-
formed. For the purposes of illustrating the magnitudes of the different impairment,
it is assumed here that the digital canceller is only capable of suppressing the linear
SI term, i.e., the one corresponding to x(n). Thus, the cancellation signal is of the
form c(n) = hˆLx(n), where hˆL denotes the one-tap estimate of the linear SI channel.
Therefore, the signal fed to the receiver detector is as follows:
yDC(n) = yADC(n)− c(n) = yADC(n)− hˆLx(n)
≈
(
kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RX − hˆL
)
x(n)
+ kVGA
(
kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk2,TXk1,RX + k∗LNAa∗ANTa∗RFCk∗PAk∗1,TXk2,RX
)
x∗(n)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAaANTaRFCxIMDPA (n) + kVGAk1,RXyIMDLNA(n)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TX
√
Ftxzth(n)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNA
√
Frxz
′
th(n) + kVGAk1,RXkLNAzRFC(n)
+ kVGAk1,RXkLNAs(n) + kVGAyIMDMX (n) + yIMDVGA(n)
+ kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RXx(n)φeff(n) + zq(n), (3.5)
where zq(n) represents the quantization noise produced by the analog-to-digital conver-
sion. Furthermore, it is assumed here that e(φ(t)−φ(t+τPN)) = eφeff(n) ≈ 1 + φeff(n),
which is a rather accurate approximation when φeff(n) is small [235, p. 20]. This allows
for the separation of the phase noise term from the linear SI term.
Using (3.5), the expressions for the power levels of the different signal/distortion
components can then be determined, as is done in [P1, P2]. In particular, it is assumed
that the complex gains of the different components, as well as the amounts of SI
suppression in the different cancellation stages, are static and deterministic. Then, the
power of the linear SI term can first be expressed as follows:
pSI = E
[∣∣∣(kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RX − hˆL)x(n)∣∣∣2]
= E
[∣∣∣(kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RX − hˆL)∣∣∣2] px
= |aDC|2E
[
|kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RX|2
]
px
= |kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2|aDC|2pTX, (3.6)
where px = E[|x(n)|2] is the power of the TX DAC output signal, |aDC|2 is the amount
of digital cancellation, and pTX ≈ |kPA|2|k1,TX|2px is the transmit power of the device.
The step from the second expression to the third expression follows directly from the
definition for the amount of digital cancellation, aDC, and its derivation is shown in [P2].
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Correspondingly, the power of the I/Q imbalance–induced image component of the
SI signal is as follows:
pSI,IM = E
[ ∣∣kVGA (kLNAaANTaRFCkPAk2,TXk1,RX
+k∗LNAa∗ANTa∗RFCk∗PAk∗1,TXk2,RX
)
x∗(n)
∣∣2]
= |kVGA|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2|kPA|2
(|k2,TX|2|k1,RX|2 + |k1,TX|2|k2,RX|2) px
= |kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2
(
1
irrTX
+ 1irrRX
)
pTX, (3.7)
where irrTX and irrRX are the IRRs of the TX and RX chains, respectively. The latter
expressions are obtained by assuming that the error of the RF cancellation signal is a
circular random variable [P2], although the amount of obtained RF cancellation is still
assumed to be static and deterministic.
Then, based on (2.7), and the discussion in Section 2.4.2 and [P1], the power of the
PA-induced nonlinear distortion can be expressed as
pIMD,PA = E
[∣∣kVGAk1,RXkLNAaANTaRFCxIMDPA (n)∣∣2]
≈ |kVGA|
2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2p3TX
iip3 2PA|kPA|4
, (3.8)
where iip3PA is the IIP3 of the PA in linear power units. The final expression is simply
obtained by assuming that the power of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion is dominated
by the power of the 3rd-order intermodulation distortion, which means that its power
can be approximated by using the IIP3 of the PA [P1].
The power of the RX-induced nonlinear distortion can be defined in a similar manner
as follows [P1]:
pIMD,RX = E
[∣∣kVGAk1,RXyIMDLNA(n) + kVGAyIMDMX (n) + yIMDVGA(n)∣∣2]
≈ |kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2
(|aANT|2|aRFC|2pTX)2 [( |kLNA|2iip2MX + |kLNA|
2|k1,RX|2
iip2VGA
)
+
(|aANT|2|aRFC|2pTX)( 1iip3 2LNA + |kLNA|
4
iip3 2MX
+ |kLNA|
4|k1,RX|4
iip3 2VGA
)]
, (3.9)
where iip2MX and iip2VGA are the 2nd-order input intercept points (IIP2s) of the RX
I/Q mixer and VGA, respectively, and iip3LNA, iip3MX, and iip3VGA are the IIP3s of
the RX LNA, I/Q mixer, and VGA, respectively. Upon deriving the power level of the
RX-induced nonlinearities, it has again been assumed that it is sufficient to consider only
2nd- and 3rd-order distortion to accurately determine the total power. Furthermore,
only the I/Q mixer and the VGA produce 2nd-order nonlinear distortion that falls onto
the RX frequency band [P1].
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The power of the TX-induced thermal noise, including also the noise produced by
the RF canceller, can then be expressed as follows:
pn,TX = E
[∣∣∣kVGAk1,RXkLNA (aANTaRFC√FtxkPAk1,TXzth(n) + zRFC(n))∣∣∣2]
= |kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2
(
Ftx|aANT|2|aRFC|2|kPA|2|k1,TX|2pth + pRFC
)
, (3.10)
where pth is the thermal noise power over the considered bandwidth, and pRFC is the
noise power at the RF canceller output. The thermal noise power in room temperature
and dBm units is given by pdBmth = −174 + 10 log10 (W ), where W is the bandwidth of
the system [P1]. Correspondingly, the power level of the RX-induced thermal noise is
written as follows:
pn,RX = E
[∣∣∣kVGAk1,RXkLNA√Frxz′th(n)∣∣∣2]
= Frx|kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2pth. (3.11)
The power of the phase noise–induced SI term is then expressed as
pPN = E
[
|kVGAkLNAaANTaRFCkPAk1,TXk1,RXx(n)φeff(n)|2
]
= |kVGA|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2|kPA|2|k1,TX|2|k1,RX|2E[|φeff(n)|2]px
= 4pi|kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2β3dBτPNpTX, (3.12)
where the final expression is based on the earlier observation that φeff(t)∼N (0,4piβ3dBτPN).
Thus, (3.12) can be used to evaluate the power of the phase noise–induced SI term,
given the delay between the TX and RX mixers and the 3-dB bandwidth of the phase
noise process.
Then, using (2.10), the power of the quantization noise can be written as follows:
pQN = E
[
|zq(n)|2
]
= V
2
ADC
3R 22b+1 =
pADCpapr
3 · 22b ≈
pSI
|aDC|2 papr
3 · 22b
= |kVGA|
2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2paprpTX
3 · 22b . (3.13)
The last two expressions stem from the assumptions that (i) the linear SI term is
dominating the power of the total signal upon the analog-to-digital conversion and
(ii) the AGC has perfect knowledge of the necessary signal powers so that the full voltage
range of the ADC is utilized, both of which are reasonable assumptions for the purposes
of this analysis. The gain of the VGA follows then directly from the expressions in (3.13).
In particular, solving for |kVGA|2 in (3.13), we get
|kVGA|2 = pADC|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2pTX
= V
2
ADC
2R |k1,RX|2|kLNA|2|aANT|2|aRFC|2paprpTX . (3.14)
Finally, the power of the received signal of interest is expressed as
pSOI = E
[
|kVGAk1,RXkLNAs(n)|2
]
= |kVGA|2|k1,RX|2|kLNA|2pRX, (3.15)
where pRX = E[|s(n)|2] is the received signal power at the input of the RX chain.
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Table 3.1: The essential default system parameters used in evaluating the different power
levels, unless otherwise mentioned.
Parameter Value
System bandwidth (W ) 20 MHz
Power of the received signal of interest (pRX) −85 dBm
PAPR of the transmit signal (papr) 10 dB
Amount of antenna isolation (|aANT|2) −40 dB
Amount of RF cancellation (|aRFC|2) −35 dB
RF canceller output noise, incl. coupling loss (pRFC) −97 dBm
Number of bits in the RX ADCs (b) 12
Peak-to-peak voltage range of the RX ADCs (VADC) 4 V
Impedance of the system (R) 50 Ω
TX DAC output power (px) −20 dBm
TX & RX IRR (irrTX / irrRX) 25 dB
Transmit power (pTX) 23 dBm
3-dB bandwidth of the phase noise (β3dB) 50 Hz
Delay between TX and RX I/Q mixers (τPN) 3 ns
Table 3.2: The essential default component parameters used in evaluating the different power
levels, unless otherwise mentioned.
Component Gain [dB] IIP2 [dBm] IIP3 [dBm] NF [dB]
TX I/Q Mixer & VGA 0–21 (|k1,TX|2) – – 10
TX PA 24 (|kPA|2) – 20 (iip3PA) 5
TX Total 24–45 – −1 10.0 (Ftx)
RX LNA 25 (|kLNA|2) – −9 (iip3LNA) 4.1
RX I/Q Mixer 6 (|k1,RX|2) 42 (iip2MX) 15 (iip3MX) 4
RX VGA 0–69 (|kVGA|2) 43 (iip2VGA) 14 (iip3VGA) 4
RX Total 31–100 11 −17 4.1 (Frx)
3.2 Evaluating the Distortion Power Levels with Re-
alistic System Parameters
The power levels of the different signal and distortion components are next evaluated using
(3.6)–(3.15) and some example system parameters. Here, we adopt similar parameters as
in [P1], taken mostly from [79, 191] and listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These parameter
values have been used in generating the forthcoming figures, unless otherwise mentioned.
Moreover, for the purposes of determining the most significant RF impairments, the
linear digital canceller is assumed to be capable of perfectly suppressing the linear SI
term, meaning that aDC = 0, and consequently also pSI = 0.
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Also, as already discussed when deriving the equations for the power levels, only
the total NFs of the TX and RX chains are considered in the modeling, the NFs of the
individual components being used for calculating the total NFs. Furthermore, the output
noise of the RF canceller is determined based on the output noise level of a particular
VM [89], which is used in the prototype implementation presented in [P4]. The RF
cancellation signal is also assumed to be combined with the received signal via a 10-dB
directional coupler, incurring a 10-dB decrease in the VM output noise level.
The power of the phase noise is calculated by assuming a certain delay between the
TX and RX LOs, which defines the amount of self-cancellation. In this thesis, a delay of
3 ns, corresponding to a propagation distance of roughly 90 cm, is assumed, which likely
represents a pessimistic estimate of the delay between the TX and RX I/Q mixers. The
3-dB bandwidth of the phase noise process is chosen based on the value used in [233]
and, together with the delay, it defines the magnitude of the residual phase noise. It
should be noted that, although the self-cancellation effect is significantly weaker for the
multipath components, they are much weaker to begin with and hence the phase noise
corresponding to these multipath reflections is omitted in this analysis.
Firstly, Fig. 3.2 shows the power levels of the signal components with respect to
the transmit power. It can be observed that the SINR is compromised even with the
lowest considered transmit power of 5 dBm, since the power of the SI image component
is already then higher than the noise floor. Furthermore, when the transmit power
is increased, the significance of the image component gets even higher. Hence, even
though the IRR is fulfilling the LTE specifications [69], I/Q imbalance is still the most
significant source of distortion in an IBFD device, and must consequently be incorporated
into the SI modeling [P2]. Moreover, with the higher transmit powers, also the PA-
induced nonlinear distortion becomes a considerable factor. Especially, with the highest
considered transmit power of 25 dBm, it is already heavily decreasing the SINR. This
indicates that also the transmitter nonlinearities should be modeled and cancelled in
an IBFD device [P3–P5, 125], [10, 28]. Also note that, in Fig. 3.2, some of the power
levels in fact decrease as the transmit power is increased. This is due to the AGC, which
must lower the gain with the higher transmit powers to avoid clipping in the ADC as
the linear SI power is then obviously stronger.
Another important observation from Fig. 3.2 is the fact that, with the considered
example system parameters, the TX-induced thermal noise is in fact at the same level
as the receiver noise floor. This means that the effective overall receiver noise floor
of the considered IBFD device is roughly 3 dB higher than that of the corresponding
HD receiver. This noise component is dominated by the RF canceller output noise,
and consequently it can be largely eliminated by ensuring that the RF canceller is
producing sufficiently little noise. Hence, this is also an important aspect to consider
when designing an IBFD transceiver. Nevertheless, it should also be noted that a 3-dB
decrease in the SINR is in general not intolerable for an IBFD transceiver since it can
still provide a throughput gain under such circumstances. This stems from the fact that
the SINR affects the capacity inside a logarithm, while the twofold gain of the IBFD
operation is outside the logarithm, as discussed already in Chapter 1. As for the other
sources of impairments, such as phase noise, RX-induced nonlinearities, and quantization
noise, Fig. 3.2 indicates that they do not significantly contribute to the overall distortion
power with these system parameters.
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Figure 3.2: Power levels of the different signal components with respect to the transmit power.
To gain further insight into the effect of the-PA induced nonlinearities, let us define
the SINR after digital cancellation as
sinrDC =
pSOI
pSI + pSI,IM + pIMD,PA + pIMD,RX + pn,TX + pn,RX + pPN + pQN
, (3.16)
which assumes for simplicity that all the distortion components are uncorrelated. As-
suming then that also the SI image component can be perfectly cancelled in the digital
domain, in addition to the linear SI component, Fig. 3.3 shows the resulting SINR where
the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is now the dominant impairment. The
SINR has been plotted there with respect to the IIP3 of the PA, using five different
RF cancellation levels. It can be observed that a reasonably high IIP3 is required to
prevent excessive SINR loss in an IBFD transceiver, especially when the amount of RF
cancellation is 40 dB or less. Namely, with 40 dB of RF cancellation, the PA IIP3 must
be at least 25 dBm to ensure that the PA-induced nonlinearities are not limiting the
receiver performance. If the amount of RF cancellation is 30 dB, the IIP3 must be close
to 30 dBm to ensure no SINR loss due to the PA nonlinearities, although then also other
distortion components start to limit the SINR.
In general, these findings indicate that being capable of suppressing the PA-induced
nonlinear distortion in the digital domain is greatly beneficial, as many of the lower-cost
PAs have IIP3s less than 15 dBm [166, 223, 242]. Based on Fig. 3.3, this is insufficient
for guaranteeing the linearity of the observed SI signal under reasonable RF cancellation
performance, resulting in a decreased SINR when the nonlinearity is not modeled. Hence,
the nonlinear distortion of the SI waveform should be incorporated into the signal models
used for digital cancellation [P1].
Then, to demonstrate the effect of phase noise on the SINR, Fig. 3.4 shows the
SINR loss caused by the phase noise with respect to the transmit power. In particular,
the SINR is calculated according to (3.16) using four different 3-dB bandwidths for
the phase noise, and then compared to a scenario where β3dB = 0 Hz, i.e., pPN = 0.
Again, it is assumed that both the linear SI term and the SI image component can be
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Figure 3.3: SINR after digital cancellation with respect to the IIP3 of the TX PA, shown for
different RF cancellation levels. It is assumed here that both the linear SI and the SI image
component can be perfectly cancelled in the digital domain.
perfectly cancelled in the digital domain, while the other terms remain unaffected in
the final cancellation stage. Moreover, for reference, the SINR loss is also shown for a
fully linear PA. It can firstly be observed that, for the nonlinear PA, the effect of phase
noise is indeed relatively small, even with a very large 3-dB bandwidth. Namely, with
β3dB = 300 Hz, the SINR loss remains below 0.5 dB for all the considered transmit
powers, while it is still only a little bit more than a decibel at worst with the highest
considered 3-dB bandwidth of 1 kHz. Considering that a free-running oscillator is
assumed when deriving the power of the phase noise–induced SI term, the significance
of phase noise is likely to be even lower for a more realistic model.
The peculiar form of the SINR loss curves for the nonlinear PA is explained by the
PA-induced nonlinearities, which become more and more dominant with higher transmit
powers. That is, with the lower transmit power values, the phase noise levels have a
larger impact on the SINR loss, while the PA nonlinearities become stronger when the
transmit power is increased. This results in the residual SI power being dominated by
the nonlinear distortion with the highest transmit powers, meaning that the contribution
of the phase noise to the SINR loss becomes less and less significant. Consequently, the
SINR loss due to phase noise converges to 0 dB when the transmit power is increased
sufficiently high, while the SINR loss with a linear PA keeps on increasing since the
phase noise remains the dominant distortion component.
To conclude, the findings regarding the power levels of the different SI terms clearly
indicate that both the PA-induced nonlinearities and the I/Q imbalance–induced SI
image component need to be considered in an IBFD device [P1, P2]. The other analog
impairments do not significantly contribute to the overall SI power, although they must
still be considered to some extent when designing and dimensioning IBFD transceivers.
Namely, the ADCs must have a sufficient number of bits while the LO must be of
sufficiently high quality, or else the SI modeling accuracy and the overall signal quality
might be affected by these impairments. Moreover, also the thermal noise must be taken
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Figure 3.4: The phase noise–induced SINR loss with respect to the transmit power, shown
for different 3-dB bandwidths. It is assumed here that both the linear SI and the SI image
component can be perfectly cancelled in the digital domain.
into account, especially when designing the RF canceller. For the above reasons, this
thesis presents different signal models that incorporate the PA-induced nonlinearities
and/or the I/Q imbalance, and which can then be used for efficient digital SI cancellation.
They are derived in Chapter 4 and evaluated in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
Digital Self-interference
Cancellation under Analog
Imperfections
This chapter presents different signal models to be used for digital SI cancellation,alongside with two alternative parameter learning algorithms for estimating the
necessary SI channel coefficients. The objective of these signal models is to allow for
accurate reconstruction of the SI signal observed in the digital domain under analog
imperfections, thereby facilitating high SI cancellation performance. The contents of
this chapter are based on the journal publications in [P2–P6], as well as on the works
in [4, 17, 18, 120–128, 133].
4.1 Background and State of the Art
Modeling of the residual SI signal in the digital domain is a crucial aspect for an
IBFD transceiver as the objective of the digital canceller is typically to suppress the
SI signal below the receiver noise floor. Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 3, in many
cases this requires the modeling of some of the RF impairments since otherwise the
accuracy of the cancellation signal is not sufficiently high. Nevertheless, in many of the
related works, a linear signal model has been assumed in the digital cancellation stage
[13, 44, 50, 51, 63, 240, 256], and consequently none of the RF impairments have been
modeled. This represents a baseline for the signal model used within a digital canceller,
and it is also described in detail in Section 4.2.1 below. However, as opposed to some
works where the SI is cancelled in the frequency domain [13, 50, 51], in this thesis only
time-domain cancellation is considered.
To improve the accuracy, many of the reported digital cancellation solutions incorpo-
rate also a model for the nonlinear TX PA [P3–P5, 17, 18, 124, 125], [10, 22, 28, 37,
66, 156, 219]. Considering that in most systems the PA-induced nonlinearities are indeed
the dominant source of distortion, such a nonlinear digital canceller is typically capable
of highly efficient SI cancellation [P4, P5], [28]. In the aforementioned works, a PH
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model is primarily used as it incorporates also the different memory effects, as described
in Section 2.4.2. Furthermore, the works in [22, 219] utilize the nonlinear signal model
for predistorting the PA output signal, which means that a linear model can be used at
the actual digital cancellation stage. Addressing the PA-induced nonlinear distortion
by intentionally introducing a polarization mismatch between the TX output and the
RX digital domain has also been considered [269]. Moreover, in [37], also the nonlinear
distortion produced by the RX chain is incorporated into the overall digital cancellation
signal model, in addition to the TX nonlinearities, albeit only 3rd-order distortion is
considered for simplicity.
In addition to the PA nonlinearities, also the I/Q imbalance can be an issue in
a low-cost radio transceiver, as observed in Chapter 3. To this end, [34] investigates
the performance of spatial-domain suppression techniques under TX/RX nonlinearities
and I/Q imbalance, while the work in [32] proposes a time-domain digital cancellation
solution that incorporates these impairments into the signal model. Moreover, a transmit
beamforming solution capable of modeling also the I/Q imbalance is proposed in [96],
whereas [209] presents a widely linear signal model for the SI that includes the effect of
TX I/Q imbalance. The significance of I/Q imbalance is also observed in [26], where
a time-domain digital canceller modeling both I/Q imbalance and DAC nonlinearities
is proposed. Using a measured SI signal, it is shown to improve the amount of digital
cancellation by 10 dB compared to other state-of-the-art solutions. A digital SI canceller
capable of modeling nonlinear distortion and I/Q imbalance is also proposed in [243],
while [17] presents a signal model for the residual SI observed in a MIMO IBFD
transceiver that incorporates both the PA-induced nonlinear distortion and the TX/RX
I/Q imbalance. The joint model in [17] is essentially a special case of the signal model
presented in [P6] (and Section 4.2.4 below) as it neglects the crosstalk between the
transmitters, whereas the model derived in [P6] incorporates also the crosstalk effects. In
addition to these, SI signal models that consider both PA nonlinearity and I/Q imbalance
are presented also in [162, 164, 179], although these works only assume a 3rd-order
model for the PA. However, in [179] the phase noise effects are also compensated for, in
addition to the PA-induced nonlinearities and the I/Q imbalance.
In fact, there are also various other studies where the impact of phase noise is analyzed
in the context of digital SI cancellation [233], [7, 11, 74, 143, 154, 163, 195, 206, 207,
216, 234]. A typical assumption among these works is that the TX and RX chains employ
separate LOs with independent phase noise characteristics, and hence no self-cancellation
occurs [7, 11, 74, 143, 154, 206, 207, 234]. However, as observed in Chapter 3, under
the sensible assumption of a shared TX/RX LO, and when considering a realistic delay
between the up- and downconversion stages, phase noise does not significantly contribute
to the overall SI waveform. Consequently, it can be neglected when deriving a signal
model for the SI in the digital domain without incurring a significant reduction in the
modeling accuracy.
In addition to these impairments, also the nonlinear distortion produced within the
RX chain has been considered in some of the works [133], [10]. Modeling the nonlinearity
at this stage is somewhat more challenging than in the transmitter since the input signal
of the nonlinearity is not precisely known due to the unknown SI coupling channel.
This results in either an extremely complicated linear-in-parameters signal model, or
in a rather involved two-stage estimation procedure [133]. Considering the findings of
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Figure 4.1: The frame structure of a flexible communications procedure for a bidirectional
link between two IBFD nodes, studied in [128].
Chapter 3 which suggest that, with reasonable RF cancellation performance, the input
power of the RX chain is usually sufficiently low for the RX-induced nonlinearities to be
negligibly weak, they are not included in the cancellation signal models presented in
this thesis.
Furthermore, there are also studies that propose using an auxiliary RX chain for
obtaining a reference signal for the digital canceller from the TX output, since this
allows the usage of linear processing while still being capable of canceling the TX-
induced impairments [123], [6, 74, 144, 145, 267]. The benefit of this type of an
architecture is the lower computational cost of digital SI cancellation in general, as none
of the TX impairments need to be explicitly considered. By incorporating a model
for the RX-induced nonlinearities, such an architecture is shown to obtain good SI
cancellation performance [6]. However, an additional RX chain is obviously required for
downconverting and digitizing the TX output signal, which means that the amount of
required RF hardware is larger. Hence, because of this drawback, implementing a digital
canceller where the different impairments are explicitly modeled is in many respects
more intriguing.
As for learning the parameters of the signal model utilized for digital SI cancellation,
a significant aspect is whether the estimation should be done during a dedicated training
period when there are no other signals being received, or if the parameters can be
learned while also receiving a signal of interest [122], [36, 144, 164]. Although the
derivations and results within this thesis are done under the assumption that the device
receives only its own SI, this aspect has been studied extensively in [122, 127, 128].
Especially, [128] considers a scenario where two IBFD capable devices communicate
bidirectionally, taking also into account the effect of SI channel estimation. The analyzed
communications procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where the two IBFD nodes exchange
data both in HD and IBFD modes, the SI channel estimation being performed at least
partially during the former. A key insight is that the signals transmitted during the HD
or training period can also contain useful data, as the IBFD device obviously knows
anyway what it is transmitting. Consequently, these HD calibration periods, during
which the SI channel estimation occurs, also contribute to the overall data rate of the
system. The data rate regions of the considered two-node system are determined in
[128] by adjusting the lengths of the two HD periods and then evaluating the resulting
SINRs with realistic waveform simulations that incorporate also the effects of all the
relevant RF impairments. The findings indicate that the largest rate region is typically
obtained when the SI parameter estimation can be performed at least partially during a
HD period. A similar analysis is carried out in [127] for an IBFD relay, where the same
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conclusions are reached. Hence, these works indicate that having a dedicated calibration
period is typically the best option for learning the parameters of the SI signal model.
A somewhat different approach into the SI channel estimation is taken, for instance,
in [143, 144, 163, 164], where the received signal of interest is in fact incorporated into
the overall signal model for digital cancellation, instead of considering it merely as noise
from the perspective of SI parameter estimation. Using then a semi-blind and iterative
estimation procedure, channel coefficients for both the SI and the received signal of
interest can be obtained. Although such estimation procedures are shown to perform
relatively well, especially in the presence of a strong received signal of interest [163],
in this thesis a scenario with a separate calibration period is considered. This is a
justifiable approach based on the findings of [127, 128], which suggest that using such
HD periods for SI parameter estimation is the most viable option when the signal of
interest is considered as noise in the SI signal model. Extending the proposed cancellation
and parameter estimation solutions to also explicitly incorporate the received signal of
interest into the SI modeling is left as a future work item.
All in all, the related literature contains various works where also the RF impairments
have been considered in the digital cancellation stage. This further demonstrates that
modeling of the RF impairments is indeed an important aspect in IBFD transceivers.
In the following, different signal models for the residual SI in the digital domain are
presented, after which the parameter estimation–related aspects are discussed. Together,
these topics will provide a complete and thorough description of a digital SI canceller
capable of modeling various different RF impairments.
4.2 Advanced Signal Models for Self-interference
In this thesis, three different advanced SI signal models are presented and used for digital
cancellation, in addition to the basic linear signal model which is used as a benchmark.
Furthermore, all the signal models are derived for a MIMO IBFD transceiver, which
means that they can be readily applied to a multi-antenna system. However, the
measurement-based evaluation, presented in Chapter 5, is done with a SISO transceiver
since that is already sufficient to show the accuracy of the different signal models. Also
note that, as mentioned above, in this chapter it is assumed that only the SI is being
received, i.e., there is no signal of interest present in the total RX signal. Nevertheless,
the derivations are also valid for a case without a calibration period as then the signal
of interest can be considered a part of the overall noise.
4.2.1 Linear Signal Model
The most basic approach in modeling the residual SI in the digital domain is to assume
a perfectly linear transceiver chain. That is, all the impairments are neglected and only
the different memory effects, produced by the transceiver and the wireless coupling
channel, are considered. Such a linear system can be modeled as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
In this case, the baseband-equivalent output signal of the jth transmitter can be written
as follows:
xj,PA(t) = fj,TX(t) ? xj(t) + ej,TX(t), (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: The system model used in deriving the linear signal model for the digital canceller.
where fj,TX(t) denotes the general frequency-dependent response of the jth transmitter,
including the linear gain and the possible memory effects, and ej,TX(t) represents all the
unmodeled distortion components and the transmitter noise, i.e., the modeling error.
Then, the signals are transmitted and consequently received as SI, which is suppressed
by the RF canceller. Now, as a MIMO transceiver is considered, the SI in the receivers
consists of the sum of all the transmit signals, each with their own coupling channel.
For the purposes of deriving the signal models in this section, it is assumed that the
RF cancellation is performed using the PA output signals, even though that might
be unfeasible if the number of transmitters and receivers is large, as is the case in,
e.g., massive MIMO devices. However, as shown in [P6], the essential signal model is
the same also when using the auxiliary transmitter–based RF canceller illustrated in
Fig. 2.5b, and hence this assumption does not affect the generality of the derived signal
models. In the linear signal model, the receivers are modeled in the same way as the
transmitters, i.e., only the different memory effects are considered, while all the other
impairments are represented by a generic error signal. Hence, the signal before the ADC
in the ith receiver can be written as:
yi,ADC(t) = fi,RX(t) ?
 Nt∑
j=1
hij,SI(t) ? xj,PA(t)−
Nt∑
j=1
hij,RFC(t) ? xj,PA(t)
+ ei,RX(t)
= fi,RX(t) ?
Nt∑
j=1
(hij,SI(t)− hij,RFC(t)) ? xj,PA(t) + ei,RX(t)
=
Nt∑
j=1
fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? fj,TX(t) ? xj(t)
+
Nt∑
j=1
fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? ej,TX(t) + ei,RX(t), (4.2)
where fi,RX(t) is the linear response of the ith receiver, hij,SI(t) is the SI coupling
channel between the jth transmitter and the ith receiver, hij,RFC(t) is the response of
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the RF cancellation signal between the jth transmitter and the ith receiver, hij,RSI(t) =
hij,SI(t)− hij,RFC(t) is the effective coupling channel after RF cancellation, and ei,RX(t)
is the total noise-plus-modeling-error signal in the ith receiver. Thus, for the purposes of
a digital canceller, the RF canceller can in fact be modeled jointly with the propagation
channel since it merely adds a certain amount of delayed copies of the PA output signals
to the overall received signals, as is evident from (2.2) and (4.2) above. Consequently,
the propagation channel and the RF canceller can be modeled by just a single MIMO
impulse response hij,RSI(t). The same is also true for the auxiliary transmitter–based
RF canceller, the only difference being that it utilizes the digital baseband transmit
signal instead of the PA output.
Thus, based on (4.2), it can easily be observed that the overall signal model before
digital cancellation in the ith receiver can be expressed as follows:
yi,ADC(n) =
Nt∑
j=1
M2∑
m=−M1
hLij(m)xj(n−m) + ei,tot(n), (4.3)
where hLij(n) is the total effective linear response between the jth transmitter and the
ith receiver, M1 and M2 are the numbers of pre-cursor and post-cursor memory taps,
respectively, and ei,tot(n) includes all the unmodeled distortion components, as well as
the total noise signal. The pre-cursor taps are introduced here and in the continuation
to accurately model the different memory effects occurring in a real IBFD transceiver
[P5, P6].
4.2.2 Widely Linear Signal Model
Widely linear signal processing, where both the input data and its complex conjugate
are utilized when constructing the model, is a useful tool for estimation problems
involving noncircular complex data [182], [159, p. 171]. In particular, if the random
data cannot be assumed to be circular, the estimation accuracy is typically improved
by incorporating also the complex conjugate of the input data into the model. For this
reason, as discovered in [P2], the tools developed for widely linear systems can also be
applied when modeling the residual SI after I/Q imbalance. Namely, then the residual
SI signal is noncircular and consequently the system is indeed widely linear [16], as is
evident also in (2.5) where both the original transmit signal and its complex conjugate
are present in the signal model.
Such a widely linear signal model for IBFD transceivers is presented and described
in [P2], and in principle it assumes that the SI is only distorted by (i) the TX I/Q
imbalance, (ii) the wireless propagation channel, and (iii) the RX I/Q imbalance. The
system can thereby be modeled as shown in Fig. 4.3. Stemming from the fact that the
possible nonlinearities are not explicitly modeled by the widely linear digital canceller,
it is sufficient to again model the amplifiers using linear responses, whose coefficients
also include the gain. The noise and the unmodeled distortion components are included
in the model via an additive error signal.
Using the model in (2.5) for the TX I/Q mixers, the baseband equivalent of the jth
transmit signal is now as follows:
xj,PA(t) = fj,TX(t) ?
(
kj,1,TX(t) ? xj(t) + kj,2,TX(t) ? x∗j (t)
)
+ ej,TX(t), (4.4)
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Figure 4.3: The system model used in deriving the widely linear signal model for the digital
canceller.
where kj,1,TX(t) and kj,2,TX(t) are the responses of the direct and I/Q image components
in the jth transmitter, respectively, and the rest of the variables are as defined earlier for
the linear system model. The receivers are also assumed to have some I/Q imbalance,
modeled again as shown in (2.5), alongside with the linear memory effects. Hence, the
signal before the ADC in the ith receiver can be written as:
yi,ADC(t) = ki,1,RX(t) ? fi,RX(t) ?
Nt∑
j=1
(hij,SI(t)− hij,RFC(t)) ? xj,PA(t)
+ ki,2,RX(t) ? f∗i,RX(t) ?
Nt∑
j=1
(
h∗ij,SI(t)− h∗ij,RFC(t)
)
? x∗j,PA(t) + ei,RX(t)
=
Nt∑
j=1
[
ki,1,RX(t) ? fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? fj,TX(t) ? kj,1,TX(t)
+ki,2,RX(t) ? f∗i,RX(t) ? h∗ij,RSI(t) ? f∗j,TX(t) ? k∗j,2,TX(t)
]
? xj(t)
+
Nt∑
j=1
[
ki,1,RX(t) ? fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? fj,TX(t) ? kj,2,TX(t)
+ki,2,RX(t) ? f∗i,RX(t) ? h∗ij,RSI(t) ? f∗j,TX(t) ? k∗j,1,TX(t)
]
? x∗j (t)
+
Nt∑
j=1
[ki,1,RX(t) ? fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? ej,TX(t)
+ki,2,RX(t) ? f∗i,RX(t) ? h∗ij,RSI(t) ? e∗j,TX(t)
]
+ ei,RX(t), (4.5)
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where ki,1,RX(t) and ki,2,RX(t) are the responses of the direct and I/Q image components
in the ith receiver, respectively. This signal is then fed to the ADC, after which, by
lumping the various responses together, the final signal model before digital cancellation
can be expressed as follows:
yi,ADC(n) =
Nt∑
j=1
M2∑
m=−M1
[
hWLij,1(m)xj(n−m) + hWLij,2(m)x∗j (n−m)
]
+ ei,tot(n), (4.6)
where hWLij,1(n) and hWLij,2(n) are the total effective responses of the direct and SI image
components between the jth transmitter and the ith receiver.
4.2.3 Nonlinear Signal Model
Another approach into modeling the residual SI signal in the digital domain is to assume
that the overall distortion is dominated by the nonlinearities produced by the TX PA,
as is done, for instance, in [P4, P5, 18, 125], [28]. Then, the essential system model is
as shown in Fig. 4.4. In particular, now all the other parts of the transceiver chain are
assumed to be ideal, apart from the PAs, meaning that the system is basically a parallel
connection of static nonlinearities, followed by linear filters [P4, P5]. This type of a
signal model is referred to as a PH nonlinearity, as already discussed in some detail in
Section 2.4.2.
Now, the jth baseband-equivalent transmit signal is expressed as
xj,PA(t) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
kj,p,TX(t) ? |xj(t)|p−1 xj(t) + ej,TX(t), (4.7)
where P is the nonlinearity order, ej,TX(t) represents again the modeling error and noise
of the transmitter, and kj,p,TX(t) is the response of the pth-order SI term in the jth
transmitter, including also the gain. Similar to the earlier cases, the RF canceller can
again be modeled jointly with the propagation channel, as also illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In
addition, since all the impairments of the RX chains are omitted in this nonlinear signal
model, the receivers can be modeled simply as linear filters. Hence, the signal before the
analog-to-digital conversion in the ith receiver can simply be expressed as
yi,ADC(t) = fi,RX(t) ?
Nt∑
j=1
(hij,SI(t)− hij,RFC(t)) ? xj,PA(t) + ei,RX(t)
=
Nt∑
j=1
P∑
p=1
p odd
fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? kj,p,TX(t) ? |xj(t)|p−1 xj(t)
+
Nt∑
j=1
fi,RX(t) ? hij,RSI(t) ? ej,TX(t) + ei,RX(t), (4.8)
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Figure 4.4: The system model used in deriving the nonlinear signal model for the digital
canceller.
where the variables are again as defined for the linear and widely linear signal models.
The final digital-domain signal can then be written as follows:
yi,ADC(n) =
Nt∑
j=1
P∑
p=1
p odd
M2∑
m=−M1
hNLij,p(m)ψp(xj(n−m)) + ei,tot(n), (4.9)
where ψp(xj(n)) = |xj(n)|p−1 xj(n) is the static pth-order nonlinear basis function, and
hNLij,p(m) is its total effective response between the jth transmitter and the ith receiver.
4.2.4 Nonlinear Signal Model Incorporating I/Q Imbalance and
Transmitter Crosstalk
As was shown already in Chapter 3, under many circumstances both the I/Q imbalance
and the PA-induced nonlinear distortion have a significant effect on the overall SI
waveform. Hence, there is also a clear need for a signal model that is capable of jointly
modeling both of these impairments. Such a signal model is derived in [P6] for a
MIMO IBFD transceiver, taking also into account the crosstalk between the different
transmitters. Especially the crosstalk occurring before the PAs is problematic since it
means that the PA input signals are in fact linear combinations of the different transmit
signals. This results in a rather complicated transmit signal model, as will be soon
demonstrated. However, the crosstalk occurring after the PAs can in fact be considered
a part of the wireless coupling channel between the TX and RX antennas since all the
TX signals will anyway freely propagate to each receiver. Thus, such post-PA crosstalk
is implicitly included also in all the other signal models, even though it is explicitly
considered only in this section.
The generic system model for this scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. There, the
crosstalk both before and after the nonlinear PAs is shown, alongside with the I/Q
imbalance in the transmitters and in the receivers. Adopting again the PH model for
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Figure 4.5: The system model used in deriving the nonlinear signal model incorporating
crosstalk and I/Q imbalance.
each PA, the baseband-equivalent PA output signal of the jth transmitter can now be
written as follows [P6]:
xj,PA(t) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k
‖ξk‖1=p
kj,ξk,TX(t) ?
Nt∏
q=1
xq(t)ξ
k
q x∗q(t)ξ
k
q+Nt + ej,TX(t), (4.10)
where kj,ξk,TX(t) is the response of the different SI terms, Nt is the number of transmit
antennas, and ej,TX(t) is the modeling error plus noise in the jth transmitter. Moreover,
ξk is the kth combination of the 2Nt×1 exponent vector ξ, and ‖·‖1 denotes the L1-norm.
In practice, ξ includes all the different combinations of non-negative integers, whose
sum is equal to an odd integer between 1 and P . For more details regarding the above
signal model, refer to [P6]. Then, the signal after RF cancellation in the ith receiver
can be written as follows:
yi,RFC(t) =
Nt∑
j=1
(hij,SI(t)− hij,RFC(t)) ? xj,PA(t)
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k
‖ξk‖1=p
Nt∑
j=1
hij,RSI(t) ? kj,ξk,TX(t) ?
Nt∏
q=1
xq(t)ξ
k
q x∗q(t)ξ
k
q+Nt
+
Nt∑
j=1
hij,RSI(t) ? ej,TX(t). (4.11)
Hence, the essential signal model is still of the same form as in the transmitter output,
only with somewhat modified responses, which include the effects of the SI propagation
channel and the RF canceller.
Due to the fact that the exponent vector ξ already contains all the combinations
under the constraint that the sum of the exponents is equal to the nonlinearity order,
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it is clear that the I/Q imbalance in the receivers does not produce any additional SI
terms. Namely, since the static SI terms are of the form
∏Nt
q=1 xq(t)aix∗q(t)bi , complex
conjugating them will only mean that the corresponding exponent vector changes from
[a1 · · · aNt b1 · · · bNt ] into [b1 · · · bNt a1 · · · aNt ]. However, since the RX
input signals already contain all the different combinations of ξ, also the latter exponent
vector is included, and consequently any RX I/Q imbalance will only result in modified
responses or coefficients of the already existing SI terms. Hence, the signal after the
ADC in the ith receiver can be expressed as follows:
yi,ADC(n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k
‖ξk‖1=p
M2∑
m=−M1
hNLi,ξk(m)ψξk (x1 (n−m), . . . , xNt(n−m)) + ei,tot(n),
(4.12)
where the static nonlinear basis functions are defined as
ψξk (x1 (n), . . . , xNt(n)) =
Nt∏
q=1
xq(n)ξ
k
q x∗q(n)ξ
k
q+Nt , (4.13)
and hNLi,ξk(m) denote their overall effective responses. Note that all the other signal
models are in fact special cases of (4.12), and hence it represents the most generic
residual SI signal model available in the literature [P6].
4.3 Parameter Estimation and Self-interference Can-
cellation
In order to actually cancel the SI in the digital domain, the above signal models are
used to regenerate the observed residual SI signal. This obviously requires estimating
the parameters of the corresponding signal model, for which reason different methods
for parameter estimation are presented and discussed in this section. To facilitate more
straightforward mathematical derivations, matrix-vector notations are used. Moreover,
without loss of generality, the estimation and cancellation procedure is only presented
for an individual receiver.
As a starting point, it is assumed that the ith receiver has an observation block of
N samples of the residual SI signal yi,ADC(n) at its disposal for performing the digital
cancellation procedure. This signal can be received, for instance, during a calibration
period of limited length when there are no other transmissions in the network, as
discussed earlier. However, it should be noted that the signal transmitted during this
calibration period can also consist of useful data since the transceiver obviously has full
knowledge of its own transmit data [122, 127, 128]. Without loss of generality, the
indexing of the observation block is started from zero for a more illustrative notation,
and consequently it is expressed in vector form as follows:
yi,ADC =
[
yi,ADC(0) yi,ADC(1) · · · yi,ADC(N − 1)
]T
. (4.14)
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The observation block size N is referred to as the parameter estimation sample size, and
it determines how much data can be used for estimating the SI channel coefficients.
Moreover, the static basis functions of each transmit signal are also collected into a
vector, referred to as an instantaneous basis function vector. The linear signal model
has only one static basis function, i.e., the original transmit signal itself, and hence its
instantaneous basis function vector is simply defined as follows:
ψL(n) =
[
x1 (n) x2 (n) · · · xNt(n)
]
. (4.15)
Denoting the number of static basis functions for all transmit signals by K, in this
case K = Nt. Considering then the widely linear signal model, the corresponding
instantaneous basis function vector is defined as
ψWL(n) =
[
ψL(n) ψ∗L(n)
]
, (4.16)
and now K = 2Nt. That is, the widely linear signal model has two static basis functions
for each transmit signal: the original signal and its complex conjugate. The nonlinear
signal model, on the other hand, has K = Nt P+12 static basis functions in total and the
corresponding instantaneous basis function vector is expressed as
ψNL(n) =
[
ψ1 (x1 (n)) ψ3 (x1 (n)) · · · ψP(x1 (n)) ψ1 (x2 (n)) · · · ψP(xNt(n))
]
,
(4.17)
where ψp(xj(n)) is the static pth-order nonlinear basis function, defined in Section 4.2.3.
Finally, the instantaneous basis function vector of the nonlinear signal model with
crosstalk and I/Q imbalance is defined as follows:
ψNLC(n) =
[
ψξ1 (ψL(n)) ψξ2 (ψL(n)) · · · ψξK (ψL(n))
]
, (4.18)
where ψξk (ψL(n)) is as defined in (4.13) but just with the different arguments lumped
into a single vector. It is shown in [P6] that the value of K is in this case given by
K =
P∑
p=1
p odd
(
p+ 2Nt − 1
2Nt − 1
)
. (4.19)
Note that this signal model has no basis functions corresponding to an individual transmit
signal since each ψξk (ψL(n)) already contains a contribution from all the transmit signals,
as defined earlier. This stems from the crosstalk, which results in each transmitter
essentially transmitting a linear combination of the Nt transmit signals. Hence, all the
static basis functions for all the transmit signals can be generated by just choosing the
right configuration of the exponent vector ξ from the set of K possibilities.
The total number of basis functions for all the signal models is then simply KM ,
where M = M1 +M2 + 1 is the total amount of memory. That is, the term basis function
is used to refer to all the KM entities that include also the delayed versions of the static
or instantaneous basis functions. This terminology is adopted throughout the thesis.
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It should also be noted here that, when applying the nonlinear basis functions to
generate the nonlinear SI terms for cancellation purposes, a higher sampling frequency
should be used to avoid aliasing [124]. This stems from the fact that the bandwidth of the
pth-order nonlinearity is p times the bandwidth of the original signal [173]. Consequently,
if the input signal of a nonlinear basis function is not properly oversampled, some of the
nonlinear distortion will alias onto the original signal band, resulting in an inaccurate
model of the true nonlinear process. Hence, in theory, the input signal of a 3rd-order
basis function must be oversampled by a factor of 3 to avoid aliasing at the output,
and so forth. In practice, however, the higher order nonlinearities have typically very
little spectral content close to the edge of their theoretical bandwidth, and thus less
oversampling usually suffices [124]. What is more, since in this case only the inband
content of the generated nonlinear terms actually matters, some aliasing outside the
actual signal band can be tolerated.
After generating the basis functions with sufficient oversampling, the resulting non-
linear signal is then decimated back to the original sampling frequency, with appropriate
filtering to avoid aliasing effects. For notational simplicity, the necessary interpolation
and decimation procedures are assumed to be implicitly included in the respective basis
functions in the derivations of this chapter, and hence they are not explicitly considered.
Equivalently, it can be assumed that the signals have already been sufficiently oversam-
pled for the considered nonlinearity orders. For further discussion regarding this aspect,
refer to [124].
Having now defined the necessary signal vectors, different methods for calculating
the SI channel estimate are presented in the following sections. The presented estimation
and cancellation algorithms are then evaluated in Chapter 5 with both simulations and
measurements.
4.3.1 Block Least Squares–Based Estimation and Cancellation
The least squares (LS) algorithm is a powerful and versatile parameter estimation tool
since it makes no implicit or explicit assumptions regarding the statistics of the total noise
signal [109, p. 219]. This is beneficial in the context of digital SI cancellation since the
noise cannot in general be expected to follow any particular probability distribution due
to the various RF impairments. For this reason, this section presents an LS-based digital
cancellation algorithm, which operates in a block-wise nature. That is, it estimates the
SI channel coefficients for a block of N received samples, after which these estimated
coefficients can be used to cancel the SI until the SI channel estimation procedure is
again repeated after a certain period of time. The basic operating principle of the
LS-based canceller is shown on a general level in Fig. 4.6.
To lay out the LS estimation procedure in detail, let us first express the residual SI
signal in the ith receiver using the defined vectors as follows:
yi,ADC(n) =
M2∑
m=−M1
ψ(n−m)hi(m) + ei,tot(n), (4.20)
where n = 0, 1, . . . , N , hi(m) is the (M1 +M2 + 1)× 1 channel coefficient vector corre-
sponding to the basis functions with lag m, and ψ(n) is an instantaneous basis function
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Figure 4.6: A generic illustration of the LS-based digital SI canceller.
vector without a subscript associating it with any particular signal model to present
the parameter estimation procedure in a generic fashion. That is, it is either as shown
in (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), or (4.18), depending on the utilized signal model. The vectors
ψ(n−m) constitute then the complete set of basis functions when considering all the
values of m. Note that (4.20) implicitly assumes that the receiver can use transmit
data also from outside the given block of N samples for cancellation processing. This
assumption is well justified from an estimation theoretic perspective since the own
transmit signal is obviously known within the device and hence it does not bring any
new information into the system, unlike the observed residual SI signal.
To express the whole observation block of the residual SI signal, the instantaneous
basis function vectors can be collected into a single convolution data matrix [P2], which
is defined as follows:
Ψ =

ψ(M1) ψ(M1 − 1) · · · ψ(−M2)
ψ(M1 + 1) ψ(M1) · · · ψ(−M2 + 1)
...
... . . .
...
ψ(N +M1 − 1) ψ(N +M1 − 2) · · · ψ(N −M2 − 1)
 . (4.21)
The corresponding complete channel vector for the ith receiver is then simply
hi =
[
hTi (−M1) hTi (−M1 + 1) · · · hTi (M2)
]T
, (4.22)
which contains the coefficients of all the basis functions. With these, the residual SI
vector in the ith receiver can be written as follows:
yi,ADC = Ψhi + ei , (4.23)
where ei is the N × 1 noise-plus-modeling-error vector.
Since the overall signal model in (4.23) is in fact linear in parameters with both the
received signal vector yi,ADC and the matrix Ψ being obviously known, linear LS can
be used to estimate the channel coefficients. Assuming that Ψ has full column rank, the
LS solution to the SI channel estimation problem is given by [P2, 18], [109, p. 223]:
ĥLSi = minhi
‖yi,ADC −Ψhi‖22 =
(
ΨHΨ
)−1
ΨHyi,ADC, (4.24)
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where ‖·‖2 denotes the L2-norm. The accuracy of this estimate is largely determined by
the parameter estimation sample size N , as is well known in estimation theory [109].
However, the computational complexity of the estimation procedure is higher for larger
values of N , and hence a proper trade-off between accuracy and complexity must be
determined.
The digital cancellation signal is then obtained by applying the estimated channel
coefficients in ĥLSi into the corresponding SI terms. This is done by first stacking the
instantaneous basis function vectors to form the complete basis function vector as follows:
Ψ(n) =
[
ψ(n+M1) ψ(n+M1 − 1) · · · ψ(n−M2)
]
, (4.25)
which is of the same form as the nth row of the convolution data matrix Ψ. The
corresponding digital cancellation signal in the ith receiver is then simply
ci(n) = Ψ(n)ĥLSi . (4.26)
Thus, the signal after the LS-based digital canceller is as follows:
yi,DC(n) = yi,ADC(n)− ci(n) = yi,ADC(n)−Ψ(n)ĥLSi ≈ ei,tot(n), (4.27)
where the final approximation is obviously valid only when the SI channel estimate is
sufficiently accurate.
An important aspect of the LS estimation scheme is its block-wise nature. Namely,
the SI channel estimate is always calculated for a certain piece of the observed signal,
whose length in this case is determined by the parameter estimation sample size N .
Thus, LS is well suited for scenarios where the SI channel is estimated during a dedicated
training period when there are no other transmissions in the network [122, 128]. The
same estimate must then be used until the next calibration period, during which the LS
estimate is recalculated. Moreover, it should be noted that obtaining the LS estimate
requires solving the pseudoinverse of the convolution data matrix Ψ, as can be observed in
(4.24). This can be computationally intensive, especially if the number of basis functions
is large. Hence, especially in mobile-scale devices, simpler and less computationally
demanding estimation methods might be preferable.
4.3.2 Least Mean Squares–Based Adaptive Estimation and Can-
cellation
One approach to decreasing the computational requirements of the digital SI cancellation
procedure is to utilize adaptive algorithms for estimating the channel coefficients. A
widely used solution for this type of an estimation problem is the LMS parameter
learning algorithm, which has been described and evaluated in [P4, P5, 125]. The
basic operating principle of the LMS-based digital canceller is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
Essentially, the LMS canceller aims at minimizing the power of its output signal [85,
p. 150], i.e., yi,DC(n), which it does by utilizing a predetermined signal model for the
residual SI.
However, as also shown in Fig. 4.7, before the actual parameter learning, the different
static basis functions must be orthogonalized. The reason for this is the poor convergence
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Figure 4.7: A generic illustration of the LMS-based digital SI canceller.
performance of the LMS algorithm if the elements of the input vector are highly correlated,
caused by the large eigenvalue spread of the input signal covariance matrix [125], [84,
p. 417], [66]. Since in this case the static basis functions can indeed be expected to be
correlated as they are all dependent on the original transmit signal, orthogonalizing them
is necessary to ensure efficient parameter learning by the LMS algorithm. Although
there are various alternative methods for performing the orthogonalization, in this thesis
it is done with an orthogonalization matrix that can be obtained starting from the
covariance matrix of the instantaneous basis functions, defined as follows [84, p. 100]:
Rψ = E
[
ψH(n)ψ(n)
]
, (4.28)
where the subscript of the instantaneous basis function vector has again been omitted
to present the LMS-based solution in a generic fashion. The next step in deriving the
orthogonalization matrix is calculating the eigendecomposition of the above covariance
matrix:
Rψ = UψΛΨUHψ , (4.29)
where ΛΨ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of Rψ, and Uψ is a unitary
matrix containing the corresponding eigenvectors [100, p. 21]. The orthogonalization
matrix is then simply given by [125], [100, p. 140]
Sψ = UψΛ−
1/2
Ψ , (4.30)
where Λ−1/2Ψ denotes an element-wise square root and inverse of the diagonal elements.
The orthogonalization matrix is written here in a slightly different form than in [125]
since now the instantaneous basis functions are expressed as a row vector, whereas
in [125] they are collected into a column vector. Nevertheless, the orthogonalization
principle is still identical, apart from these notational differences. The static basis
functions can then be orthogonalized simply by
ψ˜(n) = ψ(n)Sψ, (4.31)
which can easily be shown to be orthogonal as follows:
E
[
ψ˜H(n)ψ˜(n)
]
= SHψE
[
ψH(n)ψ(n)
]
Sψ = Λ−
1/2
Ψ UHψUψΛΨUHψUψΛ
−1/2
Ψ = IK ,
(4.32)
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where IK is a K ×K identity matrix. Note that the orthogonalization matrix Sψ only
depends on the statistical properties of the original transmit signal (via the covariance
matrix Rψ) and hence it does not change with respect to time, as long as the transmit
waveforms remains the same. This means that the orthogonalization matrix can be
precomputed oﬄine, and only the actual orthogonalization in (4.31) must be performed
in real time. However, it is also possible to calculate the orthogonalization matrix
adaptively during the actual digital cancellation procedure, as shown in [P5].
Having orthogonalized the basis functions, they can then be used for learning the SI
channel coefficients with the LMS algorithm. Now, the input vector of the LMS filter,
containing all the orthogonalized basis functions, is defined as follows:
Ψ˜(n) =
[
ψ˜(n+M1) ψ˜(n+M1 − 1) · · · ψ˜(n−M2)
]
. (4.33)
Then, denoting the LMS SI channel estimate in the ith receiver after n iterations by
ĥLMSi (n) (where n = 0, 1, . . . , N), the cancelled signal is given by:
yi,DC(n) = yi,ADC(n)− Ψ˜(n)ĥLMSi (n), (4.34)
after which the LMS algorithm updates the SI channel estimate using the following
rule [125]:
ĥLMSi (n+ 1) = ĥLMSi (n) +Myi,DC(n)Ψ˜H(n), (4.35)
where M is a diagonal matrix containing the step sizes for the different orthogonalized
basis functions on its diagonal. If no further side information is available, the channel
estimate is initialized as ĥLMSi (0) = 0.
Comparing the LS-based and LMS-based channel estimation procedures, it can be
observed that the LMS rule in (4.35) requires only additions and multiplications, whereas
the LS estimation involves a costly matrix inversion, among other matrix operations.
Hence, as will be shown in Section 4.3.4, the LMS algorithm is computationally more
efficient than performing the estimation with LS. Moreover, the LMS-based digital
canceller is also capable of tracking the SI channel under time-varying conditions, unlike
the LS estimator which assumes the SI channel to be static during the whole observation
period of N samples. However, as is well known in estimation theory, with a sufficient
amount of learning data and Gaussian-distributed noise, the variance of the channel
estimate given by the LMS algorithm is higher than that given by the LS estimator [84, p.
397]. This is an inherent cost for the many upsides of the LMS canceller. Consequently,
in some cases a suitable compromise might be to utilize a parameter estimation solution
that falls somewhere in between LS and LMS in terms of accuracy and complexity, such
as the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [84, p. 562].
4.3.3 Model Complexity Reduction with Principal Component
Analysis
Under some circumstances, it might be desirable to reduce the signal model complexity
by omitting the basis functions that are insignificant in terms of the modeling accuracy.
Namely, while reducing the amount of basis functions can be expected to decrease the
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overall computational complexity of most estimation and cancellation procedures, it
also results in a lower variance for the obtained SI channel estimate due to the smaller
number of parameters [109], which improves the cancellation performance. These aspects
are especially crucial for the signal model incorporating crosstalk and I/Q imbalance as
it contains a large amount of basis functions, many of which are negligibly weak [P6].
What is more, there are very few heuristic techniques for determining the insignificant
basis functions in this signal model, unlike in the simple nonlinear signal model where
the higher-order basis functions tend to be also less significant than the ones of lower
order. Hence, this calls for an automated approach to identifying the insignificant basis
functions.
In [P6] a PCA-based approach is proposed, which only retains the desired number
of basis functions in the signal model. Essentially, the PCA1 forms linear combinations
of the original basis functions that account for as much of the total variance in the
observed SI as possible [85]. In practice, this transformation is done with a matrix
multiplication where the transformation matrix is the outcome of the PCA. Furthermore,
these new transformed linear combinations, or components, are ordered in terms of their
variances such that the first one accounts for most of the total variance of the observed
signal, while the last one is the least significant. Hence, by neglecting a given number
of components starting from the last one, the corresponding amount of basis functions
is removed with the smallest possible effect on the modeling accuracy. In this sense,
the PCA-based approach allows for a simple controlling mechanism of the signal model
complexity, in much the same way as the nonlinearity order can be used to adjust the
accuracy and complexity of the simple nonlinear signal model. There are also works
available where similar complexity reduction schemes have been implemented with other
techniques, such as compressive sensing (sometimes referred to as compressive sampling)
[1, 81, 164]. Nevertheless, in this thesis, PCA is adopted since it is a straightforward
method for the complexity reduction of the proposed signal model while also providing
almost the same performance as compressive sensing when high modeling accuracy is
required [1].
As a starting point for the PCA-based model complexity reduction, the SI channel
coefficients for each receiver are first estimated with the complete and unreduced signal
model. This estimate can be calculated using either LS or LMS as described above.
During this initial channel estimation stage, the highest possible transmit power should
be used as then the truly insignificant basis functions can be reliably detected. Namely,
the nonlinear terms that are insignificantly weak with the highest possible transmit
power will be even weaker with any lower transmit power. In the case where Nr > 1,
the different channel estimates are averaged since only the relative magnitudes of the
different basis functions are of significance. This also means that there is no need to
have a separate procedure for controlling the model complexity in the different receivers.
Denoting this initial channel estimate by ĥ0, the different basis functions are then
weighted by their corresponding channel coefficients to establish their true magnitude in
the total signal model. The hereby resulting weighted data matrix is as follows:
Ψ0 =
(
1N ĥT0
)
◦Ψ, (4.36)
1In some contexts, PCA is also referred to as the discrete Karhunen-Loève transform [85, p. 418].
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where 1N is a column vector consisting of N ones. Note that the parameter estimation
sample size used in calculating the PCA might be different than that used for estimating
the SI channel coefficients, but for notational simplicity the same variable (N) is used
here for both. Hence, the convolution data matrix Ψ used to obtain the weighted
data matrix Ψ0 for PCA processing is as defined in (4.21). However, if using the LMS
algorithm for calculating the initial channel estimate ĥ0, then Ψ should be constructed
using the orthogonalized basis functions, since these basis functions are also used when
obtaining the SI channel estimate.
The actual PCA transformation matrix is then determined by calculating the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix Ψ0 as follows:
Ψ0 = U0Σ0VH0 , (4.37)
where U0 and V0 are matrices containing the left and right singular vectors, respectively,
and Σ0 is a diagonal matrix consisting of the singular values, ordered based on their
magnitudes. The PCA transformation matrix is then simply
SPCA = V0Σ−10 , (4.38)
where the diagonal values of Σ0 are inverted to normalize the magnitudes of the resulting
transformed basis functions [P6], although this complexity reduction scheme will also
function without the normalization. Then, based on the earlier assumption regarding
the ordering of the singular values, the columns of the transformation matrix SPCA
correspond to the new transformed basis functions in decreasing order of significance [P6].
This means that, by removing a given number of the rightmost columns of SPCA, the
number of basis functions in the signal model can be reduced with minimal effect on the
modeling accuracy. Denoting the number of included basis functions by L, the reduced
and final transformation matrix is thereby defined as follows:
S˜PCA =
[
sPCA,1 sPCA,2 · · · sPCA,L
]
, (4.39)
where sPCA,n is the nth column of SPCA. Finally, the reduced basis function vector is
simply calculated as
Ψ˘(n) = Ψ(n)S˜PCA, (4.40)
or as Ψ˘(n) = Ψ˜(n)S˜PCA if LMS has been used to obtain the initial channel estimate.
This reduced vector can then be used to either form the convolution data matrix for LS
estimation, or it can be used directly for LMS parameter learning by replacing Ψ˜(n) in
(4.34) and (4.35).
It should be emphasized that the PCA transformation matrix is calculated only once,
after which it can be repeatedly used to reduce the number of basis functions. This means
that the only procedure that must be performed during the actual SI cancellation is the
matrix multiplication in (4.40), while the transformation matrix itself can be computed
oﬄine. However, considering that the PCA is performed for the whole data matrix,
including the channel taps, the transformation matrix might have to be recomputed if
the surrounding environment around the IBFD transceiver changes drastically. Namely,
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in that case, some of the insignificant memory taps might become stronger and hence
omitting them would result in a non-negligible modeling error. The numerical evaluation
of this PCA-based complexity reduction scheme is performed in Section 5.2, where it is
applied to the nonlinear signal model incorporating crosstalk and I/Q imbalance.
4.3.4 Computational Complexity of Digital Cancellation
Let us then briefly analyze the computational complexities of the two alternative
parameter estimation algorithms for an individual receiver. Here, the so-called Big
O notation, denoted by O(·), is used to characterize their asymptotic complexities
for large data sets, written with respect to complex arithmetic operations [118, p.
107]. Such analysis describes how the number of arithmetic operations required for
large data sets is related to the dimensions of the input matrices and/or vectors,
which is a common approach for comparing the computational complexities of different
algorithms [55, 116, 248].
Least Squares
Starting from the unreduced LS-based solution, it consists of first estimating the SI
channel coefficients with (4.24), after which the SI signal is regenerated and cancelled.
The former consists of the following parts:
• calculating the matrix product ΨHΨ;
• calculating the matrix-vector product ΨHyi,ADC;
• inverting the matrix ΨHΨ;
• calculating the matrix-vector product between the inverse of ΨHΨ and ΨHyi,ADC.
The consecutive SI regeneration and cancellation simply consists of first calculating the
matrix-vector product Ψ(n)ĥLSi and then subtracting it from the corresponding input
sample yi,ADC(n). In order to quantify then the overall arithmetic complexity, recall that
yi,ADC is a N × 1 vector, ĥLSi is a KM × 1 vector, and Ψ is a N ×KM matrix, where N
is the parameter estimation sample size, K is the number of static basis functions, and
M is the total number of memory taps. To facilitate a straightforward comparison with
the LMS-based solution, the cancellation is assumed to be performed over N samples,
meaning that the regeneration and cancellation must be repeated N times.
It is easy to show that the arithmetic complexity of calculating the matrix product
ΨHΨ between the KM ×N matrix and the N ×KM matrix is O(K2M2N), while the
corresponding complexity of inverting the resulting KM ×KM matrix is O(K3M3).
The latter assumes that a LUP decomposition–based approach is used to find the inverse
[52, p. 828]. Determining then the arithmetic complexities of the rest of the operations in
a similar manner, the total complexity of the LS-based digital cancellation procedure is
O(K2M2N)+O(KMN) +O(K3M3)+O(K2M2)+O(KMN)
= O(K3M3)+O(K2M2N) . (4.41)
Furthermore, in any practical systemN  KM , which means that the term O(K2M2N)
typically dominates the arithmetic complexity asymptotically.
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Considering then the arithmetic complexity when utilizing the PCA-based basis
function reduction scheme, the estimation and cancellation procedure itself remains the
same, apart from two additional matrix/vector multiplications. In particular, now the
data matrix Ψ is first multiplied with the KM ×L reduced transformation matrix S˜PCA,
which decreases the number of coefficients from KM to L. Moreover, also the basis
function vector Ψ(n) must be multiplied with the same matrix before SI regeneration
and cancellation. Following then an identical derivation as done for the unreduced signal
model above, it can easily be shown that now the arithmetic complexity is dominated by
the term O(KMLN). Hence, as obviously L < KM , the PCA-based model complexity
reduction scheme reduces the asymptotic computational complexity of the LS-based
digital canceller.
Least Mean Squares
Analyzing next the adaptive LMS-based digital cancellation procedure, in the unreduced
case each iteration involves the following computations:
• calculating the vector-matrix product ψ(n)Sψ;
• calculating the dot product Ψ˜(n)ĥLMSi (n), and subtracting it from yi,ADC(n);
• calculating the matrix-vector product Myi,DC(n)Ψ˜H(n) and adding it to ĥLMSi (n).
Since the complete signal model has K static basis functions and M memory taps, it is
easy to show that the overall asymptotic arithmetic complexity over N iterations is now
O(K2N)+O(KMN) +O(KMN) = O(K2N)+O(KMN) . (4.42)
Noting then that typically the number of memory taps is higher than the number of
static basis functions, i.e., M > K, it can be concluded that the term O(KMN) usually
dominates asymptotically.
When using the PCA-based complexity reduction scheme in conjunction with the
LMS-based parameter learning and cancellation, the only alteration to the procedure
with the unreduced signal model is replacing the orthogonalization with the PCA
transformation. In particular, instead of calculating the vector-matrix product ψ(n)Sψ,
the complete 1 ×KM basis function vector is multiplied with the reduced KM × L
transformation matrix S˜PCA, which decreases the number of coefficients from KM to L.
It can then easily be shown that in this case the arithmetic complexity is dominated
by the term O(KMLN), meaning that the PCA-based model complexity reduction
scheme somewhat increases the arithmetic complexity of the LMS-based digital canceller.
Consequently, in this case, the primary benefit of reducing the number of basis functions
is the increased estimation accuracy and faster convergence, thanks to the smaller
number of coefficients that must be estimated.
To facilitate a more straightforward comparison between the computational require-
ments of the LS-based and LMS-based digital cancellers, as well as to determine the
relative complexities of the different signal models, Table 4.1 shows the arithmetic
complexities for all combinations of signal models and parameter estimation algorithms.
The expressions listed in the table have been obtained simply by substituting K with
the number of static basis functions in the corresponding signal model and determining
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Table 4.1: The asymptotic arithmetic complexity of digital cancellation with different signal
models and parameter estimation algorithms.
Linear signal
model
Widely linear
signal model
Nonlinear
signal model
Nonlinear
signal model
incorporating
crosstalk and
I/Q imbalance
LS without
PCA-based
complexity
reduction
O(N2t M2N) O(N2t M2N) O(N2t P 2M2N) O((P+2Nt−12Nt−1 )2M2N)
LS with
PCA-based
complexity
reduction
O(NtMLN) O(NtMLN) O(NtPMLN) O
((
P+2Nt−1
2Nt−1
)
MLN
)
LMS without
PCA-based
complexity
reduction
O(NtMN) O(NtMN) O
(
N2t P
2N
)
+O(NtPMN)
O
((
P+2Nt−1
2Nt−1
)2
N
)
+O
((
P+2Nt−1
2Nt−1
)
MN
)
LMS with
PCA-based
complexity
reduction
O(NtMLN) O(NtMLN) O(NtPMLN) O
((
P+2Nt−1
2Nt−1
)
MLN
)
the resulting asymptotic complexity. Firstly, it can be observed that, in the unreduced
case, the complexities of the LS-based digital cancellers are asymptotically relative to
the square of the total number of coefficients, meaning that they likely require more
computations than the corresponding LMS-based cancellers. Namely, as also indicated in
Table 4.1, the asymptotic complexities of the LMS-based solutions are either relative to
the total number of coefficients or to the square of the number of static basis functions,
the latter occurring if using a high-order nonlinear signal model. Hence, especially
if a large number of memory taps is required for modeling the effective SI channel
response, an LMS-based solution can be expected to be a more computationally efficient
method for obtaining the SI channel estimate than using the LS algorithm. However, as
mentioned earlier, the cost of this is the lower accuracy of the LMS estimate.
When employing the PCA-based model complexity reduction scheme, the asymptotic
arithmetic complexities of the LS-based and LMS-based cancellers are in fact similar.
This indicates that the complexity reduction scheme is better suited for the LS-based
digital canceller. Investigating then the arithmetic complexities of the different signal
models, it is evident that modeling the nonlinearity of the transmitter PA results in a
higher computational complexity. Nevertheless, this can also be expected to improve
the modeling accuracy and the cancellation performance, meaning that the higher
computational complexity is likely a tolerable cost, especially when utilizing a highly
nonlinear PA.
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CHAPTER 5
Evaluating the Self-interference
Cancellation Performance
This chapter provides simulation and measurement results where the proposed digitalSI cancellation solutions are evaluated under different circumstances. Especially, in
the measurements, the digital canceller complements an IBFD transceiver prototype,
which suppresses the SI also in the analog/RF domain. This allows for evaluating the
total SI cancellation performance, illustrating that true wireless IBFD operation is indeed
possible. For reference, other IBFD prototype implementations, reported either earlier
or parallel to the findings of this thesis, are also discussed comprehensively. The results
and discussion within this chapter are based on the journal publications [P1–P6], as
well as on the works in [4, 17, 18, 82, 120–126, 133, 238].
5.1 Demonstrator Implementations in Related Work
In the recent years, various IBFD transceiver prototypes or demonstrator implementations
have been reported in the literature. Table 5.1 collects the key specifications and
performance figures of the most notable prototype implementations, including also the
ones discussed in, e.g., [P4, P5] that utilize the digital cancellers presented in this
thesis. Note that, unless otherwise mentioned, the total amount of SI isolation listed in
Table 5.1 for each prototype includes also the passive suppression, i.e., it is calculated
as a difference between the transmit power and the residual SI power after all the
cancellation stages. Further details regarding these prototypes are provided below, while
the prototypes in [P4, P5] are discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
The pioneering work in [35] presents some of the very first experimental SI cancellation
results, evaluating a 7×3 MIMO IBFD relay with separate TX and RX antennas. There,
beamforming in the transmitter and linear digital cancellation in the receiver are utilized
to suppress the SI signal over a bandwidth of 100 kHz. In total, almost 60 dB of
cancellation is reported for the considered IBFD MIMO relay, even though the physical
isolation between the TX and RX antennas is not included in this figure. Hence, the SI
cancellation performance demonstrated in this early work is already rather promising,
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Table 5.1: The key specifications and performance figures of the most notable IBFD prototype implementations. Note that all the
prototypes are SISO transceivers, unless otherwise mentioned in the Structure-column
Prototype Year Frequency Bandwidth Structure Analog canc. Digital canc. Total isolation
MIT I [35] 2007 370 MHz 0.1 MHz 7× 3 MIMO relay No Yes 60 dB
Rice I [59, 63] 2010 2.4 GHz 0.625 MHz Two antennas Yes Yes 80 dB
Stanford I [44] 2010 2.48 GHz 5 MHz Three antennas Yes Yes 100 dB
Stanford II [103] 2011 2.4 GHz 10 MHz Wired setup Yes Yes 73 dB
NYU Poly [117] 2012 915 MHz 7 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes No 59 dB
Rice II [61, 62] 2012 2.4 GHz 20 MHz 2× 1 MISO Yes Yes 85 dB
Stanford III [28] 2013 2.45 GHz 80 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes Yes 110 dB
Rice III [73] 2014 2.4 GHz 20 MHz Directional antennas Yes Yes 95 dB
Stanford IV [29] 2014 2.45 GHz 20 MHz 3× 3 MIMO Yes Yes 104 dB
Chengdu [267] 2014 2.535 GHz 20 MHz 2× 2 MIMO Yes Yes 114 dB
Bristol [140] 2015 1.89 GHz 20 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes No 83 dB
Fraunhofer [21] 2015 2.4 GHz 20 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes No 54 dB
Irvine [8] 2015 2.5 GHz 10 MHz Multi-reconf. antenna No Yes 95 dB
Yonsei [50] 2015 2.52 GHz 20 MHz Dual-polar. antenna Yes Yes 103 dB
Aalborg [212] 2016 2.4 GHz 80 MHz Two antennas Yes Yes 100 dB
MIT II [119] 2016 2.45 GHz 20 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes No 78 dB
TCL [22] 2016 2.48 GHz 5 MHz Two antennas Yes Yes 70 dB
TUT+Intel [P4] 2016 2.46 GHz 80 MHz Shared TX/RX antenna Yes Yes 88 dB
TUT+Aalto [P5] 2017 2.56 GHz 80 MHz Compact relay antenna No Yes 100 dB
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likely contributing to the uprising of the IBFD technology as a potential method for
improving the spectral efficiency of the future wireless systems.
Some time after this, the first IBFD prototype implementations utilizing both RF
and digital cancellation were developed independently at Rice University [63] (reported
in more detail later in [59]) and at Stanford University [44]. Even though the general
architectures of these prototypes are rather similar, both the antenna structure and the
RF cancellation techniques are fundamentally different in these two implementations.
In particular, while the Rice prototype simply relies on the path loss between the TX
and RX antennas to attenuate the SI, the Stanford prototype provides additional SI
suppression in the antenna interface by adopting two TX antennas, one of them being
half a wavelength further from the RX antenna than the other. Then, feeding the same
transmit signal into the two antennas, destructive superposition will occur in the RX
antenna, resulting in lower SI levels. The caveat of this technique is, however, that, even
in theory, it only works for a single frequency, determined by the distance difference
between the TX antennas and the RX antenna. For the considered bandwidth of 5 MHz,
this limits the additional suppression provided by such an antenna cancellation technique
in practice to 20 dB [44].
Another significant difference between [63] and [44] is the RF cancellation technique.
Namely, in [63], the RF canceller utilizes an additional auxiliary TX chain to upconvert
the cancellation signal from the baseband (see Fig. 2.5b), while in [44] the TX output
signal is used to generate the RF cancellation signal (see Fig. 2.5a). As discussed
in Section 2.3, the former approach has the benefit of additional flexibility since the
cancellation signal is generated digitally, while the latter technique can suppress also all
the impairments generated by the transmitter. In these early prototypes, the auxiliary
TX–based method is reported to achieve higher cancellation levels, since the amount
of RF cancellation in [63] is beyond 30 dB, while in [44] only 20 dB is obtained, albeit
the former is reported for a significantly narrower bandwidth (625 kHz vs. 5 MHz).
Including also the suppression provided by linear digital cancellation, the total amounts
of SI cancellation are 80 dB and 100 dB in [63] and [44], respectively, while [59] reports
74 dB of overall SI cancellation for the same Rice prototype. The used transmit powers
are reported to be from −5 dBm to 15 dBm in [63], and 0 dBm in [44]. Moreover, both
of these prototypes are also shown to provide a higher throughput than a corresponding
HD system. It should be noted, however, that the results reported in [59, 63] are only
for a single subcarrier of 625 kHz, with the later works in [61, 62, 73] extending the Rice
prototype to support several subcarriers and hence also wider bandwidths.
The next notable prototype is reported in [103], which presents the second revision of
the Stanford prototype. It utilizes a similar RF cancellation architecture as the prototype
in [44], while the antenna cancellation technique is not used anymore. Connecting the
TX and RX together through a wire representing the coupling channel, roughly 40 dB
of RF cancellation is achieved with the TX output–based technique, after which the
SI is further suppressed by 30 dB using a linear digital canceller. Considering that
the cancellation is performed here over a bandwidth of 10 MHz, obtaining 70 dB of
SI suppression in total is a notable improvement over the earlier prototypes, albeit
it was achieved only over a wire. The latter means that the SI channel is static and
devoid of significant multipath components, making SI cancellation somewhat easier
compared to a case where the SI signal is propagating wirelessly. However, it should
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also be noted that, due to the wired setup, there is no physical isolation between the
TX and RX chains, meaning that this prototype can potentially obtain a higher overall
SI suppression performance when also passive isolation is introduced [103].
As opposed to the dual-antenna solutions used in [44, 59, 63], the prototype presented
in [117] represents one of the earliest shared-antenna IBFD implementations. It utilizes
a circulator, complemented with a balanced feed network, to provide 40–45 dB of passive
isolation between the TX and RX chains when using an individual patch antenna for
both transmission and reception. The amount of SI suppression is further increased
by an active RF canceller, which utilizes the TX output signal and a VM to form
the cancellation signal. Altogether, 59 dB of SI cancellation is reported over a 7-MHz
bandwidth when using a transmit power of 0 dBm.
Improved versions of Rice University’s initial prototype are then reported in [61, 62,
73]. The prototype demonstrated in [61, 62] is a multiple-input and single-output (MISO)
IBFD transceiver with two TX antennas and one RX antenna, which are positioned
around a device to provide a higher amount of passive isolation, measured to be between
60 and 70 dB. The received SI signal is then first cancelled by an active auxiliary TX
chain–based RF canceller, which basically extends the single-subcarrier solution of [63]
to support several adjacent subcarriers. Moreover, as the prototype has two transmitters,
the RF cancellation signal is generated using both of the transmit signals. This solution
obtains roughly 15–20 dB of active RF cancellation over the considered bandwidth
of 20 MHz. When complemented with linear digital cancellation, the overall amount
of SI suppression for this prototype is 85 dB with a total transmit power of 5 dBm.
The prototype reported in [73], on the other hand, utilizes directional antennas with
cross-polarization and absorptive shielding to provide 70 dB of physical isolation between
the TX and RX chains. The SI is then further cancelled by a similar active auxiliary TX
chain–based RF canceller as in [61, 62], although now modified for a SISO architecture.
After applying also linear digital cancellation, the overall amount of SI suppression over
20 MHz is in the order of 95 dB with this solution, using a transmit power of 7 dBm.
Both of the proposed IBFD prototypes in [61, 62, 73] are also shown to obtain higher
data rates than comparable HD implementations.
The third prototype implementation of the Stanford group, reported in [28], represents
in many respects the state of the art, even though it is already four years old. There,
a shared-antenna architecture is adopted, the TX and RX chains being isolated by a
circulator. The RF canceller utilizes again the TX output, dividing it into 16 parallel
replicas with different fixed delays. The actual RF cancellation signal is then constructed
by attenuating each of the replicas by a specific amount, determined by a control
algorithm, after which they are combined and summed up with the total received signal.
The final cancellation stage in the digital domain utilizes then a PH signal model to
reconstruct also the nonlinear distortion within the residual SI. Hence, [28] reports
one of the first measurement-based evaluations of a nonlinear digital canceller. The
overall amount of SI cancellation with a 20-dBm transmit power and an instantaneous
bandwidth of 80 MHz is reported to be 110 dB, consisting of 62 dB of analog SI
suppression and 48 dB of digital cancellation. This is sufficient to suppress the SI to the
level of the receiver noise floor, and consequently this prototype is also demonstrated
to nearly double the throughput when compared to a HD system. Moreover, using a
similar architecture, the same amount of cancellation is also reported for a transmit
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power of 25 dBm and a bandwidth of 20 MHz. All in all, the cancellation performance
reported in [28] still represents the benchmark for any IBFD transceiver.
The authors of [28] have also extended their SI cancellation architecture to support
a 3× 3 MIMO transceiver [29]. The proposed IBFD MIMO prototype consists of three
TX–RX pairs where each pair shares a common antenna and the passive isolation is
achieved using a circulator. The RX chains are preceded by a 56-tap 3× 3 RF canceller,
followed by a nonlinear digital canceller after the analog-to-digital conversion in each
receiver. Using a sum transmit power of 20 dBm (divided equally between the three
transmitters), the SI is cancelled in total by roughly 104 dB. This is sufficient to cancel
the residual SI practically to the level of the receiver noise floor in each RX chain.
While the prototype implementations in [28, 29, 35, 44, 61–63, 73, 103, 117] precede
the work reported in this thesis and can therefore be considered prior art, the other
IBFD prototypes listed in Table 5.1 have been developed either in parallel to or after it.
Of these, the earliest is the prototype in [267], where a 2× 2 IBFD MIMO transceiver
using separate TX and RX antennas is reported and evaluated. It has two 4-tap RF
cancellers for both receivers, utilizing the output signals of the two transmitters to
generate the RF cancellation signal. Further SI suppression is then performed by the
digital canceller, which also uses the TX output signals, downconverted and digitized,
to regenerate the residual SI. This facilitates the use of linear processing in the digital
domain while still suppressing the TX-induced impairments. Due to the rather large
spatial separation between the TX and RX antennas, the physical isolation of this
prototype is nearly 40 dB, meaning that, with a 23-dBm transmit power, the total SI
power before RF cancellation is −15 dBm. Then, after 43 dB of RF cancellation and
33 dB of digital cancellation, the SI is cancelled to the level of the receiver noise floor,
the overall amount of SI cancellation being 114 dB over 20 MHz. The authors also
report that the implemented IBFD prototype can obtain a data rate two times higher
than that of a corresponding HD system.
As opposed to this, the IBFD prototype proposed in [140] utilizes an EBD to separate
the TX and RX chains when using a shared TX/RX antenna. As already discussed in
Section 2.3, an EBD provides the isolation by mimicking the impedance of the antenna,
which results in an exact copy of the transmit signal that is reflected to the RX chain
[56, 140, 141, 263]. Using then a hybrid transformer to phase shift this copy by 180◦
and combining it with the overall RX signal, the SI signal coupling to the receiver is
significantly attenuated. With a center frequency of 1.89 GHz and a transmit power of
10 dBm, the EBD is shown to suppress the SI by 45 dB over a bandwidth of 20 MHz.
This is then complemented by an auxiliary TX chain–based RF canceller, which provides
further 38 dB of SI suppression, the total amount of cancellation being 83 dB.
The work in [21] reports results for a similar shared-antenna implementation with an
auxiliary TX chain–based RF canceller, although in this prototype a circulator is used to
provide the passive isolation between the TX and RX chains. Furthermore, to improve
the cancellation performance, the I/Q imbalance of each TX and RX chain is also
compensated for by estimating the necessary coefficients, which is done during a separate
training period. After this, the estimated coefficients are used to pre-compensate for the
I/Q imbalance, allowing for accurate estimation of the actual SI coupling channel. With
this procedure, the SI is cancelled in total by 54 dB over a bandwidth of 20 MHz, of
which 39 dB is provided by the RF canceller.
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In [8], an IBFD prototype utilizing a multi-reconfigurable antenna (MRA) is proposed
and evaluated. In particular, an MRA is a dynamically reconfigurable antenna whose
properties in terms of frequency, radiation pattern, and polarization can easily be modified
by choosing the appropriate input configuration [146]. In this case, the radiation pattern
of the MRA structure is configured such that the received SI power is minimized, and
thereby a high amount of passive isolation between the TX and RX chains is obtained.
In this prototype, such a scheme provides nearly 65 dB of passive isolation over the
considered bandwidth of 10 MHz. When complemented with linear cancellation in the
digital domain, the overall SI suppression of this prototype is 95 dB with a transmit power
of 5 dBm. Moreover, nearly a twofold improvement in the throughput in comparison to
a corresponding HD device is reported.
Considering then the prototype in [50], there the passive TX–RX isolation is improved
by utilizing a dual-polarized antenna while also performing active RF and digital
cancellation to further suppress the SI. In particular, a dual-polarized antenna transmits
and receives signals of different polarization, resulting in a greatly attenuated leakage
from the TX port to the RX port [56]. If the TX and RX polarizations were completely
orthogonal, the isolation would be perfect, while only 40 dB of SI suppression is achieved
at this stage in [50]. A TX output–based RF canceller is then used to further suppress
the SI by 18 dB, after which the resulting signal is digitized. Then, the SI is digitally
cancelled in the frequency domain using a real-time field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) implementation and a linear signal model, providing 43 dB of additional SI
suppression. Overall, the proposed architecture in [50] is capable of canceling the SI by
103 dB over 20 MHz. In addition, the IBFD prototype is also shown to obtain a 90%
increase in the throughput compared to a corresponding FDD implementation.
Another dual-antenna IBFD transceiver prototype with active RF and digital cancel-
lation stages is reported in [212]. This prototype has a rather large antenna separation,
resulting in 50 dB of physical isolation, the rest of the SI being then suppressed by
the active cancellers. The RF-domain canceller utilizes an auxiliary TX chain–based
solution, where a digitally generated cancellation signal is upconverted and subtracted
from the RX input signal. The cancellation in the digital domain, on the other hand,
is performed with one of two options: a nonlinear canceller that is using the original
transmit data and a Hammerstein PA model to regenerate the nonlinearly distorted SI,
or by downconverting and digitizing the TX output signal and using it to generate the
digital cancellation signal. Altogether, the SI is suppressed by 100 dB using a transmit
power of 20 dBm and an instantaneous bandwidth of 80 MHz.
In [119], measurement results are presented for a prototype consisting of a single
high-isolation antenna and a multi-tap RF canceller. The latter utilizes the TX output
signal to form the cancellation signal, using four taps with different delays and with
separate phase and amplitude control. The correct phase and amplitude values are
estimated using a modified version of the dithered linear search (DLS) algorithm, which
requires knowledge of only the residual power after RF cancellation for parameter
learning, resulting in a very simple learning rule. In a realistic indoor environment,
the prototype in [119] obtains 78 dB of SI cancellation in total when using a 30-dBm
transmit power and a 20-MHz bandwidth, of which 22 dB is provided by the four-tap RF
canceller. When increasing the bandwidth to 120 MHz, the implemented RF canceller is
capable of canceling the SI by 13.3 dB, resulting in an overall SI suppression of 70 dB.
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The work in [22] presents yet another different approach for implementing an IBFD
device. Namely, there an auxiliary TX chain–based RF canceller is used to regenerate
and cancel the SI in the RF domain, but such that both the actual and auxiliary TX
chains are linearized by means of digital predistortion. This means that the PA-induced
nonlinear distortion can be omitted in the digital cancellation stage. With separate TX
and RX antennas placed 30 cm apart, the prototype is shown to suppress the SI by 70 dB
in total when transmitting a 5-MHz signal with a 20-dBm average transmit power. Of
this, the amount of RF cancellation is roughly 40 dB, while the digital canceller, utilizing
the signal model presented in [26] that incorporates the effects of DAC nonlinearities
and I/Q imbalance, suppresses the SI by 11 dB.
The above prototypes represent the current state of the art in the literature, and
thereby constitute the proper context for the SI cancellation performance achieved using
the digital cancellation solutions presented in this thesis and reported in [P4, P5].
Table 5.1 presents also the key performance figures of these prototype implementations,
while further details are provided below in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.2 Simulated Self-interference Cancellation Perfor-
mance
Let us first verify the different digital cancellation solutions with a realistic waveform
simulator that models all the significant analog impairments within a 2 × 2 MIMO
IBFD transceiver, reported in detail in [P6]. The waveform simulator is implemented in
Matlab and it follows the architecture in Fig. 2.5a, extended to a 2× 2 MIMO scenario,
to produce a realistic residual SI signal for the digital canceller. The used transmit
signals are 20 MHz orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) waveforms
following the specifications of LTE DL signals, the transmit power being defined as the
combined power of these individual transmit signals after the PAs. Moreover, the same
system parameters that were used in Section 3.2, listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, are used
also in the waveform simulations, complemented with the additional parameters listed
in Table 5.2. The only exception is the phase noise model, whose characteristics are
now as shown in Fig. 5.1. The adopted phase noise model corresponds to a real-life
charge-pump-type PLL–based oscillator to ensure as realistic results as possible [165].
Furthermore, no received signal of interest is present in the simulations to focus on the
overall SI cancellation performance.
The MIMO SI coupling channel used in the simulations is randomly generated for
each realization, although it is always set to have the desired K value, adopted from the
measurement results reported in [59]. Similarly, the RF cancellation signals are generated
using a random error component, and consequently the amount of RF cancellation varies
from one realization to the next. Nevertheless, the average amount of RF cancellation
is as specified in Table 3.1. The forthcoming results are generated by running 20
independent realizations for a given set of parameter values and then measuring the
average residual SI power of these realizations. The only exception are the power spectral
densities (PSDs), which represent only the outcome of a typical realization within an
individual receiver for illustrative purposes. Hence, no major conclusions should be
drawn from the PSDs alone, as they include no averaging, although they still represent
a rather accurate scenario in terms of the true cancellation performance.
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Table 5.2: The additional default parameters used in the waveform simulations.
Parameter Value
Number of TX/RX chains (Nt/Nr) 2/2
Sampling frequency 122.88 MHz
Level of TX crosstalk before the PAs −15 dB
Level of TX crosstalk after the PAs −15 dB
Transmit waveform OFDM
SI channel length 20 taps
SI channel K value 35 dB
Parameter estimation sample size (N) 30 000
Nonlinearity order of the cancellers (P ) 5
Number of pre-cursor taps (M1) 10
Number of post-cursor taps (M2) 20
100 102 104 106 108
Frequency offset from carrier (Hz)
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Figure 5.1: The phase noise characteristics used in the waveform simulator, taken from [165].
Using the waveform simulator, the following digital cancellation solutions are evalu-
ated:
• digital cancellation using the linear signal model, presented in Section 4.2.1;
• digital cancellation using the widely linear signal model, presented in Section 4.2.2;
• digital cancellation using the nonlinear signal model, presented in Section 4.2.3;
• digital cancellation using the nonlinear signal model incorporating crosstalk and
I/Q imbalance, presented in Section 4.2.4, without model complexity reduction;
• digital cancellation using the nonlinear signal model incorporating crosstalk and
I/Q imbalance, presented in Section 4.2.4, with the model complexity reduction
scheme presented in Section 4.3.3.
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Figure 5.2: The PSDs of the signal after the different SI cancellation stages in the waveform
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Figure 5.3: The residual SI–induced increase in the noise floor with respect to the total
transmit power.
In all the cases, the unknown signal model coefficients are learned using the LS-based
parameter estimation scheme presented in Section 4.3.1. The estimation is done over the
specified amount of samples (N), while the cancellation performance itself is evaluated
for a different set of signal samples. Note that in this case oversampling is not necessary
when generating the nonlinear basis functions as the initial sampling frequency is high
enough to capture also the higher-order nonlinearities.
First, Fig. 5.2 shows the PSDs of the signal after the different SI cancellation stages
using the default system parameters. It confirms the observation made in Section 3.2
regarding the dominant nature of the I/Q imbalance, as neither the nonlinear nor the
linear canceller perform very well. On the other hand, the digital canceller utilizing the
widely linear signal model obtains significantly higher levels of SI cancellation, while the
case where both the I/Q imbalance and the nonlinear distortion are modeled results in
the lowest residual SI power, as can be expected. The 4 dB increase in the noise floor
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Figure 5.4: The residual SI–induced increase in the noise floor with respect to the IRR of the
TX and RX chains.
even with the best digital cancellers can be attributed to the RF canceller output noise,
as concluded already in Section 3.2. It can also be observed that retaining only 35%
of the basis functions of the nonlinear signal model incorporating crosstalk and I/Q
imbalance still results in the same cancellation performance. This illustrates the benefits
of the proposed PCA-based model complexity reduction scheme.
To investigate the effect of the transmit power in more detail, Fig. 5.3 shows the
increase in the noise floor, caused by the IBFD operation, with respect to the total
transmit power. Again, in accordance with the conclusions made in Section 3.2, the
signal models omitting the I/Q imbalance perform rather poorly, even with the lowest
transmit powers. As for the widely linear signal model, it is capable of accurately
modeling the residual SI up to a transmit power of approximately 20 dBm, after which
the PA-induced nonlinearities start to become a significant factor. Beyond this point,
modeling of both the I/Q imbalance and the nonlinearities is required to efficiently
suppress the residual SI. The exact transmit power level where this transition occurs
depends on the characteristics of the TX PA; if the PA is highly nonlinear, modeling of
the nonlinear distortion is required with lower transmit powers, whereas the opposite is
true for a more linear PA. Also note that the PCA-based model complexity reduction
scheme increases the cancellation performance with the lower transmit powers as the
smaller number of coefficients improves the estimation accuracy. With the highest
transmit powers, however, more than 35% of the basis functions are needed to achieve
the full modeling accuracy, as can be observed in Fig. 5.3.
Considering then the effect of I/Q imbalance, Fig. 5.4 shows the increase in the noise
floor with respect to the IRR of the TX/RX chains, assuming that both have the same
IRR. As can be expected, with the higher IRRs, the nonlinear signal model is more
accurate than the widely linear model as then the PA nonlinearity is the dominant form
of distortion. However, if the IRR is less than 43 dB, the digital canceller utilizing the
widely linear signal model is the better option of these two. Moreover, as can be expected,
the signal model considering both the I/Q imbalance and the nonlinear distortion retains
high accuracy regardless of the IRR value, the cancellation performance of the reduced
version being again nearly identical to the one utilizing all the basis functions.
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Figure 5.5: The residual SI–induced increase in the noise floor with respect to the amount of
included basis functions.
To gain more insight into the model complexity reduction scheme, Fig. 5.5 shows the
increase in the residual noise floor with respect to the relative number of basis functions
retained after the PCA processing. With the chosen example system parameters,
retaining only 30% of the basis functions results still in roughly the same cancellation
performance as using all of them. In fact, as can be observed also from this figure,
reducing the number of terms slightly increases the amount of SI cancellation as then
less coefficients must be estimated. This results in the improved estimation accuracy
of the remaining coefficients, as already discussed. Hence, these observations indicate
that it is highly beneficial to carefully control the number of basis functions in the more
complex signal models.
Overall, the above findings show that linear SI cancellation alone is insufficient for a
realistic IBFD transceiver with reasonable RF component quality. Depending on the level
of I/Q imbalance, either nonlinear or widely linear modeling is required in the digital
canceller to obtain sufficient SI regeneration accuracy. Furthermore, if both of these
impairments are present in the system, a signal model incorporating both widely linear
and nonlinear modeling is required in the digital canceller. Below, Sections 5.3 and 5.4
confirm the need for nonlinear modeling using real-life IBFD prototype implementations.
5.3 Measured Self-interference Cancellation Perfor-
mance of a Generic Inband Full-Duplex Device
Then, in order to demonstrate the real-life performance of the digital cancellation
solutions, they are incorporated into an IBFD prototype implementation, designed to
be a generic SISO radio device. The hereby obtained results are reported also in [P4]
and partially in [125], the latter providing some further technical details. The actual
measurement setup is as shown in Fig. 5.6a, while Fig. 5.6b illustrates the basic structure
of the prototype. Moreover, the relevant parameters of the measurement setup and the
used digital cancellers are listed in Table 5.3. Similar to the simulations, no received
signal of interest is present in the forthcoming measurement results to concentrate
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Figure 5.6: (a) The measurement setup used in evaluating the digital cancellation performance
of the generic IBFD transceiver prototype, and (b) the basic structure of the evaluated prototype.
Table 5.3: The essential parameters of the measured generic IBFD transceiver prototype.
Parameter Value
Center frequency 2.46 GHz
Transmit waveform OFDM
Bandwidth 20/40/80 MHz
Transmit power 6–8 dBm
TX/RX sampling rate 120 MHz
PA gain 24 dB
Parameter estimation sample size (N) 500 000
Number of pre-cursor taps (M1) 10
Number of post-cursor taps (M2) 20
Order of the nonlinear canceller (P ) 11
on evaluating the actual SI cancellation performance. In this implementation, the
National Instruments (NI) PXIe-5645R vector signal transceiver (VST) is used both
as the transmitter and the receiver, the TX output signal being further amplified by a
low-cost PA (Texas Instruments CC2595 [242]). The PA output is then connected to the
antenna via a circulator, which allows the usage of a single antenna while still isolating
the TX and RX chains to some extent, as discussed earlier.
After the circulator, the received signal is fed to the first active SI cancellation stage,
a multi-tap RF canceller. It is discussed in detail in [238], and also illustrated on a
general level in Fig. 2.5a. This particular RF canceller has three taps, whose phases and
amplitudes are tuned with a Hittite HMC631LP3 VM to minimize the SI power in the
canceller output [89]. The correct phase and amplitude values of the individual taps are
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learned with a basic digital LMS algorithm running on a separate FPGA, meaning that
the tap signals and the RF canceller output signal must also be digitized for parameter
learning. Having a digital parameter learning algorithm for the RF canceller simplifies
its RF design while also allowing for more flexibility when experimenting with different
control algorithms [99, 238].
Having performed RF cancellation, the signal is fed to the RX input of the VST and
digitized for further oﬄine post-processing.1 Digital cancellation is then performed on
the digitized and recorded signal, using Matlab. Here, only the cancellation performance
of the linear and nonlinear digital cancellers is demonstrated as the PA-induced nonlinear
distortion is the dominant impairment in this prototype implementation, owing to the
low-cost PA. I/Q imbalance is not an issue due to the high IRR of the PXIe-5645R
VST. Moreover, in the nonlinear canceller, the basis functions are generated with an
incremented sampling rate of 240 MHz to avoid excessive aliasing of the nonlinear terms,
after which they are decimated back to the RX sampling rate of 120 MHz for parameter
learning and cancellation. In the linear canceller, no such oversampling is required.
As for the parameter estimation within the digital canceller, both the LMS-based and
LS-based solutions are utilized in the forthcoming measurement results, although the
LMS is still considered the primary option and the performance of the LS-based solution
is only shown in the results for reference. In particular, as discussed in Section 4.3.4,
the LMS-based parameter learning and cancellation is computationally less demanding
than using the LS to estimate the coefficients, and consequently the digital cancellation
performance obtained with the LMS represents a more realistic scenario also in terms of
commercial applications. What is more, under rapidly changing SI channel conditions,
the adaptive LMS algorithm also facilitates the tracking of the channel. To ensure that
the shown results correspond to the highest achievable cancellation performance, the
LMS is iterated over two epochs of the specified amount of data, and the performance is
then measured from the last epoch. For clarity and brevity of presentation, the residual
SI after the LS parameter estimation is only shown for the nonlinear signal model, using
the same amount of data as for the LMS learning.
In order to evaluate the true digital SI cancellation performance, the noise in the
forthcoming measurement results is reduced by averaging the cancelled signal over many
successive repetitions of the same transmit signal. Namely, as the residual SI is a
function of the original transmit signal, it is not affected by the averaging, while the
noise is reduced as it is obviously different from one repetition to the next. The SI
coupling channel can also be expected to be identical between the different repetitions,
as they occur within a very short time span. Moreover, since the LMS algorithm is
allowed to converge to the steady-state before measuring the cancellation performance
and performing the averaging, also the coefficient estimates can be expected to be static
over the successive repetitions. This is obviously the case also for the LS parameter
estimation, as it implicitly assumes the same coefficients for the whole estimation period.
Thus, the residual SI is of the same form for all the repetitions, and consequently the
averaging only removes the noise. All in all, when interpreting the forthcoming results,
it should therefore be taken into account that the total noise-plus-interference floor is
obtained by summing the noise into the shown residual SI.
1Even though the results reported in this thesis are generated using oﬄine processing, the Author
has also reported a real-time implementation of the same nonlinear digital canceller [120].
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Figure 5.7: The PSDs after the different SI cancellation stages in the generic IBFD device for
(a) 20-MHz bandwidth, (b) 40-MHz bandwidth, and (c) 80-MHz bandwidth.
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Figure 5.7 then shows the PSDs of the SI signal at different interfaces of the IBFD
transceiver for the three considered bandwidths, the signal powers being referred to the
RX input. Investigating first the 20-MHz case in Fig. 5.7a, here the residual SI power
after RF cancellation is −61 dBm, which is clearly above the receiver noise floor and
hence calls for further cancellation in the digital domain. It can firstly be observed that,
due to the highly nonlinear low-cost PA, the linear digital canceller is not capable of
fully suppressing the residual SI, achieving roughly 18 dB of cancellation. On the other
hand, the nonlinear canceller manages to suppress the SI to the level of the receiver
noise floor, canceling it by over 25 dB with both the LMS-based and LS-based parameter
learning solutions. Hence, in total, the amount of obtained SI cancellation is 94 dB,
of which 20 dB is physical isolation provided by the antenna and the circulator, while
47 dB of the overall suppression is contributed by the RF canceller. The small difference
in the residual SI powers after the LMS-based and LS-based cancellers can likely be
attributed to some very slight temporal changes in the SI coupling channel, which the
LS algorithm is incapable of tracking. When including also the noise, the residual power
after the nonlinear digital canceller is −80 dBm, indicating that this particular RF
canceller prototype produces a rather significant amount of noise. Hence, even though
the SI cancellation performance itself is very high, both in the RF and digital domains,
a less noisy RF canceller is required to manufacture a fully operational shared-antenna
IBFD transceiver with no excessive SINR loss.
The nonlinear digital canceller copes well also with the wider bandwidths, since the
residual SI is still cancelled close to the receiver noise floor in the 40-MHz and 80-MHz
cases, as can be observed from Figs. 5.7b and 5.7c. Moreover, similar to the 20-MHz
scenario, the residual SI after linear digital cancellation is roughly 10 dB above the noise
floor also with these wider bandwidths, indicating that nonlinear modeling is indeed
necessary. With a bandwidth of 40 MHz, the total amount of SI cancellation is therefore
92 dB, of which 44 dB is provided by the RF canceller, while the nonlinear digital
canceller suppresses the SI by 26 dB. Correspondingly, in the 80-MHz scenario, the SI
is suppressed by 88 dB in total, consisting of 41 dB of RF cancellation and 25 dB of
nonlinear digital cancellation. Thus, the overall SI cancellation performance remains
on a high level even when using such wide instantaneous bandwidths. Moreover, the
chosen parameter estimation scheme does not seem to affect the cancellation accuracy,
indicating that the LMS-based solution is capable of obtaining sufficiently accurate
coefficient estimates, regardless of its lower computational complexity in comparison to
LS estimation. When including also the noise, the overall residual power after digital
cancellation is −76 dBm for the bandwidth of 40 MHz and −75 dBm for the bandwidth
of 80 MHz.
In conclusion, with the considered transmit powers of 6–8 dBm and instantaneous
bandwidths of 20–80 MHz, the implemented IBFD prototype is capable of canceling the
residual SI to the level of the receiver noise floor when using the developed nonlinear
digital canceller with LMS-based parameter learning. Even though the utilized RF
canceller is producing rather significant levels of noise into the digital canceller input
signal, the performance of the digital canceller is still sufficient to efficiently suppress the
residual SI. Hence, by further improving the RF canceller design, a fully functional IBFD
transceiver can be implemented by utilizing the proposed nonlinear digital canceller in
conjunction with the analog SI suppression techniques.
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5.4 Measured Self-interference Cancellation Perfor-
mance of an Inband Full-Duplex Relay
Another IBFD prototype implementation utilizing the digital cancellers proposed in this
thesis is reported in [P5], where a relay-type scenario is considered. Namely, in this
prototype, a compact high-isolation back-to-back relay antenna, designed for a center
frequency of 2.56 GHz, is used as the radiating element. The antenna element is designed
such that the transmit and receive directions are on the opposite sides of the structure,
which provides a high level of inherent physical isolation, especially when complemented
with so-called wavetraps that further decrease the SI coupling between the TX and RX
sides [88].
The high physical isolation of the antenna structure also means that no active RF
canceller is actually needed in the prototype. In particular, the power of the SI signal
coupling to the receiver is suppressed sufficiently low already by the antenna structure,
meaning that it is within the dynamic range of the RX chain without any additional
analog cancellation. Hence, the residual SI can be suppressed by performing active
cancellation only in the digital domain. This obviously decreases the complexity of the
overall SI cancellation architecture as no additional RF hardware is required. However,
the burden on the digital canceller is correspondingly greater, as it must reduce the SI
level by a somewhat larger amount.
The measurement setup is now as shown in Fig. 5.8a, while the general structure
of the prototype is illustrated in Fig. 5.8b. Moreover, all the relevant parameters
of the measurement setup and the digital cancellers are listed in Table 5.4. The
used measurement location is in the Kampusareena library, at Tampere University of
Technology, meaning that it represents a realistic indoor deployment scenario with various
reflecting surfaces. Again, the NI PXIe-5645R VST is used both as the transmitter and
the receiver, the TX output signal being also amplified by an external PA (Mini-Circuits
ZVE-8G+ [168]).
Now, the PA output signal is directly fed to the TX port of the high-isolation
antenna, the SI coupling to the RX port via the surrounding reflections and the direct
leakage through or around the structure (although the latter is greatly weakened by the
wavetraps). As there is no RF canceller in this prototype, the RX port of the antenna
structure is then directly connected to the receiver (PXIe-5645R VST) where the received
signal is digitized for oﬄine post-processing. Similar to the results in Section 5.3, the
cancellation performance of both the linear and nonlinear digital cancellers is evaluated
when receiving only the SI from the own transmitter, i.e., no signal of interest is present.
Moreover, in the nonlinear digital canceller, the basis functions are again generated with
a sampling frequency of 240 MHz to avoid excessive aliasing of the nonlinear terms. Also
note that now the digital cancellers must use a larger number of taps than in the generic
IBFD transceiver where also RF cancellation is performed. This stems from the higher
SI power entering the digital domain, whose efficient cancellation requires more accurate
modeling.
The parameter estimation is carried out with both the LMS-based and LS-based
solutions, the latter being again applied only to the nonlinear signal model. Both
parameter estimation schemes use the specified amount of data for learning, the LMS
algorithm being iterated now over three epochs to ensure full convergence. The SI
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Figure 5.8: (a) The measurement setup used in evaluating the digital cancellation performance
of the IBFD relay prototype, and (b) the basic structure of the relay prototype.
Table 5.4: The essential parameters of the measured IBFD relay prototype.
Parameter Value
Center frequency 2.56 GHz
Transmit waveform OFDM
Bandwidth 20/40/80 MHz
Transmit power 24 dBm
TX/RX sampling rate 120 MHz
PA gain 36 dB
RX losses 4 dB
Parameter estimation sample size (N) 1 000 000
Number of pre-cursor taps (M1) 25
Number of post-cursor taps (M2) 50
Order of the nonlinear canceller (P ) 11
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Figure 5.9: The PSDs after the different SI cancellation stages in the IBFD relay for (a) 20-MHz
bandwidth, (b) 40-MHz bandwidth, and (c) 80-MHz bandwidth.
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cancellation performance of the LMS-based solution is then measured over the last epoch.
However, as opposed to the results reported in Section 5.3, now no additional noise is
produced due to the lack of RF canceller. Hence, the digital SI cancellation performance
can be evaluated reliably without any noise removal procedure. For this reason, the
forthcoming results show the overall residual signal power, including also the noise.
The PSDs of the signal after the different SI cancellation stages are shown in Fig. 5.9
for all the considered bandwidths, using again the RX input as the reference point for
the different power levels. Investigating first the isolation provided by the antenna, it can
be observed that it is in the order of 60 dB for each bandwidth when considering also the
cable losses in the RX path (4 dB). Hence, the power of the residual SI signal entering
the digital domain is roughly −40 dBm in all the cases, which is already sufficiently
low for the RX chain to operate without saturation or excessive distortion. Such a
power level is also within the dynamic range of the ADC, meaning that the quantization
noise remains well below the receiver noise floor. Consequently, no active cancellation is
required before the ADC.
Investigating then the digital cancellation performance, it is clear that also now the
linear digital canceller is incapable of fully suppressing the residual SI. Namely, the
residual SI power after linear cancellation is still 10–15 dB above the receiver noise floor,
rendering the IBFD operation infeasible. On the other hand, the nonlinear canceller
with LMS-based parameter learning is capable of very efficient SI cancellation with all
the considered bandwidths, reducing the overall noise-plus-interference power practically
to the level of the receiver noise floor. Hence, the amount of digital SI cancellation is
beyond 40 dB for each considered bandwidth and, taking into account the RX cable
losses, the overall amounts of SI suppression are 106 dB, 103 dB, and 100 dB over
20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz, respectively.
However, as opposed to the results in Section 5.3, now the accuracy of the LS
parameter estimates is observably lower than those obtained with the LMS algorithm.
This likely stems from the more time-variant nature of the measurement environment,
resulting in the SI channel changing even during the rather short recorded signal sequence.
Consequently, tracking of the SI channel coefficients is required, and for this reason the
LMS is better suited for the parameter estimation in this case, thanks to its adaptive
nature.
In general, these measurement results obtained with an IBFD relay prototype
demonstrate the flexibility of the developed LMS-based nonlinear digital cancellation
algorithm, as it is shown to be capable of efficient SI cancellation even without any RF
cancellation stage. This greatly reduces the overall complexity of the IBFD device as
only one active cancellation stage is required, albeit the digital canceller requires now
more memory taps due to the higher cancellation demands. Nevertheless, no additional
RF hardware is required, which likely results in a lower overall cost for the transceiver.
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CHAPTER 6
Applying Inband Full-Duplex
Communications on a System Level:
Self-backhauling Access Node
This chapter investigates and analyzes the possibility of wireless self-backhauling withan IBFD-capable AN, which is also serving DL and UL UEs simultaneously on the
same frequency band. Such an IBFD solution is compared to two reference schemes,
which divide at least some of the communications tasks into separate time slots. The
system is then analyzed in terms of transmit power minimization under given QoS
conditions, all of the results being derived in closed form. The contents of this chapter
are based on [P7] and [129–131, 134].
6.1 Existing Research on Wireless Self-backhauling
in Ultra-Dense Cellular Networks
As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, wireless inband self-backhauling has recently been
considered as a possible option for decreasing the cost of the densely deployed cellular
networks of the future [42, 67, 98, 183, 217, 237, 268]. It would allow the ANs to backhaul
all the data with a macro BS or a backhaul node (BN) without requiring any wired
data link, significantly reducing the overall cost of the system. What is more, combining
this concept with simultaneous UL and DL on the same frequency band, facilitated by
the IBFD capability of the AN, would further improve the spectral efficiency of such
a network. This makes IBFD self-backhauling an intriguing concept for the future 5G
systems, as it facilitates higher data rates while also reducing the associated overall
costs.
Such inband self-backhauling has been widely investigated in the earlier literature.
Most works have considered a relay-type AN that is directly forwarding the signals
transmitted by the UL UEs to the BN, or vice versa [41, 42, 83, 91, 97, 183, 217, 237, 268].
The reason for the popularity of this type of a scheme is likely the fact that such a
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relay-type AN is more or less directly compatible with the existing networks, as it would
essentially just extend the range of the macro BS or BN. This, on the other hand, will
obviously result in increased data rates and better coverage.
In particular, in [83], the power control of such a relay-type AN is investigated,
and the performance of both HD and IBFD operation modes is then compared. The
obtained results indicate that the IBFD AN is capable of obtaining higher throughputs
than the corresponding HD system, although a certain amount of SI suppression is
obviously required. A similar analysis is performed in [42], where the BN is assumed
to have a massive antenna array. There, the optimal power allocation for the BN
and the AN is solved iteratively. The work in [268], on the other hand, investigates
different beamforming solutions for a BN with massive antenna arrays, although no
IBFD operation is assumed in any of the nodes therein.
Moreover, the effect of radio resource management (RRM) on the performance of
the relay-type AN is investigated in [183]. There, the RRM tools are used to balance
the SI with the other sources of interference, and the resulting solution is shown to
outperform the HD benchmark scheme. In [97], the spectral efficiency of a similar system
is maximized by solving the optimal power allocation for both IBFD and HD ANs.
While the power allocation is solved in closed form for the HD case, only an algorithm
is proposed for optimizing the transmit powers of the IBFD scenario. Also there the
IBFD solution is shown to outperform the corresponding HD case.
The DL coverage of a relay-type self-backhauling AN is then analyzed in [217,
237]. The findings in [217] indicate that, while the throughput of the network with
IBFD-capable ANs is almost doubled in comparison to the HD systems, the increased
interference levels result in a somewhat smaller coverage. The results obtained in [237]
suggest, on the other hand, that on a network level it may be better to have also some
ANs that perform the self-backhauling on a different frequency band. This somewhat
reduces the interference between the different backhaul links and the DL UEs. Finally,
in [41], the throughput and outage probability of a relay-type IBFD AN is analyzed
under an antenna selection scheme where individual TX and RX antennas are chosen at
the AN based on a given criterion. Again, the IBFD AN is shown to usually outperform
the corresponding HD AN, although this is not the case under all channel conditions.
All in all, even though different IBFD self-backhauling solutions for small cells have
been widely investigated in the earlier literature, none of the above works have considered
a scenario where also the UL and DL transmissions are performed simultaneously on
the same center frequency. Considering the promising findings regarding the relay-type
scenario where the DL and UL are separated either in time or in frequency, this means
that the purely IBFD scheme analyzed in [P7, 134] and below is an intriguing option
for further improving the spectral efficiency of these types of networks.
6.2 Analysis of Self-backhauling Full-Duplex Access
Node with Massive Antenna Arrays
Article [P7] considers a system depicted in the top part of Fig. 6.1, where an IBFD-
capable AN with massive TX and RX antenna arrays is serving HD-capable single-
antenna UL and DL UEs while also using the same frequency band and antenna arrays
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of the three considered communications schemes: the full-duplex
scheme, the half-duplex scheme, and the hybrid relay scheme.
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for backhauling the data. The wireless backhaul link is maintained by exchanging data
with an IBFD-capable MIMO BN, which then further forwards the data either via a
wired or wireless connection to the core network. The considered system is analyzed in
terms of minimizing the transmit powers under some given QoS requirements, defined
as minimum UL and DL data rates. Moreover, the IBFD solution is compared to
two reference schemes, illustrated also in Fig. 6.1, which divide some or all of the
communications tasks in time. To facilitate a straightforward comparison, all of the
considered schemes are assumed to have the same amount of RF chains and TX/RX
antennas at their disposal. Due to the various interference signals that are present in
the schemes where the AN operates in IBFD mode, they will also have a fundamental
boundary for the highest data rates that can be supported, which is also analyzed in
detail in [P7] and in Section 6.2.3 below.
6.2.1 Different Communications Schemes
First, to establish the relationship between the transmit powers and the realized data
rates, let us determine the SINRs of the different communicating parties. It is assumed
that the AN has full channel state information (CSI) available and that it utilizes it
to perform zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming, thereby separating or orthogonalizing the
different spatial streams while also nulling the leakage to its own RX antennas to reduce
the received SI power if necessary [176]. The assumption of full CSI is obviously an
optimistic one for large antenna arrays, but it allows the derivation of the analytical data
rate expressions in closed form, which, on the other hand, can be used to characterize
the ultimate performance of the considered self-backhauling network.
Full-Duplex Scheme
The full-duplex scheme, depicted in the top part of Fig. 6.1, represents the scenario where
all of the communications tasks are done simultaneously. While this in principle improves
the spectral efficiency of the system, such a scheme suffers from various interference
sources, most notably the SI and the UL-to-DL IUI. The latter is perhaps the more
cumbersome issue as it cannot be canceled in a straightforward manner. Consequently,
in this analysis, the IUI is mitigated only by choosing the DL and UL UEs from the
opposite sides of the cell such that their mutual path loss is maximized [46, 60], although
more advanced schemes have also been proposed in the literature [65, 114, 205].
For the full-duplex scheme, the SINR of the ith DL UE is shown in [P7] to be
sinrd,FDi =
(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
)
Ldi p
d
i
σ2n + LBdi PBd +
∑U
j=1 L
ud
ij p
u
j
, (6.1)
where
• Nt/Nr is the number of transmit/receive antennas in the AN;
• D/U is the number of DL/UL UEs;
• MBt is the number of backhaul data streams transmitted by the AN;
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Figure 6.2: An illustration depicting the relevant symbols.
• pdi is the transmit power allocated for the ith DL signal;
• puj is the transmit power of the jth UL UE;
• PBd is the total transmit power of the BN;
• Ldi is the path loss between the AN and the ith DL UE;
• LBdi is the path loss between the BN and the ith DL UE;
• Ludij is the path loss between the ith DL UE and the jth UL UE;
• σ2n is the receiver noise floor.
The relevant symbols used throughout this chapter are also illustrated in Fig. 6.2, which
provides a visual depiction of their meaning within the considered system. Investigating
then (6.1), the loss of degrees-of-freedom due to directing nulls to the RX antennas
is evident in the DL SINRs as the subtraction of the number of receive antennas in
the numerator. Moreover, in addition to the UL-to-DL IUI, also the BN transmissions
produce interference in the DL which somewhat reduces the SINRs.
Note that (6.1) and all the forthcoming SINR expressions are derived under the
large-array assumption, i.e., the number of antennas in the AN being far greater than
the number of transmitted or received signal streams [176, 258]. For the number of AN
transmit/receive antennas, this is formally expressed as Nt  D+MBt and Nr  U+MBr ,
where MBr is the number of backhaul data streams received by the AN. For more details
regarding the derivation of the SINRs, refer to [P7].
Similarly, the SINR of the jth UL signal can consequently be written as [P7]
sinru,FDj =
(
Nr − U −MBr
)
Luj p
u
j
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
) , (6.2)
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where
• Luj is the path loss between the AN and the jth UL UE;
• αAN is the total amount of SI suppression in the AN, consisting of the ZF nulling
and potentially other active SI cancellation stages;
• PBu is the total transmit power allocated for backhauling the UL data.
Moreover, these symbols are also illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Now, since the SI nulling is
done in the transmitter, no degrees-of-freedom are lost due to that when receiving data,
as can be observed in (6.2). However, some residual SI still remains, which decreases
the SINRs of the UL signals.
Then, to quantify the backhauling capability of the AN, the SINR expressions for
the backhaul link are also required. Under the assumptions made in this analysis, the
SINRs of the different backhaul data streams are in fact identical, the individual SINRs
for DL and UL backhaul links being as follows [P7]:
sinrd,FDB =
(
Nr − U −MBr
)
LBP
B
d /M
B
r
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
) , (6.3)
sinru,FDB =
(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
)
LBP
B
u /M
B
t
σ2n + αBNPBd +
∑U
j=1 L
Bu
j p
u
j
, (6.4)
where
• LB is the path loss between the AN and the BN;
• αBN is the total amount of SI suppression in the BN;
• LBuj is the path loss between the BN and the jth UL UE.
Here, (6.3) represents the SINR of the backhaul signals received by the AN, while (6.4) is
the SINR of the signals received by the BN. Both of these are decreased by the residual
SI in the respective receivers, while the latter is also reduced by the interference caused
by the simultaneous UL transmissions.
Assuming then Gaussian distributed noise and interference within the system, the
corresponding sum-rates or sum-capacities for the different links can simply be expressed
as follows [P7]:
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi , where Rdi = log2
(
1 + sinrd,FDi
)
, (6.5)
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj , where Ruj = log2
(
1 + sinru,FDj
)
, (6.6)
RdB = MBr log2
(
1 + sinrd,FDB
)
, (6.7)
RuB = MBt log2
(
1 + sinru,FDB
)
. (6.8)
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The expressions in (6.5)–(6.8) can then be used to obtain the closed-form solution for
the optimal transmit powers under the given QoS conditions, as shown in Section 6.2.2.
In particular, the DL and UL data rates in (6.5) and (6.6) are constrained by the QoS
requirements, while the backhauling data rates in (6.7) and (6.8) are constrained by the
realized DL and UL data rates as the AN must be capable of backhauling all the data.
Half-Duplex Scheme
Considering then the half-duplex scheme depicted in the middle part of Fig. 6.1, now
transmission and reception within an individual device are separated in time, i.e., the
system essentially operates in TDD mode. The relative lengths of the resulting two time
slots are controlled by the duplexing parameter η, which determines the proportion of
time spent in the DL mode, the rest of the time being then allocated for the UL mode.
Moreover, to avoid simultaneous transmission and reception, the AN backhauls the UL
data during the DL time slot, and correspondingly the DL data during the UL time
slot. Although this introduces some delay compared to the full-duplex scheme, it can be
expected to be negligible with a sufficiently short duration for the individual time slot.
Now, the SINRs of the different links can be expressed as follows:
sinrd,HDi =
(
Nt −D −MBt
)
Ldi p
d
i
σ2n
, (6.9)
sinru,HDj =
(
Nr − U −MBr
)
Luj p
u
j
σ2n
, (6.10)
sinrd,HDB =
(
Nr − U −MBr
)
LBP
B
d /M
B
r
σ2n
, (6.11)
sinru,HDB =
(
Nt −D −MBt
)
LBP
B
u /M
B
t
σ2n
. (6.12)
Note that in this scheme no degrees-of-freedom are lost due to the nulling of the RX
antennas as no SI is produced. Moreover, due to the TDD operation, the system does
not suffer from any interference sources under the adopted modeling principles. The
resulting data rates are then
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi , where Rdi = η log2
(
1 + sinrd,HDi
)
, (6.13)
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj , where Ruj = (1− η) log2
(
1 + sinru,HDj
)
, (6.14)
RdB = (1− η)MBr log2
(
1 + sinrd,HDB
)
, (6.15)
RuB = ηMBt log2
(
1 + sinru,HDB
)
. (6.16)
Hence, while there are no interference sources in this scheme, the data rates are decreased
by the need to divide the time between transmission and reception in the AN.
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Hybrid Relay Scheme
The hybrid relay scheme, depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 6.1, is essentially a trade-off
between TDD and IBFD operation. Namely, in this scheme, the AN acts as a relay
between the BN and the UEs, meaning that during the first time slot it forwards the
DL data from the BN to the UEs, after which it forwards the UL data from the UEs to
the BN. Again, the duplexing parameter η specifies the proportion of time spent in the
DL time slot. In this scheme, the AN takes some advantage of its IBFD capability while
still avoiding the UL-to-DL IUI, which is a significant issue in the full-duplex scheme.
For the hybrid relay scheme, the different SINRs are
sinrd,RLi =
(Nt −D −Nr)Ldi pdi
σ2n + LBdi PBd
, (6.17)
sinru,RLj =
(Nr − U)Luj puj
σ2n + αANPBu
, (6.18)
sinrd,RLB =
(
Nr −MBr
)
LBP
B
d /M
B
r
σ2n + αAN
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
, (6.19)
sinru,RLB =
(
Nt −MBt −Nr
)
LBP
B
u /M
B
t
σ2n +
∑U
j=1 L
Bu
j p
u
j
. (6.20)
Correspondingly, the data rates are now as follows:
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi , where Rdi = η log2
(
1 + sinrd,RLi
)
, (6.21)
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj , where Ruj = (1− η) log2
(
1 + sinru,RLj
)
, (6.22)
RdB = ηMBr log2
(
1 + sinrd,RLB
)
, (6.23)
RuB = (1− η)MBt log2
(
1 + sinru,RLB
)
. (6.24)
As can be observed, the hybrid relay scheme loses some degrees-of-freedom due to having
to direct nulls to the RX antennas in the AN while also suffering from the residual SI
and the interference between the BN and the UEs. However, it avoids the cumbersome
UL-to-DL IUI entirely, and hence this scheme likely represents a sensible trade-off
between maximizing the temporal efficiency and minimizing the amount of interference.
6.2.2 Transmit Power Optimization
As already mentioned, the objective of the following analysis is to minimize the transmit
powers of the different communicating parties while still ensuring that the minimum QoS
is fulfilled. In particular, it is assumed that the optimal transmit powers are calculated
by the AN, who then forwards them to the relevant parties. Taking into account the
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QoS and the backhauling requirements, this optimization problem can be formulated for
all the communications schemes as follows:
minimize
p, PBd , PBu
(
1TD+Up+ PBd + PBu
)
subject to C1: Rdi ≥ ρd, i = 1, . . . , D,
C2: Ruj ≥ ρu, j = 1, . . . , U,
C3: RdB ≥
D∑
i=1
Rdi ,
C4: RuB ≥
U∑
j=1
Ruj ,
(6.25)
where p =
[
pTd pTu
]T
, pd and pu are column vectors defined as {pd}i = pdi and
{pu}j = puj , respectively, while ρd and ρu are the corresponding per-UE minimum data
rate requirements
Here, the constraints C1 and C2 guarantee that the given QoS is fulfilled, while
the constraints C3 and C4 ensure the backhauling capability of the AN. Note that the
optimization problem does not explicitly require the optimal transmit powers to be
positive. This is intentional since obtaining negative optimal transmit powers indicates
that the given QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled with any finite transmit powers
and the system is consequently infeasible, which is a meaningful finding in itself. These
infeasible system scenarios are characterized in detail in Section 6.2.3 below.
To facilitate a more straightforward notation in the continuation, the different path
losses are grouped into vectors and matrices as follows:
{qd}i = 1/Ldi ,
{qu}j = 1/Luj ,{
qB/d
}
i
= LBdi /Ldi ,
{LBu}j = LBuj ,
{Lud}ij = Ludij ,
Ldud = Lud ◦ qd1TU .
In addition, the sums of some of the above path loss vectors and matrices are defined as
Sd = 1TDqd,
SB/d = 1TDqB/d,
SB/u = LTBuqu,
Sud = 1TDLdudqu.
With the help of these variables, the solutions to the above optimization problem are
next given in closed form for each communications scheme.
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Full-Duplex Scheme
The optimal DL and UL transmit powers for the full-duplex scheme can be written as
follows [P7]:
popt =
[
poptd
poptu
]
=
σ
2
nγd
αAN
qd +
σ2n
( 1+Sdγd
αAN
+γBt
)
θFD(1−γB)
(
γdγ
B
r qB/d + γdγuαAN L
d
udqu
)
σ2nγu
( 1+Sdγd
αAN
+γBt
)
θFD(1−γB) qu
 , (6.26)
(
PBd
)opt = αANγBr1− γB 1TDpoptd + αANγBt γBr1− γB LTBupoptu +
(
1 + αANγBt
)
γBr σ
2
n
1− γB , (6.27)(
PBu
)opt = γB1− γB 1TDpoptd + γBt1− γBLTBupoptu +
(
1 + αBNγBr
)
γBt σ
2
n
1− γB , (6.28)
when each transmit power is positive; otherwise the QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled
and the system is infeasible. Here, the following auxiliary variables have been used:
γd =
(2ρd − 1)αAN
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
, (6.29)
γu =
(2ρu − 1)αAN
Nr − U −MBr
, (6.30)
γBr =
(
2
Dρd
MBr − 1
)
MBr
LB (Nr − U −MBr )
, (6.31)
γBt =
(
2
Uρu
MBt − 1
)
MBt
LB
(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
) , (6.32)
γB = αANαBNγBt γBr , (6.33)
θFD = 1− γdγ
B
r SB/d
1− γB −
γuγ
B
t SB/u
1− γB −
γdγuSud
αAN (1− γB) , (6.34)
where especially the variables γB and θFD are closely related to the fundamental feasibility
of the full-duplex scheme, as will be shown in Section 6.2.3. Although the detailed
proof of the above solution is omitted as it is already available in [P7], it is obtained in
principle by presenting the optimization problem in (6.25) as a system of linear equations.
Then, solving the optimal transmit powers is essentially reduced to a matrix inversion,
which in this case can be done in closed form. For further details regarding the derivation
of (6.26)–(6.28), refer to [P7].
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Half-Duplex Scheme
The optimal transmit powers for the half-duplex scheme are correspondingly [P7]
popt =
[
poptd
poptu
]
=

(
2
ρd
η −1
)
σ2n
Nt−D−MBt
qd(
2
ρu
1−η −1
)
σ2n
Nr−U−MBr qu
 , (6.35)
(
PBd
)opt =
(
2
Dρd
MBr (1−η) − 1
)
MBr σ
2
n
LB (Nr − U −MBr )
, (6.36)
(
PBu
)opt =
(
2
Uρu
MBt η − 1
)
MBt σ
2
n
LB
(
Nt −D −MBt
) . (6.37)
In this case, these optimal solutions can be obtained by simply choosing the transmit
powers such that the constraints C1–C4 are fulfilled with equality. As the transmit
powers do not affect the interference levels, this is then directly the solution to the
problem. For this same reason, the half-duplex scheme can always fulfill the QoS
requirements and is consequently feasible under all circumstances.
However, it should be noted that the solution specified by (6.35)–(6.37) is only for a
given duplexing parameter. Hence, unless the lengths of the duplexing periods are fixed
by the system, the optimization must also be performed with respect to η. In other
words, the sum of the optimal transmit powers in (6.35)–(6.37) must be minimized also
with η as the argument. In [P7], it is shown that this sum transmit power is in fact a
convex function of η, meaning that the optimal value can be found at the zero-point of
its derivative. This problem has no closed-form solution, and hence it must be solved
numerically when evaluating the optimal transmit powers.
Hybrid Relay Scheme
Finally, the optimal transmit powers for the hybrid relay scheme can be expressed as
follows:
popt =
[
poptd
poptu
]
=
γdσ2nαAN
(
qd + γ
B
r (1+Sdγd)
1−γdγBr SB/dqB/d
)
σ2nγu
αAN
(
1+αANγBt
1−γuγBt SB/u
qu
)
 , (6.38)
(
PBd
)opt = γBr (σ2n + αAN1TDpoptd ) , (6.39)(
PBu
)opt = γBt (σ2n + LTBupoptu ) , (6.40)
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when the individual transmit powers are positive; otherwise the system is infeasible. The
auxiliary variables are now defined as
γd =
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)
αAN
Nt −D −Nr , (6.41)
γu =
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)
αAN
Nr − U , (6.42)
γBr =
(
2
Dρd
MBr η − 1
)
MBr
LB (Nr −MBr )
, (6.43)
γBt =
(
2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) − 1
)
MBt
LB
(
Nt −MBt −Nr
) . (6.44)
This optimal solution is obtained in a similar manner as that of the full-duplex scheme,
i.e., by solving a system of linear equations, which directly follows from the original
optimization problem. For further details, refer to [P7].
Similar to the half-duplex scheme, the above solution must still be optimized with
respect to the duplexing parameter. Again, this can be done by using the sum of the
optimal transmit powers in (6.38)–(6.40) as the objective function, and determining the
value of η that minimizes it [P7]. Furthermore, as there is no closed-form solution for
the optimal η, it is numerically optimized in the forthcoming numerical results.
Computational Complexity of the Optimization Procedure
Let us then briefly consider the computational requirements of calculating the optimal
transmit powers within the AN, using the solutions defined above. Thanks to the
closed-form expressions, no iterations are required in determining the transmit power
allocation, which results in a rather straightforward optimization framework in terms
of the computations. What is more, the closed-form solutions involve only additions,
multiplications, and divisions, further reducing the computational cost. Assuming that
the system is operating under static conditions where only the path losses are changing,
many of the terms can also be precomputed. This is a reasonable assumption as it can be
expected that the frequency with which the system parameters are changed, if changed
at all, is much lower than the frequency of estimating the channels and path losses.
Moreover, in this simple analysis, the additions are omitted since the multiplications
and divisions dominate the computational cost [92], while the number of divisions is
also kept as small as possible. It should also be emphasized that the power allocation
scheme proposed in this thesis has been derived under idealized assumptions to provide
information about the ultimate performance of the system, and hence it should not be
considered a practical algorithm as such. Nevertheless, the complexities of the different
communications schemes can still be compared to gain knowledge regarding their relative
computational requirements.
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Table 6.1: The computational requirements of transmit power optimization for the different
communications schemes.
Number of multiplications Number of divisions
Full-duplex scheme 5D + 3U + 2DU + 27 D + U + 3
Half-duplex scheme 2 D + U + 1
Hybrid relay scheme 3D + 3U + 12 D + U + 3
Starting from the full-duplex scheme, the auxiliary variables γd and γu can be
precomputed, alongside with all the other terms consisting of only these and other static
system parameters. The vectors, matrices, and variables containing the path losses, on
the other hand, must obviously be computed in real-time in order to obtain the optimal
transmit powers. It can easily be deduced that computing the elements of the different
path loss vectors and matrices in qd, qu, qB/d, and Ldud, together with the quantities
in γBr , γBt , γB, Sd, SB/d, SB/u, and Sud, requires D + U + 2DU + 4 multiplications and
D + U + 1 divisions in total (the number of multiplications is increased by calculating
also the vector Ldudqu for later use). Having computed the quantities of these variables,
the value of the variable θFD is obtained with eight multiplications and a single division,
recalling again that the terms containing only the static system parameters have been
precomputed. Then, the optimal DL transmit powers can be computed with 4D + 2
multiplications and a single division, while the corresponding optimal UL transmit powers
require U + 1 multiplications. Finally, utilizing the optimal DL and UL transmit powers,
the backhaul-related transmit powers can be calculated with U + 12 multiplications.
Therefore, in total, the full-duplex scheme requires 5D+ 3U + 2DU + 27 multiplications
and D + U + 3 divisions for calculating the optimal transmit powers.
Considering then the half-duplex scheme, now the optimal DL and UL transmit
powers are obtained simply with D and U divisions, respectively, while solving the
backhaul-related transmit powers requires two multiplications and a single division.
Hence, the total number of computations required for solving the optimal transmit
powers is two multiplications and D+U + 1 divisions. However, it should be noted that
this is only valid for a given duplexing parameter η, whose optimization will also require
some computations. However, as it likely suffices to optimize the duplexing parameter
much less frequently than the transmit powers, the computational cost of finding the
optimal η is not considered in this thesis.
In the hybrid relay scheme, it takes D+U +2 multiplications and D+U +1 divisions
to compute the path loss dependent vectors, matrices and variables in qd, qu, qB/d,
γBr , γBt , Sd, SB/d, and SB/u. Having obtained these quantities, the optimal DL and UL
transmit powers can be computed with 2D + U + 7 multiplications and two divisions
while the backhaul-related transmit powers require U+3 multiplications. As a result, the
total number of computations needed for solving the optimal transmit power allocation is
3D+ 3U + 12 multiplications and D+U + 3 divisions. Similar to the half-duplex scheme,
these computations do not include the cost of finding the optimal η. Nevertheless, as
already mentioned, it is unlikely that the duplexing parameter has to be optimized as
frequently as the transmit powers, reducing its contribution to the overall computational
complexity.
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The computational costs of transmit power optimization for all the schemes are
collected in Table 6.1. As can be observed, the full-duplex scheme requires the most
computations, while the half-duplex scheme is computationally the simplest option.
However, as will be observed in Section 6.2.4, the benefit of the higher complexity of the
full-duplex scheme is the lower overall transmit power consumption. It should also be
noted that these results are only valid when the transmit powers are calculated sequen-
tially, i.e., when the quantities calculated earlier are used also in the later computation
stages. More multiplications would be required if the optimal transmit powers were
computed in parallel, although then the latency of the optimization procedure would
correspondingly be decreased.
6.2.3 Feasibility Analysis
As already discussed, the feasibility of the system is determined by the sign of the
optimal transmit powers; if any of the optimal transmit powers are negative, the given
QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled and the system is infeasible. On the other hand, if
all of the optimal transmit powers are positive and finite, the system is feasible. This
stems simply from the physical interpretation of a transmit power, which cannot be
negative or infinite.
In general, the possibility of the system being infeasible is caused by the interference
sources. Namely, as a result of the different interference links, using higher transmit
powers at certain nodes increases the useful signal power of some communicating parties
while also increasing the interference level of some other parties. This naturally results
in an upper bound for the obtainable data rates both in the DL and in the UL as some
of the SINRs saturate when increasing the transmit powers sufficiently high [P7, 130].
Consequently, if the given data rate requirements surpass this fundamental upper bound,
the system is infeasible as the required data rates cannot be reached with any finite
transmit powers. Both the full-duplex scheme and the hybrid relay scheme suffer from
this potential infeasibility as they contain various interference links. However, the
half-duplex scheme is always feasible as it does not produce any internal interference
under the considered assumptions.
Below, the closed-form boundary conditions for the feasibility of the full-duplex and
hybrid relay schemes are defined and discussed. These boundaries correspond essentially
to a case where the transmit powers tend to infinity, and consequently they are very
fundamental in nature. The corresponding boundaries under limited transmit powers
would obviously be somewhat stricter.
Feasibility of the Full-Duplex Scheme
It can be shown that the full-duplex scheme is feasible under the following conditions:
γdγ
B
r SB/d
1− γB +
γuγ
B
t SB/u
1− γB +
γdγuSud
αAN (1− γB) < 1,
γB < 1.
(6.45)
Note that the first condition is simply θFD > 0 rewritten in a different form. The proof
of these feasibility conditions can be found in [P7].
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The exact condition in (6.45) can be simplified by noting that the term αANαBN
is extremely small, meaning that γB ≈ 0. Hence, the condition γB < 1 is practically
always fulfilled, while the other condition reduces to
αAN
 (2ρu − 1)(2UρuMBt − 1)MBt SB/u + (2ρd − 1)(2DρdMBr − 1)MBr SB/d
LB
(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
)
(Nr − U −MBr )
+ (2
ρu − 1)(2ρd − 1)Sud(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
)
(Nr − U −MBr )
 < 1. (6.46)
From this simplified expression, the maximum achievable DL data rate requirement can
be obtained by solving its root with respect to ρd. This can only be done numerically,
and consequently no closed-form solution for the achievable DL data rate region exists.
As opposed to this, the SI cancellation requirement under some given system parameters
and QoS requirements can easily be obtained from (6.46) in closed form as follows:
αdBAN < 10 log10
[
LB
(
Nt −D −MBt −Nr
) (
Nr − U −MBr
)]
− 10 log10
[
(2ρu − 1)
(
2
Uρu
MBt − 1
)
MBt SB/u
+ (2ρd − 1)
(
2
Dρd
MBr − 1
)
MBr SB/d
+ (2ρu − 1) (2ρd − 1)LBSud
]
. (6.47)
Note that this represents the minimum SI cancellation requirement to make the full-
duplex scheme feasible when the transmit powers tend to infinity. Therefore, more SI
cancellation is obviously needed when the transmit powers are limited.
Feasibility of the Hybrid Relay Scheme
Correspondingly, the hybrid relay scheme is feasible if the following conditions are
fulfilled: 
αAN
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)(
2
Dρd
MBr η − 1
)
MBr SB/d
LB (Nt −D −Nr) (Nr −MBr )
< 1,
αAN
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)(
2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) − 1
)
MBt SB/u
LB (Nr − U)
(
Nt −MBt −Nr
) < 1,
0 < η < 1.
(6.48)
Again, for the proof, refer to [P7].
The exact feasibility condition in (6.48) can be simplified by noting that also the
first two conditions can in fact be expressed as lower and upper bounds of the duplexing
parameter η. Then, the system is feasible as long as there exists a value of η that fulfills
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each of these conditions, i.e., the lower bound is less than the upper bound while also
being in the open interval (0, 1). In order to derive this feasibility boundary in closed
form, it is assumed that
2
ρd
η − 1 ≈ 2 ρdη ,
2
ρu
1−η − 1 ≈ 2 ρu1−η ,
2
Dρd
MBr η − 1 ≈ 2
Dρd
MBr η ,
2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) − 1 ≈ 2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) .
These approximations make the problem analytically tractable while still resulting in a
rather accurate estimate of the feasibility boundary, as will be observed in Section 6.2.4.
Now, with these approximations, the first two conditions can be rewritten as follows:
ρd + DρdMBr
log2
(
LB(Nr−MBr )(Nt−D−Nr)
αANMBr SB/d
) < η < 1− ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
LB(Nr−U)(Nt−MBt −Nr)
αANMBt SB/u
) .
Moreover, to ensure that the third condition (0 < η < 1) is fulfilled, it is also required that
LB(Nr−MBr )(Nt−D−Nr)
αANMBr SB/d
> 1 and LB(Nr−U)(Nt−M
B
t −Nr)
αANMBt SB/u
> 1. However, as these conditions
are valid with any realistic system parameters, they are not explicitly considered in the
continuation. Then, by requiring that the lower bound of η is strictly less than its upper
bound, the following approximative feasibility condition for the hybrid relay scheme is
obtained:
ρd + DρdMBr
log2
(
LB(Nr−MBr )(Nt−D−Nr)
αANMBr SB/d
) + ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
LB(Nr−U)(Nt−MBt −Nr)
αANMBt SB/u
) < 1. (6.49)
Then, using (6.49), the highest supported DL data rate requirement of the hybrid
relay scheme can be derived in closed form, and it is as follows:
ρd <
log2
(
LB(Nr−MBr )(Nt−D−Nr)
αANMBr SB/d
)
1 + D
MBr
1− ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
LB(Nr−U)(Nt−MBt −Nr)
αANMBt SB/u
)
 . (6.50)
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Moreover, the amount of AN SI cancellation that ensures the feasibility of the system is
as follows:
αdBAN < 5 log10
(
L2B (Nr − U) (Nt −D −Nr)
(
Nt −MBt −Nr
) (
Nr −MBr
)
MBr MBt SB/dSB/u
)
− 5log2 (10)
[
ρd + ρu +
Dρd
MBr
+ Uρu
MBt
+
[(
ρd − ρu + Dρd
MBr
− Uρu
MBt
+ log2
(
(Nr − U)
(
Nt −MBt −Nr
)
MBr SB/d
(Nt −D −Nr) (Nr −MBr )MBt SB/u
))2
+4
(
ρd +
Dρd
MBr
)(
ρu +
Uρu
MBt
)]1/2]
. (6.51)
Again, it should be noted that the above boundary conditions represent the fundamental
feasibility boundary of the considered system, and they are only reached when the
transmit powers tend to infinity. Nevertheless, the fundamental nature of these conditions
means that they characterize the ultimate boundary conditions of the proposed self-
backhauling solution.
6.2.4 Simulation Results
Next, the proposed system is evaluated with the help of Monte Carlo simulations,
considering the three different communications schemes. In the simulations, the UEs
are randomly positioned into a circular cell of given size, at the center of which is the
self-backhauling AN. The path losses for the different links are then calculated based on
the corresponding distances and the adopted path loss model. Moreover, the distribution
of the UE locations is uniform, and the DL and UL UEs are allocated from the opposite
sides of the cell, as previously mentioned. Note that each UE gets served both in the DL
and in the UL by having them alternate between the two modes at regular intervals. By
calculating the feasibility boundaries and optimal transmit powers over various random
network realizations, the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the corresponding
quantities can then be obtained.
Table 6.2 lists all the default system parameters, which are used in the simulations
unless otherwise mentioned. Moreover, the path loss model is taken from [201], where a
measurement-based model for a center frequency of 3.5 GHz is reported, considering
both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. In the simulations, the
LOS model is applied to the link between the AN and the BN, while the NLOS model is
used for all the other links. The forthcoming CDFs are obtained by generating 10 000
random UE locations for which the feasibility boundaries or optimal transmit powers
are calculated. Furthermore, to ensure a fair comparison between the different schemes,
the transmit powers of the half-duplex and hybrid relay schemes are weighted by the
proportion of time spent in the corresponding time slot (specified by η), as this more
realistically illustrates their overall transmit power usage in relation to the full-duplex
scheme.
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Table 6.2: The essential default system parameters. Many of the parameter values are also
varied in the evaluations.
Parameter Value
Number of AN transmit/receive antennas (Nt / Nr) 200 / 100
Number of DL/UL UEs (D / U) 10 / 10
Number of DL/UL backhaul streams (MBr / MBt ) 12 / 6
Receiver noise floor (σ2n) −90 dBm
Amount of SI cancellation in the AN/BN (αAN / αBN) −120 / −120 dB
Per-UE DL/UL rate requirement (ρd / ρu) 8 / 2 bps/Hz
Cell radius 50 m
Distance between the AN and the BN 75 m
Number of Monte Carlo simulation runs 10 000
Investigating first the feasibility boundaries, Fig. 6.3 shows the CDFs of the AN SI
cancellation requirements in the full-duplex/hybrid relay schemes, using both the exact
solutions in (6.45)/(6.48) and the approximated closed-form solutions in (6.47)/(6.51).
Firstly, it can be observed that the approximated boundary conditions match very well
with the exact values, indicating that the approximative closed-form solutions are indeed
rather accurate. It is also evident that the SI cancellation requirements of the full-duplex
scheme are less affected by the data rate requirements than those of the hybrid relay
scheme. Namely, with the lowest data rate requirements, the full-duplex scheme requires
somewhat higher SI cancellation levels in the AN to be feasible, while the opposite is
true for the larger data rate requirements. In the former case, the hybrid relay scheme
benefits from the fact that it only has to transmit to the UEs or to the BN, while
the full-duplex scheme must transmit everything at the same time. This somewhat
decreases the AN SI cancellation requirements of the hybrid relay scheme, although,
with sufficiently high data rate requirements, this benefit is overshadowed by the need
to perform duplexing in the time domain.
Considering then the data rate requirements in more detail, Fig. 6.4 shows the
CDFs of the highest supported DL data rate requirements for different UL data rate
requirements. Again, both the exact and approximative feasibility boundaries are shown,
calculated with (6.45)/(6.48) and (6.46)/(6.50), respectively. These results further
confirm the accuracy of the approximated boundary conditions, as they are well in line
with the exact feasibility boundaries also in this case. Figure 6.4 also indicates that the
full-duplex scheme can support higher DL data rates for all the considered UL data rate
requirements than the hybrid relay scheme. However, the drawback of the full-duplex
scheme is the greater uncertainty in the highest supported DL data rate, evidenced by
the lower slope of the CDFs in comparison to the hybrid relay scheme. Hence, while
the full-duplex scheme can on average support higher data rates than the hybrid relay
scheme, it is more sensitive to the exact network geometry. This suggests that there
is a fundamental trade-off between the maximum performance and robustness when
comparing the full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes.
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Figure 6.3: CDFs of the minimum AN SI cancellation requirement in the full-duplex and
hybrid relay schemes, shown for different DL/UL data rate requirements.
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Figure 6.4: CDFs of the maximum supported DL data rate requirement in the full-duplex
and hybrid relay schemes, shown for different UL data rate requirements.
Then, analyzing the transmit power efficiency of the different schemes, the CDFs
of the optimal transmit powers for the different communicating parties are shown in
Fig. 6.5, using the default system parameters. Firstly, it can be observed that the
full-duplex scheme is capable of operating with the lowest transmit powers. However,
the drawback of the full-duplex scheme is its inability to achieve the QoS requirements
under all network geometries, evidenced by the fact that the CDFs converge to a value
less than 1. These infeasible system scenarios are the ones for which the conditions in
(6.45) are not fulfilled and they are also evident in Fig. 6.3, which indicates that the
feasibility of the full-duplex scheme often requires SI cancellation levels beyond −120 dB
in the AN when ρd = 8 bps/Hz and ρu = 2 bps/Hz.
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Figure 6.5: CDFs of the transmit powers of the individual communicating parties with the
default system parameters.
The hybrid relay scheme is the next best option when considering the overall transmit
power usage, although it is outperformed by the half-duplex scheme in terms of the
UE transmit power consumption. The latter is caused by the division of the time slots
in the two schemes, which require the half-duplex scheme to backhaul the DL data
simultaneously with the UL transmissions. As the DL data rate requirements are higher,
this naturally increases the length of the corresponding time slot, allowing for a lower
UE transmit power. This phenomenon is simply a result of the formulation of the
optimization problem, which aims at minimizing the total transmit power consumption.
A different outcome would be obtained if more weight was given to minimizing the UE
transmit powers in all the communications schemes. Furthermore, another drawback
of the hybrid relay scheme is its inability to fulfill the QoS requirements under some
network geometries, similar to the full-duplex scheme.
Then, finally, Fig. 6.6 shows the CDFs of the total transmit power consumption in
the different communications schemes, using three values of αAN. Firstly, it can be seen
that the full-duplex scheme is in general capable of obtaining the QoS requirements
with the lowest transmit power usage, regardless of the AN SI cancellation performance.
However, again, it suffers from being infeasible under certain network configurations if
there is residual SI in the AN, meaning that it cannot fulfill the QoS requirements in
these cases with any finite transmit powers. With perfect SI cancellation in the AN,
there are no infeasible network configurations, although rather high transmit powers are
still required in some extreme cases, as evidenced by Fig. 6.6.
Investigating the transmit power consumption of the other communications schemes,
it can be observed that, with the higher AN SI cancellation levels, the hybrid relay
scheme outperforms the half-duplex scheme. This is particularly evident with perfect SI
cancellation, although already −120 dB of SI suppression is in most cases enough for
the hybrid relay scheme to provide lower transmit powers than the half-duplex scheme.
However, with imperfect SI cancellation in the AN, there are some network configurations
which are infeasible for the hybrid relay scheme, meaning that it cannot obtain the
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Figure 6.6: CDFs of the total used transmit power in each scheme, shown for different amounts
of SI cancellation.
required data rates with any finite transmit powers. Especially, when αAN = −110 dB,
the hybrid relay scheme can fulfill the QoS requirements only for roughly 15% of the
random network configurations, indicating that this scheme requires rather high SI
cancellation levels in the AN to perform reliably. The same conclusions can be drawn
also from Fig. 6.3, which clearly shows that the AN SI cancellation requirement in the
hybrid relay scheme is more than −110 dB for a large portion of the network geometries
when considering the rate requirements ρd = 8 bps/Hz and ρu = 2 bps/Hz.
In conclusion, it can be said that in most cases the full-duplex scheme provides the
highest transmit power efficiency when operating under some given QoS requirements.
However, care must be taken to ensure that the system parameters are such that the
full-duplex scheme does not suffer from the problem of infeasibility. This means, for
instance, that the AN SI cancellation performance must be sufficiently high with respect
to the data rate requirements. If, however, this cannot be ensured, then the hybrid relay
scheme is perhaps the more preferable option as it is somewhat more robust in obtaining
the given data rate requirements under different circumstances. Alternatively, the system
could also switch back and forth between the full-duplex, hybrid relay, and half-duplex
schemes, depending on which of them is the best option for the prevailing network
geometry. Nevertheless, the analysis and the findings indicate that, altogether, the IBFD
capability is a greatly beneficial feature for the considered self-backhauling AN.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary
This final chapter provides a summary of the most significant results and findingsof this thesis while also laying out possible future research directions. Namely,
considering the fast pace of research into IBFD radios, there is little doubt that they
will play a role also in the wireless communications systems of the future. Therefore,
many highly relevant research items still remain, regardless of the various results already
reported in this thesis.
7.1 Main Results
To provide some initial understanding into the challenges related to digital SI cancellation
in IBFD radios, Chapter 3 and publications [P1, P2] concentrated on the effects of
the different analog imperfections. In particular, their impact on the overall residual
SI waveform was determined by deriving their power levels after the analog-to-digital
conversion in the RX chain. The hereby obtained findings suggest that the most significant
analog impairments in the context of IBFD transceivers are the I/Q imbalance and the
nonlinear distortion produced by the TX PA. These observations set the foundation for
the digital cancellation solutions and the signal models utilized therein.
Then, Chapter 4 and publications [P3–P6] presented four different signal models for
digital SI cancellation, alongside with two different parameter estimation solutions. One
of the signal models was considered as the benchmark solutions as it does not consider any
of the impairments, while the three other models incorporate the PA-induced nonlinearity,
I/Q imbalance, or both of them. The two original parameter estimation schemes are
based on LS and LMS, respectively, the former being a block-wise procedure while the
latter is an iterative algorithm for adaptively estimating the SI channel coefficients.
Moreover, an original complexity reduction scheme was also proposed in this chapter,
which utilizes PCA to reduce the number of coefficients that must be estimated.
The proposed cancellation solutions were then evaluated in Chapter 5, using the
simulation and measurement results reported in [P1–P6]. First, the different digital
cancellers were compared with the help of comprehensive waveform simulations modeling
a MIMO IBFD transceiver under realistic impairment levels. With both PA-induced
nonlinearities and I/Q imbalance present in the transceiver, the results suggest that
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both of these impairments must be included in the signal models to obtain sufficient
SI cancellation performance. Furthermore, the complexity reduction scheme was also
shown to be capable of reducing the number of coefficients by as much as 65% without
any decrease in the cancellation accuracy.
The measurement results shown in Chapter 5 further confirmed the high performance
of the proposed nonlinear digital canceller under real-life conditions. When using a
shared TX/RX antenna and an active RF canceller, the nonlinear digital canceller could
suppress the SI to the level of the receiver noise floor with bandwidths ranging from
20 MHz to 80 MHz. With the used transmit power levels, this translates to roughly
90 dB of SI suppression. Moreover, due to the low-cost PA, a linear digital canceller
could not fully suppress the residual SI in the digital domain, indicating that nonlinear
modeling is indeed necessary in a realistic system. The performance of the nonlinear
digital canceller was also successfully evaluated in an IBFD relay with a high-isolation
back-to-back antenna. There, even when using only a digital canceller without any active
cancellation in the analog domain, the SI was cancelled to the level of the receiver noise
floor, again for bandwidths between 20–80 MHz. This means that the total amount of SI
suppression, obtained with only physical antenna isolation and active digital cancellation,
was in the order of 100–110 dB. These are some of the highest reported overall SI
cancellation performances to date.
As the last and latest contribution of this thesis, Chapter 6 and publication [P7]
analyzed a potential use-case for an IBFD-capable transceiver: a self-backhauling AN
that uses the same time-frequency resource for serving the UEs and for backhauling
the DL and UL data wirelessly. The greatest challenge for such a system is managing
the various interference sources, such as the UL-to-DL IUI, SI, and the interference
between the BN and the UEs. This thesis proposed a solution where the interference
is managed by a QoS-fulfilling power allocation scheme that minimizes the transmit
powers of all communicating parties while still ensuring that the required data rates are
obtained. Moreover, the purely full-duplex AN was compared to two reference schemes
where some of the transmissions are performed in separate time slots. The optimal
power allocation was derived for all the considered schemes in closed form, alongside
with the fundamental feasibility conditions, the latter of which define whether the given
data rates can even be obtained in the first place. The numerical results showed that
the purely full-duplex AN can typically obtain the QoS requirements with the lowest
transmit powers, although it might be entirely unfeasible for certain network geometries.
Altogether, this thesis demonstrates that, by careful modeling of the residual SI in
the digital domain, true wireless IBFD communications is indeed possible. This requires
advanced signal models that incorporate also some of the analog imperfections into the
cancellation processing, the benefit of this increased modeling complexity being the near-
perfect suppression of the SI in the digital domain. The high cancellation performance
of the proposed digital cancellers was confirmed both by extensive simulations and
real-world measurements, the latter being performed for two different IBFD prototypes.
Both of the considered prototypes could cancel the SI to the level of the receiver noise
floor, thereby presenting important guidelines for what is required when implementing
IBFD-capable devices in practice. Moreover, significant gains can also be obtained by
utilizing IBFD-capable transceivers on a system level, meaning that IBFD radios will
likely play an important role in the development of the future wireless networks.
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7.2 Future Work
The promising results of this thesis demonstrating the practical feasibility of wireless
IBFD communications open various avenues also for further research. Firstly, and perhaps
most importantly, the network-level throughput gains provided by IBFD-capable radio
devices need to be experimentally demonstrated. Namely, most existing experimental
works show the data rate improvement only for individual and isolated links, if at all,
which is not entirely representative of a practical deployment scenario. Investigating a
network consisting of several nodes, containing one or several IBFD-capable transceivers,
will reveal the full potential of the IBFD technology.
Furthermore, performing efficient SI cancellation with transmit powers beyond
30 dBm is another area that still requires further research. Especially, the results
reported this thesis are achieved using transmit powers of 24 dBm or lower, which is
insufficient for applications that require a wide area of coverage, such as a macro cell
with an IBFD-capable base station. Employing such high transmit powers is likely to
require even more advanced signal models for sufficiently accurate SI regeneration, which
also emphasizes the role of the different complexity reduction schemes to maintain the
computational requirements of the digital cancellation procedure on a reasonable level.
Likewise, extending the SI cancellation architectures to support the lower frequencies
commonly used in military communications systems is also a highly relevant topic for
future research.
In addition, exploring the idea of IBFD-capable large-array ANs further, both
theoretically and experimentally, is yet another potential future research direction. The
system considered in this thesis is only one of the many possibilities for utilizing such
ANs, and hence several potential research topics still remain. Moreover, experimentally
demonstrating true IBFD operation with large TX and RX antenna arrays is something
that has received relatively little attention.
In summary, while significant progress has already been made in this field of research,
various open research topics still remain. Investigating these aspects further will likely
push the wireless IBFD technology closer to the level of maturity that is needed for
commercially viable devices.
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1Full-Duplex Transceiver System Calculations:
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Abstract—Despite the intensive recent research on wireless
single-channel full-duplex communications, relatively little is
known about the transceiver chain nonidealities of full-duplex de-
vices. In this paper, the effect of nonlinear distortion occurring in
the transmitter power amplifier (PA) and the receiver chain is an-
alyzed, alongside with the dynamic range requirements of analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs). This is done with detailed system
calculations, which combine the properties of the individual
electronics components to jointly model the complete transceiver
chain, including self-interference cancellation. They also quantify
the decrease in the dynamic range for the signal of interest caused
by self-interference at the analog-to-digital interface. Using these
system calculations, we provide comprehensive numerical results
for typical transceiver parameters. The analytical results are
also confirmed with full waveform simulations. We observe that
the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter PA is a
significant issue in a full-duplex transceiver and, when using
cheaper and less linear components, also the receiver chain
nonlinearities become considerable. It is also shown that, with
digitally-intensive self-interference cancellation, the quantization
noise of the ADCs is another significant problem.
Index Terms—Full-duplex, direct-conversion transceiver, sys-
tem calculations, nonlinear distortion, IIP2, IIP3, quantization
noise, self-interference cancellation
I. INTRODUCTION
FULL-DUPLEX (FD) radio technology, where the devicestransmit and receive signals simultaneously at the same
center-frequency, is the new breakthrough in wireless com-
munications. Such frequency-reuse strategy can theoretically
double the spectral efficiency, compared to traditional half-
duplex (HD) systems, namely time-division duplexing (TDD)
and frequency-division duplexing (FDD). Furthermore, since
the transmission and reception happen at the same time at the
same frequency, the transceivers can sense each other’s trans-
missions and react to them. This, with appropriate medium
access control (MAC) design, can result in a low level of
signaling and low latency in the networks. Because of these
benefits, full-duplex radios can revolutionize the design of
radio communications networks.
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However, there are still several problems in the practical
realization and implementation of small and low-cost full-
duplex transceivers. The biggest challenge is the so called
self-interference (SI), which results from the fact that the
transmitter and receiver use either the same [1], [2] or separate
but closely-spaced antennas [3]–[6] and, thus, the transmit
signal couples strongly to the receiver path. The power of
the coupled signal can be, depending on, e.g., the antenna
separation and transmit power, in the order of 60–100 dB
stronger than the received signal of interest, especially when
operating close to the sensitivity level of the receiver chain.
In principle, the SI waveform can be perfectly regenerated
at the receiver since the transmit data is known inside the
device. Thus, again in principle, SI can be perfectly cancelled
in the receiver path. However, because the SI signal propagates
through an unknown coupling channel linking the transmitter
(TX) and receiver (RX) paths, and is also affected by unknown
nonlinear effects of the transceiver components, having perfect
knowledge of the SI signal is, in practice, far from realistic.
In literature, some promising full-duplex radio demonstra-
tions have recently been reported, e.g., in [3]–[6]. In these
papers, both radio frequency (RF) and digital signal processing
(DSP) techniques were proposed for SI suppression. Nearly 70
to 80 dB of overall attenuation has been reported at best, but
in real-world scenarios SI mitigation results have not been
even nearly that efficient [4]. This is because with low-cost
small-size electronics, feasible for mass-market products, the
RF components are subject to many nonidealities compared to
idealized demonstration setups reported in [3]–[6].
Several recent studies have analyzed selected analog/RF
circuit non-idealities in the context of practical full-duplex
radios. The phase noise of the transmitter and receiver os-
cillators has been analyzed, e.g., in [7]–[10]. In these studies
it was observed that the phase noise can potentially limit the
amount of achievable SI suppression, especially when using
two separate oscillators for transmitter and receiver. The effect
of phase noise is also taken into account in the analysis
presented in [11], where the feasibility of asynchronous full-
duplex communications is studied. Furthermore, the impact
of IQ mismatch induced mirror imaging has recently been
addressd in [12].
In addition, the amplifiers and mixers cause nonlinear
distortion, especially with transmit powers in the order of
10–50 dBm that are typical for, e.g., mobile cellular radios.
This can have a big impact on the characteristics and efficient
cancellation of the SI waveform. Nonlinear distortion is a
particularly important problem in full-duplex radios, since the
receiver RF components must be able to tolerate the high-
power SI signal, which is then gradually suppressed in the
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illustrated in grey. Cases ’A’ and ’B’ refer to two alternative configurations assumed for reference signal extraction in RF cancellation.
RX chain. Recently, the effect of nonlinear distortion in a full-
duplex transceiver, and its compensation, have been studied,
e.g., in [13]–[16]. These studies indicate that nonlinear dis-
tortion of transceiver components, in particular with low-cost
mass-product integrated circuits, forms a significant bottleneck
in practical full-duplex radio devices.
Thus, in this paper, a comprehensive analysis of the non-
linear distortion effects in full-duplex transceivers is provided,
with special focus on realistic achievable SI cancellation at
receiver RF and DSP stages and corresponding maximum
allowed transmit power. Such analysis and understanding
is currently missing from the literature of the full-duplex
field. The analysis covers the effects of both transmitter and
receiver nonlinearities, and shows that both can easily limit
the maximum allowed transmit power of the device. Explicit
expressions are provided that quantify the overall second- and
third-order nonlinear distortion power, due to all essential RF
components, at the detector input in the receiver. These can
be used directly to, e.g., derive the required linearity figures
for the transceiver RF components such that the nonlinear
distortion at detector input is within any given implementation
margin.
We also analyze, quantify, and compare two alternative RF
cancellation strategies where reference signal is taken either
from TX power amplifier (PA) input or output. We then show
that PA nonlinearity can seriously limit the device operation
already with transmit powers in the order of 5–10 dBm,
especially when RF cancellation reference is taken from PA
input. This indicates that, in addition to RX path, the linearity
of the TX chain is also of high concern when designing and
implementing full-duplex transceivers. The effect of transmit
imperfections is also analyzed in [17]–[20] with a relatively
simplified model. However, in this paper, the analysis of the
transmit imperfections is done based on the actual properties
of the TX components.
Finally, in addition to linearity analysis, the required dy-
namic range of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is ad-
dressed in this paper. Since a considerable amount of the SI
cancellation is carried out in the digital domain, additional
dynamic range is needed in the analog-to-digital interface
or otherwise the SI signal heavily decreases the effective
resolution of the weak desired signal. This, in turn, limits the
performance of the whole transceiver. In this paper, we will
explicitly quantify and derive the ADC dynamic range and
resolution requirements such that the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) at detector input in the RX chain does
not degrade more than the specified implementation margin.
Such analysis is also missing from the literature. In particular,
earlier work in [21] focuses on ADCs within an otherwise
ideal system, while the current analysis incorporates the joint
effect of quantization noise and all other nonidealities.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section II describes the analyzed full-duplex direct-conversion
transceiver model and especially the nonlinear characteristics
of the essential TX and RX components. The system calcula-
tions, in terms of the powers of the useful and interfering signal
components in different stages of the RX chain, as well as the
required ADC performance, are then carried out and analyzed
in Section III. Section IV provides the actual waveform-level
reference simulation results of a complete full-duplex device,
verifying the good accuracy of the system calculations and the
associated performance limits. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section V.
Nomenclature: Throughout the paper, the use of linear
power units is indicated by lowercase letters. Correspondingly,
when referring to logarithmic power units, uppercase letters
are used. The only exception to this is the noise factor, which
is denoted by capital F according to common convention in
the literature of the field. Watts are used as the absolute power
unit, and dBm as the logarithmic power unit.
II. FULL-DUPLEX TRANSCEIVER MODELING
Our approach is to model a complete full-duplex transceiver
component-wise, which allows us to analyze the feasibility
of single-frequency full-duplex communications. Most of the
emphasis in the calculations is at the receiver side since, due
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Fig. 2: A principal illustration of the signal spectra at the inputs of the ADC and the detector. Note that this figure depicts a situation with a medium-level
transmit power. With higher transmit powers, nonlinear distortion is more likely to be the dominant distortion component.
to the powerful self-interference, it is the more delicate part
of the transceiver in terms of enabling full-duplex operation.
Nevertheless, the effects of the transmitter are also taken into
account as the exact SI waveform depends on, e.g., power
amplifier nonlinearities. We wish to again emphasize that also
oscillator phase noise can represent a performance bound in
FD devices [7]–[10]. However, as the focus in this article
is on nonlinear distortion and ADC interface, phase noise is
neglected in the following.
A block diagram representing the analyzed full-duplex
direct-conversion transceiver is given in Fig. 1. For generality,
both RF- and DSP-based SI cancellation [21] are covered in
the analysis. The direct-conversion architecture is chosen due
to its simple structure and wide applications, e.g., in cellular
devices. Another signifcant aspect is the assumed reference
signal path for RF cancellation. In this paper, two alternative
scenarios are analyzed: Case A, in which the reference signal
is taken from the output of the PA and attenuated to a proper
level, and Case B, in which the reference signal is taken
directly from the input of the PA. These scenarios are also
marked in the block diagram in Fig. 1 using a switch. In
general, both RF and DSP cancellation stages are assumed
to deploy only linear processing.
A. Analysis Principles and Performance Measures
In the transceiver system calculations, the two most relevant
interfaces are the ADC input and detector input. These points
are also marked in the block diagram in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
example signal characteristics and the different signal com-
ponents, alongside with their typical relative power levels, are
illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b. The reason for the significance of
the ADC input is the role of quantization and its dependence
on SI. As the receiver automatic gain control (AGC) keeps
the total ADC input at constant level, higher SI power means
reduced desired signal power and thus more and more of the
ADC dynamic range is reserved by the SI signal. This, in turn,
indicates reduced effective resolution for the desired signal,
which may limit the receiver performance.
The effect of quantization is studied by determining the
SINR at the ADC input, quantifying the power of the desired
signal relative to the other signal and distortion components
at this point. A typical situation in terms of the power levels
at this interface can be seen in Fig. 2a, where the SI signal is
clearly dominating, and thus reserving a signicant amount of
dynamic range.
Then, to characterize the overall performance of the whole
full-duplex transceiver, and how the different types of dis-
tortion affect it, also the final SINR at the detector input,
including digital SI cancellation, is studied and analyzed. This
is thus the other significant point or calculation interface in
the forthcoming analysis. Typical power levels also at this
interface can be seen in Fig. 2b, where the SI signal has now
been attenuated by digital cancellation, and it is no more the
dominant distortion component. However, due to analog-to-
digital conversion, there is now quantization noise in the total
signal, which might be a significant issue, depending on the
parameters of the transceiver.
Throughout the rest of the article, it is assumed that all the
distortion types can be modelled in additive form. This is very
typical in transceiver system calculations, see, e.g., [22], [23].
The good accuracy of this approach is also verified by full
waveform simulations later in Section IV.
Under the above assumptions, the SINR on linear scale at
the ADC input can now be directly defined as
sinrADC =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRF
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ p2nd + p3rd
,
(1)
where grx is the total gain of the RX chain, pSOI,in is the power
4of the signal of interest at RX input, F is the noise factor of
the receiver, pN,in is the thermal noise power at the input of the
receiver, aant and aRF are the amounts of antenna attenuation
and RF cancellation, ptx is the transmit power, p3rd,PA,tx is the
power of PA-induced nonlinear distortion at the output of the
transmit chain, parameter aNL is aRF for Case A and 1 for Case
B, and p2nd and p3rd are the cumulated powers of 2nd- and 3rd-
order nonlinear distortion produced at the RX chain. All the
powers are assumed to be in linear units, which is indicated
also by the lowercase symbols. These signal components are
illustrated in Fig. 2a with realistic relative power levels.
The purpose of defining the ADC input SINR is to quantify
the ratio of the useful signal power and total noise-plus-
interference power entering the analog-to-digital interface.
With fixed ADC voltage range, and assuming that the overall
receiver gain is controlled properly, the total ADC input power
grxpSOI,in + grxFpN,in +
grx
aantaRF
ptx +
grx
aNL
p3rd,PA,tx + p2nd + p3rd is
always matched to the maximum allowed average power, say
ptarget. This will be elaborated in more details later.
Taking next the quantization noise and digital cancellation
into account, the SINR at the detector input can be defined as
sinrD =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ pquant + · · ·
+ p2nd + p3rd
,
(2)
where adig is the attenuation achieved by digital cancellation
and pquant is the power of quantization noise. This SINR
defines the overall receiver performance of the full-duplex
transceiver and is thus the most significant figure of merit in
the analysis. A realistic scetch of the relative power levels of
the specified signal components also at this interface can be
seen in Fig. 2b.
The following subsections analyze in detail the different
component powers of the above two principal equations, and
their dependence on the transmit power, RF cancellation,
digital cancellation, and TX and RX chain nonlinear charac-
teristics. Then, in Section III, these are all brought together
and it is analyzed in detail how these elementary parameters
and transceiver characteristics affect the SINR at both of the
studied interfaces and thereon the whole transceiver operation.
B. Radio-Frequency Front-End
1) Receiver Reference Sensitivity: The most challenging
situation from the SI suppression perspective is when the
actual received signal is close to the receiver sensitivity level.
Thus, we begin by briefly defining the receiver reference
sensitivity, which is determined by the thermal noise floor at
RX input, the noise figure of the receiver, and the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) requirement at the detector. This forms then
the natural reference for assumed received signal levels in our
analysis. The reference sensitivity, expressed in dBm, follows
directly from [22] and can be written as
Psens = −174 + 10 log10(B) +NF rx + SNRd, (3)
where B is the bandwidth of the system in Hertz, NF rx is the
noise figure of the receiver, and SNRd is the SNR requirement
at the input of the detector. In modern radio systems, the
sensitivity is, strictly-speaking, affected by the assumed code
rate and modulation through varying SNR requirements. How-
ever, for simplicity, only two reference sensitivity numbers are
assumed in this study in the numerical examples of Section III.
The total receiver noise figure, in dB, is in general defined
as NF rx = 10 log10(Frx) where the total noise factor of the
assumed RX chain in Fig. 1 is given by the classical Friis’
formula [22] as
Frx = FLNA +
Fmixer − 1
gLNA
+
FVGA − 1
gLNAgmixer
. (4)
In above, FLNA, Fmixer, and FVGA are the noise factors of the
LNA, IQ Mixer, and VGA, respectively. Similarly, gLNA, gmixer,
and gVGA are the linear gains of the components.
2) RF Cancellation: In general, depending on the antenna
separation, the path loss between the transmit and receive
antennas attenuates the SI signal to a certain degree. However,
to prevent the saturation of the RX chain, additional RF
cancellation is most likely required. For generality, a multi-
tap RF cancellation circuit, as presented in [13], [24], is
assumed in this paper. This type of a cancellation circuit
consists of several fixed delay lines, each of which has its own
weight factor. Thus, the final cancellation signal consists of a
linear combination of several delayed versions of the reference
transmit signal with appropriate phase and amplitude tuning.
The cancellation is then done by estimating the coefficients
for the different delay lines based on the SI coupling channel,
and subtracting this cancellation signal from the received
signal. Thus, depending on the chosen delays, this type of
a RF cancellation scheme might even be able to attenuate the
multipath components. It should be noted, however, that in
terms of the actual system calculations there is no difference
between using a single- or multi-tap RF canceller, as only the
amount of achieved SI attenuation is taken into account by the
equations.
Furthermore, in our analysis, two alternatives for the refer-
ence signal path are considered, as follows.
• Case A describes perhaps the most widely used imple-
mentation technique for taking the reference signal for RF
cancellation [3], [4], [25]–[27]. However, the drawback
of this approach is the need for a bulky RF attenuator to
achieve a feasible power level for the cancellation signal.
The required amount of attenuation is obviously the
estimated path loss between the antennas, as this ensures
that the powers of the reference signal and incoming SI
signal are of similar magnitude at the RF cancellation
block.
• In Case B, the reference signal is taken already from the
input of the PA. As the gain of the PA is usually within
10 dB of the magnitude of the path loss between the
antennas [22], [23], only a tunable amplitude and phase
matching circuit, such as a commercial product [28], with
feasible tuning range is required. Thus, no additional RF
attenuator is needed, resulting in a simpler and lower-
cost RF frontend. On the other hand, as shown in this
paper, the problem in this implementation is the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA, which is not included in
5the reference signal. Thus, it is not attenuated by RF
cancellation like in Case A, resulting in a lower SINR in
the analog domain. This will be illustrated in Section III.
Notice also that from the PA nonlinearity perspective,
Case B is equivalent to the method used in [5] and [29],
where a separate low-power TX chain is used to generate
the RF reference signal. Thus, in our analysis, Case B
covers indirectly also this type of transceiver scenarios.
C. Analog-to-Digital Interface and Digital Cancellation
Next we address issues related to analog-to-digital interface
and quantization noise, especially from the perspective of
residual SI left for digital cancellation. The starting point is
the classical expression, available in, e.g., [22], defining the
signal-to-quantization-noise ratio of the ADC as
SNRADC = 6.02b+ 4.76− PAPR, (5)
where b is the number of bits at the ADC, and PAPR is the
estimated peak-to-average power ratio. The above expression
assumes proper AGC at ADC input such that the full range
of the ADC is used but the clipping of the signal peaks is
avoided. However, the analysis could be easily translated to
cover clipping noise as well [21].
Building on the above expression, our approach to analyze
the impact of SI on analog-to-digital interface is to determine
how many bits are effectively lost from the signal of interest.
This is directly based on the fact that the remaining SI signal
reserves part of the dynamic range of the ADC and thus
decreases the resolution of the desired signal. Now, the amount
of lost bits due to RX noise and interference can be determined
by calculating how many dBs the signal of interest is below the
total signal power, as this is directly the amount of dynamic
range that is reserved by the noise and interference. The
amount of lost bits can thus in general be calculated from
(5) as
blost,I+N =
Ptot − PSOI
6.02
, (6)
where Ptot and PSOI are the total power of the signal and
the power of the signal of interest at the input of the ADC,
respectively, and 6.02 depicts the dynamic range of one bit,
thus mapping the loss of dynamic range to loss of bits. Then,
the actual bit loss due to self-interference is defined as the
increase in lost bits when comparing the receiver operation
with and without SI. Following this step-by-step path, and
using (6), a closed-form equation for the bit loss can be derived
as shown in detail in Appendix A, yielding
blost = log4
[
1 +
(
1
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
·
(
ptx
aantaRF
+
p3tx
aantaNLiip3
2
PAg
2
PA
)]
. (7)
Here, iip3 PA and gPA are the IIP3 figure and gain of the PA
in linear units, respectively.
An immediate observation following from (7) is that in-
creasing the transmit power with respect to the other signal
components also increases the bit loss. Furthermore, increasing
antenna attenuation or RF cancellation decreases the bit loss.
These are relatively intuitive results, but with (7) they can be
quantified and analyzed exactly. It is also important to note
that the bit loss does not depend on the total amount of bits
in the ADC. Thus, the detailed numerical illustrations given
in Section III, based on (7), apply to all ADCs.
Finally, prior to detection, the remaining SI is mitigated
in the digital domain by subtracting the transmitted baseband
waveform from the received signal. The subtracted samples are
generated by linearly filtering the transmitted symbols with an
estimate of the overall coupling channel response linking the
TX and RX. In practice, the channel estimation at this stage
includes the effects of the transmitter, the coupling channel
between the antennas, and the receiver. Also the multipath
components due to reflections are included in the channel
estimate. In our analysis, as was already illustrated in (2),
the efficiency of digital cancellation is parameterized through
digital SI attenuation adig, or Adig in dB. Notice that since
only linear digital cancellation is assumed, only the linear SI
component is suppressed.
D. Nonlinear Distortion in Receiver Chain
In addition to quantization noise, the nonlinear distortion
produced by the components of the transceiver is also of
great interest. Following the well-established conventions from
literature, nonlinear distortion of individual components is
modeled by using the IIP2 and IIP3 figures (2nd- and 3rd-order
input-referred intercept points) [22]. For a general nth-order
nonlinearity, the power of the nonlinear distortion in dBm at
the output of the component is given by
Pnth = Pout − (n− 1)(IIPn − Pin), (8)
where Pin is the total input power of the component, Pout is
the total output power, and IIPn is nth-order input-referred
intercept point, all in dBm. As is well known in the literature,
such principal power characteristics apply quite accurately,
given that the component is not driven to full saturation, while
offering analytically tractable expressions to accumulate total
nonlinear distortion powers of a complete transceiver chain.
In the case of the RX chain, this includes the LNA, mixers,
and baseband VGA. The accuracy of this approach over a
wide range of parameters, e.g., transmit powers, is illustrated
and verified through full reference waveform simulations in
Section IV.
E. Transmitter Modeling and PA Nonlinearity
When analyzing and modeling the TX chain, it is assumed
that the power of thermal noise is negligibly low. This is a
reasonable assumption as transmitters are never limited by
inband thermal noise floor. Hence, thermal noise is omitted
from transmitter modeling and only injected at RX input.
Furthermore, we also assume that the power amplifier is the
main source of nonlinear distortion, since all other transmitter
components operate at low power regime. In fact, even if some
nonlinear distortion was created, e.g., in the feeding amplifier
prior to PA, it is a part of the RF cancellation reference signal
in all the considered scenarios, and hence suppressed by RF
6cancellation below the RX noise level. Thus, it is sufficient
to focus on the nonlinearities of the PA when analyzing the
transmitter.
The PA itself, in turn, is typically heavily nonlinear [22],
[23], [30]. In our analysis, we assume that the PA produces
3rd-order distortion which falls on to the signal band, since
this is the dominant distortion in practice. This is characterized
with the IIP3 figure of the PA, according to (8). Furthermore,
in Case A, this distortion is included in the reference signal,
and is thus attenuated by RF cancellation. In Case B, this is
not the case, and the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA
remains at the same level after RF cancellation, as it is only
attenuated by the coupling channel path loss.
Another observation about the nonlinearities of the transmit
chain is that linear digital cancellation cannot suppress them,
because the reference symbols for digital cancellation exist
only in the digital domain and do not include any analog
distortion. Moreover, nonlinear distortion cannot be modelled
with a linear filter, and thus linear digital cancellation is unable
to mitigate it. The results shown in this paper thus give moti-
vation to develop nonlinear digital SI cancellation techniques.
First works to this direction have been very recently reported
in [13]–[15].
F. Accumulated Component Powers at Detector Input
The previous subsections describe elementary component-
level modeling principles. Next, in this subsection, we ac-
cumulate the total observable power levels of all essential
individual signal components at the input of the detector.
This includes the desired signal power, (residual) SI power,
quantization noise power, thermal noise power, RX 2nd- and
3rd-order nonlinear distortion power, and TX PA induced 3rd-
order nonlinear distortion power.
First, the power of the quantization noise at the detector
input can be written as
Pquant = Ptarget − SNRADC = Ptarget − 6.02b− 4.76 + PAPR,
(9)
where Ptarget is the maximum allowed average power of the
signal at the ADC input, such that clipping is avoided. For
any given PAPR, it can be observed that the power of the
quantization noise depends only on the characteristics of the
ADC, namely its maximum input power and the amount of
bits.
The powers of the other signal components depend on
several parameters, first and foremost on the total gain of the
RX chain. As the signal of interest, SI signal, and the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA are the only significant signal
components at the very input of the receiver, the total gain in
linear units can be first written as
grx =
ptarget
1
aant
(
ptx
aRF
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ pSOI,in
. (10)
When considering Case A, the nonlinear distortion produced
by the PA is attenuated by RF cancellation. Thus, with high
transmit powers, the power of the total signal at the input of
the receiver can be approximated by the power of SI, as it
is several orders of magnitude higher than the power of any
other signal component when operating close to the sensitivity
level. In this case, (10) is simplified to
grx =
aantaRFptarget
ptx
. (11)
Knowing now the total gain of the receiver, it is then trivial
to write the expressions for the powers of the other signal
components, namely the signal of interest and thermal noise,
at the input of the detector in dBm as
PSOI = PSOI,in +Grx and (12)
PN = PN,in +Grx +NF rx. (13)
The corresponding power of linear SI can be written as
PSI = Ptx −Aant −ARF −Adig +Grx. (14)
Furthermore, for high transmit powers, when (11) can be used
to approximate the total gain of the RX chain, (14) becomes
PSI = Ptarget −Adig.
Next, the total powers of the 2nd- and 3rd-order nonlinear
distortion, produced by the RX chain, are derived based on (8),
as shown in detail in Appendix B. The resulting equations are
p2nd ≈ g2LNAgmixergVGAp2in
(
1
iip2mixer
+
gmixer
iip2VGA
)
(15)
p3rd ≈ gLNAgmixergVGAp3in
[(
1
iip3 LNA
)2
+
(
gLNA
iip3mixer
)2
+
(
gLNAgmixer
iip3VGA
)2]
, (16)
where the subscript of each parameter indicates the considered
component. Furthermore, iip2 k and iip3 k are the 2nd- and
3rd-order input intercept points expressed in Watts, gk is the
linear gain of the corresponding component, and pin is the total
power of the signal after RF cancellation, again in Watts.
Finally, the power of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion at
the output of the transmit chain can be written as
P3rd,PA,tx = Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA − (Ptx −GPA))
= 3Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA +GPA), (17)
This value is used in, for example, (10), as the gain is
determined based on the signal levels at the input of the RX
chain. The power of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion at the
input of the detector can then be written as
P3rd,PA = P3rd,PA,tx +Grx −Aant −ANL
= 3Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA +GPA) +Grx −Aant −ANL.
(18)
As only linear digital cancellation is deployed, the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA is only attenuated by the
coupling channel path loss (Aant), and potentially by RF
cancellation (ANL = ARF), if considering Case A. Further
attenuation of this nonlinear component with actual nonlinear
cancellation processing, analog or digital, is out of the scope
of this paper. The potential benefits of digitally attenuating
nonlinearly distorted SI signals are analyzed in, e.g., [13]–
[15].
7III. SYSTEM CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we put together the elementary results of
the previous section in terms of overall system calculations.
The basic assumption is that the actual received signal is only
slightly above the receiver sensitivity level, as this is the most
challenging case from the SI perspective. The main interests of
these calculations are then to see how much the quantization
noise produced by the ADC affects the overall performance
of the transceiver, and how severe the nonlinear distortion
products, caused by full-duplex operation, are at the detector
input. For this reason, the final signal quality (SINRd) after
the ADC and digital cancellation is measured with different
parameters and transmit powers.
In all the experiments, the maximum allowed SINR loss due
to full-duplex operation is assumed to be 3 dB. This means that
if the effective total noise-plus-interference power more than
doubles compared to classical half-duplex operation, then the
receiver performance loss becomes too high. Thus, the derived
SINRd values under FD operation are compared to signal-to-
thermal-noise-ratio (SNRd) at the input of the detector. The
transmit power level at which this 3 dB loss is reached is
referred to as the maximum transmit power. It is marked to
all relevant result figures with a vertical line to illustrate what
is effectively the highest transmit power with which the full-
duplex transceiver can still operate with tolerable SINR loss.
This also provides a way to obtain some insight into the
relative performances of half-duplex and full-duplex radio
devices. Namely, with a low SINR loss, a full-duplex radio can
be assumed to approximately double the spectral efficiency,
whereas with a high SINR loss, the effective spectral efficiency
might be even lower than that achieved by traditional half-
duplex radios. A SINR loss of 3 dB illustrates a point at
which full-duplex transceivers can still be expected to provide
a capacity gain in comparison to half-duplex transceivers.
In addition, (7) compares the effect of quantization noise
in full-duplex and half-duplex transceivers by determining
the SI-induced decrease in the effective dynamic range of
the ADC. However, a more in-depth analysis regarding the
performance of practical full-duplex transceivers, especially at
system/network level, is out of the scope of this paper, and we
consider it as a possible topic for future work. Furthermore,
a detailed performance comparison between half-duplex and
full-duplex radios under some implementation impairments,
excluding nonlinear distortion, is already done in [31].
A. Parameters for Numerical Results
In order to provide actual numerical results with the derived
equations, parameters for the full-duplex transceiver are spec-
ified. It should be emphasized that the chosen parameters are
just example numbers chosen for illustration purposes only,
and all the calculations can be easily repeated with any given
parametrization.
1) Receiver: The general system level parameters of the
studied full-duplex transceiver are shown in Table I, and the
parameters of the individual components of the receiver are
shown in Table II. Two sets of parameters are used, which
are referred to as Parameter Set 1 and Parameter Set 2. The
TABLE I: System level parameters of the full-duplex transceiver for Parameter
Sets 1 and 2.
Parameter Value for Value for
Param. Set 1 Param. Set 2
SNR requirement 10 dB 5 dB
Bandwidth 12.5 MHz 3 MHz
Receiver noise figure 4.1 dB 4.1 dB
Sensitivity −88.9 dBm −100.1 dBm
Received signal power −83.9 dBm −95.1 dBm
Antenna separation 40 dB 40 dB
RF cancellation 40 dB 20 dB
Digital cancellation 35 dB 35 dB
ADC bits 8 12
ADC P-P voltage range 4.5 V 4.5 V
PAPR 10 dB 10 dB
Allowed SINR loss 3 dB 3 dB
TABLE II: Parameters for the components of the receiver. The values in the
parentheses are the values used in Parameter Set 2.
Component Gain [dB] IIP2 [dBm] IIP3 [dBm] NF [dB]
BPF 0 - - 0
LNA 25 43 −9 (−15) 4.1
Mixer 6 42 15 4
LPF 0 - - 0
VGA 0–69 43 14 (10) 4
Total 31–100 11 −17 (−21) 4.1
first set of parameters corresponds to state-of-the-art wideband
RF transceiver performance. The parameters of the 2nd set
model a more challenging scenario with lower received signal
power, decreased linearity, and slightly inferior SI cancellation
ability. In most parts of the analysis, Parameter Set 1 is used
as it depicts better the characteristics of modern transceivers,
especially in terms of bandwidth and linearity.
With (3), the sensitivity level of the receiver can be cal-
culated as Psens = −88.9 dBm for Parameter Set 1. This is
a typical realistic value and close to the reference sensitivity
specified in the LTE specifications [32]. For Parameter Set 2,
the corresponding sensitivity is Psens = −100.1 dBm, which
is an even more challenging value, assuming that the power
of the received signal is close to the sensitivity level. Here,
the power of the received signal is assumed to be 5 dB above
sensitivity level, resulting in a received power level of either
PSOI,in = −83.9 dBm or PSOI,in = −95.1 dBm, depending on
the parameter set.
The isolation between the antennas is assumed to be 40 dB.
This value, or other values of similar magnitude, have been
reported several times in literature [4]–[6]. Furthermore, the
assumed RF cancellation level for Parameter Set 1 is 40 dB.
For a single-tap RF canceller (used, e.g., in [3], [4]), this value
is somewhat optimistic However, if a multi-tap RF cancellation
circuit is considered, RF cancellation values of this magnitude
can easily be expected [13]. In Parameter Set 2, in turn, a lower
RF cancellation level of 20 dB is assumed to represent a more
practical scenario.
The component parameters of the actual direct-conversion
RX chain are determined according to [33]–[35]. The objective
8TABLE III: Parameters for the components of the transmitter.
Component Gain [dB] IIP3 [dBm] NF [dB]
LPF 0 - 0
Mixer 5 5 9
VGA 0–35 5 10
PA 27 20 5
Total 32–67 −20 10.3
is to select typical parameters for each component, and thus
obtain reliable and feasible results. The chosen parameters are
shown in Table II, where the values without parentheses are
used with Parameter Set 1, while the values with parentheses
are used with Parameter Set 2. With (15) and (16), the total
IIP2 and IIP3 figures of the whole receiver can be calculated
to be 10.8 dBm and −17.1 dBm (Parameter Set 1) or 10.8
dBm and −20.1 dBm (Parameter Set 2), respectively.
The ADC input is controlled by the VGA such that the
assumed full voltage range is properly utilized. As a realistic
scenario, PAPR of the total signal is assumed to be 10 dB
and state-of-the-art ADC specifications in [36] are deployed
in terms of full voltage range. Using now (5), the signal-to-
quantization noise ratio of the ADC is SNRADC = 6.02b −
5.24, where b is the number of bits at the ADC.
2) Transmitter: The parameters of the individual TX com-
ponents are shown in Table III, and they are the same for
both parameter sets. Again, typical values are chosen for the
parameters according to [22] and [23]. This ensures that the
conclusions apply to a realistic TX chain. Furthermore, for
the transmitter, only 3rd-order nonlinear distortion is taken into
account as the 2nd-order nonlinearities do not fall on the actual
signal band. Assuming that the power of the feeding amplifier
input signal is approximately −35 dBm, it can be observed
from the table that, with the maximum feeding amplifier gain,
the power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the output of
the transmit chain is 40 dB lower than the fundamental signal
component. Hence, the spectral purity of the considered TX
chain is relatively high, and thus the obtained results, when
it comes to the PA-induced nonlinear distortion, are on the
optimistic side.
Taking into account the input power and maximum gain
range of the feeding amplifier, it can also be observed From
Table III that the power of the transmitted signal is between −8
and 27 dBm. This is a sufficient range for example in WLAN
applications, or in other types of indoor communications. In
addition, the studied transmit power range applies in some
cases also to mobile devices in a cellular network, like class
3 LTE mobile transmitter [32]. In the following numerical
results, the transmit power is varied between −5 and 25 dBm.
B. Results with Case A
In this section, calculations are performed and illustrated
under the assumption that the reference signal for RF cancel-
lation is taken after the PA, according to Case A. Thus, the
nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is included in the RF
reference signal and consequently attenuated by the assumed
amount of RF cancellation.
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(Case A, Parameter Set 1)
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Fig. 3: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 1, assuming Case A.
1) Fixed Amount of Digital Cancellation: In the first part
of the analysis, Parameter Set 1 is used and only the transmit
power of the transceiver is varied, while all the other param-
eters remain constant and unaltered. The power levels of the
different signal components can be seen in Fig. 3 in terms
of transmit power. The power levels have been calculated
using (9)–(16) with the selected parameters. It is imminently
obvious that with the chosen parameters, the actual SI is the
most significant distortion component. Furthermore, it can be
observed that the maximum transmit power is approximately
15 dBm, marked by a vertical line. After this point, the
loss of SINR due to SI becomes greater than 3 dB because
the SI becomes equally powerful as thermal noise. When
interpreting the behavior of the curves in Fig. 3, one should
also remember that the power of the signal entering the ADC
is kept approximately constant by the AGC. Thus, in practise,
the total gain of the RX chain reduces when transmit power
increases.
The amount of lost bits, with respect to transmit power,
can be seen in Fig. 4. The curve is calculated with (7) and
it tells how much of the dynamic range of the ADC is
effectively reserved by SI. It can be observed that when using
Parameter Set 1, approximately 3 bits are lost due to SI with
the maximum transmit power of 15 dBm. This emphasizes the
fact that, in this scenario, the actual SI is the limiting factor for
the transmit power. Actually, the power of quantization noise
is almost 10 dB lower. However, from Fig. 4 it can also be
observed that, with a transmit power of 20 dBm, the bit loss
is already 4 bits. This indicates that, in order to enable the
usage of higher transmit powers, a high-bit ADC is required.
2) Variable Amount of Digital Cancellation and Pushing
the Performance Limits: In order to further analyze the
limits set by the analog-to-digital conversion and nonlinear
distortion, it is next assumed that the amount of digital linear
cancellation can be increased by an arbitrary amount, while
the other parameters remain constant. With this assumption,
it is possible to cancel the remaining linear SI perfectly in
the digital domain. The reason for performing this type of
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Fig. 4: The amount of lost bits due to SI with both parameter sets in Case A.
an analysis is to determine the boundaries of DSP-based SI
cancellation, as it would be beneficial to cancel as large
amount of SI in the digital domain as possible. However,
in many cases, increasing only digital cancellation is not
sufficient to guarantee a high enough SINR because nonlinear
distortion and quantization noise increase the effective noise
floor above the allowed level.
To observe these factors in more detail, the amount of digital
cancellation is next selected so that the loss of SINR caused
by SI is fixed at 3 dB. This means that the combined power
of the other distortion components is allowed to be equal to
the power of the thermal noise included in the received signal.
Thus, in this case, if the ratio between the signal of interest
and dominating distortion becomes smaller than 15 dB, the
above condition does not hold, and the loss of SINR becomes
greater than 3 dB.
Below we provide closed-form solution for the required
amount of digital cancellation. The linear SINR requirement,
which must be fulfilled after digital cancellation, is denoted
by sinrRQ. Then, the SINR requirement can only be fulfilled
if
sinrRQ <
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in + p2nd + p3rd +
grxp3rd,PA,tx
aantaRF
+ pquant
. (19)
In words, the SINR must be above the minimum requirement
without taking the SI into account. If it is assumed that the
above condition holds, the required SINR can be achieved with
digital cancellation, and it can be written as
sinrRQ =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaRF
)
+ p2nd + · · ·
+ p3rd + pquant
.
(20)
From here, the amount of required digital cancellation can be
solved and written as
adig =
grxptx
aantaRF
grxpSOI,in
sinrRQ
− (gFpN,in + p2nd + p3rd + grxp3rd,PA,txaantaRF + pquant)
=
1
1 + aantaRFpSOI,inptx
(
1
sinrRQ
− 1sinrDC
) , (21)
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Fig. 5: The required amount of digital cancellation to sustain a 3 dB SINR
loss with both parameter sets in Case A.
where sinrDC is the linear SINR before digital cancellation.
The first form of the equation above shows that the amount of
required digital cancellation depends directly on the transmit
power. It can also be observed that increasing antenna separa-
tion or RF cancellation decreases the requirements for digital
cancellation.
The required amount of digital cancellation to sustain a
maximum of 3 dB SINR loss, calculated from (21), is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 in terms of the transmit power. The other
parameters, apart from digital cancellation, are kept constant.
It can be observed from the figure that the maximum transmit
power is approximately 23 dBm for Parameter Set 1. After
this, the amount of required digital cancellation increases to
infinity, indicating perfect linear SI cancellation. However, as
discussed earlier, after this point even perfect linear digital
cancellation is not sufficient to maintain the required SINR,
because quantization noise and nonlinearities become the
limiting factor.
The power levels of the different signal components in this
scenario are presented in Fig. 6. It can be observed that now
quantization noise is the limiting factor for the SINR. The
reason for this is that, with higher transmit powers and variable
digital cancellation, the majority of SI is now cancelled in
the digital domain and thus SI occupies the majority of
the dynamic range of the ADC. This, on the other hand,
deteriorates the resolution of the desired signal.
In order to further analyze the maximum allowed transmit
power of the considered full-duplex transceiver, it is next
determined how different parameters influence it. If we denote
the signal-to-(thermal)noise-ratio at the detector by snr d, the
following equation holds when the loss of SINR is 3 dB:
snr d =
grxpSOI,in
grx
aant
(
ptx,max
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaRF
)
+ p2nd + p3rd + pquant
. (22)
This means that the total power of the other types of distortion
is equal to the thermal noise power, resulting in 3 dB SINR
loss. When considering the maximum transmit power, it is
again assumed that digital SI cancellation is perfect. Further-
more, as the transmit power is high, and also the nonlinear
10
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Fig. 6: The power levels of different signal components at the input of
the detector when the amount of digital cancellation is increased, assuming
Parameter Set 1 and Case A.
distortion produced by the PA is attenuated by RF cancellation,
the power of SI can be used to approximate the power of the
total signal at the input of the RX chain. This, on the other
hand, allows us to use (11) to approximate the total receiver
gain. Thus, when substituting grx with (11), letting adig →∞,
and expressing quantization noise as ptargetsnrADC , (22) becomes
snr d =
aantaRFptarget
ptx,max
pSOI,in
aantaRFptarget
ptx,max
p3rd,PA,tx
aantaRF
+ p2nd + p3rd +
ptarget
snrADC
=
aantaRFpSOI,in
ptx,max
(
p2nd+p3rd
ptarget
+ 1snrADC
)
+ p3rd,PA,tx
. (23)
By solving (23) in terms of ptx,max, the maximum transmit
power can be obtained. However, as the power of nonlin-
ear distortion is dependent on the transmit power, it is not
convenient to derive an analytical equation for the maximum
transmit power as it would require solving the roots of a
3rd-order polynomial. On the other hand, if we consider the
scenario of Fig. 6, it can be seen that the quantization noise
is actually the dominant distortion component. Thus, in this
case, p2nd + p3rd ≈ 0 and p3rd,PA,tx ≈ 0, and the maximum
transmit power becomes
ptx,max =
aantaRFpSOI,insnrADC
snr d
i.e. Ptx,max = Aant +ARF + PSOI,in + SNRADC − SNRd.
(24)
By substituting SNRADC with (5), we can approximate
the maximum transmit power of the considered full-duplex
transceiver as
Ptx,max = Aant +ARF + PSOI,in − SNRd + 6.02b
− PAPR + 4.76. (25)
This applies accurately when the quantization noise is the
limiting factor.
An alternative possible scenario is the situation where the
amount of bits is sufficiently high such that the quantization
noise is not the main performance bottleneck. In this case,
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Fig. 7: The maximum transmit power with respect to the number of bits at the
ADC, again with both parameter sets. The blue curve shows the real value of
the maximum transmit power, and the red and black curves show the values
when quantization noise or nonlinear distortion is the dominant distortion,
respectively.
the power of nonlinear distortion is the limiting factor for the
maximum transmit power (still assuming adig →∞). In other
words, if we let snrADC →∞, (23) becomes
snr d =
aantaRFpSOI,in
ptx,max
(
p2nd+p3rd
ptarget
)
+ p3rd,PA,tx
. (26)
However, similar to solving (23), it is again very inconvenient
to derive a compact form for the maximum transmit power in
this scenario, since it would again require solving the roots
of a third order polynomial. Nevertheless, the value for the
maximum transmit power can in this case be easily calculated
numerically, which yields ptx,max ≈ 25.02 dBm and ptx,max ≈
10.29 dBm with Parameter Sets 1 and 2, respectively.
If operating under such conditions that neither intermodula-
tion nor quantization noise is clearly dominating, previous re-
sults in (25) and (26) may be overestimating the performance.
For this reason, Fig. 7 shows the actual maximum transmit
power with respect to the number of bits at the ADC without
any such assumptions, calculated numerically from (23). Also
the maximum transmit powers for the two special scenarios are
shown. With a low number of bits, the quantization noise is
indeed the limiting factor for the transmit power, and the curve
corresponding to (25) is very close to the real value. On the
other hand, with a high number of bits, the line corresponding
to (26) is closer to the real value, as the power of quantization
noise becomes negligibly low. This demonstrates very good
accuracy and applicability of the derived analytical results.
Perhaps the most interesting observation from Fig. 7 is
that, with Parameter Set 1, it is sufficient to have a 10 bit
ADC in order to decrease the power of quantization noise
negligibly low. This is shown by the fact that after that point,
the maximum transmit power saturates to the value calculated
with (26). The saturated value of the maximum transmit power
can only be increased by implementing more linear transceiver
components or by increasing the amount of SI attenuation in
the analog domain, thereby decreasing the power of nonlinear
distortion and thus lowering the overall noise floor.
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Overall, with the chosen parameters for the receiver, the
bottleneck during the full-duplex operation in Case A is
the quantization noise, in addition to the actual SI. This
is an observation worth noting, as performing as much SI
cancellation in the digital domain as possible is very desirable,
since it allows the construction of cheaper and more compact
full-duplex transceivers with affordable and highly-integrated
RF components. In addition, it is also observed that, with
higher transmit powers, the nonlinear distortion produced by
the PA of the transmitter is a considerable factor. If a cheaper
and less linear PA is used, this nonlinear distortion starts to
limit even more heavily the achievable performance of a full-
duplex transceiver.
3) Calculations with Parameter Set 2: In order to ana-
lyze how using cheaper, and hence lower-quality, components
affects the RX chain, some calculations are done also with
Parameter Set 2. The values of the parameters are again listed
in Tables I and II. The sensitivity of the receiver is improved
by decreasing the bandwidth and SNR requirement, and the
power of the received signal is also decreased accordingly. In
addition, the amount of RF cancellation is now assumed to be
only 20 dB. This has a serious effect on the bit loss and the
requirements for the digital cancellation.
The only component, whose specifications are improved, is
the ADC, as it is now chosen to have 12 bits. The reason
for this is to preserve a sufficient resolution for the signal
of interest in the digital domain, as the amount of lost bits is
relatively high with these weaker parameters. The calculations
are again carried out assuming that the amount of digital
cancellation can be increased arbitrarily high.
The required amount of digital cancellation, when using Pa-
rameter Set 2, is depicted in Fig. 5, and Fig. 8 shows the power
levels of the different signal components in this scenario, again
calculated with (9)–(18). It can be seen that now nonlinear
distortion, produced by the receiver components, is the limiting
factor for the transmit power, instead of quantization noise.
The maximum transmit power is only approximately 10 dBm.
After this point, mitigating only the linear SI is not sufficient
to sustain the required SINR, as nonlinear distortion decreases
the SINR below the required level.
With this parameter set, it can be seen that the amount of
lost bits is very high (cf. Fig. 4). This is due to the decreased
RF cancellation ability, which means that the SI power is
higher at the ADC interface. Thus, with lower SI cancellation
performance at the analog/RF domain, the requirements for
the ADC are heavily increased.
It can also be concluded that, with cheaper and less linear
components, mitigating the RX chain nonlinear distortion with
additional nonlinear DSP can provide performance gain. This
is shown by Fig. 7, where it can be observed that with
Parameter Set 2, the maximum transmit power is decreased
to 10 dBm, as opposed to the maximum transmit power of
25 dBm achieved with Parameter Set 1. This difference is
caused by the lower linearity and decreased RF cancellation
ability of the receiver utilizing Parameter Set 2. Thus, with
decreased transceiver linearity and RF cancellation ability, also
the nonlinear distortion produced by the RX chain must be
considered, as Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate.
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Fig. 8: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 2, assuming Case A.
C. Results with Case B
In the system calculations of this section, Case B is con-
sidered, and thus the reference signal for RF cancellation
is taken from the input of the PA. This means that the
nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is not attenuated
by RF cancellation, as it is not included in the cancellation
signal. This obviously increases the effect of these TX-induced
nonlinearities.
The values for the parameters of the RX chain are chosen
according to Parameter Set 1, and the amount of digital
cancellation is again controlled to maintain a 3 dB loss of
SINR. The transmit power is varied from −5 dBm to 25 dBm.
Figure 9 illustrates the power levels of different signal com-
ponents in this scenario. It can be observed that the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA is the most significant distortion
component already with transmit powers higher than 11 dBm.
Furthermore, with transmit powers higher than 12 dBm, it will
decrease the SINR below the required level, thus preventing
the usage of higher transmit powers.
When comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 6, it can be observed that the
difference is significant. This is caused by the fact that in Case
B, the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is not attenu-
ated by RF cancellation, unlike in Case A. Hence, it is clear
that an ability to mitigate nonlinear distortion would provide
a significant performance gain for a full-duplex transceiver,
which is implemented according to Case B. Furthermore, with
the chosen parameters, it would be sufficient to mitigate the
nonlinearities in the digital domain, as the quantization noise
floor is fairly low relative to the other signal components.
In order to demonstrate the potential of nonlinear cancella-
tion, the maximum transmit powers of two different scenarios
are compared. In the first case, it is assumed that digital
cancellation is linear, and can thus mitigate only the linear
part of the SI signal. In the other case, it is assumed that
digital cancellation is able to mitigate also the nonlinear part
of the SI signal, in addition to the linear part. Figure 10 shows
the increase in the maximum transmit power, when comparing
these two scenarios. The same curve has also been plotted
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Fig. 9: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 1, assuming Case B.
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Fig. 10: The increase in maximum transmit power when also the nonlinear
distortion of the SI channel can be mitigated with digital cancellation,
compared to only linear cancellation. Horizontal axis depicts the total amount
of achieved digital cancellation. The curves correspond to different IIP3
figures of the PA.
with different IIP3 values for the PA. The curves have been
calculated based on (9)–(18), with the modification that in the
other case, P3rd,PA is also attenuated by Adig. It can be observed
that being able to mitigate the nonlinear component of the SI
signal in the digital domain provides a significant increase in
the maximum transmit power when the total amount of digital
cancellation is increased. This has also been observed with
actual waveform simulations in [15].
It can also be observed that already with 25 dB of digital
cancellation, the maximum transmit power is increased by as
much as 5 dB, if also the nonlinear component of the SI
signal is mitigated. Obviously, the achievable gain is smaller
with a more linear PA, and this indicates that when the
nonlinear component of the SI signal is weaker, linear digital
cancellation might be sufficient. However, with a less linear
PA, significant increase in the maximum transmit power can be
achieved with nonlinear digital cancellation, almost regardless
of the total amount of achieved cancellation.
TABLE IV: Additional parameters for the waveform simulator.
Parameter Value
Constellation 16-QAM
Number of subcarriers 64
Number of data subcarriers 48
Guard interval 16 samples
Sample length 15.625 ns
Symbol length 4 µs
Signal bandwidth 12.5 MHz
Oversampling factor 4
ADC bits 12
Overall, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate that nonlinear distortion
produced by the TX PA is a significant issue in full-duplex
transceivers, when the reference signal for RF cancellation
is taken from the input of the PA. Furthermore, the ability
to compensate it can significantly improve the performance
of the transceiver. Thus, implementing nonlinear estimation
and processing mechanisms for digital SI cancellation is an
interesting topic for future research.
IV. WAVEFORM SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISONS
In order to analyze and demonstrate the good accuracy of
the used models and the system calculation results, a complete
full-duplex waveform simulator is constructed. It emulates
a similar direct conversion transceiver that is used in the
analytical calculations, having the parameters corresponding
to Parameter Set 1. Here, only Case A is considered for
compactness.
The simulator is implemented with Matlab and Simulink,
using SimRF component library. The simulated waveform is
chosen to be an OFDM signal with parameters specified in
Table IV. These parameters are in essence similar to WLAN
specifications, and they are used for generating both the
transmitted and received signals.
The SI channel is assumed to be static and it consists
of a main coupling component and three weak multipath
components, which are delayed by one, three, and eight sample
intervals in relation to the main component, respectively. This
corresponds to a maximum delay of 125 ns. The delay of
the main component is assumed to be negligibly small, as
the distance between the antennas is typically very short. The
average power difference between the main component and
the multipath components is set to 45 dB, which is on the
same range as values measured in [29].
In these simulations, a single-tap RF canceller is considered,
as this corresponds to the most typical scenario currently used
in the literature [3], [4]. Thus, in this scenario, RF cancellation
attenuates only the main coupling component of the SI signal.
In the simulator, also some delay, amplitude, and phase errors
are included in the RF cancellation signal to achieve the
desired amount of SI attenuation, and to model the cancellation
process in a realistic manner.
The attenuation of the weaker multipath components is then
done by digital cancellation after the ADC. The implementa-
tion of digital cancellation utilizes classic least-squares based
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SI coupling channel estimation, which is implemented with
linear least-squares fitting between the ideal TX data and RX
observation during a calibration period. Thus, the amount of
digital cancellation cannot be tuned arbitrarily since it depends
directly on the accuracy of these TX-RX channel estimates.
The amount of achieved digital cancellation is illustrated in
Fig. 11. The fluctuating curve is the realized value, and
the smooth curve is a third order polynomial fitted to the
realized values. The polynomial approximation is used when
calculating the analytical SINR, in order to assess realistic
average performance. As shown in Fig. 11, larger amounts of
cancellation are achieved with higher transmit powers, as the
quality of the channel estimate is better with a stronger SI
signal. This phenomenon has also been observed in practice
[29]. However, with transmit powers above 17 dBm, the power
of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion starts to decrease the
achievable digital cancellation.
The results of the analytical calculations are then com-
pared to the simulation results in terms of the SINR at the
input of the detector (SINRd). Figure 12 shows the SINRs
obtained with analytical calculations and with full waveform
simulations, with respect to transmit power. In the waveform
simulator, the SINR is calculated by first determining the
effective powers for the ideal signal, and total noise-plus-
interference signal. After this, the SINR is calculated as the
ratio of these signal powers. The simulation is repeated 50
times for each transmit power, and the transmit power is
varied with 1 dB intervals. The SINR corresponding to each
transmit power is calculated as the average value of these
independent realizations. The analytical SINR is calculated
directly from the previously presented equations. From Fig. 12
it can be seen that the analytical and simulated SINR curves
are practically identical, thus evidencing excellent accuracy
and reliability of the reported analytical expressions. With
closer inspection, it can be observed that the analytically
calculated SINR is actually slightly pessimistic throughout the
considered transmit power range, but the difference is only in
the order of 0.1–0.3 dB. This is likely to be caused by the
different approximations made when deriving the equations
for the power levels of the different signal components. In
any case, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the analysis
is very high.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the effects of self-interference on the receiver
chain of a full-duplex transceiver were analyzed in detail,
taking into accout realistic antenna isolation, RF cancellation
and digital baseband cancellation. Specific emphasis was on
modeling and analyzing the impacts of transmitter and re-
ceiver RF nonlinearities as well as analog-to-digital converter
dynamic range requirements. The reliability of the analytical
results was also verified and demonstrated by comparing them
with the reference results acquired from complete full-duplex
device waveform simulations. These comparisons showed ex-
cellent match, verifying the high accuracy and reliability of
the results.
In terms of RF cancellation reference injection, the analysis
covered two alternative scenarios where the reference is taken
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Fig. 12: SINR values obtained from the waveform simulations and from the
analytical calculations.
either from transmitter power amplifier output (Case A) or
input (Case B). In Case A, it was observed that with high-
quality RF components and RF cancellation, the maximum
tolerable transmit power is mostly limited by the quantization
noise of the receiver analog-to-digital converter, as well as by
the achievable amount of linear digital cancellation. However,
with low-cost receiver RF components and lower-quality RF
cancellation, feasible for mobile devices, also the transceiver
chain nonlinearities were found considerable and can actually
become the limiting factor. In Case B, in turn, it was observed
that the linearity of the power amplifier is the major bottleneck
for the receiver performance with transmit powers above
10 dBm, even when clearly fulfilling any typical transmitter
emission mask. This applies also to a closely-related archi-
tecture where separate low-power transmitter chain is used to
generate the RF reference.
In order to be able to implement full-duplex transceivers
with transmit powers in the order of 20–30 dBm, typical to
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WiFi and mobile cellular radio terminals, with low-cost RF
electronics, the findings of this article strongly motivate for the
development of nonlinear digital self-interference cancellation
techniques. This applies to the 2nd- and 3rd-order inband
nonlinear distortion of the receiver RF components, and in
particular to the 3rd-order inband nonlinear distortion of the
transmitter power amplifier. Developing such nonlinear can-
cellation techniques is the main topic of our future research.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF BIT LOSS DUE TO SI
A principal equation for the bit loss due to noise and inter-
ference is written in (6). However, as we are now interested in
the amount of bits lost due to SI, the bit losses under HD and
FD operation must be compared. By subtracting the amount
of lost bits under HD operation from the amount of lost bits
under FD operation, we obtain the desired value of bit loss
due to SI, written as
blost =
Ptarget − PSOI,FD
6.02
− Ptarget − PSOI,HD
6.02
, (27)
where Ptarget corresponds to the total power of the signal at the
input of the ADC (which is always constant because of AGC),
and PSOI,FD and PSOI,HD are the powers of the desired signal
with and without SI, respectively. Because the total power of
the signal at the input of the ADC is kept constant by the
AGC, (27) can be further simplified to express the bit loss in
terms of the gains as
blost =
PSOI,HD − PSOI,FD
6.02
=
PSOI,in +GHD − (PSOI,in +GFD)
6.02
=
GHD −GFD
6.02
,
(28)
where GFD is the total gain of the RX chain under FD
operation, and GHD is the total gain under HD operation,
correspondingly. This is a rather intuitive expression for the bit
loss, as the power of SI is obviously included in GFD due the
reduction of the gain by the AGC. Noting that G = Ptarget−Pin
and 6.02 ≈ 10 log10(4), the bit loss can be written as
blost =
(Ptarget − Pin,HD)− (Ptarget − Pin,FD)
10 log10(4)
=
Pin,FD − Pin,HD
10 log10(4)
=
10 log10
(
pin,FD
pin,HD
)
10 log10(4)
= log4
(
pin,FD
pin,HD
)
≈ log4
(
1 +
pSI,in + p3rd,PA,in
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
. (29)
By denoting that pSI,in = ptxaantaRF and p3rd,PA,in =
p3rd,PA,tx
aantaNL
=
p3tx
aantaNLiip32PAg
2
PA
, (29) can finally be written as
blost = log4
[
1 +
(
1
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
·
(
ptx
aantaRF
+
p3tx
aantaNLiip3
2
PAg
2
PA
)]
. (30)
APPENDIX B
DERIVATIONS OF RECEIVER NONLINEAR DISTORTION
PRODUCTS
The derivation of (15) and (16) is done based on the power
of nonlinear distortion at the output of a single component.
This, on the other hand, can be calculated with (8). In the
considered full-duplex transceiver, only the mixer and the
VGA produce SI-induced 2nd-order nonlinear distortion on
to the signal band. However, all the components are assumed
to produce 3rd-order nonlinear distortion.
The derivation is done with linear power units to present the
calculations in a more compact form. The total power of the
signal at the input of the RX chain is denoted as pin. It consists
of the signal of interest, SI, and thermal noise. Furthermore,
the increase in the thermal noise power occurring within the
RX chain is omitted, as it has no significant effect on the
power of the nonlinear distortion. Using (8), and expressing
the output power in terms of gain and input power, the power
of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the output of the LNA
can be written as
P3rd,LNA = GLNA + Pin − 2(IIP3 LNA − Pin) (31)
Using the corresponding linear units, this can be written as
p3rd,LNA =
gLNAp
3
in
iip3 2LNA
. (32)
Now, noting that with the chosen parameters the power of
the nonlinear distortion is negligibly small in comparison to
the total power of the signal, the input power of the mixer can
be written as
pin,mixer = gLNApin + p3rd,LNA ≈ gLNApin. (33)
The power of the 2nd-order nonlinear distortion produced by
the mixer can be then written as
p2nd,mixer =
gmixerp
2
in,mixer
iip2mixer
=
gmixer
iip2mixer
(gLNApin)
2
=
g2LNAgmixerp
2
in
iip2mixer
. (34)
The power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion produced by
the mixer can in turn be written as
p3rd,mixer =
gmixerp
3
in,mixer
iip3 2mixer
=
gmixer
iip3 2mixer
(gLNApin)
3
=
g3LNAgmixerp
3
in
iip3 2mixer
. (35)
Again, noting that the power of the nonlinear distortion is
negligibly small in comparison to the total power of the signal,
the input power of the VGA can be written as
pin,VGA ≈ gmixerpin,mixer = gLNAgmixerpin. (36)
The power of the 2nd-order nonlinear distortion at the output
of the VGA can thus be written as
p2nd,VGA =
gVGAp
2
in,VGA
iip2VGA
=
gVGA
iip2VGA
(gLNAgmixerpin)
2
=
g2LNAg
2
mixergVGAp
2
in
iip2VGA
. (37)
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Similarly, the power of 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the
output of the VGA can be written as
p3rd,VGA =
gVGAp
3
in,VGA
iip3 2VGA
=
gVGA
iip3 2VGA
(gLNAgmixerpin)
3
=
g3LNAg
3
mixergVGAp
3
in
iip3 2VGA
. (38)
Finally, the total power of the nonlinear distortion of a
given order can be determined by summing the powers of
the nonlinear distortion at the output of each individual com-
ponent, including also the effect of the gains of the upcoming
components. Thus, the total power of the 2nd-order nonlinear
distortion can be written as follows, using (34) and (37):
p2nd = gVGAp2nd,mixer + p2nd,VGA
= gVGA
g2LNAgmixerp
2
in
iip2mixer
+
g2LNAg
2
mixergVGAp
2
in
iip2VGA
= g2LNAgmixergVGAp
2
in
(
1
iip2mixer
+
gmixer
iip2VGA
)
. (39)
Similarly, the total power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion
can be written as follows, using (32), (35), and (38):
p3rd = gmixergVGAp3rd,LNA + gVGAp3rd,mixer + p3rd,VGA
= gmixergVGA
gLNAp
3
in
iip3 2LNA
+ gVGA
g3LNAgmixerp
3
in
iip3 2mixer
+
g3LNAg
3
mixergVGAp
3
in
iip3 2VGA
= gLNAgmixergVGAp
3
in
[(
1
iip3 LNA
)2
+
(
gLNA
iip3mixer
)2
+
(
gLNAgmixer
iip3VGA
)2]
. (40)
When comparing the values calculated with the obtained
equations to the values calculated without approximations, it
is observed that the error is in the order of 0.7 % with transmit
powers above 5 dBm. Thus, the approximations which are
made in the derivation process do not have any notable effect
on the reliability of the equations with the chosen parameter
range.
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1Widely Linear Digital Self-Interference Cancellation
in Direct-Conversion Full-Duplex Transceiver
Dani Korpi, Lauri Anttila, Ville Syrja¨la¨, and Mikko Valkama
Abstract—This article addresses the modeling and cancella-
tion of self-interference in full-duplex direct-conversion radio
transceivers, operating under practical imperfect radio frequency
(RF) components. Firstly, detailed self-interference signal mod-
eling is carried out, taking into account the most important
RF imperfections, namely transmitter power amplifier nonlin-
ear distortion as well as transmitter and receiver IQ mixer
amplitude and phase imbalances. The analysis shows that after
realistic antenna isolation and RF cancellation, the dominant
self-interference waveform at receiver digital baseband can be
modeled through a widely-linear transformation of the original
transmit data, opposed to classical purely linear models. Such
widely-linear self-interference waveform is physically stemming
from the transmitter and receiver IQ imaging, and cannot be
efficiently suppressed by classical linear digital cancellation.
Motivated by this, novel widely-linear digital self-interference
cancellation processing is then proposed and formulated, com-
bined with efficient parameter estimation methods. Extensive
simulation results demonstrate that the proposed widely-linear
cancellation processing clearly outperforms the existing linear
solutions, hence enabling the use of practical low-cost RF front-
ends utilizing IQ mixing in full-duplex transceivers.
Index Terms—Direct-conversion radio, full-duplex radio, self-
interference, image frequency, IQ imbalance, widely-linear filter-
ing
I. INTRODUCTION
FULL-DUPLEX radio communications with simultaneoustransmission and reception at the same radio frequency
(RF) carrier is one of the emerging novel paradigms to improve
the efficiency and flexibility of RF spectrum use. Some of the
recent seminal works in this field are for example [1]–[8],
to name a few. Practical realization and implementation of
small and low-cost full-duplex transceivers, e.g., for mobile
cellular radio or local area connectivity devices, are, however,
still subject to many challenges. One of the biggest problems is
the so called self-interference (SI), which is stemming from the
simultaneous transmission and reception at single frequency,
thus causing the strong transmit signal to couple directly to
the receiver path.
In general, the transmitter and receiver may use either the
same [9]–[11] or separate but closely-spaced antennas [2]–[5].
D. Korpi, L. Anttila, V. Syrja¨la¨, and M. Valkama, are with the Department
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In this work, we focus on the case of separate antennas where
depending on, e.g., the deployed physical antenna separation
and transmit power, the level of the coupling SI signal can be
in the order of 60–100 dB stronger than the actual received
signal of interest at receiver input, especially when operating
close to the sensitivity level of the receiver chain. To suppress
such SI inside the transceiver, various antenna-based solutions
[2], [4], [12], [13], active analog/RF cancellation methods [2]–
[4], [8], [14]–[16] and digital baseband cancellation techniques
[3], [14], [17], [18] have been proposed in the literature. In
addition, a general analysis about the overall performance of
different linear SI cancellation methods is performed in [7],
while in [19], SI cancellation based on spatial-domain sup-
pression is compared to subtractive time-domain cancellation,
and rate regions are calculated for the two methods.
However, the performance of the SI cancellation mecha-
nisms based on linear processing is usually limited by the ana-
log/RF circuit non-idealities occurring within the full-duplex
transceiver. For this reason, some of the most prominent types
of such analog/RF circuit non-idealities have been analyzed
in several recent studies. The phase noise of the transmitter
and receiver oscillators has been analyzed in [20]–[22]. It
was observed that the phase noise can significantly limit the
amount of achievable SI suppression, especially when using
two separate oscillators for transmitter and receiver. A signal
model including the effect of phase noise is also investigated
in [23], where the feasibility of asynchronous full-duplex
communications is studied. In [24], the effects of the receiver
chain noise figure and the quantization noise are also taken
into account, in addition to phase noise. The authors then
provide an approximation for the rate gain region of a full-
duplex transceiver under the analyzed impairments. The effect
of quantization noise is also analyzed in [25], where the
relation between analog and digital cancellation under limited
dynamic range for the analog-to-digital converter is studied.
The existence of several non-idealities in the transmit chain,
including power amplifier (PA) nonlinearity, is acknowledged
in [26]. As a solution, the authors propose taking the can-
cellation signal from the output of the transmitter chain to
exclude these non-idealities from the signal path. In [27],
several non-idealities in the transmitter and receiver chains
are also considered, including nonlinearities and IQ mismatch.
Their effect is then studied in terms of the achievable SI
suppression with linear processing and received spatial co-
variance eigenvalue distribution. In [28], the transmitter non-
idealities are modelled as white noise, the power of which is
dependent on the transmit power, and their effect is analyzed
in the context of cognitive radios. In [29], comprehensive
2distortion calculations, taking into account several sources of
nonlinear distortion, among other things, are reported. The
findings indicate that, especially with high transmit powers,
the nonlinear distortion of the transmitter PA and receiver
front-end components can significantly contribute to the SI
waveform and thus hinder the efficiency of purely linear digital
cancellation. Stemming from the findings of these studies,
novel nonlinear cancellation processing solutions have been
recently proposed in [14], [17], [18] to suppress such nonlinear
SI, in addition to plain linear SI, at receiver digital baseband.
In addition to phase noise and nonlinearities, also other RF
imperfections can impact the SI waveform and its cancellation.
One particularly important imperfection in IQ processing
based architectures is the so-called IQ imbalance and the
corresponding inband IQ image or mirror component [30].
On the transmitter side, in general, such IQ imbalance is
contributing to the transmitter error vector magnitude, and
possibly also to adjacent channel leakage and spurious emis-
sions, depending on the transmit architecture. As a practical
example, 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-Advanced
radio system specifications limit the minimum attenuation
for the inband image component in mobile user equipment
transmitters to 25 dB or 28 dB, depending on the specifi-
cation release [31]. Such image attenuation is sufficient in
the transmission path, but when considering the full-duplex
device self-interference problem, the IQ image of the SI
signal is additional interference leaking to the receiver path.
Furthermore, additional IQ imaging of the SI signal takes place
in the receiver path. In [32], the effect of IQ imbalance on
a full-duplex transceiver was noticed in the measurements,
as it was causing clear residual SI after all the cancellation
stages. However, there is no previous work on compensating
the SI mirror component caused by the IQ imbalance of the
transmitter and receiver chains. Overall, there is relatively little
discussion in the existing literature about the effect of IQ
imbalance on the performance of a full-duplex transceiver.
In part, this is due to the high-cost high-quality equipment
that has been used to demonstrate the full-duplex transceiver
principle in the existing implementations. For example, the
WARP platform, which has been used at least in [2], [3],
[5], [7], [14], provides an attenuation in the excess of 40–
50 dB for the inband image component [33]. As our analysis
in this article indicates, this is adequate to decrease the mirror
component sufficiently low for it to have no significant effect
on the performance of the full-duplex transceiver. Furthermore,
if properly calibrated high-end laboratory equipment is used,
the image attenuation can easily be even in the order of 60–
80 dB, meaning that the effect of IQ imbalance is totally negli-
gible. However, for a typical mobile transceiver with low-cost
mass-market analog/RF components, the image attenuation is
generally significantly less, as already mentioned [31]. This
means that also the effect of IQ imbalance in a full-duplex
transceiver must be analyzed and taken into account.
In this article, we firstly carry out detailed modeling for
the SI waveform in different stages of the transmitter-receiver
coupling path, taking into account the effects of transmitter
and receiver IQ image components, as well as transmitter PA
nonlinearities. Incorporating then also the effects of realistic
multipath antenna coupling, linear analog/RF cancellation and
linear digital baseband cancellation, the powers of the remain-
ing SI components at the output of the full coupling and
processing chain are analyzed. This analysis shows that, with
realistic component values and linear cancellation processing,
the IQ image of the classical linear SI is heavily limit-
ing the receiver path signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio
(SINR). Such observation has not been reported earlier in the
literature. Motived by these findings, a novel widely-linear
(WL) digital SI canceller is then developed, where not only
the original transmit data, but also its complex conjugate,
modeling the IQ imaging, are processed to form an estimate
of the SI signal. Efficient parameter estimation methods are
also developed to estimate the cancellation parameters of
the proposed WL structure through WL least-squares model
fitting. The proposed WL SI canceller is shown by analysis,
and through extensive simulations, to substantially improve
the SI cancellation performance in the presence of practical IQ
imaging levels, compared to classical purely linear processing,
and it can hence enable full-duplex transceiver operation
with realistically IQ balanced low-cost user equipment RF
components.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the structure of the considered full-duplex transceiver and
its baseband-equivalent model are presented, alongside with
the overall self-interference signal model and its simplified
version. Also principal system calculations, in terms of the
powers of the different self-interference terms, are carried out.
The proposed method for widely-linear digital cancellation and
the estimation procedure for the coefficients are then presented
in Section III. In Section IV, the performance of widely-linear
digital cancellation under different scenarios is analyzed with
full waveform simulations. Finally, the conclusions are drawn
in Section V.
II. FULL-DUPLEX TRANSCEIVER AND
SELF-INTERFERENCE
The structure of the analyzed full-duplex transceiver is
presented in Fig. 1. It can be observed that the transceiver
follows a typical direct-conversion architecture [34]–[36],
which is well-known in previous literature, and thus it is not
discussed here in detail. This architecture is chosen due to
its simple structure and wide applications in modern wireless
transceivers. The actual IQ imaging problem is caused by the
IQ mixers at both the transmitter and receiver chains. Due to
the inherent mismatches between the amplitudes and phases of
the I- and Q-branches, the mirror image of the original signal
is added on top of it, with certain image attenuation [30]. In
this paper, we assume that the level of this image attenuation
is similar to what is specified in 3GPP LTE specifications [31],
namely 25 dB.
The actual analysis of the full-duplex transceiver and SI
waveform at different stages of the transceiver is done next
by using baseband-equivalent models. The block diagram of
the overall baseband-equivalent model is shown in Fig. 2,
alongside with the principal mathematical or behavioral model
for each component, propagation of the transmitted signal, and
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of the assumed direct-conversion full-duplex transceiver.
the corresponding variable names. In the following subsection,
a complete characterization for the effective SI waveform
in different stages of the transceiver is provided, using the
same notations as in Fig. 2, taking into account transmitter
IQ imaging and PA distortion, realistic multipath coupling
channel, realistic linear analog/RF cancellation, receiver IQ
imaging, and receiver linear cancellation. Stemming from this,
the powers of the different SI terms at receiver digital baseband
are then analysed in Subsection II-B.
A. Self-Interference Signal Model with Practical RF Compo-
nents
The complex baseband transmitted signal is denoted by
x(n), or by x(t) after digital-to-analog conversion. It is
assumed that the power of x(t) is such that the desired transmit
power is reached after the amplification by IQ mixer and
PA, i.e., the transmitter VGA is omitted from the baseband-
equivalent model. This is done to make the notation simpler
and thus more illustrative. In addition, the signal x(n) is
perfectly known, as it is generated within the transceiver. In
this analysis, the digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and low-
pass filters (LPFs) are assumed to be ideal, but the IQ mixer
is assumed to have some imbalance between the I and Q
branches. The signal at the output of the transmit IQ mixer
can be now written as
xTXIQ (t) = g1,TX(t) ? x(t) + g2,TX(t) ? x
∗(t), (1)
where g1,TX(t) is the response for the direct signal compo-
nent, and g2,TX(t) is the response for the image component
[30]. Here (·)∗ indicates the complex conjugate and ? denotes
the convolution operation. Above-kind of transformations,
where both direct and complex-conjugated signals are filtered
and finally summed together, are typically called widely-linear
in the literature, see e.g. [37], [38].
The quality of the IQ mixer can be quantified by the image
rejection ratio (IRR). With the variables used in this analysis,
it can be defined for the transmitter as
IRRTX(f) =
|G1,TX(f)|2
|G2,TX(f)|2 , (2)
where G1,TX(f) and G2,TX(f) are the frequency-domain
representations of g1,TX(t) and g2,TX(t), respectively [30].
A similar characterization can obviously be established also
for the receiver IQ mixer, referred to as IRRRX (f).
Before transmission, the signal is amplified with a nonlinear
PA. In this analysis, we model the PA response with a
Hammerstein nonlinearity [39], [40] given as
xPA(t) =
(
α0x
TX
IQ (t) + α1x
TX
IQ (t)|xTXIQ (t)|2
)
? f(t), (3)
where α0 is the linear gain, α1 is the gain of the third order
component, and f(t) is the memory model of the PA. For
simplicity, we write xIMD(t) = xTXIQ (t)|xTXIQ (t)|2, and use
this to refer to the third order nonlinear component. Thus, we
can rewrite (3) as
xPA(t) =
(
α0x
TX
IQ (t) + α1xIMD(t)
)
? f(t). (4)
It is obvious that true PAs contain also distortion components
beyond third-order, but in this analysis we make a simplifica-
tion and focus only on the third-order distortion, as that is in
practice always the strongest nonlinearity at PA output.
The transmitted signal is next coupled back to the receive
antenna, thus producing SI. In this analysis, to simplify the
notations, it is assumed that there is no actual received signal
of interest. This will decrease the complexity of the equations
while having no significant effect on the results, as the purpose
is to characterize the final SI waveform at receiver baseband.
Thus, the signal at the input of the receiver chain is of the
following form:
y(t) = hch(t) ? xPA(t) + nth(t), (5)
where hch(t) is the multipath coupling channel between trans-
mit and receive antennas, and nth(t) denotes thermal noise.
To suppress the SI before it enters the LNA, RF cancellation is
performed. The signal after RF cancellation can be expressed
as
yRF (t) = y(t)− a(t) ? xPA(t), (6)
where a(t) is typically an estimate for the main path of the
coupling channel [2], [3], [7]. In other words, a(t) is a one tap
filter, depicting the delay, phase, and attenuation of the main
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Fig. 2. A baseband-equivalent model of the analyzed full-duplex transceiver, alongside with the signals propagating at the different stages of the transceiver.
Digital baseband SI cancellation is already showing, at structural level, the proposed WL SI cancellation where both the original transmit data and its complex
conjugate are processed.
coupling propagation. Thus, in this analysis it is assumed that
RF cancellation attenuates only the direct coupling component.
Furthermore, in the numerical experiments and results, a(t) is
chosen so that it provides the desired amount of SI attenuation
at RF, e.g., 30 dB, as has been reported in practical experi-
ments [5], [7], [15]. This is done by tuning the error of its
attenuation and delay, modeling realistic RF cancellation.
Next, the received signal is amplified by the low-noise
amplifier (LNA). The output signal of the LNA can be written
as
yLNA(t) = kLNAyRF (t) + nLNA(t), (7)
where kLNA is the complex gain of the LNA, and nLNA(t)
is the increase in the noise floor caused by the LNA. The
nonlinearity effects of the receiver chain amplifiers are not
taken into account in this paper, as they are insignificant in
comparison to the other distortion components under typical
circumstances [29]. This will also significantly simplify the
analysis.
Similar to the transmitter, the receiver IQ mixer has IQ
imbalance, and thus it produces an image component of the
total signal entering the mixer, including the SI. The signal at
the output of the receiver IQ mixer can be now expressed as
yRXIQ (t) = g1,RX(t) ? yLNA(t) + g2,RX(t) ? y
∗
LNA(t), (8)
where g1,RX(t) is the response for the direct signal com-
ponent, and g2,RX(t) is the response for the receiver image
component.
Finally, the signal is amplified by the variable gain amplifier
(VGA) to match its waveform dynamics to the voltage range
of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and then digitized.
The digitized signal can be written as
yADC(nTs) = kBBy
RX
IQ (nTs) + nq(nTs), (9)
where kBB is the complex baseband gain of the VGA, Ts is
the sampling time, and nq(nTs) denotes quantization noise. In
the continuation, we drop the sampling interval Ts from the
equations for brevity and use only the discrete-time index n.
To express the residual SI signal at the digital domain in
terms of the known transmit data x(n), a complete equation
for yADC(n) is next derived by substituting (1) to (4), (4) to
(5) and so on. After these elementary manipulations, we arrive
at the following equation for yADC(n), with respect to x(n)
and fundamental system responses:
yADC(n) = h1(n) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x
∗(n)
+ hIMD(n) ? xIMD(n) + hIMD,im(n) ? x
∗
IMD(n)
+ hn(n) ? ntot(n) + hn,im(n) ? n
∗
tot(n) + nq(n),
(10)
where we have defined a total noise signal as ntot(n) =
kLNAnth(n) + nLNA(n), including the thermal noise at the
input of the receiver chain and the additional noise produced
by the LNA. The channel responses of the individual signal
components can be written as follows:
h1(n) = kBBkLNAα0g1,TX(n) ? g1,RX(n) ? f(n)
? (hch(n)− a(n)) + kBBk∗LNAα∗0g∗2,TX(n)
? g2,RX(n) ? f
∗(n) ? (h∗ch(n)− a∗(n)) (11)
h2(n) = kBBkLNAα0g2,TX(n) ? g1,RX(n) ? f(n)
? (hch(n)− a(n)) + kBBk∗LNAα∗0g∗1,TX(n)
? g2,RX(n) ? f
∗(n) ? (h∗ch(n)− a∗(n)) (12)
hIMD(n) = kBBkLNAα1g1,RX(n) ? f(n)
? (hch(n)− a(n)) (13)
hIMD,im(n) = kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
1g2,RX(n) ? f
∗(n)
? (h∗ch(n)− a∗(n)) (14)
hn(n) = kBBg1,RX(n) (15)
hn,im(n) = kBBg2,RX(n). (16)
As can be seen in (10), the total SI at receiver digital baseband
contains not only the linear SI but also its complex conjugate.
These different components of the SI signal are hereinafter
referred to as linear SI and conjugate SI, respectively. In
addition to these signal components, PA-induced IMD and its
5complex-conjugate, which will similarly be referred to as IMD
and conjugate IMD, are also present in the total SI signal.
Using the above equations, it is possible to describe the
effect of conventional linear digital SI cancellation, which can
attenuate only the linear SI component. Corresponding to the
notation in Fig. 2, where the linear channel estimate is denoted
by w1(n), the signal after linear digital cancellation can be
expressed as
yLDC(n) = yADC(n)− w1(n) ? x(n)
= (h1(n)− w1(n)) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x∗(n)
+ hIMD(n) ? xIMD(n) + hIMD,im(n) ? x
∗
IMD(n)
+ hn(n) ? ntot(n) + hn,im(n) ? n
∗
tot(n) + nq(n).
(17)
From (17) it can be observed that w1(n) should estimate the
channel of the linear SI component, i.e., w1(n) = hˆ1(n).
However, even with a perfect estimate of h1(n), the signal
yLDC(n) can still be substantial interference from weak de-
sired signal perspective. This is mainly due to the conjugate
SI, IMD, and conjugate IMD. Obviously, there is also some
thermal noise, but typically it is not significantly limiting the
performance of a full-duplex transceiver.
Notice that nonlinear distortion has been shown earlier in
the literature to limit the achievable SINR of a full-duplex
radio, and there are also methods for attenuating it [14], [17],
[18]. However, there is no previous work on analyzing and
attenuating the conjugate SI signal, which is relative to x∗(n)
in our notations. In the next subsection, we will analyze
the relative strength of this conjugate SI through principal
power calculations, and show that with typical RF component
specifications, it is the dominant SINR limiting phenomenon.
In Section III, we then also provide a method for suppressing
the conjugate SI in the digital domain by processing the
original transmit data in a widely-linear manner with two
filters w1(n) and w2(n), marked also in Fig. 2. However, in the
following subsection it is still first assumed that w2(n) = 0,
and thus no compensation is done for the conjugate SI, in order
to properly quantify and illustrate the limitations of classical
linear SI cancellation.
B. Principal System Calculations for Different Distortion
Terms
In order to analyze and illustrate the relative levels of
the different distortion components of the overall SI signal,
a somewhat simplified scenario is first considered. More
specifically, the frequency-dependent characteristics of differ-
ent distortion components are neglected, which allows for the
equations to be presented in a more compact and illustrative
form. Furthermore, as we are here primarily interested in the
average powers of different distortion components, neglecting
inband frequency-dependency is well justified. If we now
denote the general impulse function by δ(n), the different
system impulse responses of the distortion components can
be expressed as follows: g1,TX(n) ≈ g1,TXδ(n), g2,TX(n) ≈
g2,TXδ(n), g1,RX(n) ≈ g1,RXδ(n), g2,RX(n) ≈ g2,RXδ(n),
f(n) ≈ δ(n), hch(n) ≈ hchδ(n), a(n) ≈ aδ(n), and
w1(n) ≈ w1δ(n). By substituting these simplified terms into
(11)–(16), we can rewrite them as
h1(n) ≈ kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)δ(n)
+ kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
0g
∗
2,TXg2,RX(h
∗
ch − a∗)δ(n)
(18)
h2(n) ≈ kBBkLNAα0g2,TXg1,RX(hch − a)δ(n)
+ kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
0g
∗
1,TXg2,RX(h
∗
ch − a∗)δ(n)
(19)
hIMD(n) ≈ kBBkLNAα1g1,RX(hch − a)δ(n) (20)
hIMD,im(n) ≈ kBBk∗LNAα∗1g2,RX(h∗ch − a∗)δ(n) (21)
hn(n) ≈ kBBg1,RXδ(n) (22)
hn,im(n) ≈ kBBg2,RXδ(n). (23)
Furthermore, as the magnitude of the term g∗2,TXg2,RX is very
small in comparison to the magnitude of g1,TXg1,RX , even
when considering a relatively low image attenuation, we can
write (18) as
h1(n) ≈ kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)δ(n) (24)
Using (19)–(24), yLDC(n) can then be expressed in a simpli-
fied form as follows:
yLDC(n) ≈ (h1 − w1)x(n) + h2x∗(n) + hIMDxIMD(n)
+ hIMD,imx
∗
IMD(n) + hnntot(n) + hn,imn
∗
tot(n)
+ nq(n)
= (kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)− w1)x(n)
+ (kBBkLNAα0g2,TXg1,RX(hch − a)
+ kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
0g
∗
1,TXg2,RX(h
∗
ch − a∗))x∗(n)
+ kBBkLNAα1g1,RX(hch − a)xIMD(n)
+ kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
1g2,RX(h
∗
ch − a∗)x∗IMD(n)
+ kBBg1,RXntot(n) + kBBg2,RXn
∗
tot(n) + nq(n).
(25)
From (25), it is now possible to calculate the powers of
the different signal components. These powers are defined as
follows:
pSI = E[|kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)− w1|2|x(n)|2]
= E[|kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)− w1|2]
× E[|x(n)|2]
= E[|kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a)− w1|2]px
(26)
pSI,im = E[|kBBkLNAα0g2,TXg1,RX(hch − a)
+ kBBk
∗
LNAα
∗
0g
∗
1,TXg2,RX(h
∗
ch − a∗)|2]px (27)
pIMD = E[|kBBkLNAα1g1,RX(hch − a)|2]px,IMD (28)
pIMD,im = E[|kBBk∗LNAα∗1g2,RX(h∗ch − a∗)|2]px,IMD (29)
pnoise = E[|kBBg1,RX |2]pn (30)
pnoise,im = E[|kBBg2,RX |2]pn (31)
pq = E[|nq(n)|2] = pAD
snrADC
, (32)
where E[·] denotes the expected value, px = E[|x(n)|2] is
the power of the signals x(n) and x∗(n), as conjugation does
6not affect the power of the signal, px,IMD = E[|xIMD(n)|2]
is the power of the signals xIMD(n) and x∗IMD(n), pn =
E[|ntot(n)|2] is the power of the signals ntot(n) and n∗tot(n),
and pq = E[|nq(n)|2] is the power of quantization noise. Here,
pq is defined in terms of the total signal power at the input
of the ADC, pAD, and the SNR of the ADC, snrADC =
10(6.02b+4.76−PAPR)/10, where b is the number of bits at the
ADC, and PAPR is the peak-to-average-power ratio in dB
[34].
For further simplicity, the power of the total noise term
pn = E[|ntot(n)|2] can be expressed in a more compact
manner. As the LNA constitutes for most of the noise factor
of the receiver chain, denoted by F , it can be appoximated
with very little error that LNA has a noise factor of F , and no
additional noise is produced throughout the rest of the receiver
chain. Thus, if the power of the thermal noise at the input of
the receiver chain is defined as pth = E[|nth(n)|2], we can
write pn = E[|ntot(n)|2] = E[|kLNAnth(n) + nLNA(n)|2] =
|kLNA|2Fpth, based on the definition of the noise factor [34].
In addition, to express the power levels using the defined
parameters, the amount of achieved RF cancellation with
respect to the error between hch and a must be defined. This
can be done by comparing the power of the total SI signal
before and after RF cancellation. Based on (5), the SI signal
before RF cancellation is ySI(t) = hch(t) ? xPA(t). After
RF cancellation, the SI signal is yRF,SI(t) = ySI(t)− a(t) ?
xPA(t) = (hch(t)− a(t)) ? xPA(t), based on (6). Taking the
previously defined simplifications into account, we can write
ySI(t) ≈ hchxPA(t) and yRF,SI(t) = (hch−a)xPA(t). Thus,
the amount of RF cancellation can be defined as
|aRF |2 = E[|yRF,SI(t)|
2]
E[|ySI(t)|2] =
E[|(hch − a)xPA(t)|2]
E[|hchxPA(t)|2]
=
E[|hch − a|2]E[|xPA(t)|2]
E[|hch|2]E[|xPA(t)|2] =
E[|hch − a|2]
E[|hch|2] . (33)
Here it is assumed that the instantaneous path loss of the
SI coupling channel, denoted by |hch|2, and the error of
the RF cancellation channel estimate, denoted by (hch − a),
are circular and normally distributed. The amount of antenna
attenuation is now defined as |aant|2 = E[|hch|2]. Using (33),
it is then possible to define the power of the error between
the SI coupling channel and the channel estimate for RF
cancellation as
E[|hch − a|2] = E[|hch|2]|aRF |2 = |aant|2|aRF |2. (34)
The amount of achieved linear digital cancellation is defined
next as the decrease in the power of the linear SI component
x(n). Before digital cancellation, the linear SI signal can be
expressed as yADC,SI(n) = h1(n)?x(n) ≈ h1x(n), and after
linear digital cancellation as yLDC,SI(n) = yADC,SI(n) −
w1(n) ? x(n) ≈ (h1 − w1)x(n). The attenuation of the linear
SI power by linear digital cancellation can then be expressed
as follows:
|aLDC |2 = E[|yLDC,SI(n)|
2]
E[|yADC,SI(n)|2] =
E[|(h1 − w1)x(n)|2]
E[|h1x(n)|2]
=
E[|h1 − w1|2]E[|x(n)|2]
E[|h1|2]E[|x(n)|2] =
E[|h1 − w1|2]
E[|h1|2] . (35)
Now, by using (35), it is possible to express E[|h1−w1|2] in
terms of |aLDC |2 as follows:
E[|h1 − w1|2] = |aLDC |2E[|h1|2], (36)
where h1 = kBBkLNAα0g1,TXg1,RX(hch − a).
Now, by substituting (34) to (26)–(29), (36) to (26), and
pn = |kLNA|2Fpth to (30)–(31), we can finally express the
power levels of all the different signal components as follows:
pSI = |aLDC |2E[|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2|hch − a|2
× |g1,TX |2|g1,RX |2]px
= |aLDC |2|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2E[|hch − a|2]
× |g1,TX |2|g1,RX |2px
= |aLDC |2|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2|aant|2|aRF |2
× |g1,TX |2|g1,RX |2px (37)
pSI,im = (E[|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2|g2,TX |2|g1,RX |2
× |hch − a|2] + E[|kBB |2|k∗LNA|2|α∗0|2|g∗1,TX |2
× |g2,RX |2|h∗ch − a∗|2] + 2E[Re{|kBB |2k2LNAα20
× g1,TXg2,TXg1,RXg∗2,RX(hch − a)2}])px
= (|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2|g2,TX |2|g1,RX |2
× E[|hch − a|2] + |kBB |2|k∗LNA|2|α∗0|2|g∗1,TX |2
× |g2,RX |2E[|h∗ch − a∗|2] + 2Re{|kBB |2k2LNAα20
× g1,TXg2,TXg1,RXg∗2,RXE[(hch − a)2]})px
= (|kBB |2|kLNA|2|α0|2|aant|2|aRF |2
× (|g2,TX |2|g1,RX |2 + |g1,TX |2|g2,RX |2)px (38)
pIMD = |kBB |2|kLNA|2|α1|2|g1,RX |2
× |aant|2|aRF |2px,IMD (39)
pIMD,im = |kBB |2|kLNA|2|α1|2|g2,RX |2
× |aant|2|aRF |2px,IMD (40)
pnoise = F |kBB |2|kLNA|2|g1,RX |2pth (41)
pnoise,im = F |kBB |2|kLNA|2|g2,RX |2pth (42)
pq =
pAD
snrADC
. (43)
In the above equations it is assumed that the complex gains
of the different RF components are static and deterministic,
whereas the error of the RF channel estimate is assumed to be
a circular random variable, as explained earlier. Furthermore,
the final term of the first equation for pSI,im can be omitted,
as E[(hch − a)2] = 0 due to the circularity assumption. The
above set of derived formulas in (37)–(43) can now be used
to evaluate the powers of different distortion terms at detector
input, and in particular how they depend on the transmit power,
antenna isolation, active RF cancellation and linear digital
cancellation as well as on the transceiver RF imperfections.
System Calculations Example: To illustrate the relative
strengths of the different signal components, typical com-
ponent parameters are chosen, and (37)–(43) are used to
determine the corresponding power levels, which will then be
shown for a specified transmit power range. The used param-
eters are listed in Table I, and they correspond to a typical
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM LEVEL PARAMETERS FOR THE FULL-DUPLEX
TRANSCEIVER.
Parameter Value
Bandwidth 12.5 MHz
Thermal noise floor at receiver input -103.0 dBm
Receiver noise figure 4.1 dB
SNR requirement at detector input 10 dB
Sensitivity level -88.9 dBm
Power of the received signal -83.9 dBm
Transmit power varied
PA gain 27 dB
PA IIP3 20 dBm
Antenna separation 40 dB
RF cancellation 30 dB
LNA gain 25 dB
IQ mixer gain (RX and TX) 6 dB
IRR (RX and TX) 25 dB
VGA gain (RX) 1–51 dB
ADC bits 12
ADC P-P voltage range 4.5 V
PAPR 10 dB
wideband transceiver with low-cost mass-product components.
The value for IRR, describing the image attenuation, is chosen
based on 3GPP LTE specifications [31]. The baseband VGA
of the receiver chain is assumed to match the total waveform
dynamics at the ADC input to the available voltage range.
In addition to the distortion powers, the power of the
received signal of interest at detector input, denoted by pSOI ,
is also shown in the figures as a reference, although it is not
included in the signal model. This is done in order to be able
to put the various distortion powers to proper context. The
power of the signal of interest is chosen to be 5 dB above
the sensitivity level at the input of the receiver chain. As the
receiver sensitivity is defined for a 10 dB thermal noise SNR
at detector input, this means that the signal of interest will
be 15 dB above the thermal noise floor in the digital domain,
which is then also the detector input SINR if no SI is present.
The power levels of the different signal components after
linear digital cancellation, for transmit powers from -5 dBm
to 25 dBm, are shown in Fig. 3. The amount of digital
cancellation is chosen so that linear SI is attenuated below
the thermal noise floor. This has been observed to be close
to the true performance of digital cancellation under realistic
conditions [14], [29]. In this example, this requires 27–57 dB
of linear digital cancellation, depending on the transmit power.
From Fig. 3 it can be observed that the conjugate SI signal
is clearly the most dominant distortion under a wide range of
transmit powers. Actually, with transmit powers above 9 dBm,
the power of the conjugate SI is even more powerful than the
power of the signal of interest. Thus, with the chosen param-
eters, the conjugate SI is seriously degrading the achievable
SINR of the full-duplex transceiver, which motivates the study
of possible methods for attenuating it. Now, the ideal SINR
of 15 dB is unreachable with the whole transmit power range
from -5 dBm onwards, due to the powerful conjugate SI.
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Fig. 3. The power levels of the different signal components after linear
digital cancellation.
To investigate a different scenario, the amount of antenna
separation is next assumed to be 30 dB, and the amount of
RF cancellation 20 dB, which are achievable figures, even
with very small antenna distance and low quality components
for RF cancellation [2], [4]. In addition, the IRR of the IQ
mixers is increased to 35 dB to model the effect of using
expensive, higher quality IQ mixers. Again, the amount of
digital cancellation is chosen so that it attenuates the linear
SI below the thermal noise, now requiring 47–77 dB of linear
digital SI attenuation.
The resulting power levels are shown in Fig. 4. Now it can
be observed that the power of the conjugate SI is even higher
with respect to the power of the signal of interest, due to less
analog SI cancellation. Thus, with more pessimistic values for
antenna separation and RF cancellation, the effect of conjugate
SI is very severe, even when using higher quality IQ mixers.
It should be noted, however, that with transmit powers above
15 dBm, also the IMD produced by the PA can be observed to
be a significant factor. This indicates that, in order to achieve
higher transmit powers with these parameters, attenuating only
the linear and conjugate SI may not be sufficient, as also the
nonlinear distortion will degrade the signal quality.
III. PROPOSED WIDELY-LINEAR DIGITAL CANCELLATION
It was observed in the previous section that, with typical
component parameters, conjugate SI is the dominating source
of distortion after classical linear digital cancellation. Thus,
the performance of the analyzed full-duplex transceiver can
be enhanced by attenuating also the SI image component in
the cancellation processing. This can be done by utilizing
widely-linear digital SI cancellation, the principle of which
is proposed and formulated in this section.
In order to focus on the IQ image induced problematics,
we assume below that the IMD produced by the PA, alongside
with the conjugate IMD, are clearly weaker than the conjugate
SI. This is also clearly visible in Fig. 3. We wish to acknowl-
edge, though, that under certain circumstances, also the PA-
induced nonlinear SI component must be further suppressed
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Fig. 4. The power levels of the different signal components after linear
digital cancellation with the altered parameters.
[14], [17], [18], but below we focus for simplicity on the
dominating conjugate SI stemming from the IQ imbalances.
A combined canceller for suppressing both the IMD and the
conjugate SI is left for future work.
A. Widely-Linear Cancellation Principle
Our starting point is the fundamental signal model in (10),
which we can first re-write as
yADC(n) = h1(n) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x
∗(n) + z(n),
where
h1(n) = kBBkLNAα0g1,TX(n) ? g1,RX(n)
? (hch(n)− a(n)) + kBBk∗LNAα∗0g∗2,TX(n)
? g2,RX(n) ? (h
∗
ch(n)− a∗(n)),
h2(n) = kBBkLNAα0g2,TX(n) ? g1,RX(n)
? (hch(n)− a(n)) + kBBk∗LNAα∗0g∗1,TX(n)
? g2,RX(n) ? (h
∗
ch(n)− a∗(n)),
and z(n) denotes in general the sum of all other signal terms,
most notably thermal noise and quantization noise, and also
PA-induced nonlinear distortion if present. Notice that here
the general case of frequency-dependent antenna coupling and
frequency-dependent IQ imbalances is considered, without any
approximations.
The cancellation of the conjugate SI can be done in a similar
manner as the cancellation of the direct component in (17). In
this case, however, the known transmitted signal must first
be conjugated, and the conjugated samples are then filtered
with the channel estimate of the effective image channel,
h2(n), to produce the cancellation signal. If the estimate for
the channel of the conjugate SI signal is denoted by w2(n),
corresponding to the notation in Fig. 2, then the total signal
after the cancellation stage can be expressed as
yWLDC(n) = yADC(n)− w1(n) ? x(n)− w2(n) ? x∗(n)
= h1(n) ? x(n)− w1(n) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x∗(n)
− w2(n) ? x∗(n) + z(n)
= (h1(n)− w1(n)) ? x(n)
+ (h2(n)− w2(n)) ? x∗(n) + z(n) (44)
Thus, by estimating h2(n), and convolving the conjugated
transmit samples with it, a cancellation signal for the conjugate
SI can be obtained. This type of cancellation procedure,
which takes into account also the mirror image component,
in addition to the direct linear component, is referred to as
widely-linear (WL) digital cancellation as it is processing both
the direct transmit data as well as its complex conjugate [37],
[38].
B. Widely-Linear Least-Squares Parameter Estimation
The parameters required for the proposed WL digital cancel-
lation can be obtained with ordinary least-squares estimation
where the samples of the observed signal yADC(n) serve as the
reference and two estimation filters are fitted to it through the
known transmit data x(n) and its complex conjugate x∗(n).
In the following, to allow a more articulate mathematical
description of the parameter estimation and the corresponding
cancellation procedure, vector-matrix notations are used.
At digital baseband, the observed signal is yADC(n) =
h1(n) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x
∗(n) + z(n). Stacking the signals
at hand into column vectors over an observation period of N
samples, this can be written as yADC = H1x +H2x∗ + z,
where H1 and H2 denote convolution matrices. Due to the
commutability of the convolution operation, yADC can also
be expressed as
yADC = Xh1 +X
∗h2 + z =
[
X X∗
] [h1
h2
]
+ z
= Xaughaug + z, (45)
where yADC = [yADC(M − 1) yADC(M) · · · yADC(N −K − 1)]T ,
and the covariance windowed convolution data matrix X, with
K upper rows removed, is of the form
X =

x(M +K − 1) x(M +K − 2) · · · x(K)
x(M +K) x(M +K − 1) · · · x(K + 1)
...
...
. . .
...
x(N − 1) x(N − 2) · · · x(N −M)

The corresponding matrix, with each entry complex-
conjugated, is denoted by X∗. Here, M < N is the length of
the FIR filters h1 and h2 modeling the linear and conjugated
channel responses. Furthermore, to allow the modeling of
the additional memory effects due to delay errors in the RF
cancellation signal, as well as possible time misalignment
between yADC and X, the system is made non-causal, or
delayed, by the removal of K < M upper rows from X and
X∗ [41]. In essence, this means that the first K taps of h1 and
h2 represent a non-causal or pre-cursor part of the impulse
9responses. Based on this, the augmented convolution matrix
Xaug can be written as
Xaug =
[
X X∗
]
=
 x(M+K−1) ··· x(K) x
∗(M+K−1) ··· x∗(K)
x(M+K) ··· x(K+1) x∗(M+K) ··· x∗(K+1)
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
x(N−1) ··· x(N−M) x∗(N−1) ··· x∗(N−M)

while the augmented channel haug contains h1 and h2 stacked
as haug =
[
hT1 h
T
2
]T
.
Using the previous notation, the least-squares estimator for
the augmented channel haug can then be calculated as
hˆaug = (X
H
augXaug)
−1XHaugyADC , (46)
where (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose. In practice,
alternative computationally efficient and numerically stable
methods, such as singular value decomposition (SVD) based
computations, can be used to evaluate the pseudo-inverse
in (46). From the augmented channel estimate, due to the
stacking property, the individual channel estimates for the
direct and image channel can then be obtained directly as
hˆ1 =
[
hˆaug(0) hˆaug(1) · · · hˆaug(M − 1)
]T
hˆ2 =
[
hˆaug(M) hˆaug(M + 1) · · · hˆaug(2M − 1)
]T
Finally, the actual WL cancellation coefficients are directly
assigned through w1(n) = hˆ1(n) and w2(n) = hˆ2(n), as
is evident from (44). With good estimates for the direct and
conjugated channels, both the linear SI and conjugate SI will
be efficiently attenuated, as will be illustrated in Section IV.
IV. PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS AND EXAMPLES
The performance of the proposed WL digital SI cancellation
method, including the WL least-squares parameter estimation,
is next assessed and illustrated using full-scale waveform
simulations of a complete full-duplex transceiver during simul-
taneous transmission and reception. The waveform simulator is
implemented with Matlab, where each component is modeled
explicitly and actual OFDM signals are used to ensure that
also the signals themselves are realistic. The overall structure
of the simulated transceiver is similar to the model presented
in Fig. 1. The nonlinearity of the PA is realized by modeling
it with a memory polynomial, whose coefficients are derived
based on the intercept points. This means that, when the signal
is amplified, it will also be distorted in a realistic manner.
The effect of IQ imbalance is modeled by introducing some
amplitude and phase errors to the I- and Q-branches. These
errors are chosen so that they produce the desired value of
image attenuation. Also the analog-to-digital conversion is
modeled explicitly as a uniform quantization process, which
means that the effect of quantization noise is incorporated into
the simulations. The effect of thermal noise is realized by
summing a normally distributed random signal to the overall
signal at the receiver input, after which its power is increased
according to the component gains and noise figures. Note that,
due to the realistic and detailed modeling of the transceiver
chain, no simplifications are made in the simulations regarding
the different nonidealities.
TABLE II
ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE FULL-DUPLEX WAVEFORM
SIMULATOR. BASELINE PARAMETERS ARE LISTED IN TABLE I.
Parameter Value
Constellation 16-QAM
Number of subcarriers 64
Number of data subcarriers 48
Guard interval 25 % of symbol length
Sample length 15.625 ns
Symbol length 4 µs
Oversampling factor 4
Essentially the same parameters are used in the simulations
as in the system calculations example, presented in Table I.
The additional parameters, describing the utilized OFDM
waveform, are presented in Table II. These parameters are
in essence similar to WLAN specifications, and both the
transmitted and received signals are generated according to
them. Similar to the system calculations example, due to the
chosen power level for the received signal, SNR at the input
of the detector is 15 dB when there are no non-idealities in
addition to thermal noise. This serves as the reference value
for the measured SINR in assessing how well the total SI
can be suppressed in the receiver chain. Namely, if the SI is
perfectly cancelled, a SINR of 15 dB is achieved.
In an individual realization, the SI coupling channel between
the antennas is assumed to be static, and it is modelled as a
line-of-sight component and two weak multipath components,
delayed by one and two sample intervals. The average ratio
between the power of the main component and the total power
of the multipath components is chosen to be 35.8 dB, which is
a realistic value for a SI coupling channel when the full-duplex
transceiver is located indoors [7].
In the simulations, RF cancellation attenuates only the direct
component, as assumed also, e.g., in [1]–[3], whereas the
attenuation of the weaker multipath components is done by
the proposed digital cancellation algorithm after the ADC. In
addition, some delay and amplitude errors are included in the
RF cancellation signal to achieve the desired amount of SI
attenuation, and to model the cancellation process in a realistic
manner. The delay error is implemented as a fractional delay
for the cancellation signal, whose value is set to roughly 10 %
of sample duration. Together with a small amplitude error, the
amount of achieved RF cancellation can then be set to the
desired value.
The proposed WL cancellation scheme is analyzed based
on two metrics: the SINR at detector input, and the amount of
achieved digital SI attenuation. In the simulations, the actual SI
channel estimation is done during a specified training period,
where there is no actual received signal of interest present.
This corresponds to the analysis presented earlier in this paper.
The hereby obtained cancellation filter coefficients are then
applied in the actual receiver operation mode, with useful
received signal present, where the proposed WL canceller
output signal, with estimated coefficients, is subtracted from
the total received signal. This naturally allows then also the
measurement of the SINR at detector input.
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Fig. 5. The SINRs achieved with the proposed WL digital cancellation and
with traditional linear digital cancellation. The figures are shown for higher
and lower amounts of analog SI attenuation.
Unlike in Section II-B, the amount of achieved digital SI
attenuation is now redefined as the decrease in the power of
both the linear SI and conjugate SI. It can thus be written as
|aWLDC |2 = E[|yWLDC,SI(n)|
2]
E[|yADC,SI(n)|2]
=
E[|(h1(n)− w1(n)) ? x(n) + (h2(n)− w2(n)) ? x∗(n)|2]
E[|h1(n) ? x(n) + h2(n) ? x∗(n)|2]
(47)
This definition for digital SI attenuation is used in order to
be able to compare the performances of classical linear and
widely-linear models for digital cancellation. In the simula-
tions, the amount of digital SI attenuation is then measured
according to (47), using the coefficients that were estimated
under regular noisy conditions. In these performance measure-
ments, no simplifications are done in order to make sure that
the obtained cancellation figures are as accurate as possible.
In the first simulations, transmit power is varied with 2 dB
intervals, and the simulation is repeated for 1000 independent
realizations for each transmit power. The average value of
these runs for the SINR and the amount of digital cancellation
is then used in the figures. The number of training samples
used for cancellation parameter estimation (N ) is fixed to
5000, and the value of K is set to 1, as the fractional delay
of the RF cancellation signal may produce additional non-
causal memory effects to the resulting signal [41]. The length
of the channel estimate (M ) is set to 5, as it will allow
the modeling of the multipath components and some of the
additional memory effects of the SI channel.
In Fig. 5, the SINR with respect to transmit power is
shown for both the proposed WL digital canceller, and for the
traditional linear digital cancellation method. The latter corre-
sponds to a situation, where the channel estimate is calculated
with linear least squares as hˆ1 = (XHX)−1XHyADC , and
hˆ2 = 0. The SINR curves are shown for two cases: in the first
case, the amounts of antenna separation and RF cancellation
are 30 dB and 40 dB, whereas in the second case they are
only 30 dB and 20 dB, respectively.
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Fig. 6. The amounts of achieved digital cancellation using the proposed WL
processing and using traditional linear processing. The figures are shown for
higher and lower amounts of analog SI attenuation.
When investigating the curves corresponding to the higher
amount of analog SI attenuation (40 dB of antenna separation
and 30 dB of RF cancellation) in Fig. 5, it can be observed that
the SINR declines steadily when using only the classical linear
model and linear SI cancellation. The effect of the conjugate SI
increases with higher transmit powers, as its power is directly
related to the power of the SI signal before digital cancellation.
On the other hand, when using the proposed WL model and
WL processing, it can be observed that the SINR remains
essentially at the ideal level of 15 dB with transmit powers
below 15 dBm. After this point, it is not possible to achieve
the ideal SINR even with the WL digital canceller, as the
SINR is decreased by the PA-induced IMD, whose power is
increasing rapidly with higher transmit powers. Another factor
contributing to the decrease in the SINR is the decreasing
resolution of the signal of interest, caused by quantization
noise. This is because ideal automatic gain control is assumed
in the receiver, always matching the total ADC input waveform
to the available ADC voltage range. Nevertheless, a significant
improvement in the SINR can be achieved when the proposed
WL digital cancellation method is used and also conjugate SI
is attenuated in the digital domain.
Since it might be in some instances quite optimistic to
assume 40 dB of antenna separation and 30 dB of RF
cancellation, in Fig. 5 the SINRs are also shown for a situation
where both antenna separation and RF cancellation are 10 dB
lower. This will mean that the power of the total SI signal
with respect to the signal of interest is significantly higher
in the digital domain. Now it can be observed that, when
using WL digital cancellation, the residual SI starts to degrade
the SINR already with transmit powers above 7 dBm. This
is caused by PA-induced IMD, which cannot be modeled by
the proposed WL canceller, as discussed earlier. In addition,
at this point quantization noise is also slightly decreasing the
SINR. However, again, the improvement over traditional linear
canceller is significant, as the SINR for the linear model is
-5 dB already with the lowest considered transmit power,
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Fig. 7. The SINRs achieved with different lengths for the channel estimate
filters, with respect to the number of training samples, using WL digital
cancellation.
when assuming this amount of analog SI attenuation. Thus,
the significance of using the proposed WL model for digital
cancellation is further emphasized when having less analog
SI attenuation. These observations also motivate towards joint
cancellation of linear SI, conjugate SI as well as nonlinear SI
due to PA. This forms the topic of our future work.
Figure 6 shows the amount of achieved digital SI atte-
nuation for WL processing and traditional linear processing,
corresponding to the SINR curves shown in Fig. 5. It can
be observed that the amount of achieved digital SI attenuation
with the linear model is below 25 dB, regardless of the amount
of analog SI attenuation. On the other hand, the achieved SI
attenuation with the WL model is as much as 35 dB or 50 dB
higher, depending on the amount of antenna separation and RF
cancellation. This is explained by the fact that, when using the
linear model, the power of the conjugate SI is in essence the
noise floor in the digital domain, and it determines the lowest
achievable total SI power. Thus, the amount of achieved digital
SI attenuation is limited by the power of the conjugate SI. For
the WL model, however, this is not the case, and significantly
higher values of SI cancellation can be achieved, limited only
by the accuracy of the channel estimate.
It can also be observed from Fig. 6 that when the amount of
analog SI attenuation is higher, the amount of achieved digital
SI attenuation is lower, assuming that the transmit power is
below 15 dBm. This is explained by the SNR of the total
SI signal in the two scenarios: when the amount of analog
SI attenuation is low, the power of the total SI signal with
respect to the noise is higher in the digital domain, resulting
in a more accurate channel estimate. This obviously means
that more digital SI attenuation is achieved when the amount
of analog SI attenuation is lower, which has also been observed
in actual RF measurements [5].
However, with transmit powers above 15 dBm, the amount
of achievable digital SI attenuation is also limited by the IMD,
as the nonlinear PA is hindering the parameter estimation
accuracy at higher transmit powers. More specifically, the
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Fig. 8. The amount of digital SI attenuation achieved with different lengths
for the channel estimate filters, with respect to the number of training samples,
using WL digital cancellation.
nonlinear distortion due to PA causes a bias to the estimates,
as shown in the Appendix, and decreases their accuracy. Thus,
with higher transmit powers, the performance of the WL
digital cancellation decreases due to increasing bias in the
estimation, as well as due to higher residual SI power caused
by the IMD. Furthermore, according to (11)–(14), IMD is
attenuated in the analog domain by the same amount as the
linear SI and conjugate SI signals, and hence its relative power
level in the digital domain does not depend on the amount
of analog SI attenuation. Thus, with higher transmit powers,
when IMD is the limiting factor, same amount of digital SI
attenuation is achieved with both sets of values for antenna
separation and RF cancellation, as is evidenced by Fig. 6.
Next, the used transmit power is fixed to 15 dBm, and WL
model is employed in digital cancellation. The simulation is
then run with different lengths of channel estimate filters,
and with varying number of training samples, the amount
of analog SI attenuation being the same in each case. The
number of training samples is varied from 50 to 20000 with 10
logarithmically spaced points in between, and channel estimate
filter lengths from 2 to 5 are considered. The value of K is
again set to 1 in all cases. The simulation is then repeated for
400 independent runs at each of these points, and the values
are averaged.
The SINRs obtained from these simulations are shown in
Fig. 7. It can be observed that if the value for M is higher
than or equal to 4, there are no significant differences in the
achieved SINRs, assuming that the number of training samples
is at least 1000. The likely reason for this is that when M ≥ 4,
all the multipath components can be modelled by the channel
estimate. This obviously suggests that the channel conditions
must be carefully analyzed when choosing a suitable length
for the channel estimate filter. Furthermore, the delay error
of the RF cancellation signal does not seem to produce any
significant causal taps to the total SI channel, as there are
no discernible differences in the maximum achievable SINRs
between M = 4 and M = 5.
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Figure 7 also indicates that increasing the number of training
samples is not likely to bring any benefits after a certain point,
as the power of the total SI signal, consisting of both the
linear and conjugate SI, is then attenuated well below the
noise floor. With the chosen parameters, the value of the SINR
saturates with approximately 3000 training samples, regardless
of the length of the channel estimate filter. However, it can
be observed that the length of the filter affects the minimum
number of training samples required to achieve the saturation
value of the SINR; with smaller values of M , less samples
are required to achieve the highest possible SINR. The reason
for this is the higher variance caused by estimating a larger
number of coefficients using the same number of training
samples.
The amount of achieved digital SI attenuation, correspond-
ing to the SINRs of Fig. 7, is shown in Fig. 8. The form of
the curves is similar to the achieved SINRs, i.e., the achieved
cancellation is lower with less training samples. Also, the
maximum amount of digital SI attenuation is achieved when
M ≥ 4, indicating that this channel estimate length is suffi-
cient to model the actual RF propagation channel. However,
this result is heavily dependent on the characteristics of the
coupling channel between the antennas, and the accuracy of
the delay matching of the RF cancellation signal. Under certain
circumstances, longer filters might be needed to model the
total SI channel with sufficient accuracy.
In addition, with this transmit power, the amount of digital
SI attenuation can be observed to saturate to a value of
approximately 58 dB, assuming that a sufficiently high number
of training samples is used (N > 10000). This saturated
value is mainly set by the IMD produced by the PA, which is
caused by the fact that the PA distorts the SI waveform in a
nonlinear manner, which cannot be modeled by the WL least
squares estimation. This, on the other hand, will cause errors
in the coefficient estimates, resulting in a lower amount of
achieved digital cancellation, as was already discussed earlier.
Nevertheless, as was observed from Fig. 7, the highest possible
SINR is achieved already with 1000–3000 training samples,
depending on the value of M . Thus, based on Fig. 8, it
can be concluded that, with transmit powers up to 15 dBm,
approximately 55 dB of digital SI attenuation is sufficient
to suppress the total SI signal well below the noise floor.
Furthermore, our findings indicate that WL processing is
required to be able to achieve digital SI attenuation of this
magnitude.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel method for
compensating the image component of the self-interference
(SI) signal, caused by IQ imbalances in the transmitter and
receiver IQ mixers. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time this problem has been addressed in the liter-
ature at self-interference waveform and digital cancellation
levels. With fundamental system calculations, it was first
shown that the image component of the SI signal will affect
the performance of a full-duplex transceiver by significantly
decreasing the maximum achievable SINR. Then, by using
the developed widely-linear least-squares parameter estimation
and the proposed widely-linear digital cancellation, we showed
that this image component can also be attenuated in the digital
domain, and thus the decrease in the SINR can be prevented.
These claims were affirmed with extensive full waveform
simulations, which demonstrate that the proposed method will
significantly improve the performance of a typical full-duplex
transceiver. Future work will focus on developing joint aug-
mented nonlinear digital cancellation processing that is able
to suppress the classical linear SI, nonlinear SI produced by
the transmitter power amplifier, and their image components
due to IQ imaging.
APPENDIX
ANALYSIS OF BIAS
Direct substitution of (45) into (46) yields hˆaug = haug +
(XHaugXaug)
−1XHaugz = haug + e. To analyze the estimation
error e analytically, we resort to the simplified frequency-
independent model presented in Subsection II-B, that is
yADC(n) ≈ h1x(n) + h2x∗(n) + hIMDxIMD(n) + u(n),
where xIMD(n) = xTXIQ (n)|xTXIQ (n)|2 and xTXIQ (n) is as
defined in (1), implying that z = hIMDxIMD + u. Further-
more, with relatively large sample size N , XHaugXaug can
be approximated with ensemble augmented covariance matrix
Rx,aug of transmit data x(n) [37], that is
Rx,aug =
[
r c∗
c r
]
=
[
r 0
0 r
]
≈ 1
N
XHaugXaug ,
where r = E[|x(n)|2] and c = E[x(n)2] = 0 assuming x(n) is
2nd-order circular. Hence, the estimation error can be written
as
e ≈ hIMDN−1R−1x,augXHaugxIMD +N−1R−1x,augXHaugu
Due to the dependence of Xaug and xIMD, the average
estimation error is nonzero, i.e., the estimator is biased.
Assuming that x(n) is also 4th-order circular (i.e., E[x(n)4] =
E[x(n)3x∗(n)] = 0), this can be shown directly as
E[hIMDN
−1R−1x,augX
H
augxIMD]
= hIMDN
−1R−1x,augE[X
H
augxIMD]
≈ hIMDN−1R−1x,aug
[
g1,TX |g1,TX |2NE[|x(n)|4]
2g2,TX |g1,TX |2NE[|x(n)|4]
]
=
hIMD|g1,TX |2E[|x(n)|4]
r
[
g1,TX
2g2,TX
]
6= 0 q.e.d.
Thus, as the above derivation shows, the IMD of the nonlinear
transmitter power amplifier causes a bias to the estimator.
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1Recent Advances in Antenna Design and
Interference Cancellation Algorithms for
In-band Full-Duplex Relays
Mikko Heino, Dani Korpi, Timo Huusari, Emilio Antonio-Rodrı´guez, Sathya Venkatasubramanian,
Taneli Riihonen, Lauri Anttila, Clemens Icheln, Katsuyuki Haneda, Risto Wichman, and Mikko Valkama
Abstract—In-band full-duplex relays transmit and receive
simultaneously at the same center frequency, hence offering
enhanced spectral efficiency for relay deployments. In order to de-
ploy such full-duplex relays, it is necessary to efficiently mitigate
the inherent self-interference stemming from the strong transmit
signal coupling to the sensitive receive chain. In this article, we
present novel state-of-the-art antenna solutions as well as digital
self-interference cancellation algorithms for compact multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) full-duplex relays, specifically
targeted for reduced-cost deployments in local area networks.
The presented antenna design builds on resonant wavetraps and
is shown to provide passive isolations in the order of 60–70 dB. We
also discuss and present advanced digital cancellation solutions,
beyond classical linear processing, specifically tailored against
nonlinear distortion of the power amplifier when operating close
to saturation. Measured results from a complete demonstrator
system, integrating antennas, RF cancellation and nonlinear
digital cancellation, are also presented, evidencing close to 100 dB
of overall self-interference suppression. The reported results
indicate that building and deploying compact full-duplex MIMO
relays is already technologically feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE industry envisions that upcoming 5G radio communi-cation systems will provide even thousand-fold throughput
compared to the current 4G systems while in-band full-duplex
technology [1] may only double the spectral efficiency at
best. This may sound modest given the ambitious targets
of 5G systems, but somebody with a can-do attitude would
think instead that “great, we are already halfway through.”
Nevertheless, attaining this target requires in any case a
combination of several different physical and network layer
techniques and without in-band full-duplex technology 5G
networks would not reach their full potential.
An in-band full-duplex capable transceiver is able to transmit
and receive simultaneously over the same center frequency [1].
With this definition, we can identify three basic communication
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scenarios of two or three nodes which cover any generic
wireless network (such as the one shown at the bottom of
Fig. 1) when they are freely combined together. In particular, the
possible use cases benefiting from full-duplex operation include
bidirectional device-to-device transmission between two full-
duplex user terminals, full-duplex access point serving uplink
and downlink (possibly half-duplex) users simultaneously in the
same radio resource and two-hop full-duplex wireless relaying
(as shown in the middle of Fig. 1). Actually, the latter two
use cases are topologically the same with only the conceptual
difference that relays always forward their received information
while the uplink user is not likely communicating with the
downlink user but somebody else in a totally different cell. In
addition to increasing spectral efficiency, full-duplex capable
nodes may decrease latency within multi-hop links and avoid
the guard period that is necessary when switching the direction
of the transmission from downlink to uplink in time-division
duplex (TDD) systems. On network level, full-duplex nodes
may simultaneously process user plane and control plane signals
decreasing the latency and boosting up the operation of the
overall system.
In practice, the increase in throughput due to full-duplex oper-
ation is limited by the presence of unavoidable self-interference
when the transmitted signal couples back to the receiver in
the in-band full-duplex transceiver. Even when the transmitted
signal is known in digital baseband, it cannot be eliminated
completely in the receiver, because of RF impairments [2] and
a large power difference between the transmitted and received
signals. On the other hand, RF cancellation is limited due
to the simplified processing capabilities of electronics when
compared to digital signal processing. Nevertheless, 70–100 dB
overall attenuation levels of self-interference have been reported
in the literature, e.g. in [3] and [4], and holistic cancellation
techniques are currently subject to intensive research by many
groups around the world, including our own consortium. Such
attenuation levels are already so high that in local area networks,
where transmit powers are limited and nodes may be close
to each other, co-channel interference may already start to
dominate over self-interference, which is our objective as well.
However, even if self-interference is suppressed below
receiver noise or ambient co-channel interference, a full-duplex
transceiver may outperform its half-duplex counterpart only
when there is simultaneous, balanced traffic in both uplink and
downlink. Obviously, two-way frequency reuse is useless if
data mostly flows in a single direction only. In fact, recent
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3statistics from cellular network vendors and operators report1,2
commonly up to 8:2 or 9:1 traffic ratios between downlink
and uplink, challenging the applicability of full-duplex access
points. Ideal full-duplex operation would yield at best only
25% or 11% throughput improvement with the above traffic
ratios, respectively, in comparison to the wanted 100% gain.
In contrast, the traffic in full-duplex relaying is inherently
symmetric, because relays are supposed to always forward
the same amount of information as they receive, making the
wireless relays the most prominent use case for in-band full-
duplex operation to start with.
In this article, we explore various sophisticated techniques
for self-interference mitigation and cancellation within multi-
antenna in-band full-duplex relays of compact size suitable
for local area networks. By combining antenna design with
novel RF and digital cancellation, we show that the self-
interference can be suppressed below noise level even when
using regular low-cost components. We report measured results
from a complete demonstrator system, integrating the advanced
antenna designs and analog and digital cancellation, evidencing
close to 100 dB of overall isolation between transmitter and
receiver chains. Thus, in-band full-duplex relays have the
potential to significantly improve the performance in local
area networks.
II. IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN
IN-BAND FULL-DUPLEX TRANSCEIVERS
As already discussed, one of the most crucial issues in
wireless single channel full-duplex communications is the own
transmit signal, or self-interference (SI), that is coupled back
to the receiver and acts as a strong source of interference. The
SI signal can be as much as 60–100 dB more powerful than
the weak received signal of interest, and thereby it must be
attenuated significantly to allow the detection of the actual
received signal and enable in-band full-duplex communications
in the first place. In theory, this is straight-forward as the own
transmit signal is known within the device, and thus the SI can
in principle be perfectly cancelled merely by subtracting the
original transmit signal, properly filtered, from the received
signal. In practice, however, achieving a sufficient amount of
SI cancellation calls for more advanced and elaborate measures
since all the sources of distortion in the transmitter and receiver
must be accounted for when subtracting the cancellation signal
from the received signal.
A. Passive Isolation and Active Cancellation
To minimize the amount of the more complicated active
cancellation techniques, requiring knowledge about the differ-
ent sources of distortion, the passive isolation between the
transmitter and receiver should be maximized. This means that
the power of the SI leaking to the receiver is smaller in the first
place, and thereby not as much active cancellation is needed
1Ericsson, On the Pulse of the Networked Society, Mobility Re-
port, Nov. 2012, available at: http://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/2012/
ericsson-mobility-report-november-2012.pdf
2Nokia Solutions and Networks, TD-LTE Frame Configuration Primer, white
paper, available at: http://networks.nokia.com/system/files/document/nsn td
lte frame configuration wp.pdf
to attenuate it to a tolerable level. When separate transmit and
receive antennas are used, the electromagnetic isolation between
the antennas can be improved in a straightforward manner
by increasing the spacing between the antennas or by using
different polarizations, resulting in lower SI power. The main
limitation in increasing the spacing is that the transceivers are
usually space limited, and hence, we do not have the luxury of
increasing the distance between the antennas. Moreover, when
MIMO is used to improve the link capacity, both polarizations
may be used to provide polarization diversity. Hence, advanced
methods are required to improve the electromagnetic isolation
between the antennas. These methods include, for instance, the
use of band-gap structures as high-impedance surfaces [5] to
prevent surface waves between the antennas, inductive loops
[6] to produce counter-flowing magnetic fields to reduce the
coupling between the antennas, and resonant structures like
wavetraps [7] and slots on a ground plane [8] to alter ground
plane currents to reduce the coupling. Because these techniques
are completely passive in nature, they require no tracking of
the SI signal and its possible distortion, while still providing a
potentially significant increase in the amount of SI attenuation.
In addition to the aforementioned methods to improve the
antenna isolation, the port-to-port isolation between the antenna
feeds can be improved by using techniques like neutralization
[9], which improves the isolation using a cancellation path
between two antennas, or connecting lumped elements between
antenna feeds [10] to cancel the mutual admittance between
the antennas, thereby improving the port-to-port isolation. In
this article, one possible method of using resonant wavetraps
is discussed and demonstrated to improve the electromagnetic
isolation in compact devices, especially relays.
It is, however, typically not possible to mitigate the SI
signal perfectly with the passive antenna-based techniques,
and thus also active SI cancellation is required. A common
solution is to do the active attenuation of the SI signal in two
stages: first at the input of the receiver chain, operating at RF
frequencies, and then after the analog-to-digital conversion.
These SI cancellation stages are usually referred to as RF
cancellation and digital cancellation, respectively. RF cancel-
lation is required in order to prevent the complete saturation
of the receiver components and the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). Finally, digital cancellation is performed to attenuate
the remaining SI signal below the noise floor. Both of these
active cancellation methods rely on processing the known
transmit signal to produce the cancellation signal.
A block diagram of an in-band MIMO full-duplex relay,
employing the aforementioned active SI cancellation stages,
is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 1. The transmitter and
receiver chains have been chosen to follow direct-conversion
architecture, which is a typical selection for modern wireless
transceivers. This block diagram depicts the transceiver model
that will be utilized in the following chapters, thereby acting as
a basis for the forthcoming analysis. In this paper, the emphasis
is on a full-duplex relay, meaning that the transmitters and
receivers have separate antennas, which can also be seen in
Fig. 1. It should be noted, however, that it is in principle
also possible to share an antenna between a transmitter and a
receiver, even in an in-band full-duplex transceiver [11].
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input of the receiver detector. In this example, it is assumed that the
linear SI component can be perfectly suppressed.
B. RF Imperfections
Typically, the performance of the active SI cancellation
mechanisms based on linear processing is limited by the
non-idealities occurring within the analog/RF circuit of the
full-duplex transceiver [2]. This applies especially to the
SI cancellation occurring in the digital domain, where only
the original transmit waveform is available. For this reason,
the most prominent types of such analog/RF circuit non-
idealities must be considered in this context, as they have
to be regenerated in the cancellation processing to produce a
sufficiently accurate cancellation signal. The most significant
impairments include the nonlinear distortion of the SI signal,
caused by the different amplifiers in the transmitter and receiver,
I/Q imbalance of the transmitter and receiver, phase noise of
the local oscillator, and ADC quantization noise. Some of these
RF impairments can be modeled on the waveform level, with
appropriate behavioral models, within digital cancellation, and
thereby they do not pose an insurmountable obstacle for in-band
full-duplex communications. Good examples of recent work in
this field are [2], [3], [6], [12]–[15]. In particular, the nonlinear
distortion of the SI signal can be modeled in the digital domain
using a memory polynomial or parallel Hammerstein type of
model with carefully chosen coefficients [12], [14]. With such
a model, the clean transmit data can be processed to create an
accurate SI replica for efficient cancellation. Correspondingly,
the effect of I/Q imbalance can be modeled digitally as an
additional distortion component, which consists of the complex
conjugate of the original baseband transmit signal with certain
memory coefficients [13]. Nevertheless, there are also certain
sources of distortion that cannot be dealt with afterwards, such
as thermal noise and quantization errors produced by the ADC.
These must be accounted for already in the design process of
the transceiver [2].
To illustrate the need for modeling the most dominant
impairments at the waveform level, Fig. 2 shows the absolute
power levels of the different signal components at the receiver
detector input, with respect to the transmit power. The power
TABLE I: Example component parameters and other essential values
used in evaluating the power levels.
Parameter Value
SNR 15 dB
Bandwidth 12.5 MHz
RX noise figure 4 dB
Antenna isolation 40 dB
RF cancellation 30 dB
TX power amplifier IIP3 13 dBm
I/Q image rejection ratio 30 dB
RX low-noise amplifier IIP3 −9 dBm
Number of bits at the ADC 12
levels have been calculated for a SISO in-band full-duplex
transceiver using simplified system calculations, similar to [2],
and using realistic RF component and ADC specifications. In
this type of an analysis, only the power levels of the different
signal components are taken into account, which simplifies the
calculations considerably while still providing useful insight
into the system behavior. In this example, it is assumed that
only the linear component of the SI signal can be perfectly
attenuated by the different SI cancellation stages. To get the
final numerical values for the power levels, typical component
parameters from earlier literature and technical specifications
have then been used, the most important of which are shown
in Table I for readers convenience. Based on Fig. 2, it is
evident that at least the transmitter power amplifier induced
nonlinearities, alongside with the SI mirror image produced
by the I/Q imbalances, must be attenuated by the digital
cancellation algorithm to enable reliable in-band full-duplex
operation and maintain an acceptable signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). Thus, simple linear modeling and
processing in the digital domain does not suffice, and more
advanced algorithms are required.
In addition to the analog circuit-level impairments, one
additional aspect to consider is the time varying nature of
the SI propagation channel. This is often overlooked when
discussing SI cancellation in full-duplex devices but in practice
it is obviously a key aspect in implementing an in-band full-
duplex transceiver. The time varying nature of the SI channel
becomes especially crucial in relaying applications where the
transmit and receive antennas can be physically separated to
achieve higher natural isolation between them. In such scenario,
the SI channel can vary significantly in time. However, even in
a single-antenna full-duplex device, the reflections from nearby
scatterers can change significantly from one moment to the
next, thereby warranting the use of adaptive SI cancellation
solutions.
When considering a complete and functional in-band full-
duplex relay, it is more than likely to involve all of the
previously discussed methods to obtain a sufficient amount of SI
attenuation. First, the passive isolation between the transmitter
and receiver is maximized, after which the SI signal is attenu-
ated actively. In the digital domain, the possible circuit-level
impairments are then regenerated with advanced algorithms,
and cancelled efficiently. Furthermore, these algorithms also
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Fig. 3: A compact in-band full-duplex relay antenna (a) without wavetraps (b) with wavetraps. In (b), wavetraps are facing opposite directions
on either side of the relay.
have the necessary adaptivity to constantly track the changes in
the SI channel parameters. To demonstrate that such a device
is quickly becoming a realistic prospect, this article provides
some of the latest research results, alongside with measurement
data, of these individual key factors, which are necessary to
implement a functional in-band full-duplex relay.
III. ADVANCED ANTENNA DESIGNS FOR ENHANCED
TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER ISOLATION
In this section, the use of resonant wavetraps is discussed as
a possible method for improving the electromagnetic isolation
in a compact device, e.g., a back-to-back relay with transmit
and receive antennas on either side of a box as shown in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, a closed box of dimensions 180×150 mm
with dual polarized patch antennas (50×50 mm) on the top
and bottom is shown. The use of a closed box represents a
practical scenario with the electronics contained inside the
relay. The patch antenna on the bottom side is co-located with
the top side patch antenna, but with the antenna feed locations
on the opposite sides of the patch (see Fig. 3a). The patch
antennas are dual polarized in order to support MIMO. The
relay can be used, for example, as an outdoor-indoor relay
as discussed in [6]. In order to enable in-band full-duplex
operation, the electromagnetic isolation between the antennas
on opposite sides of the box has to be improved. Fig. 3b shows
the schematic of the relay antenna with wavetraps connected
to the ground plane.
Wavetraps are resonant structures that can be used to control
the surface currents on the ground planes. In this case, a
planar quarter-wavelength patch short-circuited at the other
end to the ground plane is used as a wavetrap. According
to transmission line theory, the input impedance of a short-
circuited quarter-wave transmission line is very high. This
results in small currents at the open end of the patch with
large currents concentrated within the patch. This reduces the
surface currents and the electromagnetic fields on the other
side of the relay box, thereby improving the isolation between
the upper antenna and the lower antenna of the box.
In this work, the patch antennas of the relay are resonant at
2.56 GHz with a −10 dB impedance bandwidth of 139 MHz
and a −6 dB bandwidth of 238 MHz. They can be used, e.g.,
for WiMAX or LTE. In the relay structure, ports 1 and 2 (TX)
are on the top and ports 3 and 4 (RX) on the bottom side,
as shown in Fig. 3a. The wavetraps are then implemented as
quarter-wave patches as shown in Fig. 3b with one end of
the patch short-circuited to the ground plane. The dimensions
and number of the wavetraps were optimized with EM-field
simulations to obtain the best possible isolation over a sufficient
frequency band between the TX and RX antenna ports.
The resonant wavetraps on the longer edge have larger width
and are closely spaced whereas along the shorter edge, the
width is smaller and the wavetraps are more sparsely placed.
This way the best minimum isolation defined as the worst
isolation among the four different combinations of the RX
and TX ports, i.e., S31, S41, S32, and S42, is obtained. The
wavetraps on both sides of the relay are similar but are oriented
in opposite directions, i.e., the open ends of the wavetraps are
located close to the antenna on the TX side and away from the
antenna on the RX side as seen in Fig. 3b. The best isolation
between the antenna ports was obtained with this particular
asymmetry.
Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the simulated average electric
field strength at the center cross section parallel to the shorter
edge of the box at 2.56 GHz with and without wavetraps,
respectively, when port 1 of the antenna is excited. From
Fig. 4a, it can be observed that the transmitted electromagnetic
wave diffracts strongly around the corners of the relay enclosure
and couples to the receiving side antenna. With the wavetraps,
as shown in Fig. 4b, the electric field strength is substantially
lower on the receiving side of the relay than without the
wavetraps, resulting in clearly improved isolation.
The designed relay antenna was manufactured, and then
measured in an anechoic chamber. The isolation was evaluated
by measuring the S-parameters of the relay antenna as a 4-port
network. The measured S-parameters are presented in Fig. 4c
and 4d where S11 denotes the antenna input matching and S21
and S43 the coupling between the antenna ports which are on
the same side of the box. The remaining S-parameters show
the isolation between the antenna ports on opposite sides of the
box. In the relay without the wavetraps, the minimum isolation
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Fig. 4: (a) Simulated electric field strength without wavetraps, (b) with wavetraps, (c) measured S-parameters of the relay without wavetraps
and (d) with wavetraps.
between RX and TX ports is 50 dB at the resonance frequency
of the patch antenna as shown in Fig. 4c. After adding the
wavetraps, the minimum isolation improved by 21 dB to 71 dB
at the resonance frequency. In addition, the wavetraps offer
also a wideband isolation improvement around the designed
frequency, even though they are frequency sensitive. The
isolation across a 167 MHz band around the center frequency
is better than 65 dB, which is an improvement of 15 dB over
the 50 dB minimum isolation without wavetraps as indicated
by the dashed horizontal line in Fig. 4d. Within the given
isolation bandwidth, the corresponding antenna port matching
is better than −6 dB to ensure enough power radiated by the
antennas. The gain of the relay antenna was also measured in
the anechoic chamber to determine the impact of the wavetraps
on the radiation pattern. The impact of adding wavetraps on the
ground plane was minor with a maximum gain of 10.2±0.1 dBi
for all ports of the relay without wavetraps and 9.6 dBi for ports
1 and 2 and 10.5± 0.1 dBi for ports 3 and 4 for the relay with
wavetraps. In conclusion, the wavetraps efficiently concentrate
the ground plane currents and reduce the coupling on the other
side of the relay box, thereby improving the antenna isolation.
IV. ADVANCED SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
ALGORITHMS
Even though antenna isolation and RF cancellation provide
a significant level of SI mitigation before digital processing
is applied (~60–80 dB), the residual SI after analog-to-digital
conversion may still be strong enough to desensitize the
receiver [2], [14]. Therefore, the use of additional cancellation
techniques in the digital domain is essential in order to reduce
the remaining interference below noise levels and guarantee
the optimal performance of the system.
A. Basic Principles
As previously explained, cancellation techniques in the digi-
tal domain work in a similar way to their analog counterpart, i.e.,
a digital replica of the SI signal is generated and then subtracted
from the received signal. The fidelity of the replica signal
will determine the level of residual SI after cancellation and,
therefore, will upper bound the system performance [16]. In
order to achieve a nearly interference-free system, the selection
of a proper cancellation method is of major importance. When
both transmit and receive sides of the full-duplex device behave
primarily like a linear filter, cancellation reduces to designing a
filter that identifies the SI channel, since the transmitted signal
is known at every time instant. However, a linear cancellation
architecture cannot mitigate nonlinear behavior and noise
sources such as nonlinear distortion of the power amplifier,
I/Q imbalance during modulation/demodulation, phase noise,
or quantization noise at the receiver [2], [3], [13], [14]. Some
of these impairments can be mitigated by extending the linear
architecture to a nonlinear architecture, as will be described
later in this section.
Typically, digital cancellation is performed either in the
time domain or in the frequency domain. Cancellation in the
frequency domain processes each subcarrier signal individually,
which may result in a computationally demanding scheme
if the number of subcarriers is large. On the other hand,
7cancellation in the time domain processes the signal samples
independently of the number of subcarriers, but, due to the
different interference paths between antennas, requires gauging
the delay spread of the SI channel [17]. As shown in Fig. 1,
cancellation takes place after baseband demodulation and
digital conversion of the received signal, usually being the
first operation within the digital pipeline. As a result, the
employed signal is sampled above the Nyquist rate, which
demands the use of special techniques to deal with arbitrary
signal spectra [17]. Here we focus entirely on time-domain
cancellation techniques.
B. Adaptive vs. Block-based Processing
According to the operation mode of the cancellation scheme,
we can distinguish between online and offline cancellation.
Online cancellation uses an adaptive approach for obtaining
the optimal cancellation filter, in which every new sample is
employed to iteratively update the cancellation filter. Changes
in the environment or in the internal state of the device, such
as new coupling paths or reflections, as well as variations in
the temperature or the transmitted power, can severely modify
the SI channel and, consequently, an updated estimation of
the SI channel is essential to sustain optimal interference
levels. An online cancellation scheme can track temporal
variations of the device environment while maintaining a
constant computational load, though the number of samples
required to reach an optimal solution might be high [16].
On the other hand, offline cancellation obtains the optimal
cancellation filter through a batch operation, after receiving
several samples. This approach requires fewer samples to
reach a solution, but the tracking capabilities are compromised
and the computational load per sample is significantly higher
than in online cancellation. A periodic estimation of the SI
channel is necessary to maintain good performance levels when
considering time-varying scenarios [12]. In general, the number
of samples available for cancellation indicates which option to
implement. An offline algorithm is preferable when few samples
are available, whereas an online algorithm is preferable when
a large number of samples is available.
Regardless of the operation mode, the optimal cancellation
filter is obtained as the solution of a minimization problem.
Assuming that the transmitted signal of the full-duplex device
is uncorrelated with the incoming source signal, the optimal
cancellation filter minimizes the signal power after cancellation
or, equivalently, identifies the SI channel [16]. Consequently,
the optimal filter can be obtained using common adaptive
techniques like gradient descent or recursive least-squares in
the online cancellation case, or using, e.g., conventional least-
squares in the offline cancellation case. For detailed algorithm
descriptions, refer to [14], [16].
C. Linear vs. Nonlinear Cancellation
In general, the underlying architecture of the digital cancel-
lation filter can be classified into two types: linear cancellation
and nonlinear cancellation. Whereas linear cancellation assumes
that the self-interference channel can be modeled as a linear
filtering operation, nonlinear cancellation takes into account the
presence of nonlinear components in the transmission/reception
chains. As it was seen in the system calculations example in
Fig. 2, impairments such as power amplifier (PA) nonlinearity
and I/Q imbalance may be significant.
Nonlinear effects like amplifier distortion or mixer nonlin-
earities can be accurately modeled using polynomial-based
systems [3], [12], [14], whereas I/Q imbalance can be modeled
using widely-linear filters [13], both of which have been
extensively studied in the recent literature. In brief, polynomial-
based systems model nonlinearities by processing higher-order
terms of the input signal, i.e., {xn, xn|xn|2, xn|xn|4, . . .},
when interpreted for complex-valued signals and odd-order
nonlinearities [12], [14], whereas widely-linear systems model
I/Q imbalance by separately filtering the input signal and its
complex conjugate, i.e., {xn, x∗n} [13].
As a consequence of performing the cancellation in the time
domain, the self-interference propagation channel from each
transmit antenna to each receive antenna is modeled using
tapped delay lines, so the overall nonlinear model for a full-
duplex device will consist of a linear combination of polynomial
basis functions [14]. In general, in a full-duplex MIMO device
with N transmit antennas and M receive antennas, N×M
self-interference channels need to be identified. Note that the
number of parameters grows linearly with both N and M and
the number of delay taps.
Figure 5a shows a possible nonlinear canceller architecture
for the full-duplex device in Fig. 1, assuming two transmit
antennas and two receive antennas, i.e., N = M = 2, and a
nonlinear architecture based on polynomial models. Function
φp(xn) = xn|xn|p−1 is the polynomial basis function of
order p and Hp(z) is the linear filter associated with φp(xn).
Such nonlinear architecture, where a static nonlinearity is
followed by a linear filter, is called a parallel Hammerstein
model. Hammerstein models are typically used for modeling PA
nonlinearities, and have been found to be excellent behavioral
models in terms of the accuracy-complexity trade-off [18].
In general, the number of parameters of a Hammerstein
model grows linearly with order p, while in the MIMO case,
the increase is relative to N×M [14]. In [12] the parallel
Hammerstein model is successfully used to model the overall
nonlinear SI channel comprising a nonlinear PA and a multipath
SI channel. While [12] treated the single-antenna case, in [14]
this model is extended to the MIMO case, where also the I/Q
imbalance at the transmit side is taken into account through
the use of additional complex-valued basis functions.
To illustrate the potential of the digital cancellation solu-
tions, simulations with the techniques employed in [14] are
presented. Figure 5b shows the performance results of different
cancellation schemes for a full-duplex device where both
transmit and receive signals are 12.5 MHz OFDM signals,
and the signal-to-noise ratio at reception, per receiver, is
15 dB. The SI propagation channel between the antennas is
a multipath channel, and power amplifier nonlinear distortion
and I/Q imbalance during modulation are also included in the
system model. Furthermore, an antenna isolation of 40 dB
and analog RF cancellation of 30 dB are assumed, similar
to the specifications in Table I. The exact description of the
simulation setup can be found in [14]. Concretely, Fig. 5b
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shows the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) after
digital cancellation for different methods, such as basic linear
cancellation [16], nonlinear cancellation with no I/Q imbalance
[12], widely-linear cancellation with no PA nonlinearity [13],
and nonlinear cancellation modeling all previous impairments
[14], referred to as joint cancellation in the figure. Strictly
speaking, the number of basis functions of the joint nonlinear
canceller deployed in [14] is 12 times larger than that of the
plain linear cancellation scheme, but as shown in [14], only six
of these are essential for the implementation. Furthermore, as
shorter filters can be used for memory modeling with nonlinear
terms, compared to the linear component, the total number
of essential parameters to be estimated is still feasible. The
nonlinear canceller from [14] is able to obtain SINR results
within 1 dB of the optimal case when the transmit power
remains below +23 dBm. The widely-linear canceller from [13]
performs almost optimally when the transmit power is under
+15 dBm, while nonlinear cancellation from [12] and plain
linear cancellation fail to achieve good performance because
of their inability to compensate the I/Q mismatch, which is
the major source of interference in this scenario. Actual RF
measurement examples with the parallel Hammerstein based
nonlinear digital canceller in the single antenna case will be
presented in the next section.
From the simulations results, we can conclude that digital
cancellation techniques in combination with antenna isola-
tion and RF cancellation can almost entirely remove the
self-interference from the full-duplex device, whenever the
cancellation architecture is able to accurately model the SI
channel. A nonlinear cancellation architecture significantly
improves the mitigation levels provided by its linear counterpart
when operating with imperfect RF components, while adaptive
schemes are able to track variations in the device environment
that lead to changes within the SI channel.
V. OVERALL DEMONSTRATOR SYSTEM AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In order to evaluate the overall SI cancellation performance
of a relay transceiver, i.e., a relay-antenna with analog/RF
and digital SI cancellation, a measurement setup depicted in
Fig. 6a is constructed. It consists of a vector signal generator,
a PA, the relay antenna, an analog RF canceller, and a
spectrum analyzer acting as an I/Q receiver. Digital cancellation
processing stages, linear and nonlinear, are implemented on host
computer processor. In the measurements, the aforementioned
relay antenna is used, but without the wavetraps, to test
the performance limits of the active analog/RF and digital
cancellers. The RF center frequency in the measurements
is 2.47 GHz.
The analog/RF canceller is a novel design based on a paper
by Y.-S. Choi and H. Shirani-Mehr [19]. The canceller consists
of two cancellation taps delayed such that the delay of the
main SI component lies between the aforementioned canceller
taps. The reference signal for these taps is taken from the PA
output using a directional coupler. The phase and amplitude
of these reference signals are adjusted manually using vector
modulators such that a good cancellation level is observed
from the spectrum analyzer, indicating that the cancellation
signal matches well with the actual SI signal. Cancellation is
achieved simply by subtracting the cancellation signal from
RX signal.
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The rest of the measurement equipment are standard lab-
oratory equipment, except for the PA, Texas Instruments
CC2595, which is a low-cost chip intended for commercial
use. It is deliberately chosen in order to demonstrate the
performance of the digital nonlinear DSP algorithms under
practical circumstances, where the PA distorts the transmit
signal heavily. As already discussed, this is inevitable in
many applications due to restrictions on the size, cost, and
power consumption of the PA. Furthermore, also another PA,
MiniCircuits ZVE-8G, is deployed to demonstrate the operation
with higher output power and enhanced linearity.
Figures 6b and 6c depict then the overall measurement
results obtained using the setup of Fig. 6a. The test signal is
configured to be a 20 MHz wide OFDM signal at 2.47 GHz
center frequency with an average transmit power of +20 dBm
(TI PA case) or +24 dBm (MiniCircuits PA case), respectively,
to test challenging scenarios with fairly high power levels. In
Figs. 6b and 6c, the uppermost spectrum is that of the actual
transmit signal, measured at the output of the PA. The high
distortion levels at the PA output are evident also from the
significant spectral regrowth visible outside the actual signal
band. This is particularly clear in Fig. 6b where the used PA is
operating already in highly nonlinear region. In Fig. 6c, in turn,
the deployed PA is somewhat more linear, but clear nonlinear
distortion is created also in this case.
After the PA output, the transmit signal propagates to the
receiving antenna, turning into self-interference. From Figs. 6b
and 6c it can be observed that the SI signal is attenuated by
approximately 60 dB, regardless of the transmit power, when
propagating to the receiver, including also 4 dB of losses from
the setup. This result is well in line with the observations made
in Fig. 4c, where SI attenuations of approximately 55 dB were
measured for the antenna without the wavetraps.
The following trace in the figure is the residual SI after
analog RF cancellation, which was performed using the afore-
mentioned RF canceller prototype. Depending on the transmit
power, the RF canceller is able to attenuate the SI signal by
15 or 22 dB. After this, the data is recorded to digital I and Q
samples for offline post-processing with the nonlinear digital
cancellation algorithm. In the digital canceller, nonlinear basis
functions up to 7th order are considered, each of them having 10
pre-cursor and 10 post-cursor coefficients. The actual parameter
estimation is carried out using block-wise least-squares, as
discussed earlier. From Figs. 6b and 6c it can be observed
that the residual SI power after digital nonlinear cancellation
is at the IQ receiver noise floor (−91.5 dBm/MHz) with both
transmit powers, meaning that the effective interference-plus-
noise floor is suppressed by as much as 98 dB in total. This
indicates that the total amount of SI cancellation from the
antenna, RF canceller, and digital canceller is sufficient to
attenuate the SI signal below the receiver noise floor, even
with high transmit powers. Also note that, with ordinary linear
digital cancellation, the power of the residual SI is significantly
higher, evidencing that nonlinear modeling is indeed required
in the digital cancellation processing of a practical in-band
full-duplex transceiver. This is particularly clear in Fig. 6b
where the PA is operating in highly nonlinear region.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we explored sophisticated techniques for
self-interference mitigation and cancellation within multi-
antenna in-band full-duplex relays of compact size suitable
for local area type networks. A novel antenna design utilizing
resonant wavetraps was reported and it was shown to provide
substantially enhanced passive isolation, despite its compact
size. We also presented novel nonlinear and adaptive digital
cancellation algorithms, which can enable enhanced digital self-
interference cancellation levels when operating under practical
nonlinear RF components. Furthermore, by combining the
advanced antenna design with active RF and proposed digital
canceller, we showed with actual RF measurements that the
self-interference can be suppressed below the receiver noise
floor, even when using regular low-cost components. The total
measured aggregate self-interference suppression obtained in
the measurements was close to 100 dB when operating at the
transmit power level of +24 dBm. Thus, dealing with the self-
interference problem in in-band full-duplex relays was shown
to be technologically feasible, and hence it has the potential to
significantly improve the performance in, e.g., local area type
networks.
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1Full-Duplex Mobile Device – Pushing
the Limits
Dani Korpi, Joose Tamminen, Matias Turunen, Timo Huusari,
Yang-Seok Choi, Lauri Anttila, Shilpa Talwar, and Mikko Valkama
Abstract—In this article, we address the challenges of
transmitter-receiver isolation in mobile full-duplex devices, build-
ing on shared-antenna based transceiver architecture. Firstly,
self-adaptive analog RF cancellation circuitry is required, since
the capability to track time-varying self-interference coupling
characteristics is of utmost importance in mobile devices. In
addition, novel adaptive nonlinear DSP methods are also required
for final self-interference suppression at digital baseband, since
mobile-scale devices typically operate under highly nonlinear low-
cost RF components.
In addition to describing above kind of advanced circuit
and signal processing solutions, comprehensive RF measurement
results from a complete demonstrator implementation are also
provided, evidencing beyond 40 dB of active RF cancellation over
an 80 MHz waveform bandwidth with a highly nonlinear trans-
mitter power amplifier. Measured examples also demonstrate the
good self-healing characteristics of the developed control loop
against fast changes in the coupling channel. Furthermore, when
complemented with nonlinear digital cancellation processing, the
residual self-interference level is pushed down to the noise floor
of the demonstration system, despite the harsh nonlinear nature
of the self-interference. These findings indicate that deploying
the full-duplex principle can indeed be feasible also in mobile
devices, and thus be one potential technology in, e.g., 5G and
beyond radio systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
INBAND full-duplex communications is widely regardedas one potential solution towards more spectrally efficient
wireless networks. The basic idea behind it is to utilize the
available temporal and spectral resources to the fullest extent
by transmitting and receiving data signals simultaneously at
the same center frequency [1], [2]. In theory, this will result
in doubling of the radio link data rate while requiring no
additional bandwidth. Furthermore, when combined with proper
scheduling in multiuser networks, this can be translated into an
increase also in the cell and network capacities [3]. Especially
in the future 5G era, inband full-duplex communications can
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be one enabler and crucial step towards the desired 1000-fold
increase in the total throughput [4], [5]. Thus, implementing
a fully functional inband full-duplex transceiver is a tempting
prospect.
However, in practice, realizing the potential performance
gains is far from trivial, as extremely efficient attenuation of the
own transmit signal is required. Note that now it is not possible
to filter out the own transmission with, e.g., a duplexer, since
it is overlapping with the actual received signal of interest in
the frequency domain. In theory, canceling this so-called self-
interference (SI) can be done by subtracting the own transmit
signal from the total received waveform. In practice, on the
other hand, the SI signal will always be distorted in a linear
as well as nonlinear manner while propagating to the receiver,
and thereby it is not a trivial task to reproduce a sufficiently
accurate cancellation signal. Attenuating the SI signal by an
adequate amount is in fact the central research problem, which
must be resolved in order to implement a practical inband
full-duplex radio [1], [2], [5], [6].
The nonlinear distortion due to analog impairments is
an especially prevalent issue in mobile-scale devices, which
typically utilize low-cost mass-produced RF components. For
this reason, a typical assumption in the reported works has
been that, in a mobile cellular network, the base station (BS) is
able to communicate in full-duplex mode, whereas the mobiles
are legacy half-duplex devices [7]. An illustration of this type
of a solution is shown in Fig. 1(a), where a full-duplex capable
BS is serving half-duplex mobile users. The benefit of this
solution is that it avoids the challenges of implementing a
mobile full-duplex transceiver, and instead requires only the
BS to be full-duplex capable. This is a significantly easier
prospect, since the BS typically utilizes more expensive higher
quality components, and it can also have a significant amount
of spatial isolation between the transmitter and the receiver.
However, limiting the full-duplex operation only to the BS
side does not obviously capitalize the full potential of the full-
duplex principle. By having also the mobile devices full-duplex
capable, the overall data rate of the corresponding cell could
be significantly increased [8]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
where the BS can now exchange data in a full-duplex manner
with each mobile user, resulting in improved spectral efficiency
and higher data rates. For this reason, in this article we will
investigate the possibilities and challenges of implementing full-
duplex capable mobile devices. Due to extreme size and cost
constraints in mobile devices, as well as stringent requirements
regarding the power consumption, this is an extraordinarily
challenging task [9].
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Fig. 1: (a) An illustration of a single cell where the base station (BS) is full-duplex capable and the mobiles (UEs) are legacy half-duplex
devices, and (b) a similar illustration of a single cell where all parties are full-duplex capable.
Firstly, due to the restricted dimensions in a mobile-scale full-
duplex transceiver, there is likely to be no space for separate
transmit and receive antennas. This means that the transmitter
and receiver must share an antenna, while still maintaining
a reasonable amount of isolation between each other. There
have already been some preliminary demonstrations where this
has been implemented in practice, and thereby this aspect of
a mobile inband full-duplex transceiver is potentially feasible
[6], [9].
In addition, because of the wide bandwidths of the modern
radio systems, advanced wideband cancellation processing in
the analog/RF domain is required also in full-duplex mobile
devices. The feasibility of this type of wideband RF cancellation
circuits, utilizing, e.g., several delay lines and appropriate
amplitude and phase tuning to model and track the frequency
and time dependencies of the wideband SI channel, have also
been preliminarily demonstrated in practice [6], [10]. The
remaining challenge is implementing a wideband RF canceller
in mobile scale, such that the transmitter and receiver utilize
the same antenna.
Another aspect, which becomes a considerable factor and
concern in mobile devices, is the quality of the analog
components. Specifically, the low-cost components, which are
typically used in mass-produced handheld devices, distort the SI
signal such that linear digital processing alone cannot reproduce
and cancel the residual SI waveform accurately enough [6], [9].
This means that advanced modeling and processing, taking into
account the different analog impairments, is required in order to
produce a sufficiently accurate cancellation signal. For instance,
modeling nonlinear distortion in the digital SI regeneration and
cancellation stage has been shown to improve the performance
of a practical inband full-duplex transceiver [6], [9].
In this article we will take a closer look into the aforemen-
tioned challenges. In addition, we will also present some of our
recent findings for solving them and demonstrate with an actual
prototype implementation that the challenges caused by the
limited size and RF component quality of mobile-scale devices
can be tackled by incorporating state-of-the-art algorithms
and cancellation processing. The obtained measurement results
show that the prototype is in fact able to cancel the self-
interference to the level of the receiver noise floor. In particular,
this article builds partially on the recent scientific findings by
the authors, reported primarily in [9]–[12].
II. SHARED-ANTENNA MOBILE FULL-DUPLEX DEVICE
ARCHITECTURE
The general structure of a shared-antenna mobile-scale direct-
conversion full-duplex transceiver is shown in Fig. 2(a), which
illustrates all the relevant aspects required to achieve real full-
duplex operation under practical conditions. The key component
enabling the transmitter and receiver to share a single antenna
in a mobile full-duplex device is a circulator, which is used to
connect the antenna to the transceiver. A circulator is a three
port device which steers the signal through its ports such that it
comes in at one port and then exits the circulator from the next
port, depending on the direction of rotation (i.e., clockwise or
counterclockwise). In principle, the signal cannot propagate
to the opposite direction, which ensures a certain amount of
isolation between the transmitter and the receiver. Depending
on the size and cost of the circulator, typical practical values for
the isolation vary between 20 and 60 dB, while the attenuation
in the desired direction is usually less than half a decibel.
Being a passive component, its size is ultimately dictated by
the wavelength of the operating frequency.
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Fig. 2: (a) The considered shared-antenna mobile full-duplex transceiver architecture, including self-adaptive RF cancellation and self-adaptive
nonlinear digital cancellation, alongside with (b) a general block diagram depicting the RF canceller and the self-adaptive weight calculation
for one tap.
Another option for isolating the transmitter and receiver
sharing the same antenna is to use an electrical balance
duplexer, which essentially tries to mimic the impedance
of the antenna with a tunable balance network [13]. With
the help of a hybrid transformer, this results in a significant
amount of isolation between the transmitter and the receiver.
An electrical balance duplexer can be implemented in a more
compact form than a circulator, which makes it very suitable for
mobile devices, but it also suffers from some inherent insertion
loss. Another drawback of the electrical balance duplexer is
the need to actively tune the impedance network, since the
impedance of the antenna is time-variant. This is obviously not
needed in a circulator-based system. For these reasons, in this
article we focus on a demonstrator implementation utilizing a
circulator, since it is a passive device and thereby more robust.
Nevertheless, for future implementations, the electrical balance
duplexer is also a very prominent candidate.
When using the circulator-based architecture, there are
two strong components in the SI signal, observed towards
the receiver path. Firstly, there will be leakage through the
circulator, whose magnitude can be estimated by subtracting
the amount of circulator isolation from the transmit power.
Here, the SI is usually attenuated by at least 20 dB, as already
mentioned. The second strong component is the power reflected
4by the mobile antenna, caused by the impedance mismatch
at its input. If the input was perfectly matched, the antenna
would accept all the supplied power and this SI component
would not exist, but in practice the mismatch will always cause
a part of the power to be reflected back to the transmission
line. When using off-the-shelf antennas, matching values better
than −20 dB are seldom obtained, and the reflection from
the antenna constitutes a significant portion of the total SI,
potentially even dominating compared to direct leakage through
the circulator.
Weaker components in the composite SI signal come mainly
from the multipath reflections, which propagate back to the
antenna from the surrounding environment. They are heavily
dependent on the type of environment around the antenna but
usually the multipath reflections will be significantly weaker
than the leakage through the circulator or the reflection from
the antenna. However, a change in the near field of the antenna
(e.g., wrapping a hand around it) affects its matching, which
will directly change the amount of reflected power.
Because of the leakage through the circulator, as well as
the reflections coming from the antenna and the surrounding
environment, additional SI attenuation is typically required,
both in the analog/RF and digital domains. In general, the
overall analog attenuation of the SI signal prior to entering the
receiver chain must be sufficient to ensure that
• The SI power level is not too high for the receiver low-
noise amplifier (LNA), to prevent receiver saturation
• The dynamic range of the analog-to-digital-converters
(ADCs) is high enough to capture the residual SI as well
as the weak received signal of interest with sufficient
precision.
Depending on the receiver, either of these can be the limiting
factor [11]. Usually, the passive SI attenuation provided by
circulator isolation and antenna matching is clearly insufficient
to ensure these requirements [10], [11]. This creates a strong
motivation for active RF cancellation, which provides additional
SI suppression before the actual receiver chain by subtracting a
modified copy of the transmit signal from the overall received
signal.
Remembering again the wide bandwidth of the signals that
are used in modern cellular networks, it is obvious that the
active RF canceller within a mobile full-duplex device must
be capable of efficient wideband cancellation. This can be
ensured by having a multi-tap analog SI canceller where several
differently delayed copies of the transmit signal are used as
reference signals, each of them having tunable amplitude and
phase. The objective of the RF cancellation circuit is then to
control the phases and amplitudes of these reference signals
such that the SI signal is suppressed. This type of an RF
canceller is capable of modeling the coupling channel over
significantly wider bandwidths than the conventional solutions
[6], [10].
Another important consideration for a mobile full-duplex
device is to also have sufficient adaptivity in the RF canceller,
a factor that has thus far been neglected in most of the reported
works [2]. This is needed to support efficient cancellation of
the SI under a time-varying channel environment, caused by
the moving objects in the vicinity of the device, such as a
person walking by, or by the movement of the device itself.
The tracking of the SI channel can be done by using either
digital or analog circuits to control the phases and amplitudes
of the cancellation signals in a self-adaptive manner [10]. This
topic, alongside with other aspects related to the RF canceller,
is elaborated in more details in Section III.
Furthermore, due to the high power level of the received
SI signal, analog SI cancellation alone is typically not enough
to attenuate it below the receiver noise floor. Thus, the final
attenuation of the residual SI must be done in the digital
domain. There, the cancellation signal can be constructed
from the original transmit data by filtering it in accordance
with the remaining effective SI channel. One important benefit
of digital SI cancellation is the relatively easy inclusion of
nonlinear modeling of the SI waveform, which can be done
conveniently by utilizing nonlinear basis functions [6], [9],
as well as the natural support for self-tracking of the SI
channel characteristics through adaptive filtering. As has been
demonstrated recently, nonlinear modeling can significantly
improve the SI cancellation performance in a practical full-
duplex transceiver [6], [9]. Thus, nonlinear adaptive digital
signal processing is also a key feature in a mobile full-duplex
device to ensure efficient cancellation and tracking of residual
SI. This is addressed in more details in Section IV.
III. ADVANCED SELF-ADAPTIVE RF CANCELLATION
PRINCIPLE
This section describes the detailed principle of such an RF
cancellation circuit that fulfills the aforementioned requirements
regarding wideband operation and self-adaptivity [10]. A
prototype implementation of this type of an RF canceller is
then reported and measured in Section V. As outlined above,
the RF canceller aims at reconstructing and canceling the
received composite SI waveform, which consists of various
components with different delays. Since the delays of these
components are unknown and also time varying, the delays in
the SI regeneration and cancellation paths are not equal to the
true delays. Hence, as a whole, the active RF canceller can
be seen as an interpolator which tries to regenerate and track
the true composite SI, by using predefined delays but tunable
amplitudes and phases [10].
Overall, optimum linear filtering for interference or echo
cancellation is a thoroughly studied field in the literature.
However, most of the reported research and implementations
focus on digital baseband while here our focus is fully at analog
RF domain. In the full-duplex radio field, optimum filtering
based analog RF cancellation has been recently addressed,
in terms of passband analog finite impulse response (FIR)
filtering, in [6] and [10]. The filter coefficients or weights
can be obtained in analog [10] or digital domain [6], and
in adaptive [10] or non-adaptive [6] manner. Unlike in [6],
per-tap phase shifting is also included in [10], allowing phase
rotation of a tapped delayed signal at passband. Thus, the filter
tap weights in [10] become complex, when interpreted from
the baseband waveform perspective, while those in [6] are
real. These effectively complex taps significantly reduce the
cancellation performance dependency on frequency, tap delays,
5and the underlying true delays of the different SI components,
thereby also reducing the number of taps required. This, in
turn, is crucial for mobile devices in order to minimize cost,
size, and power consumption.
In general, there are two options for obtaining and controlling
the tap weights: an open loop and a closed loop. In the
open loop, separate SI channel estimation is needed, followed
by the actual canceller weight calculations. Such strategy
obviously calls for digital processing of a large amount of
data, thereby producing a significant delay in the canceller
adaptation. In the closed loop, on the other hand, the weights
are directly optimized to minimize the SI power at the canceller
output. Such closed-loop adaptive processing structure is thus
essentially a negative feedback system, where the weights are
automatically adjusted in real-time to keep the residual SI
power low at the canceller output. This strategy is very well
suitable for directly tracking a time-varying SI channel under
strict delay requirements [10].
For this reason, in a mobile device, the weight adaptation
for RF cancellation must be done in a closed-loop fashion
since tracking the characteristics of the overall SI waveform
in real-time is a crucial feature. The general structure for such
a closed-loop wideband RF canceller circuit utilizing three
taps is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where the LMS-based learning
algorithm, operating in the digital domain, is also shown for a
single tap. This type of a canceller structure has been observed
to provide excellent cancellation performance under a wide
bandwidth and highly varying channel conditions, as will be
shown through measurements in Section V. Furthermore, as
discussed in detail in [10], this type of an RF canceller is very
robust against various circuit imperfections that typically occur
in mobile-scale devices. In particular, deploying the power
amplifier (PA) output as the reference signal in RF cancellation
is beneficial, since this way all the main transmit chain
imperfections are automatically included in the cancellation
signal [10], [11], and hence subtracted along with the linear
SI. This is particularly important when utilizing a mobile-
scale power-efficient PA, which creates substantial nonlinear
distortion. This then relaxes to certain extent the requirements
on the final residual SI suppression at digital baseband, and
also reduces the required dynamic range for the main receiver
ADC.
IV. ADAPTIVE NONLINEAR DIGITAL CANCELLATION FOR
FINAL SI SUPPRESSION
After analog SI cancellation, the power level of the residual
SI can still be relatively strong in the digitized signal. This calls
for additional digital SI cancellation, which will then decrease
the level of the SI signal below the receiver noise floor. The
most straight-forward method for canceling SI in the digital
domain is to use the original transmit data as the reference
signal, which is then modified according to the effective
channel experienced by the residual SI signal and subsequently
subtracted from the overall received signal. The channel
includes the effects of both the transmitter and the receiver,
the circulator, and the RF canceller, as well as the multipath
components reflected from the antenna and the surrounding
environment. Modeling, estimating and tracking this effective
SI channel is the key factor in digital SI cancellation, and it will
determine the achievable cancellation in the digital domain.
Typically, in most works reported in the literature, the
effective SI channel is assumed to be a linear multipath
channel, which essentially means that the transmitter and
receiver chains are assumed to be linear [2]. With high-quality
components, e.g., well-calibrated laboratory equipment, this
can indeed be the case. However, when considering a mobile-
scale full-duplex transceiver utilizing low-cost mass-produced
components, assuming the transmitter and receiver chains to be
linear will result in a significant model mismatch. In particular,
the transmitter PA is typically heavily nonlinear, especially
with the higher transmit powers. This has a significant impact
on the residual SI observed at digital baseband [9], [11].
Stemming from the above, the nonlinearity of the compo-
nents must be considered in the digital cancellation processing,
especially the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter
PA [6], [9]. In principle, this can be done by modeling the
residual SI as a weighted sum of nonlinear transformations of
the original transmit data, each of which has also some delayed
components (memory) present. A principal structure of such
a nonlinear digital canceller is shown in Fig. 3, where the
original transmit data is first transformed with nonlinear basis
functions and then orthogonalized to ensure efficient learning,
as discussed in more detail in [9]. In this nonlinear canceller, the
actual transceiver chain is modeled as a cascade of a nonlinear
PA and a linear filter, the latter of which consists of the PA
memory, multipath components of the SI signal reflected from
the surroundings, and the RF cancellation circuit [9]. This
means that the nonlinear residual SI channel follows a parallel
Hammerstein (PH) model, whose parameters are relatively
straight-forward to estimate and track based on the observed
SI signal [14].
In general, the parameter estimation can be carried out, for
instance, with block least squares or least mean squares (LMS),
depending on the application and available computational
resources. In a practical mobile transceiver, adaptivity is a
very important factor, as already discussed, and thus LMS
or some other adaptive algorithm is preferred to ensure high
performance under varying coupling channel conditions. In
Figs. 2(a) and 3, the adaptivity is depicted by the real-time
control block, which tunes the coefficients based on the
canceller output signal. The digital canceller output signal
is also used for the actual receiver digital baseband processing,
including the detection of the actual received signal of interest.
Overall, the performance of this type of a nonlinear digital
canceller is of course highly dependent on the validity of the
underlying model. Namely, the utilized PH model has been
shown to be quite accurate for modeling a wide variety of PAs
[14], but often there are also other sources of impairments that
are obviously not included in the model, such as phase noise
[15]. However, under typical circumstances, the nonlinearity
of the PA is the most significant analog impairment from the
SI cancellation perspective [11], which means that the PH
model can be expected to provide sufficient SI cancellation
performance. Therefore, combining an adaptive nonlinear
digital canceller with the proposed multi-tap adaptive RF
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power amplifier and time-varying coupling characteristics.
canceller will result in an agile mobile full-duplex transceiver
design that is capable of efficient SI cancellation both in the
analog and digital domains.
V. DEMONSTRATOR IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASURED
RESULTS
To evaluate the total performance of the described mobile
full-duplex transceiver architecture, real-life RF measurements
and experiments are performed with the measurement setup
shown in Fig. 4, which integrates the different considered
cancellation stages together. The measurements are carried
out using a National Instruments PXIe-5645R vector signal
transceiver (VST) both as a transmitter and a receiver, com-
plemented with an external PA. The used transmit signal is
an LTE waveform with an instantaneous bandwidth of 20, 40
or 80 MHz, centered at 2.46 GHz. The VST output is then
connected directly to a Texas Instruments CC2595 PA which
has a gain of 24 dB at the chosen input power level. The
used PA is a commercial low-cost chip intended to be used
in low-cost battery-powered devices. This means that the PA
produces a significant amount of nonlinear distortion into the
SI waveform, especially with the input power levels used in
these measurements.
After the PA, the signal is divided between the RF canceller
prototype interface and the antenna port using a directional
coupler. Accounting for all the losses incurred by dividing
the transmit signal among the different paths, the approximate
transmit power at the antenna is in the order of +6. . .+8 dBm,
depending on the bandwidth. Such transmit powers are feasible
in future ultra-dense 5G networks where inter-site distances
below 100 m are to be expected1, while experimenting with
higher transmit powers is an important topic for our future
1Nokia Solutions and Networks, ”Ten key rules of 5G deployment,” white
paper C401-01178-WP-201503-1-EN, 2015
work. The deployed circulator and the low-cost shared-antenna
yield an overall isolation only in the order of 20 dB between
the transmitter and the receiver chains, mostly because of
the reflection from the antenna. Then, after the circulator, the
desired RX signal and SI are routed back to the prototype
RF canceller, which performs the RF cancellation procedure
utilizing the PA output signal as described in Section III. Finally,
the RF cancelled signal is routed to the receiver (NI PXIe-
5645R) and captured as digital I and Q samples, which are
post-processed offline to implement linear as well as nonlinear
digital baseband cancellation. The parameter learning in the
digital canceller is done with basic LMS adaptation described
in more detail in [9], using a highest nonlinearity order (P )
of 11. Learning the parameters with such a simple algorithm
guarantees that the digital cancellation procedure is done in
a computationally efficient manner, which is obviously an
important aspect in a mobile-scale device. In the forthcoming
results, the adaptive digital cancellation algorithm is first
allowed to converge towards the steady-state coefficient values,
after which the cancellation performance is measured. This
ensures that the results show the true performance of the digital
canceller.
A. Self-Adaptive RF Canceller Implementation and Measured
Performance
First, the performance of the self-adaptive three-tap RF
canceller, illustrated in Fig. 2(b), is evaluated with different
bandwidths. Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) show the measured RF
signal spectra after the RF canceller when the signal bandwidth
is 20, 40, and 80 MHz, respectively. Also the spectra of the
transmit signal and the RF canceller input signal are shown
for reference. With the 20 MHz signal, the overall suppression
achieved by the RF canceller is close to 50 dB, and even with
the 80 MHz signal the SI can still be attenuated by more than
7Fig. 4: The laboratory measurement setup used to evaluate and demonstrate the analog and digital self-interference cancellation performance
of a shared-antenna full-duplex transceiver.
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Fig. 5: The RF cancellation performance with a three-tap canceller at 2.46 GHz center-frequency with (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c)
80 MHz transmit signals. The value in the parentheses is the power measured over the mentioned bandwidth around the center frequency.
40 dB. To the best of our knowledge, these are the highest
reported values for active RF cancellation thus far, especially
for such wideband signals. By increasing the number of taps
in the canceller, even wider bandwidths can be potentially
supported with this architecture [10].
Next, we demonstrate the self-adaptation capabilities of the
developed RF cancellation circuit and its underlying automated
control intelligence. A time-varying reflection scenario around
the antenna is deliberately created by bringing different
reflecting materials close to the antenna. This changes heavily
the total SI coupling channel, and hence calls for fast adaption
in the RF cancellation circuit. This overall setup is demonstrated
through a video recording of the experimentation, showing that
the developed RF canceller can rapidly self-heal its operation
by automatically tuning the amplitudes and phases of the RF
cancellation paths. The video recording is available at
• RF canceller demonstration: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org or
http://www.tut.fi/full-duplex/commag
B. Total Integrated System Performance Including Nonlinear
Digital Cancellation
Despite the impressive RF cancellation performance demon-
strated above, the level of the residual SI is still substantially
above the receiver noise floor in the digital domain. Thus, the
downconverted and digitized received signal is next processed
by the digital SI canceller, which is implemented in a host
processor. Furthermore, because of the low-cost mobile-scale
PA, nonlinear digital SI cancellation with LMS parameter
learning is utilized [9].
Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) show example signal spectra of
the SI signal after each cancellation stage, including adaptive
nonlinear digital cancellation described in Section IV. It can
be observed that, for the considered bandwidths of 20, 40, and
80 MHz, the combined attenuation of the circulator and the RF
canceller is 63–68 dB, after which the described adaptive
nonlinear digital canceller attenuates the SI signal further
by another 25 dB. With classical linear digital cancellation,
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Fig. 6: The overall cancellation performance with (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c) 80 MHz LTE waveforms at 2.46 GHz, the contribution
of each cancellation stage being shown separately (projected on to the baseband). In the digital canceller, nonlinearities up to the 11th order
are considered to accurately model the low-cost power amplifier. This allows the nonlinear digital canceller to push the residual SI to the
receiver noise floor, clearly outperforming the linear canceller whose performance is heavily limited by the power amplifier induced nonlinear
distortion.
the total SI attenuation is roughly 10 dB less, illustrating
that nonlinear digital cancellation processing is a necessary
requirement for a mobile full-duplex transceiver with substantial
nonlinear distortion in the transmitter power amplification stage.
Overall, these examples demonstrate that the described
mobile full-duplex transceiver architecture is capable of at-
tenuating the SI practically to the receiver noise floor even
with the 80 MHz signal bandwidth. This indicates that very
good overall wideband performance is achieved also under
practical conditions, despite a heavily nonlinear transmitter PA
and a shared antenna. Hence, the proposed architecture is well
capable of coping with the challenges posed by the mobile
device environment, such as circuit imperfections, wideband
operation, and time-varying channel conditions.
VI. CONCLUSION
To fully capitalize the benefits of inband full-duplex radio
technology in, e.g., cellular networks, also the mobile devices
should support simultaneous transmission and reception at
the same center-frequency. This article explored the most
prominent challenges in implementing mobile inband full-
duplex devices, and also described solutions to these problems.
In particular, a mobile full-duplex device must be capable of
shared-antenna operation, as well as adapting to the changes in
the self-interference channel environment. Also, since a mobile-
scale device is typically relying on low-cost components, the
different circuit impairments must be considered as they directly
affect the self-interference cancellation ability. Furthermore,
nowadays also mobile devices must be able to handle very
wideband signals to ensure high data rates.
As a solution to these challenges, this article demonstrated
a prototype implementation having a shared transmit/receive
antenna, an adaptive wideband multi-tap RF canceller, and an
adaptive wideband nonlinear digital canceller. It was shown
that the novel wideband RF cancellation solution with built-in
capability to automatically track changes in the self-interference
channel characteristics can yield RF cancellation gains beyond
40 dB, even with waveform bandwidths in the order of 80 MHz
and a highly nonlinear low-cost power amplifier. Measured
examples also demonstrated good self-adaptation capabilities
against fast changes in the environment around the antenna.
Moreover, the adaptive nonlinear digital canceller was shown
to push the residual self-interference down to the noise floor
of the receiver, also under a heavily nonlinear transmitter
power amplifier. All in all, these findings pave the way towards
potentially enabling the full-duplex capability also in the mobile
devices of the future 5G or beyond radio communication
systems.
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1Compact Inband Full-Duplex Relays with
Beyond 100 dB Self-Interference Suppression:
Enabling Techniques and Field Measurements
Dani Korpi, Mikko Heino, Clemens Icheln,
Katsuyuki Haneda, and Mikko Valkama
Abstract—In this paper, the self-interference channel and novel
enabling techniques for a compact inband full-duplex relay are
described and characterized in different operating environments.
The full-duplex operation is based on a novel antenna design
that uses wavetraps to provide passive isolation of up to 70 dB
between the transmit and receive antenna ports. The passive
isolation is complemented with novel active RF and digital
cancellation stages that further suppress the residual SI to the
receiver noise floor. Measurement results of a complete prototype
implementation show that the proposed design can achieve an
overall SI cancellation performance of over 100 dB even with an
ambitious instantaneous bandwidth of 80 MHz. Similar results
are obtained both in an anechoic chamber as well as in realistic
multipath indoor environments.
Index Terms—Full-duplex, relay, self-interference, isolation,
antenna design, digital cancellation, RF measurements
I. INTRODUCTION
Inband full-duplex communications is a recent paradigm shift
in the field of wireless communications [1]–[4]. It means that,
instead of the traditional time division duplexing (TDD) or fre-
quency division duplexing (FDD), the transmission and reception
are done simultaneously on the same center-frequency. The great-
est challenge of inband full-duplex communications is the own
transmit signal, which is coupling to the receiver, and thereby
becomes a significant source of self-interference (SI). Such SI
can be several orders of magnitude more powerful than any
received signal of interest. Nevertheless, various research groups
have already constructed demonstrator implementations that are
capable of efficient SI suppression in the receiver, with state-of-
the-art results being described in [2], [5]–[7].
One of the most prominent applications for a full-duplex radio
is an inband relay [4], [5]. In relaying, the same amount of time
is spent for receiving as well as for transmitting, which is well
suitable for an inband full-duplex device. Also, a full-duplex relay
would transmit and receive continuously on the same frequency
band, which means that no changes in the frequency planning or
time slot allocations are needed in the network. Thus, inband full-
duplex relays could be implemented such that they are entirely
transparent from the network perspective.
A trivial way to ensure sufficient isolation between the transmit-
ter and the receiver in a relay is to increase the distance between
the transmit and receive antennas [8]. However, this would also
increase the size of the relay, which is often not desirable or feasi-
ble. In order to construct a compact inband full-duplex relay, more
advanced techniques are needed [5], [9]. In this paper, we describe
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and evaluate a novel architecture based on a compact MIMO-
capable antenna design that utilizes wavetraps to provide up to
70 dB of passive isolation between all the transmit and receive
antennas. This means that the proposed relay architecture obtains
high levels of passive SI suppression while still maintaining a very
compact size.
The isolation provided by the antenna design is then com-
plemented by active SI cancellation stages. In this work, two
scenarios are considered: (i) the received SI is cancelled both in
the RF and digital domains, and (ii) the received SI is cancelled
only in the digital domain. For the digital cancellation stage,
a novel nonlinear processing structure combined with adaptive
basis function orthogonalization scheme is also presented. The
reported measurement results illustrate that both of these active
cancellation approaches can suppress the SI to the receiver noise
floor, with instantaneous bandwidths of up to 80 MHz. With the
used transmit power levels, this translates to a total SI suppression
of over 100 dB. When using a narrower bandwidth of 20 MHz, the
total amount of SI cancellation in a realistic indoor environment is
nearly 110 dB. To the best of our knowledge, these are the highest
reported SI cancellation performances for any inband full-duplex
relay, measured in true live operating environments.
The proposed antenna design has been previously introduced
in [10]. However, there the antenna was characterised only in an
anechoic chamber. This paper provides comprehensive SI channel
measurements also in realistic multipath environments to validate
the antenna design in real use scenarios. Another novelty of this
paper is the inclusion of advanced active SI cancellation stages in
the relay, which reflect further developments compared to existing
prior art presented in [5], [11]. In particular, it is shown that a
passive MIMO-capable relay antenna design together with active
cancellation only in the digital domain can already bring the SI
down to the noise floor. Compared to, e.g., [2], this avoids the need
for an analog cancellation circuit board, which can be complex and
power consuming, especially in a MIMO system. Furthermore, the
proposed relay architecture does not need to resort to spatial SI
filtering [4], which means that all the degrees-of-freedom of the
MIMO channels can be used for the improvement of desired links.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the antenna design and the active RF and digital cancellation
solutions. After this, Section III characterizes the antenna perfor-
mance in different environments through channel measurements.
Measured overall SI cancellation performances for an anechoic
chamber and a realistic indoor environment are then reported and
analysed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. ADVANCED SI SUPPRESSION SOLUTIONS
A. High-Isolation Antenna Design
In order to minimize the SI power coupling to the receiver, an
antenna with a high TX-RX isolation of 65–70 dB is adopted. The
size of the antenna arrangement is similar to a typical WLAN
access point and it has two ports on both sides of the structure,
making it capable of 2×2 MIMO operation. Inherently, this kind
of an antenna structure has a back-to-back TX-RX isolation of 50
dB. However, by adding wavetraps around the edges of the struc-
ture, the ground plane currents are suppressed, which improves
the isolation by 15–20 dB between all TX and RX port pairs.
This is caused by the reduced edge diffraction, which significantly
decreases the coupling between the TX and RX sides. The antenna
is illustrated in Fig. 1 and detailed in [10].
2Fig. 1: The measured relay antenna with wavetraps. Ports 3 and 4 are
on the other side of the relay.
B. Multitap RF Cancellation
The purpose of the RF canceller is then to provide further SI at-
tenuation on top of the passive antenna isolation before the actual
receiver chain. This ensures that the overall received signal does
not saturate the receiver low-noise amplifier (LNA) or the analog-
to-digital converter (ADC). Essentially, the RF canceller uses the
power amplifier (PA) output signal to generate a replica of the
observed SI signal in the receiver input, and consequently cancel it
out. As described in our earlier work in [11], multiple RF branches
or taps can be adopted, all with different RF delays and tunable
amplitudes and phases, to facilitate accurate SI regeneration.
The particular RF cancellation solution developed and mea-
sured in this work adopts two branches or taps, since this is enough
to cancel the direct leakage after the high isolation provided by the
antenna. The multipath components of the SI are then dealt with
in the digital domain, since cancelling them in the RF domain
would require a prohibitively large number of taps in the RF
canceller [12]. Hence, when described at baseband equivalent
level, the signal after the RF cancellation can be expressed as
yRF (t) = y (t)−
2∑
n=1
wnxPA (t− τn) , (1)
where y (t) is the receiver input signal, xPA (t) is the PA output
signal, wn is the complex weight of the nth tap, and τn is the
relative delay of the input signal of the nth tap. The correct
amplitude and phase settings for the two taps are obtained by
a self-adaptive control algorithm, implementing an LMS type
learning rule. This can be described as
wn ← wn + µRF
∫ (
xIQPA (t− τn)
)∗
yIQRF (t) dt, (2)
where µRF is the RF canceller step size, x
IQ
PA (t) is the IQ demod-
ulated baseband observation of the PA output signal, and yIQRF (t)
is the IQ demodulated RF canceller output signal. This type of a
closed-loop control system allows the RF canceller to learn and
track the coupling channel in real time and thereby ensure that
the power level of the SI entering the actual receiver chain is
not too high. Compared to our earlier work and results described
in [5], [11], where purely analog control loop was adopted, the
RF canceller developed in this work builds on a digital control
loop, meaning that the learning of the weights, described by (2), is
done fully in the digital domain. This obviously allows for a more
flexible implementation of the RF canceller.
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Fig. 2: A general illustration of the LMS based adaptive nonlinear
digital canceller, incorporating a parallel Hammerstein model for
a wideband nonlinear power amplifier. Here, hp(n) denotes the
coefficients of the orthogonalized pth-order basis function, which
together comprise the combined coefficient vector h(n).
C. Nonlinear Digital Cancellation
To finally suppress the residual SI to the level of the receiver
noise floor, further cancellation in the digital domain is still
typically required [3], [5]. Digital cancellation can be performed
using the original transmit data as the reference signal, which is
then properly filtered with an estimate of the overall SI channel.
In this case, the overall SI channel includes the effects of the
transmitter, the wireless channel, the RF canceller, and the receiver.
In terms of the performance of the digital canceller, obtaining an
accurate estimate of the SI channel is the most crucial aspect.
A particularly challenging issue in digital SI cancellation is the
nonlinear nature of the transmitter PA [2], [3]. Namely, when uti-
lizing a power-efficient PA, the relationship between the observed
SI and the original transmit signal is no more linear. This means
that a nonlinear signal model must be used in the digital canceller,
as shown already in [2], [3].
In this work, a nonlinear digital canceller combined with LMS-
based parameter learning is developed. Assuming that the trans-
mitter PA is the only significant source of nonlinear distortion, a
parallel Hammerstein (PH) model can be used to accurately model
the observed SI [13]. As a starting point, let us define the so-called
basis function vector as
Φ(n) =
[
φ1(x(n)) φ3(x(n)) · · · φP (x(n))
]T
, (3)
where φp (x(n)) = |x(n)|p−1 x(n) is the pth-order nonlinear
basis function, x(n) is the original baseband transmit signal,
and P is the nonlinearity order of the signal model. The basic
idea behind the PH model is to allow for estimating the effec-
tive SI channel separately for each basis function, incorporating
also memory. However, because the different nonlinear terms
are typically highly correlated, resulting in poor convergence of
LMS-type parameter learning algorithms, they must be efficiently
orthogonalized. This can be done by using a novel adaptive
orthogonalization procedure alongside the actual LMS parameter
learning, as described below. The overall adaptive nonlinear digi-
tal cancellation stage is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Denoting first the instantaneous orthogonalization matrix at
time index n by W (n), the basis function orthogonalization step
can be expressed as
Φ˜(n) = W (n)Φ(n). (4)
The orthogonalization matrix is then updated during each iteration
3using the following rule [14, Chapter 4]:
W (n+ 1) = W (n)− µort
(
Φ˜(n)Φ˜H(n)− I
)
W (n) , (5)
where µort is the learning parameter for the adaptive orthogonal-
izer, (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose, and I is the identity
matrix. The orthogonalization matrix is typically initialized as
W (0) = I.
Then, the actual LMS-based learning step is carried out for the
effective SI channel parameters, corresponding to the orthogonal-
ized nonlinear basis function samples. Utilizing (4), the input of
the combined LMS filter h(n) can be written as
u(n) =[
Φ˜(n+M1 )
T Φ˜(n+M1 − 1)T · · · Φ˜(n−M2 )T
]T
(6)
where M1 and M2 are the amounts of pre-cursor and post-cursor
memory, respectively. Then, the canceller output signal at time-
instant n can be written as
yDC (n) = yRF (n)− h(n)Hu(n), (7)
where yRF (n) denotes the received (and possibly RF cancelled)
signal in the digital domain. The final step in the LMS parameter
learning procedure is then to update the coefficients h(n) based
on the cancelled sample. The update rule can be expressed as
h(n+ 1) = h(n) + Λy∗DC (n)u(n), (8)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix consisting of the step sizes for each
nonlinear basis function and (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The coefficient vector is commonly initialized as h(0) = 0 if no
further side-information is available. This type of an LMS-based
adaptive nonlinear digital canceller allows for accurate regenera-
tion of the residual SI under a nonlinear PA, as well as efficient
parameter tracking under time-varying SI channel conditions.
III. ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS
Previously in [10], the antenna performance was only measured
in an anechoic chamber, i.e., under ideal conditions without reflec-
tions from the environment that can easily couple the TX signal to
the RX antenna. In this section, the performance of the antenna
is studied in different real multipath environments. Especially,
if there are reflecting surfaces near the antenna, the reflections
from the environment can in general decrease the overall isolation
[7], [8]. An interesting aspect is the ratio between the directly
coupled SI power and the reflected SI power, which is analogous
to the Rician K-factor of fading channels, since the antennas
with very high inherent TX-RX isolation, such as the prototype
antenna used in this paper, only attenuate the direct SI coupling.
It is expected that at some point, when the environment becomes
sufficiently reverberant, the reflected SI power starts to dominate,
thereby introducing an environment-dependent upper limit on the
achievable antenna isolation.
The coupling for co-polarized TX-RX port pair 2-4 of the
antenna, measured in the different environments shown in Fig. 3,
is presented in Fig. 4. It can clearly be observed that the multi-
path propagation decreases the attainable isolation, while causing
ripples in the S-parameters due to destructive and constructive
interference of the different multipath components. For reference,
Fig. 4 also shows the return loss of the antenna, from where it
can be observed that its bandwidth is roughly 150 MHz for a
maximum return loss of −10 dB.
(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 3: The measurement setup (a) in the chamber, (b) outdoors, (c)
indoors I, and (d) indoors II.
In order to investigate more closely the isolation of the antenna
in the different environments, the second column of Table I shows
the mean isolation ( 1N
∑fmax
f=fmin
|S42|2)−1 for the frequencies
between 2.55–2.65 GHz. From there, it can be seen that the
measured isolation in the anechoic chamber and outdoors stays
roughly the same. Thereby, in the outdoors case, the environment
does not affect the obtained isolation much, owing to the sparsity
of scatterers around the antenna. However, in the first indoor case,
the isolation over a 100 MHz bandwidth is degraded by 4.4 dB
when compared to the anechoic chamber. In the second indoor
case, the isolation degradation is 7.1 dB. This degradation can be
explained by the increase in the multipath SI power in the more
reverberant environments.
Figure 5 shows the impulse responses calculated with non-
windowed IFFT from the S-parameters for the frequency range
of 2.5–2.7 GHz with delay resolution of 5 ns. The increase
in the power of late reflections in the more reverberant indoor
environments is evident. Moreover, since the reflecting surfaces
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Fig. 4: The S-parameters of the antenna in the different environments.
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Fig. 5: SI channel impulse responses in the different environments.
are closer to the antenna in the second indoor environment, the
early reflected SI power is higher than in the first indoor case. The
direct coupling in the antenna structure remains roughly the same
in each case.
From Fig. 5, the power differences between the direct coupling
and late reflections can be calculated for each environment. The
rightmost column of Table I compares the power associated with
the first two delay taps (0–7.5 ns), containing the direct coupling
and the short delay by the cables in Fig. 1, to the power received
after 7.5 ns. In the outdoor and chamber results, it can be seen
that the received direct SI dominates. However, in the indoor
environments, the power received from the multipath reflections
is actually higher than the direct coupling. This indicates that, in
closed environments, the ability of the antenna to reduce the SI is
limited. In other words, this means that the current relay design is
already good enough for such environments, since increasing the
antenna isolation further would not help to reduce the SI.
IV. OVERALL CANCELLATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed
full-duplex relay architecture, RF field measurements are next
performed on a complete demonstrator setup. The whole system
is evaluated both in the anechoic chamber as well as in the first
indoor deployment scenario, where the antenna is located in a
university building. In the chamber measurements, also an RF
canceller is employed, while in the indoor measurements it is left
TABLE I: The mean antenna isolation from 2.55 to 2.65 GHz, together
with the ratio of direct (≤ 7.5 ns) and multipath (> 7.5 ns) SI.
Environment Mean isolation
PSI(delay ≤ 7.5 ns)
PSI(delay > 7.5 ns)
Chamber 67.2 dB 5.7 dB
Outdoors 68.1 dB 8.1 dB
Indoors I 62.8 dB −0.3 dB
Indoors II 60.1 dB −2.5 dB
out. This is done in order to put maximum processing burden on
the developed nonlinear digital SI canceller and thus test its full
cancellation power.
A. Chamber Measurements
Let us first investigate the overall performance of the full-
duplex relay under the ideal conditions of the anechoic chamber.
The measurement setup is as shown in Fig. 3(a), where the antenna
itself is suspended in the air to avoid any undesired effects caused
by supporting structures. The essential measurement parameters
are listed in Table II.
In the measurements, a National Instruments PXIe-5645R vec-
tor signal transceiver (VST) is used both as the transmitter and the
receiver. The transmit signal is an LTE waveform of a specified
bandwidth and an output power of −5 dBm, centred at 2.56 GHz.
The VST output signal is then further amplified by an external PA
with a gain of 36 dB, after which the transmit signal is divided
between the RF canceller and the antenna. Accounting for all the
losses in the transmission path, the final transmit power is in the
order of 29 dBm for all the considered bandwidths.
The signal that is received by the antenna is first routed to
the RF canceller board, during which it is attenuated by 5 dB
due to the cable and insertion losses. The RF canceller contains
two branches with excess delays of 5 ns and 7.5 ns, respectively,
targeting to suppress primarily the direct SI component. Note
that, as already stated earlier, in order to suppress the various
multipath components evident in Fig. 5 in the RF domain, an
impractical number of taps would be required, and hence they can
be attenuated more efficiently in the digital domain. The delays
of the two taps are chosen based on the impulse response of the
direct coupling through the antenna, such that as much of the
energy of the SI as possible is between the taps while their mutual
delay is minimized. For more information regarding the interplay
between the tap delays and RF cancellation performance, refer to
[12]. After RF cancellation, the signal is fed to the VST-receiver,
which records the I- and Q-samples for digital post processing.
The digital cancellation procedure is then performed in the host
processor using the recorded samples. The digital canceller uti-
lizes adaptive nonlinear modeling of the residual SI waveform and
the adaptive orthogonalization procedure, using the parameters
specified in Table II. Both the nonlinearity order and the number
of pre- and post-cursor taps are chosen based on experimental
evaluation such that the cancellation performance is maximized.
The required nonlinearity order stems from the characteristics of
the used low-cost PA, while the required number of taps is mostly
determined by the nature of the wireless coupling channel as well
as by the various memory effects introduced by the transceiver
itself. Learning parameters in the order of 10−3 . . . 10−6 are then
used for the adaptation of the orthogonalization matrix and the
coefficients of the nonlinear basis functions. In addition, the can-
cellation performance of a regular linear digital canceller is also
5TABLE II: The relevant parameters used in the overall cancellation
measurements.
Parameter Chamber Indoors
Bandwidth 20/40/80 MHz 20/40/80 MHz
Transmit power 29 dBm 24 dBm
Center frequency 2.56 GHz 2.56 GHz
PA gain 36 dB 36 dB
RF canceller Yes No
Highest nonlinearity order (P ) 11 11
Number of pre-cursor taps M1 50 50
Number of post-cursor taps M2 50 50
evaluated and reported for reference. The linear digital canceller
is obtained as a special case of the described nonlinear digital
canceller simply by setting the nonlinearity order P = 1.
The signal spectra after all the different cancellation stages are
shown in Fig. 6 for bandwidths of 20, 40, and 80 MHz. It can
be observed that the isolation provided by the considered relay
antenna is in the order of 70 dB for all the bandwidths, even after
taking into account the losses in the reception path. This result is
well in line with the observations made in Section III. After this,
the SI is further suppressed by the two-tap RF canceller, which
can attenuate the SI by 7 to 17 dB, depending on the bandwidth.
The relatively low amount of RF cancellation is explained by the
extraordinarily high isolation provided already by the antenna,
which means that the direct SI leakage is rather weak even before
the RF canceller.
The final cancellation stage is then the digital canceller, which
in this case is in fact able to attenuate the residual SI nearly per-
fectly, even with the 80 MHz transmit signal, as can be observed
in Fig. 6(c). The slight difference between the signal power after
the digital cancellation and the theoretical receiver noise floor can
be partially attributed to the RF canceller circuitry and the small
amount of distortion it produces. In particular, with the wider
bandwidths, the RF canceller is producing some spurious tones,
as can be observed in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), and this somewhat
contributes to the power of the residual SI. Nevertheless, even after
accounting for all the losses in the transmitter and the receiver, the
overall amount of SI cancellation is still in the order of 110 dB for
20 MHz bandwidth, and roughly 100 dB for 80 MHz bandwidth.
These are one of the highest reported SI cancellation performances
for such wide bandwidths [2], [5]. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows that
reaching these cancellation levels requires nonlinear modeling in
the digital domain, since the linear digital canceller is not capable
of sufficiently accurate SI regeneration.
B. Indoor Measurements
The overall indoor performance of the full-duplex relay is eval-
uated in the first indoor environment, the measurement location
being shown in Fig. 3(c). A similar measurement setup was used
as in the chamber measurements, with all the essential parameters
listed again in Table II. The only difference is that now the
transmission is done with a lower VST output power of−10 dBm,
which results in an overall transmit power of roughly 24 dBm.
In addition, due to the high amount of antenna isolation and the
presence of various multipath components with large delays, the
RF canceller is not used in this case, since it is not capable of
providing further attenuation under such very long echoes. For
this reason, and to test the performance boundaries of digital SI
cancellation, the forthcoming results incorporate only the antenna
isolation and the nonlinear digital canceller.
The signal spectra after the different cancellation stages for
the three different transmission bandwidths are shown in Fig. 7.
It can be observed that, even under the realistic deployment
scenario, the antenna provides an isolation in the order of 65 dB
for bandwidths up to 80 MHz. The nonlinear digital canceller can
then attenuate the SI further by around 40 dB, pushing the SI
practically to the receiver noise floor with all bandwidths. Due
to the relatively high transmit power, the PA produces again a
significant amount of nonlinear distortion, which means that the
linear digital canceller is not capable of generating a sufficiently
accurate cancellation signal. In Fig. 7, this is evident from the
lower amount of cancellation obtained with the linear canceller.
Taking into account the overall receiver loss of 4 dB, the total
amount of cancellation is thereby 106 dB, 103 dB, or 100 dB for
bandwidths of 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or 80 MHz, respectively. Note
that the level of the residual SI in the 40 and 80 MHz cases is
somewhat increased by the spurious tone located around 13 MHz,
and hence the true amount of SI cancellation can be assumed to
be slightly more. This spurious tone is likely caused by the PXIe-
5645R VST itself, made visible by the high transmit power and
the consecutive large amount of SI cancellation.
When comparing the measurement results from the chamber
and from indoors, it can be seen that the overall cancellation
performance is largely similar. This holds despite the effective
coupling channel being highly frequency selective in the indoor
measurements, as can be observed in Fig. 7. This frequency selec-
tivity results in the RF canceller not performing optimally, since it
has been designed for scenarios with a dominant signal component
present. Hence, even though it provides a reasonable amount of
cancellation in the chamber measurements, it cannot cancel the SI
in the indoor measurements. Even with this challenge, however,
the nonlinear digital canceller can provide the necessary amount of
SI suppression also in the indoor measurements, and the residual
SI is consequently attenuated to the receiver noise floor. Hence,
even though the analog SI cancellation is absent in the indoor
measurements, the overall cancellation performance is still nearly
the same, indicating the high robustness and excellent cancellation
power of the digital canceller. All in all, these integrated measure-
ment results show that, in terms of SI cancellation performance,
the implemented relay architecture is already capable of achieving
true full-duplex operation even for very wideband systems in
challenging true environments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, key enabling techniques for a compact inband full-
duplex relay were described and evaluated. First, the operation of
a high-isolation relay antenna was characterized in four different
environments. It was concluded that there is a limit on how much
isolation can be obtained with high-isolation relay antennas in
reverberant environments. In order to fully suppress the residual
self-interference, further active cancellation stages in the analog
and/or digital domain were then introduced. Together with these
additional cancellers, it was shown that the described full-duplex
relay architecture can achieve overall self-interference cancella-
tion performances of over 100 dB in realistic environments, even
with only digital cancellation and ambitious bandwidths up to
80 MHz. This means that the self-interference is canceled to the
receiver noise floor even with transmit powers in the order of
30 dBm, despite a heavily nonlinear transmitter power amplifier.
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Fig. 6: The signal spectra after the different cancellation stages when measured in an anechoic chamber using (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and
(c) 80 MHz LTE waveforms.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel digital self-interference canceller for an inband multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
full-duplex radio. The signal model utilized by the canceller is capable of modeling the in-phase quadrature (IQ)
imbalance, the nonlinearity of the transmitter power amplifier, and the crosstalk between the transmitters, thereby
being the most comprehensive signal model presented thus far within the full-duplex literature. Furthermore, it is also
shown to be valid for various different radio frequency (RF) cancellation solutions. In addition to this, a novel
complexity reduction scheme for the digital canceller is also presented. It is based on the widely known principal
component analysis, which is used to generate a transformation matrix for controlling the number of parameters in
the canceller. Extensive waveform simulations are then carried out, and the obtained results confirm the high
performance of the proposed digital canceller under various circuit imperfections. The complexity reduction scheme
is also shown to be capable of removing up to 65% of the parameters in the digital canceller, thereby significantly
reducing its computational requirements.
Keywords: Full-duplex, MIMO, Self-interference, RF impairments, Crosstalk
1 Introduction
Inband full-duplex communications is a promising can-
didate technology for further improving the spectral effi-
ciency of the next generation wireless systems, such as
the 5G networks [1–11]. The basic idea behind it is
to transmit and receive at the same time at the same
center-frequency, thereby in principle doubling the spec-
tral efficiency. The drawback of such inband full-duplex
operation is the own transmit signal, which is coupling to
the receiver and becomes an extremely powerful source
of self-interference (SI). The most significant challenge
in implementing inband full-duplex radios in practice
is thereby the development of SI cancellation solutions,
which are capable of removing the SI in the receiver.
There are already reports of various demonstrator imple-
mentations, which achieve relatively high SI cancellation
performance, thereby allowing for true inband full-duplex
operation [1–3, 6, 7, 11–14].
Moreover, in order tomeet the high throughput require-
ments of the future wireless networks, it is inevitable that
*Correspondence: dani.korpi@tut.fi
Department of Electronics and Communications Engineering, Tampere
University of Technology, Tampere, Finland
the inband full-duplex concept must be combined with
MIMO capabilities in the transceivers [7, 12–19]. This
obviously results in a higher physical layer capacity, but
it also requires more elaborate SI cancellation solutions.
In particular, in a MIMO transceiver, the observed SI
signal in each receiver consists of a combination of all
the transmit signals, which means that also the SI can-
cellers must have all of the transmit signals available.
Furthermore, in order to perform SI cancellation, the cou-
pling channels between all the transmitters and receivers
must be estimated, which results in a somewhat more
demanding SI cancellation procedure. Nevertheless, this
increased complexity is justified by the higher physical
layer throughputs.
Especially the complexity of the RF canceller is heav-
ily affected by the number of transmitters and receivers
[7, 15]. For an NT × NR MIMO transceiver, the RF can-
celler requires at least NTNR cancellation paths, or even
more if using a multi-tap solution [7, 20]. This number
can be somewhat decreased by using auxiliary transmit-
ters to upconvert digitally generated cancellation signals,
since then only NR cancellation paths are required. How-
ever, the drawback of this solution is obviously the need
for additional RF transmitters, as well as the fact that the
© The Author(s). 2017 Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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digitally generated cancellation signals do not include any
of the transmitter-induced impairments, which thereby
remain unaffected by this type of an RF cancellation solu-
tion [1]. Another possible solution for decreasing the
complexity of RF cancellation in the context of very large
transmit antenna arrays is to use beamforming to form
nulls in the receive antennas [4, 21], which might even
allow for completely omitting RF cancellation. In typical
MIMO devices, however, the increase in the RF cancella-
tion complexity is more or less inevitable.
Also, the complexity of digital SI cancellation is some-
what increased under MIMO operation, but it is obvi-
ously more straight-forward to process several SI signals
in the digital domain. In particular, more computa-
tional resources are needed to estimate all the channel
responses between the several transmitters and receivers,
but no additional RF hardware is required. However,
having several transmit chains on a single chip intro-
duces another issue from the perspective of the dig-
ital canceller: the crosstalk between the transmitters,
which occurs both before and after the power ampli-
fiers (PAs) [22–28]. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Fig. 1 for an example case of three transmitters. What
makes this an especially cumbersome issue is the fact
that typically the PAs introduce significant nonlinear
distortion [3, 29]. This, on the other hand, means
that nonlinear modeling of the SI is required in the
digital canceller, which is very challenging if the PA
input is in fact a linear combination of all the orig-
inal transmit signals, as is the case under crosstalk
[26]. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to model the
crosstalk, since otherwise the accuracy of the regener-
ated SI signal is not sufficiently high. This is especially
crucial for the emerging massive MIMO transceivers,
where the large amount of transmit chains calls for a
Fig. 1 An illustration of the crosstalk phenomenon in a three-antenna
MIMO transmitter, where crosstalk occurs both before and after the
PAs. The former is typically referred to as nonlinear crosstalk, while the
latter is called linear crosstalk
high level of integration, which results in more leak-
age between the transmission paths [28]. Hence, the
increase in computational complexity caused by the
crosstalk modeling must be tolerated in order to obtain
sufficient levels of SI cancellation also under MIMO
operation.
In this article, we present a general signal model for
the observed SI in the digital domain under a scenario
where there is crosstalk between the transmit chains
before and after nonlinear PAs. Moreover, it is shown
that the signal model can be applied to various different
RF cancellation solutions. The presented comprehensive
signal model, which shows the effect of the crosstalk in
terms of the original transmit signals, is then used as
a basis for a high-performance digital SI canceller. The
IQ imbalance occurring both in the transmitters and in
the receivers is also included in the signal model, since
it is typically one of the dominant sources of distortion
in a practical transceiver, alongside with the PA-induced
nonlinearities [30].
Furthermore, to address the increase in the compu-
tational complexity due to the MIMO operation and
crosstalk modeling, a novel principal component analy-
sis (PCA)-based solution is proposed, which can be used
to control the complexity of the signal model. In partic-
ular, PCA processing is used to identify the insignificant
terms in the observed SI signal, which are then omit-
ted in the further cancellation processing. This results
in a significant reduction of the unknown parameters
that must be estimated, which obviously decreases the
computational requirements of the digital SI canceller.
Moreover, since the most dominant SI terms are retained
by such processing, there is no essential degradation in
the cancellation performance. To the best of our knowl-
edge, such complexity reduction schemes have not been
previously proposed in the context of SI cancellation
solutions.
The detailed list of novel contributions in this paper is
as follows:
• We derive the most comprehensive MIMO signal
model for the observed SI presented so far in the
literature. It covers various RF cancellation scenarios,
while also modeling the crosstalk between the
transmitters under low-cost nonlinear PAs and IQ
imbalance.
• We propose a novel nonlinear digital SI canceller,
which utilizes the aforementioned advanced signal
model.
• We propose a novel complexity reduction scheme
based on PCA, which can be used to control the
computational complexity of the digital canceller,
while minimizing the decrease in the cancellation
performance.
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• We present numerical results, which illustrate
various aspects of the proposed digital SI cancellation
solution with realistic waveform simulations.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the MIMO signal model is derived. Then,
in Section 3, the actual nonlinear digital SI canceller is
presented, alongside with the parameter estimation pro-
cedure and the PCA-based complexity reduction scheme.
After this, in Section 4, the proposed digital SI cancella-
tion solution is evaluated with realistic waveform simula-
tions. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2 Baseband equivalent signal modeling
In this section, we build a complete SI channel model
for a MIMO full-duplex device, including the effects of
transmitter impairments (PA nonlinearity, IQ imbalance,
and transmitter crosstalk), the linear MIMO SI channel,
and RF cancellation. In the forthcoming analysis, the non-
linearities produced by the digital-to-analog and analog-
to-digital converters (DACs and ADCs) [31], alongside
with phase noise, are omitted from the signal model for
simplicity, although phase noise is still included in the
reported simulation results.
An illustration of the considered full-duplex MIMO
transceiver is given in Fig. 2, with two alternative RF
cancellation solutions. In particular, the RF cancellation
can be done either by utilizing the PA output signals,
or by generating the cancellation signals in the digital
domain and upconverting them with the help of auxil-
iary transmitters. In the forthcoming analysis, both of
these options are considered. Furthermore, in Fig. 2, the
transceiver is shown to have separate transmit and receive
antennas only for illustrative purposes, since the same
signal model can also be applied to a case where each
antenna is shared between a transmitter and a receiver
[32]. Hence, the forthcoming analysis is directly applica-
ble also to a shared-antenna architecture. Note that, for
notational simplicity, the actual received signals of inter-
est and additive noise are not included in the following
presentation.
2.1 Power amplifier and IQmodulator models with
crosstalk
Let us denote the baseband signal of transmitter j (j =
1, 2, . . . ,NT ) by xj(n). The output signal of a frequency-
independent IQ modulator model is [33]
xIQMj (n) = K1, jxj(n) + K2, jx∗j (n) (1)
with K1,j = 1/2(1 + g j exp(jϕj)),K2,j = 1/2(1 − g j exp(jϕj)),
where gj,ϕj are the gain and phase imbalance parameters
of transmitter j. Notice that under typical circumstances
|K1, j|  |K2, j|. The magnitude of the IQ image compo-
nent, represented by the conjugated signal term in (1), can
be characterized with the image rejection ratio (IRR) as
10 log10
(|K1, j|2/|K2, j|2
)
.
Fig. 2 Block diagram of the considered MIMO full-duplex transceiver with NT transmitters and NR receivers. Two alternative RF cancellation schemes
are illustrated in the diagram: one utilizing directly the transmitter output signals and one utilizing auxiliary transmitters with digitally generated RF
cancellation signals
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The response of the PA is approximated using the widely
known parallel Hammerstein (PH) model, given for trans-
mitter j as [34]
xPAj (n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
M∑
m=0
hp, j(m)ψp(xj,in(n − m)), (2)
where xj,in(n) is the PA input signal, the basis functions are
defined as
ψp(x(n)) = |x(n)|p−1x(n) = x(n)
p+1
2 x∗(n)
p−1
2 (3)
and hp,j(n) denote the impulse responses of the PH
branches for transmitter j, while M and P denote the
memory depth and nonlinearity order of the PH model,
respectively [34–36]. The PH nonlinearity is a widely used
nonlinear model for direct as well as inverse modeling of
PAs [34–37].
Due to the crosstalk occurring before each PA, referred
to as nonlinear crosstalk, the input signal xj,in(n) can be
written as
xj,in(n) =
NT∑
i=1
αijxIQMi (n), (4)
where αij is the crosstalk coefficient between the ith and
jth transmitter chains, and αjj = 1 ∀ j. In other words, as
a result of the crosstalk occurring before the PAs, each
PA input signal is in fact a linear combination of all the
different transmit signals. The crosstalk phenomenon is
illustrated for an example case of three transmitters in
Fig. 1, where both the nonlinear and linear crosstalk are
shown. Inserting now (1) into (4), we can rewrite the PA
input signal as
xj,in(n) =
NT∑
i=1
αij
(
K1,ixi(n) + K2,ix∗i (n)
)
=
NT∑
i=1
α1,ijxi(n) +
NT∑
i=1
α2,ijx∗i (n), (5)
where α1,ij = αijK1,i and α2,ij = αijK2,i.
Using (5), the signal at the PA output can be written
as follows:
xPAj (n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
M∑
m=0
hp, j(m)xj,in(n − m)
p+1
2 x∗j,in(n − m)
p−1
2
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
M∑
m=0
hp, j(m)
p+1
2∑
k0=0
( p+1
2
k0
)
×
( NT∑
i=1
α1,ijxi(n − m)
) p+12 −k0 ( NT∑
i=1
α2,ijx∗i (n − m)
)k0
×
p−1
2∑
l0=0
( p−1
2
l0
)( NT∑
i=1
α∗2,ijxi(n − m)
) p−12 −l0
×
( NT∑
i=1
α∗1,ijx∗i (n − m)
)l0
(6)
It can be further modified by expanding all the integer
powers of the sum signals as shown in the Appendix,
which gives
xPAj (n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
p∑
q0=0
p−q0∑
q1=0
· · ·
p−q0−···−qNT−2∑
qNT−1=0
q0∑
r1=0
q0−r1∑
r2=0
· · ·
q0−r1−···−rNT−2∑
rNT−1=0
M∑
m=0
hp,j,q0,... ,rNT−1(m)
× x1(n − m)q1x2(n − m)q2 · · ·
xNT (n − m)p−
∑NT−1
i=0 qi
× x∗1(n − m)r1x∗2(n − m)r2 · · ·
x∗NT (n − m)q0−
∑NT−1
i=1 ri
(7)
where hp,j,q0,... ,rNT−1(m) are the coefficients for the
basis function of the form
∏NT
i=1 xi(n)aix∗i (n)bi such that∑NT
i=1 (ai + bi) = p. This signal model is of similar form
as the one presented in [26], with the exception that the
model in (7) also incorporates the effect of IQ imbalance
and is thus more complete.
In order to simplify (7), it can be noted that, for the jth
transmit signal and the pth nonlinearity order, the signal
model contains in fact all the different combinations of the
exponents qm and rn, under the constraint that their sum
is equal to p. This means that we can rewrite (7) as
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xPAj (n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥∥
∥sk
∥∥
∥
1
=p
M∑
m=0
hj,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT , (8)
where sk is the kth combination of the 2Nt × 1 expo-
nent vector s, hj,p,sk (m) contains the corresponding coef-
ficients, and ‖·‖1 denotes the L1-norm. Note that all the
elements of s are non-negative integers, as per the signal
model. To illustrate its structure, all the variations of s for
NT = 1 and P = 3 are written below:
s1 = [ 1 0 ]T , s2 = [ 0 1 ]T , s3 = [ 1 2 ]T
s4 = [ 2 1 ]T , s5 = [ 3 0 ]T , s6 = [ 0 3 ]T
After the PAs, there is typically also some additional
crosstalk between the transmitters, referred to as linear
crosstalk. Taking also this phenomenon into account, the
final output signal for the jth transmitter can be written as
xTXj (n) =
NT∑
l=1
βljxPAl (n)
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥∥
∥sk
∥∥
∥
1
=p
M∑
m=0
NT∑
l=1
βljhl,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT , (9)
where βlj is the crosstalk coefficient between the lth and
jth transmitters. It can be observed that the essential sig-
nal model remains the same as in (8), but with modified
coefficients written as
h´j,p,sk (m) =
NT∑
l=1
βljhl,p,sk (m). (10)
Denoting the MIMO propagation channel impulse
response from TX antenna j to RX antenna i by cij(l), l =
0, 1, . . . , L, the received SI signal at RX antenna i (i =
1, 2, . . . ,NR) can now be written as
zi(n) =
NT∑
j=1
L∑
l=0
cij(l)xTXj (n − l)
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥
∥
∥sk
∥
∥
∥
1
=p
NT∑
j=1
L∑
l=0
M∑
m=0
cij(l)h´j,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m − l)skqx∗q(n − m − l)s
k
q+NT
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥∥
∥sk
∥∥
∥
1
=p
M+L∑
m=0
h˜i,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT . (11)
Again, the signal model still remains the same as in (8),
but with slightly modified coefficients, which are obtained
from
h˜i,p,sk (m) =
NT∑
j=1
m∑
l=0
cij(l)h´j,p,sk (m − l).
The new memory length of the received signal model is
also increased fromM toM+L. The input signal of the ith
receiver (zi(n)) is then further processed by the RF can-
celler and the actual receiver chain. Note that the above
signal model in (11) also applies to circulator and electri-
cal balance duplexer-based implementations, where each
transmitter and receiver pair share the same antenna [32],
and hence it is generic in that respect.
2.2 RF cancellation
To ensure an extensive analysis and derivation for the pro-
posed digital cancellation algorithm, we consider three
different RF cancellation solutions. The first technique is
similar to what has been used, e.g, in [5, 6], and it involves
directly tapping the transmitter outputs to obtain the ref-
erence signals for RF cancellation. This method is based
on purely analog processing, as the whole cancellation
procedure is performed in the RF domain. The two other
considered methods are based on auxiliary TX chains,
which are used to produce the RF cancellation signal from
digital baseband samples [1, 38, 39]. We call this latter
approach hybrid RF cancellation to distinguish it from
purely analog cancellation. Furthermore, we consider both
linear and nonlinear preprocessing to be used with this
auxiliary transmitter based RF cancellation.
2.2.1 RF cancellationwith transmitter output signals
In this RF cancellation method, the output of each TX
chain is tapped, and subtracted from each of the received
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signals after suitable gain, phase and delay adjustments.
These RF cancellers can be either single-tap or multi-tap
[9, 40], for which reason we denote them with impulse
responses hRFij (l), operating on the TX output signals
xTXj (n). The coefficients are obviously chosen such that
they model the MIMO coupling channel coefficients in
cij(n) as accurately as possible. The RF cancellation signal
for the ith receiver can thus be written as
zci (n) =
NT∑
j=1
L′∑
l=0
hRFij (l)xTXj (n − l), (12)
where L′ is the number of taps in the RF canceller. It can
be easily shown that the cancellation signal is of similar
form as the actual received signal in (11), with coefficients
of the form
hˇRFi,p,sk (m) =
NT∑
j=1
m∑
l=0
hRFij (l)h´j,p,sk (m − l)
and a memory length ofM+ L′. Thus, the received SI sig-
nal of receiver i, after this type of analog RF cancellation,
becomes
ri(n) = zi(n) − zci (n)
=
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥
∥
∥sk
∥
∥
∥
1
=p
M+max(L,L′)∑
m=0
(
h˜i,p,sk (m)
−hˇRFi,p,sk (m)
) NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT ,
(13)
Hence, the structure of the RF canceller output signal
model is still of the same form as in (11), but with mod-
ified coefficients expressed as h˘i,p,sk (m) = h˜i,p,sk (m) −
hˇRFi,p,sk (m).
This type of purely analog RF cancellation calls forNT ×
NR canceller circuits to be implemented in the device,
one canceller from each transmitter to each receiver. The
complexity may become prohibitive when the number
of antennas is significantly increased and, thereby, when
implementing a high order full-duplex MIMO device,
alternative methods for RF cancellation might have to be
considered.
2.2.2 Hybrid RF cancellation using auxiliary transmitters
with linear preprocessing
One such alternative RF canceller structure is the hybrid
method, which utilizes extra transmitter chains, one for
each receiver, to upconvert and subtract estimated repli-
cas of the SI signals from the received signals at RF
[1, 38, 39]. In this case, linear MIMO filtering is already
done at digital baseband on the transmit signals xj(n)with
some estimated MIMO channel responses hRFij (l). Since
the transmit signals from the different antennas can now
be combined already in the digital domain, the analog
hardware complexity of this type of an RF cancellation
scheme scales withNR instead ofNTNR, and may prove to
be more attractive with a high number of antennas. Note
that in this subsection, we consider only linear process-
ing for the hybrid RF canceller, and thereby IQ modulator
imbalance or PA nonlinearity are not explicitly dealt with
at this stage. The RF cancellation signal can in this case be
written as
zci (n) =
NT∑
j=1
L′∑
l=0
hRFij (l)xj(n − l), (14)
which is a special case of the signal model in (11) with
P = 1 and coefficients hˇRFi,1,sk (m) consisting of hRFij (l)
with proper sk . The signal after RF cancellation is again
obtained as shown in (13), and with the final coeffi-
cients as
h˘i,p,sk (m) = h˜i,p,sk (m) − hˇRFi,p,sk (m), p = 1
h˘i,p,sk (m) = h˜i,p,sk (m), p ≥ 3
Also this model is essentially of the same form as (11),
with the coefficients of the linear SI terms being affected
by the hybrid RF cancellation procedure, while the other
terms remain unchanged. This means that the observed SI
signal in the receiver digital domain can still be modeled
with the same signalmodel as in the case of pure analog RF
cancellation (or no RF cancellation at all). Thus, from the
perspective of the digital cancellation algorithm, it makes
no difference whether RF cancellation is performed by
tapping the transmitter output or by using auxiliary TX
chains with linear preprocessing, although the RF cancel-
lation performance itself might obviously be different for
the considered methods.
2.2.3 Hybrid RF cancellation using auxiliary transmitters
with nonlinear preprocessing
Yet another alternative RF cancellation technique utilizes
auxiliary transmitters, but with nonlinear preprocessing,
instead of purely linear processing. The estimated MIMO
channel responses of the different nonlinear SI terms are
now denoted by hRFij,p(l). In the forthcoming analysis, it is
assumed that the auxiliary TX chains are linear. This is
a relatively feasible assumption, since no PA is required
due to the lower output power requirements. Now, the
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cancellation signal obtained with this RF cancellation pro-
cedure can be expressed as
zci (n) =
NT∑
j=1
P′∑
p=1
p odd
L′∑
l=0
hRFij,p(l)xj(n − l)
p+1
2
× x∗j (n − l)
p−1
2 , (15)
where P′ is the nonlinearity order of the RF cancellation
signals. Note that this signal model neglects IQ imbalance
and crosstalk, since the RF canceller must only attenuate
the SI such that the receiver is not saturated. Also this RF
cancellation signal can be easily represented with a sig-
nal model of the same form as in (11). The coefficients
hˇRFi,p,sk (m) of the signal model now consist of h
RF
ij,p(l) with
the parameters p and sk that correspond to the basis func-
tions xj(n − l) p+12 x∗j (n − l)
p−1
2 , and other coefficients are
set to zero. Similar to the other RF cancellation schemes,
after subtracting the cancellation signal from the received
signal, as in (13), the signal model remains the same and
its coefficients are h˘i,p,sk (m) = h˜i,p,sk (m)− hˇRFi,p,sk (m). Now,
also some of the nonlinear SI terms are attenuated by
RF cancellation, as they are modeled in the preprocessing
stage.
Overall, it can be concluded that the essential structure
of the observed SI signal in the digital domain is inde-
pendent of the chosen method for RF cancellation. This
means that, in the forthcoming analysis, the same digital
cancellation algorithm can be applied in all the situations
since the only difference between the three alternative
RF cancellation schemes are the relative power levels of
the various SI terms. However, as already mentioned, the
RF cancellation performance is likely to differ between
these techniques, and also the hardware and computa-
tional requirements are different for each RF canceller
structure.
In the forthcoming analysis, we will refer to the param-
eters of the signal model in all cases by h˘i,p,sk (m), similar
to the above derivations, even though the exact values of
the different coefficients vary for different RF cancellation
techniques. This notation will simplify the equations and
make them more straightforward and illustrative. Hence,
the signal after RF cancellation, which is then processed
by the digital canceller, can be written as
ri(n) =
P∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥
∥
∥sk
∥
∥
∥
1
=p
M+max(L,L′)∑
m=0
h˘i,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT , (16)
Note that this signal model implicitly incorporates also
the IQ imbalance occurring in the receiver, even though it
is omitted in the derivations for brevity [15].
2.3 Total number of basis functions in the overall model
In general, with the above cascaded modeling approach
for IQ modulator and PA impairments with crosstalk
between the transmitters, it can easily be shown that the
total number of basis functions in (16) becomes
nb =
P∑
p=1
p odd
(p + 2NT − 1
2NT − 1
)
. (17)
Figure 3 illustrates the number of basis functions for
different nonlinearity orders and numbers of transmit
antennas for the full signal model and also for the
crosstalk-free signal model discussed below in Section 2.4.
It is immediately obvious that with higher order MIMO
systems, or with heavily nonlinear PAs, the number of
basis functions becomes unacceptably high when utilizing
the full signal model with crosstalk. Thus, it is necessary
to determine methods that will decrease the number of
basis functions, and thereby facilitate the estimation of the
parameters of this signal model also in practice.
Luckily, many of the terms arising from the cascade
of the impairments are so insignificant that they can be
neglected with very little effect on the overall modeling
accuracy. This will reduce the computational cost of such
modeling and the corresponding cancellation procedure.
In this work, we propose a specific preprocessing stage
which can be used to decrease the dimensionality of the
full signal model in (16). This is elaborated in more details
in Section 3.2.
Fig. 3 The number of basis functions with respect to the nonlinearity
order of the signal model (P). The curves have been plotted for
different numbers of transmit antennas and for both the full signal
model and the crosstalk-free signal model
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2.4 Nonlinear signal model without crosstalk
Another simple way to decrease the number of basis
functions is to neglect the crosstalk effect between the
transmitters. Then, the cross terms between the differ-
ent transmit signals will be removed, which obviously
results in a significant decrease in the number of unknown
parameters. Modifying (16) accordingly, we can write the
signal model now as
ri(n) =
NT∑
j=1
P∑
p=1
p odd
p∑
q=0
M+max(L,L′)∑
m=0
h˘i,j,p,q(m)
× xj(n − m)qx∗j (n − m)p−q, (18)
where h˘i,j,p,q(m) represents now the coupling channel cor-
responding to the considered SI signal terms propagating
from the jth transmitter to the ith receiver. This signal
model is also derived in [15], where it is briefly discussed
and analyzed. For this reason, the detailed derivation
process of (18) is omitted in this article.
Since now all the cross-terms are neglected from the sig-
nal model, the number of basis functions can be expressed
as
nCT−freeb = NT
(P + 1
2
)(P + 1
2 + 1
)
. (19)
When investigating Fig. 3, it can be seen that this signal
model results in a significant reduction of basis functions,
when compared to the full signal model with crosstalk.
With moderate crosstalk levels, it is therefore likely that
using this signal model will provide a very favorable trade-
off between cancellation performance and computational
complexity. However, as already discussed, in highly inte-
grated transceivers explicit modeling of the crosstalk
between the transmitters is likely required in order to
ensure sufficient cancellation performance [28].
3 Self-interference parameter estimation and
digital cancellation
In this section, building on the previous modeling in,
e.g., [15, 29], we will describe the proposed digital can-
cellation algorithm that models both IQ imbalance and
PA nonlinearity in a MIMO full-duplex transceiver with
crosstalk between the transmitters. In general, there are
two possible approaches for nonlinear digital SI cancel-
lation: (i) construct a linear-in-parameters model of the
observed SI signal in the digital domain, including the dif-
ferent impairments, the MIMO propagation channel, and
RF cancellation, estimate the unknown parameters of the
model, and finally recreate and cancel the SI from the
received signals; (ii) have separate models for the MIMO
propagation channel and the transmitter impairments,
estimate the unknownmodel parameters sequentially, and
recreate and cancel the SI from the received signals. Typ-
ically the latter approach is computationally less demand-
ing, but it requires a more elaborate estimation procedure.
In this article, we consider the former approach, while the
latter is left for future work.
3.1 Linear-in-parameters model
Having already derived a linear-in-parameters signal
model in Section 2, presented in (16), the next step is to
estimate its parameters in h˘i,p,sk (m). After this, the esti-
mated parameters are used to regenerate the SI signals,
which are then subtracted from the received signals at
digital baseband to obtain cancellation. Figure 4 shows
the whole digital cancellation procedure on a fundamental
level.
Denoting the desired signal of interest and additive
noise at the ith receiver by si(n) and wi(n), respectively,
the overall received signal at digital baseband can be
expressed as
yi(n) = ri(n) + si(n) + wi(n). (20)
The corresponding output of the digital SI canceller is
then
sˆi(n) = yi(n) − rˆi(n), (21)
where rˆi(n) denotes the SI estimate obtained using the
signal model in (16) with estimated parameters, written as
rˆi(n) =
P¯∑
p=1
p odd
∑
k∥
∥∥sk
∥
∥∥
1
=p
M2∑
m=−M1
ˆ˘hi,p,sk (m)
×
NT∏
q=1
xq(n − m)skqx∗q(n − m)s
k
q+NT . (22)
Here, P¯ is the nonlinearity order of the digital canceller,
M1 is the number of pre-cursor taps, M2 is the number
of post-cursor taps, and ˆ˘hi,p,sk (m) contains the estimated
parameters of the signal model. The pre-cursor taps are
Fig. 4 A description of the proposed model for regeneration and
cancellation of nonlinear self-interference
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introduced to model all the memory effects produced by
the transmitter and RF cancellation circuitry.
3.1.1 Least-squares-based estimator
In this work, the actual parameter learning is performed
with the widely used least squares (LS) estimation. For
brevity, the parameter learning and digital cancellation
procedure is here outlined only for the ith receiver, since
the procedure is identical for all the receivers.
In practice, calculating the LS estimate requires knowl-
edge of (i) the original transmitted data signal, (ii) the
predetermined signal model in (16), and (iii) the observed
received signal yi(n). In the consideredMIMO full-duplex
device, all of these are obviously known by the digital can-
celler. Since the LS estimation is performed using a block
of data, the vector/matrix representations of the relevant
signals with N observed samples are first defined as
yi = ri + si + wi, with
yi =
[
yi(n) yi(n + 1) · · · yi(n + N − 1)
]T (23)
and ri, si,wi are defined in the same manner as yi. The
error vector is then defined as
ei = yi − rˆi (24)
where the nonlinear SI estimate is
rˆi =  ˆ˘hi. (25)
Here, is a horizontal concatenation of the convolution
matrices defined as follows:
i,p,sk
=
⎡
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
ψi,p,sk (n+M1) ψi,p,sk (n+M1−1) · · · ψi,p,sk (n−M2)
ψi,p,sk (n+M1+1) ψi,p,sk (n+M1) · · · ψi,p,sk (n−M2+1)
...
...
. . .
...
ψi,p,sk (n+M1+N−1) ψi,p,sk (n+M1+N−2) · · · ψi,p,sk (n−M2+N−1)
⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
,
where
ψi,p,sk (n) =
NT∏
q=1
xq(n)s
k
qx∗q(n)
skq+NT ,
with p = 1, 3, . . . , P¯, and sk is each combination for which∥
∥sk
∥
∥
1 = p, similar to the sum limits shown in (16).
Overall, the number of concatenated matrices is given
by the total number of basis functions in (17), since this
is the amount of different combinations of sk for all the
nonlinearity orders.
Alternatively, in the crosstalk-free model  consists of
the concatenation of the matrices defined as follows:
 j,p,q
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
ψj,p,q(n+M1) ψj,p,q(n+M1 −1) · · · ψj,p,q(n−M2)
ψj,p,q(n+M1 +1) ψj,p,q(n+M1) · · · ψj,p,q(n−M2+1)
...
...
. . .
...
ψj,p,q(n+M1+N−1) ψj,p,q(n+M1+N−2) · · · ψj,p,q(n−M2+N−1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
,
where ψj,p,q(n) = xj(n)qx∗j (n)p−q, with j = 1, 2, . . . ,NT ,
p = 1, 3, . . . , P¯, and q = 0, 1, . . . , p.
An estimate of the parameter vector h˘i, denoted by ˆ˘hi,
is a vertical concatenation of the vectors
ˆ˘hi,p,sk =
[ ˆ˘hi,p,sk (−M1) · · · ˆ˘hi,p,sk (M2)
]T
(26)
In the crosstalk-free model, the parameter vector con-
sists of the concatenation of vectors
ˆ˘hi,j,p,q =
[ ˆ˘hi,j,p,q(−M1) · · · ˆ˘hi,j,p,q(M2)
]T
(27)
The LS estimate of the parameter vector h˘i is then found
as the solution which minimizes the power of the error
vector ei, as
ˆ˘hi = argmin
h˘i
‖ei‖2 = argmin
h˘i
∥
∥
∥yi − h˘i
∥
∥
∥
2
= (H)−1 Hyi, (28)
assuming full column rank in  .
3.2 Computationally efficient estimation with principal
component analysis
Another approach to simplify the estimation procedure
is to retain the cross-terms, and instead determine which
of them are actually significant in terms of the cancella-
tion performance. In this analysis, principal component
analysis (PCA) [41] is used to decrease the number of
parameters to be estimated. The idea behind the PCA is to
determine which of the terms have the highest variance,
providing valuable information regarding the significance
of the different basis functions. In practice, PCA results
in a transformation matrix, with which the original data
matrix is multiplied. The size of the transformationmatrix
can be chosen to provide the desired number of parame-
ters for the final estimation procedure.
There are also various alternative solutions for model
complexity reduction, such as compressed sampling (CS)
based techniques. Nevertheless, in this work, we choose
to use the PCA since it is a straight-forward method for
the complexity reduction of the proposed signal model,
while also providing nearly the same performance as CS
when high modeling accuracy is required [42]. Experi-
menting with different complexity reduction methods is
an important future work item for us.
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The first step in obtaining the desired PCA transfor-
mation matrix is to determine the least squares channel
estimate given in (28) using all the basis functions. This
estimate should be calculated with the highest possible
transmit power, since the nonlinear SI terms that are neg-
ligible with the highest power will also be negligible with
any lower transmit power. Hence, this reveals the terms,
which can be omitted under the whole considered trans-
mit power range. If the transceiver in question has more
than one receiver chain, the channel estimation can be
done individually for all of them, after which the mean
value of the estimates is calculated. This is done to avoid
having separate transformation matrices for each receiver,
resulting in a decreased amount of required data storage.
The hereby obtained coefficient vector, which is denoted
by ˆ˘h0, is used as an initial channel estimate for the full set
of basis functions.
The next step is to determine the relative strengths of
the different terms present in the SI signal. Using the ini-
tial channel estimate, this can be done by multiplying the
original data matrix with the obtained estimate. Then, we
get
0 =
(
1 ˆ˘hT0
)
×  , (29)
where 1 is a column vector consisting of 1s, and× denotes
element-wise multiplication between two matrices. The
matrix 0 now contains all the SI terms in its columns,
each multiplied with the corresponding coefficient of the
initial channel estimate.
As a starting point for the PCA, the singular value
decomposition of the normalized data matrix can be
expressed as
0 = UVH , (30)
where U and V are the matrices containing the left and
right singular vectors, respectively, while  is a diago-
nal matrix consisting of the corresponding singular val-
ues. In this analysis, it is assumed that the singular
values are in decreasing order. To minimize the possible
numerical issues upon the PCA transformation, the actual
transformation matrix is obtained in its normalized form,
which is given by
W = V−1. (31)
To control the number of parameters, part of the
columns of the obtained matrix W can then be omitted.
Based on the earlier assumption regarding the ordering
of the singular values, the columns of the transformation
matrix represent the different parameters in the descend-
ing order of their significance. Thus, by starting to remove
the columns from the right, the number of parameters can
be decreased with minimal effect on the modeling accu-
racy. Thus, denoting the number of chosen parameters
with u, we can write the final transformation matrix as
W˜ = [w1 w2 · · · wu
]
, (32)
where wi is the ith column of the matrix W. Finally, the
reduced data matrix can be calculated as
˜ = W˜. (33)
The hereby obtained datamatrix is then used in the least
squares estimation as a replacement for the original data
matrix  . It should also be noted that when generating
the actual digital cancellation signal, the cancellation data
matrix must be transformed with the same matrix W˜, as
the SI channel estimate is only valid in this transformed
space.
An important aspect to point out is that the trans-
formation matrix W˜ is calculated only once with the
highest transmit power, after which it can be used with
all transmit powers to reduce the number of basis func-
tions. Namely, since the strengths of the nonlinearities
are directly proportional to the transmit power, the SI
terms that are negligibly weak with the highest transmit
power are at least as weak with the lower transmit pow-
ers, which means that the same SI terms can be omitted
also then. This is also proven by the waveform simula-
tions, the results of which will be discussed in Section 4.
However, should the SI channel change drastically at any
point, then the matrix W˜ must be recalculated to ensure
that no significant memory taps are neglected.
In general, perhaps the most crucial design problem in
the context of the PCA is to determine the optimal num-
ber of parameters to be included in the final model. This
can bemost easily determined experimentally by reducing
the number of parameters until the obtained cancellation
performance starts to drop. Also, the singular values in
 can be used to calculate the percentage of the variance
accounted for by the included basis functions. We will
address this issue more closely with the help of waveform
simulations in Section 4.
4 Performance simulations and analysis
The evaluation of the proposed scheme is now done with
realistic waveform simulations, utilizing a comprehensive
inband full-duplex transceiver model. It incorporates all
the relevant impairments, and thereby the SI waveform
represents a real-world scenario rather well. Below, we
describe the waveform simulator in detail, after which the
results are shown. As an important future work item, we
aim to evaluate the proposed scheme also with actual RF
measurements to confirm the results obtained here with
the simulations.
4.1 Simulation setup and parameters
The waveform simulations are performed with Matlab,
where all the relevant aspects of the full-duplex
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transceiver are modeled. These include the nonlinearity
of the PAs, the crosstalk between the transmitters (both
before and after the PA), the multipath SI channel, the
imperfect RF cancellation, nonlinearity of the receiver,
IQ imbalance, phase noise, and the quantization upon
analog-to-digital conversion, while the DAC/ADC non-
linearities are omitted also from the simulator model
since we have not observed them to be a significant factor
in our earlier RF measurements [3, 43]. This means that
the simulator model is rather comprehensive and can be
expected to provide realistic results, although they must
still be confirmed with real-life measurements. Note that,
since the focus of this work is on SI cancellation, the
signal of interest is not present in any of the simulations.
The RF cancellation is performed in all the cases using
the transmitter output signal, since the essential signal
model is not affected by the RF cancellation procedure,
as shown in Section 2.2. The used waveform is a 20 MHz
LTE downlink signal, which utilizes OFDM with a 4-
QAM constellation. When modeling the phase noise,
a common local oscillator for all the transmitters and
receivers is assumed, which is a feasible assumption for
an inband full-duplex device. All the relevant parameters
of the waveform simulator are listed in Table 1, while the
used phase noise characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.
In the forthcoming results, five different digital can-
cellers are considered, and they are as follows:
Table 1 The relevant parameters of the waveform simulator
Parameter Value
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Sampling frequency 122.88 MHz
Number of TX/RX antennas 2/2
PA gain 27 dB
PA IIP3 13 dBm
Level of TX crosstalk before the PAs −10 dB/varied
Level of TX crosstalk after the PAs −10 dB
Receiver noise floor −96.9 dBm
Phase noise characteristics See Fig. 5
Transmit power 25 dBm/varied
SI channel length 20 taps
Antenna attenuation 40 dB
RF cancellation 30 dB
IRR (TX/RX) 25 dB
ADC bits 12
Parameter estimation sample size (N) 30,000/varied
Parameter estimation sample size for PCA 10,000
Nonlinearity order of the canceller (P) 5
Number of pre-cursor taps (M1) 10
Number of post-cursor taps (M2) 20
Fig. 5 The phase noise characteristics used in the waveform simulator,
corresponding to a charge-pump type phase locked loop-based
oscillator, taken from: http://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/
MAX2870.pdf
• Digital canceller with the full signal model in (22),
including PCA processing to decrease the
dimensionality and computational complexity
• Digital canceller with the full signal model in (22), but
without any dimensionality reduction
• Digital canceller utilizing the N-input memory model
from [26], which considers the nonlinearity of the PA
and both linear and nonlinear crosstalk.
• Digital canceller with the crosstalk-free signal model
in (18), from [15], where both the nonlinearity of the
PA and the IQ imbalance are modeled.
• Digital canceller with a traditional linear signal
model, where P = 1.
In all the cases, the same parameter estimation sample
size is used for the different cancellers with M1 = 10 and
M2 = 20 to ensure a fair comparison. The PCA matrix
is calculated using 10 000 samples in the initial channel
estimation stage. Furthermore, to avoid overfitting when
estimating and cancelling the SI, separate portions of the
signal are used for calculating the SI channel estimate and
evaluating the actual SI cancellation performance.
4.2 Results
First, the signal spectra after the different digital can-
cellers are shown in Fig. 6 using the default parameters,
alongside with the spectra of the RF cancelled signal and
the receiver noise floor. It can be observed that only the
digital cancellers utilizing the full signal model can obtain
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Fig. 6 The signal spectra after the different digital cancellers, alongside
with the spectra of the RF cancelled signal and the receiver noise floor
sufficient levels of SI cancellation. In particular, the digital
canceller utilizing the linear signal model and the nonlin-
ear crosstalk signal model from [26] perform very poorly
since in this case IQ imbalance is the dominant source
of distortion. The signal model from [15], on the other
hand, has insufficient modeling accuracy since it does not
take into account the crosstalk. Thereby, it is necessary to
model both the IQ imbalance and the crosstalk, together
with the nonlinearity of the PA, to obtain sufficient levels
of digital cancellation. Furthermore, based on Fig. 6, the
number of basis functions can be reduced to 35% without
any reduction in the cancellation performance when using
the full signal model.
Note that in this case the phase noise has no significant
effect on the residual SI power since a common local oscil-
lator between the transmitters and receivers is assumed.
This results in a certain level of self-cancellation of the
phase noise upon downconversion, considerably reducing
its significance [44].
Figure 7 shows then the increase in the effective noise
floor due to the residual SI for the different digital can-
cellers, with respect to the total transmit power. In other
words, the closer to 0 dB the canceller achieves, the bet-
ter is its overall SI cancellation performance. As expected,
the linear canceller is not capable of efficient cancellation
even with the lowest transmit powers, whereas the nonlin-
ear cancellers with IQ imbalancemodeling suppress the SI
nearly perfectly up to transmit powers of 20 dBm. More-
over, the digital canceller utilizing the nonlinear crosstalk
signal model from [26] performs very poorly with the
whole transmit power range since it does not model the
IQ imbalance, as already discussed.
With transmit powers beyond 20 dBm, the crosstalk
effects begin to decrease also the accuracy of the
crosstalk-free nonlinear signal model from [15]. On the
other hand, the full signal models perform relatively well
Fig. 7 The increase in the noise floor due to residual SI, with respect
to the total transmit power
even with the highest transmit powers, resulting in only
a very minor increase in the noise floor. Furthermore,
as observed earlier, retaining only 35% of the terms after
the PCA processing does not seem to decrease the accu-
racy of the signal model when compared to the full signal
model with all the terms included. In fact, the perfor-
mance of the digital canceller with the lower transmit
powers is slightly improved by the dimensionality reduc-
tion since the smaller number of parameters results in a
more accurate parameter vector estimate, and hence in
more efficient cancellation.
To investigate the PCA-based dimensionality reduction
in greater detail, Fig. 8 shows the increase in the noise
floor with respect to the percentage of the terms included
after the PCA, when using the full signal model in (22).
The performance of the case without any PCA processing
is also shown for reference. It can be observed from the
Fig. 8 The increase in the noise floor due to residual SI, with respect
to the percentage of included terms
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figure that there is a wide range of values for the per-
centage of included terms that provide the same cancella-
tion performance. However, if the percentage of included
terms goes significantly below 35%, the performance of
the PCA-based canceller is rather poor. This is caused by
the decreased accuracy of the signal model due to exclud-
ing some of the significant terms. Also note that when
50–80% of the terms are included, the PCA-based solution
achieves slightly higher levels of SI cancellation than the
canceller without PCA processing. The reason for this is
the decreased variance of the parameter estimate, thanks
to the smaller number of terms.
In order to minimize the computational complexity of
the cancellation procedure, the number of included terms
must obviously be minimized. Hence, the smallest num-
ber of terms that still provides the required performance
is in this sense the optimal choice. Figure 8 indicates
that, with the parameters considered in these simulations,
the optimal percentage of included terms is roughly 35%,
which corresponds to 840 coefficients with the considered
nonlinearity order and number of memory taps.
Since the level of the crosstalk occurring before the
transmitter PAs is obviously the most significant aspect
in determining whether the full signal model is actually
necessary, Fig. 9 shows then the performance of the differ-
ent digital cancellers with different crosstalk levels. It can
be observed that, with the considered transmit power of
25 dBm, the crosstalk has a rather significant effect already
at the level of −20 dB, since using the nonlinear signal
model without any crosstalk modeling from [15] results
in a 3 dB higher noise floor than when using the full sig-
nal models. With higher crosstalk levels, the performance
difference is obviously further emphasized. Furthermore,
similar to the earlier observations, the signal models that
do not model the IQ imbalance perform very poorly since
it is the dominant source of distortion.
Fig. 9 The increase in the noise floor due to residual SI, with respect
to the level of the crosstalk before the PAs
It can also be observed from Fig. 9 that a larger number
of terms is required with the very high crosstalk levels. In
particular, having only 35% of the terms retained results
in a somewhat higher residual SI power than retaining
all of the terms. This is explained by the fact that higher
crosstalk levels also result in a larger number of signifi-
cantly powerful SI terms. Nevertheless, the cancellation
performance differences between the full signal models,
with or without PCA processing, are still relatively small
with these reasonable crosstalk levels.
In order to further investigate the differences in the
computational complexity of the different digital can-
cellers, Fig. 10 shows their performance for different
parameter estimation sample sizes (N). It can be observed
that the signal models without sufficient modeling accu-
racy are not bottlenecked by the amount of available
learning data, since their performance is largely unaf-
fected by the value of N. The benefits of the PCA-based
dimensionality reduction for the full signal model are
also clearly apparent, since the case with 35% of the
terms retained performs relatively well even with very
small parameter estimation sample sizes. As opposed to
this, without any dimensionality reduction, roughly N =
24 000 is required to obtain a sufficiently accurate estimate
of the parameters. Overall, it is hence clear that the PCA
processing helps in significantly reducing the computa-
tional complexity of the digital SI cancellation procedure
when utilizing the full signal model.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel digital self-interference canceller
for a nonlinear MIMO inband full-duplex transceiver was
presented. The canceller is based on a comprehensive
signal model for the SI observed in the digital domain,
which includes the effect of crosstalk occurring between
the transmit chains, while also incorporating the most
Fig. 10 The increase in the noise floor due to residual SI, with respect
to the parameter estimation sample size (N)
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significant RF imperfections. Furthermore, it was also
shown that the signal model is valid for various different
RF cancellers. To control the complexity of the cancel-
lation procedure, a novel principal component analysis
based scheme was then proposed, which can be used to
control the number of parameters in the signal model.
With the help of waveform simulations, the proposed dig-
ital canceller was shown to cancel the SI nearly perfectly,
even when its computational complexity was significantly
reduced using principal component analysis.
Appendix: Power amplifier output signal under
crosstalk
Let us define a signal y(n) as follows:
y(n) =
N∑
i=1
αixi(n),
where αi is a scaling constant and xi(n) are known signals.
To express an arbitrary integer power p of the signal y(n)
in terms of the signals xi(n), let us expand the correspond-
ing equation accordingly.
y(n)p =
(
α1x1(n) +
N∑
i=2
αixi(n)
)p
.
Applying now the binomial theorem to the above
expression, we obtain
y(n)p =
p∑
k1=0
( p
k1
)
(α1x1(n))k1
( N∑
i=2
αixi(n)
)p−k1
Applying the binomial theorem in a similar manner to
the expression
(∑N
i=2 αixi(n)
)p−k1
, we get
y(n)p =
p∑
k1=0
[( p
k1
)
(α1x1(n))k1
×
(
α2x2(n) +
N∑
i=3
αixi(n)
)p−k1⎤
⎦
=
p∑
k1=0
⎡
⎣
( p
k1
)
(α1x1(n))k1
⎡
⎣
p−k1∑
k2=0
[(p − k1
k2
)
× (α2x2(n))k2
( N∑
i=3
αixi(n)
)p−k1−k2⎤
⎦
⎤
⎦
⎤
⎦
=
p∑
k1=0
p−k1∑
k2=0
( p
k1
)(p − k1
k2
)
(α1x1(n))k1
× (α2x2(n))k2
( N∑
i=3
αixi(n)
)p−k1−k2
.
Applying the binomial theorem again to the expres-
sion
(∑N
i=3 αixi(n)
)p−k1−k2
and continuing in a similar
manner, we finally obtain the following equation:
( N∑
i=1
αixi(n)
)p
=
p∑
k1=0
p−k1∑
k2=0
· · ·
p−k1−···−kN−2∑
kN−1=0
( p
k1
)
×
(p − k1
k2
)
· · ·
(p − k1 − · · · − kN−2
kN−1
)
× x1(n)k1x2(n)k2 · · · xN (n)p−k1−···−kN−1
=
p∑
k1=0
p−k1∑
k2=0
· · ·
p−k1−···−kN−2∑
kN−1=0
Ak1,... ,kN−1
× x1(n)k1x2(n)k2 · · · xN (n)p−k1−···−kN−1 ,
where Ak1,... ,kN−1 is a constant.
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1Transmit Power Optimization and Feasibility
Analysis of Self-backhauling Full-Duplex Radio
Access Systems
Dani Korpi, Taneli Riihonen, Ashutosh Sabharwal, and Mikko Valkama
Abstract—We analyze an inband full-duplex access node that
is serving mobile users while simultaneously connecting to a
core network over a wireless backhaul link, utilizing the same
frequency band for all communication tasks.We analyze an
inband full-duplex access node that is serving mobile users while
simultaneously connecting to a core network over a wireless
backhaul link, utilizing the same frequency band for all com-
munication tasks. Such wireless self-backhauling is an intriguing
option for the next generation wireless systems since a wired
backhaul connection might not be economically viable if the
access nodes are deployed densely. In particular, we derive the
optimal transmit power allocation for such a system in closed
form under Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, which are
defined in terms of the minimum data rates for each mobile
user. For comparison, the optimal transmit power allocation is
solved also for two reference scenarios: a purely half-duplex
access node, and a relay-type full-duplex access node. Based
on the obtained expressions for the optimal transmit powers,
we then show that the systems utilizing a full-duplex capable
access node have a fundamental feasibility boundary, meaning
that there are circumstances under which the QoS requirements
cannot be fulfilled using finite transmit powers. This fundamental
feasibility boundary is also derived in closed form. The feasibility
boundaries and optimal transmit powers are then numerically
evaluated in order to compare the different communication
schemes. In general, utilizing the purely full-duplex access node
results in the lowest transmit powers for all the communicating
parties, although there are some network geometries under which
such a system is not capable of reaching the required minimum
data rates. In addition, the numerical results indicate that a full-
duplex capable access node is best suited for relatively small
cells.
Index Terms—Self-backhauling, full-duplex wireless, massive
MIMO, transmit power optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS inband full-duplex communications is widelyconsidered to be one of the key enabling technologies
in achieving the required throughput gains of the future 5G
networks. Its basic idea is to allow a radio to transmit and
receive data signals simultaneously using the same center
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frequency, and hence it has the capability to double the spectral
efficiency of the existing systems as long as its full potential can
be harnessed properly [1]–[5]. Many real-world demonstrations
of inband full-duplex radios have already been developed by
various research groups, which indicates that the concept is
indeed feasible [1], [5]–[8]. In addition, the framework and
theoretical boundaries of inband full-duplex radios have been
studied extensively in the recent years [2], [9]–[15].
In terms of a practical implementation, the fundamental
issue for inband full-duplex devices is the coupling of the
own transmit signal to the receiver. In particular, since the
transmission and reception occur simultaneously over the same
frequency band, the transceiver will inherently receive its own
transmit signal. What makes this especially problematic is
the extremely high power level of the own transmission at
this stage, which means that it will completely drown out
the intended received signal. This phenomenon is typically
referred to as self-interference (SI), and reducing its effect has
been one of the main research areas in this field. The various
proposed SI cancellation solutions [7], [16]–[20] and actual
implementations and measurements already show that solving
the problem of SI is not far from reality [1], [6]–[8], [20], [21].
In addition to SI cancellation, a large portion of the research
has also focused on how to best make use of the full-duplex
capability on a network level [4], [22]–[24]. This is a tedious
issue since in many applications the traffic requirements are
highly asymmetric between the two communication directions,
such as in mobile networks [25]. Because the inband full-duplex
principle requires completely symmetric traffic to realize the
doubling of spectral efficiency at radio link level, this will
compromise the potential throughput gains it can provide in
practice. Thus, more advanced schemes are likely needed in
order to realize the full potential of inband full-duplex radios
in practical network scenarios. One such option is employing
a full-duplex access node (AN) in an otherwise legacy half-
duplex mobile cell [4], [23], [24], [26], thereby allowing the
AN to simultaneously serve the uplink (UL) and the downlink
(DL) using the very same frequency resources. With proper
multiplexing and active scheduling, such a scheme enables
the AN to fully exploit its full-duplex capability in both
directions [4].
In this paper, the above type of a scheme will be analyzed
and developed further under a scenario where installing wired
backhaul links for all the cells is not feasible. This means that
wireless self-backhauling, where the same frequency band is
also used to backhaul the UL and DL data, is required [24],
2[27]–[33]. This type of a situation can occur, for instance, due
to densely deployed cells, a probable scenario in the future 5G
networks [34], [35]. Hence, in addition to communicating with
the user equipments (UEs), also the backhaul data is transferred
inband with a wireless point-to-point link between the AN and
a so-called backhaul node (BN). The BN then further connects
to the actual core network using either a wired or a wireless link.
As the self-backhauling is performed on the same frequency
band as the DL and UL data transfer, no additional spectral
resources are needed, which further improves the applicability
of such a solution.
This type of inband self-backhauling has been also inves-
tigated in the earlier literature. Therein, most works have
considered a relay-type AN that is directly forwarding the
signals transmitted by the UL UEs to the BN, or vice versa
[27]–[30], [32], [36], [37]. The reason for this is likely the fact
that such a relay-type AN is more or less directly compatible
with the existing networks, as it would essentially just extend
the range of the BN or macro base station (BS). In particular,
in [27], [36], the power control of such a relay-type AN is
investigated, and the performance of both half-duplex and
full-duplex operation modes is then compared. The findings
obtained in [27], where the transmit powers are numerically
optimized, indicate that the full-duplex AN can obtain higher
throughputs than the corresponding half-duplex system. The
same conclusion is reached in [36], where the spectral efficiency
of a similar system is maximized by solving the optimal power
allocation for both full-duplex and half-duplex ANs, with the
power allocation of the former being solved using an iterative
algorithm.
Moreover, the effect of radio resource management (RRM)
on the performance of the relay-type full-duplex AN is
investigated in [28], where the resulting solution is shown
to outperform the half-duplex benchmark scheme. The work
in [29], on the other hand, investigates different beamforming
solutions for a BN with massive antenna arrays, although no
full-duplex operation is assumed in any of the nodes therein.
The DL coverage of a relay-type self-backhauling AN is then
analyzed in [30], [37]. The findings in [37] indicate that, while
the throughput of the network with full-duplex-capable ANs
is almost doubled in comparison to the half-duplex systems,
the increased interference levels result in a somewhat smaller
coverage. The results obtained in [30] suggest, on the other
hand, that on a network level it may be better to have also
some ANs that perform the self-backhauling on a different
frequency band, in order to reduce the interference levels. The
work in [32] analyzes the throughput and outage probability of
a relay-type full-duplex AN under an antenna selection scheme
where individual transmit and receive antennas are chosen in
the AN based on a given criterion. Again, the full-duplex AN
is shown to usually outperform the corresponding half-duplex
AN.
All in all, even though different inband self-backhauling
solutions for small cells have been investigated in the earlier
literature, none of the above works have considered a scenario
where also the UL and DL transmissions are performed
simultaneously on the same center frequency. Considering
the promising findings regarding the relay-type scenario where
the DL and UL are separated either in time or in frequency,
this means that the purely full-duplex scheme analyzed in this
article is an intriguing option for further improving the spectral
efficiency of these types of networks. Furthermore, to properly
evaluate the full-duplex self-backhauling solution for the AN,
its performance is compared to two reference schemes, one of
which relies on traditional half-duplex communication while
in the other the AN acts as a one-directional full-duplex relay.
The latter reference scheme corresponds to the solution mostly
investigated in the earlier works.
In addition, in this article it is also assumed that the AN
has large arrays of antennas at its disposal. Therefore, in the
full-duplex solution, the same time-frequency resource can be
used for all the individual UL and DL transmissions, as well
as for the wireless backhaul link, since such massive antenna
arrays allow for efficient beamforming, which can be used to
prevent the interference between the various spatial streams
[24], [30], [33]. The massive arrays also facilitate efficient
attenuation of the SI by zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming [9],
[38]. Namely, the transmit signals will be precoded such that
nulls are formed in the positions of all the receive antennas,
which will significantly decrease the SI power coupled back to
the receivers. To suppress the residual SI remaining after the
ZF procedure, additional SI cancellation can also be performed,
e.g., in the digital domain [3], [6], [8], [17].
The different communication schemes are then analyzed
under a scenario where a minimum Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirement is given for each UE, defined in terms of minimum
DL and UL data rates. This definition ensures uniform QoS
for all the UEs, which makes it a reasonable choice. The
problem is then to determine the minimum transmit powers for
each communicating party under the constraint that each UE
achieves the minimum required data rate. Furthermore, since
wireless self-backhauling is assumed, the AN and the BN must
also allocate some transmit power for the backhaul link to
ensure sufficient backhauling capability. A similar system was
considered by the authors already in [33], where the sum-rate
was optimized under a greatly simplified system model, while
the transmit power minimization under QoS constraints was
preliminarily considered in [24]. The current article completes
and archives our research work in the most comprehensive form
under a generic setting by presenting closed-form solutions for
the optimal transmit powers in three different communication
schemes: a full-duplex scheme, a half-duplex scheme, and
a hybrid relay scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this
is something that has not been solved before for any self-
backhauling radio access system.
The major contributions of this paper can be detailed as
follows:
• We derive closed-form solutions for the optimal transmit
powers of all the considered communication schemes that
fulfill the QoS requirements.
• We show that the full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes
cannot always fulfill the QoS requirements, even if the
transmit powers tend towards infinity. In other words, these
two schemes are feasible only under some circumstances,
meaning that there is a fundamental limit for the data rates
that they can achieve. The condition for this is derived
3in closed form, while accurate approximations for the
feasibility boundary are also provided.
• We provide extensive numerical results to illustrate dif-
ferent aspects of the considered communication schemes.
In particular, the numerical results show that in most
cases the full-duplex scheme is indeed the most transmit
power efficient solution. However, the results also indicate
that the schemes utilizing a full-duplex capable AN are
fundamentally limited to relatively small cell sizes.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The system
model is first presented in Section II, alongside with the
achievable DL and UL data rate expressions of the three
different communication schemes. The optimal QoS fulfilling
transmit powers are then derived in Section III. After this,
the feasibility of the full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes is
investigated in Section IV, the feasibility boundaries being
derived in closed form. The numerical results are then given
and analyzed in Section V, while the conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL, COMMUNICATION SCHEMES, AND
SUM-RATE EXPRESSIONS
Let us consider a wireless cell with a large-array AN that
is communicating with a multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) BN and half-duplex single-antenna UEs, the UEs
being further divided into UL and DL UEs. The AN is assumed
to have Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, while the amount
of transmitted and received signal streams is assumed to be
significantly lower. Moreover, the same antenna arrays are used
for serving the DL and UL UEs, as well as for communicating
with the BN. Three different communication schemes are
analyzed in this article, each of them depicted in Fig. 1. Below,
we describe the different communication schemes in detail,
and also derive the expressions of the achievable data rates for
each scheme. These can then be used to derive the optimal
transmit power allocations.
A. Full-Duplex Scheme
In the full-duplex scheme, the AN transmits signals simul-
taneously to the BN and to the DL UEs while also receiving
signals from the UL UEs and the BN, all of the transmissions
occurring on the same center frequency. Consequently, both the
AN and the BN must be full-duplex capable, while the UEs are
legacy half-duplex devices, as already mentioned. This type of
a full-duplex system suffers from the SI, the IUI between the
UL and the DL UEs, as well as from the interference between
the BN and the UEs. Even though there are also advanced
methods for attenuating the UL-to-DL IUI [39]–[41], in this
work we assume that its power level is only affected by the
transmit power of the UL UEs and the path losses between
the UL and DL UEs.
Denoting the number of DL UEs by D and the number
of transmitted backhaul signal streams by MBt , the overall
stacked spatial signal received by the UEs and the BN can be
represented as a vector, whose first D elements contain the
samples received by the DL UEs, while the last MBt elements
contain the samples received by the BN (consisting of the
parallel streams of backhauled UL data). This total received
signal vector can be written as follows:
y = LtHtx + z, (1)
where Lt = diag
(√
Ld1 , . . . ,
√
LdD, . . . ,
√
LB, . . . ,
√
LB
)
is a
(D +MBt )× (D +MBt ) diagonal matrix, Ldi is the path loss
normalized fading variance between the AN and the ith DL UE,
LB is the path loss normalized fading variance between the AN
and the BN, Ht ∈ C(D+MBt )×Nt is the normalized channel
matrix between the AN and all the intended receivers, x ∈
CNt×1 is the transmit signal of the AN and z ∈ C(D+MBt )×1
represents the different noise and interference sources. In this
article, Rayleigh fading between all communicating parties is
assumed, which means that the entries of Ht are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variables with unit variance. In the continuation, to
simplify the literary presentation, the path loss normalized
fading variances are simply referred to as path losses. Also
note that, while the path losses between the AN and the UEs
are different, the path losses of the backhaul signals are the
same as they all correspond to the link between the AN and
the BN.
The precoded transmit signal x is formed from the DL and
backhaul transmit data as follows:
x = WΓq, (2)
where W ∈ CNt×(D+MBt ) is the precoding matrix, q ∈
C(D+MBt )×1 contains all the transmit data symbols, Γ =
diag
(√
pd1 , . . . ,
√
pdD, . . . ,
√
PBu/MBt , . . . ,
√
PBu/MBt
)
is a (D+
MBt )× (D +MBt ) diagonal matrix, pdi is the transmit power
allocated from the ith DL signal stream, and PBu is the total
transmit power allocated for backhauling the UL data. The
power of the data symbols is assumed to be normalized as
E
[
|qi|2
]
= 1 where qi is the ith element of q. Even though
the transmitter’s power amplifier–induced nonlinear distortion
is typically a significant issue in full-duplex devices [3], in
this analysis we are using a linear signal model for simplicity.
In fact, in a massive MIMO transmitter, the powers of the
individual transmitters are typically small, somewhat alleviating
the effects of the nonlinearities.
The precoding is performed using ZF beamforming since
it typically performs well under high signal-to-noise ratios
[42]. Assuming that also the effective SI channel experiences
Rayleigh fading, the SI channel matrix between the AN
transmitters and receivers can be expressed as LsHs ∈ CNr×Nt ,
where Ls is a diagonal matrix containing the amounts of SI
suppression between the transmitter and receiver pairs without
any ZF nulling (assuming that the amounts of SI suppression
are equal for all transmitter and receiver pairs) and the elements
of Hs are i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables
with unit variance. Note that assuming the SI channel to
experience Rayleigh fading can be expected to be relatively
accurate when there is a certain level of active SI suppression
before the total received signal is decoded [1]. For the same
reason, the overall SI suppression between each transmitter and
receiver pair can be expected to be roughly the same, as more
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the three considered communication schemes: the full-duplex scheme, the half-duplex scheme, and the hybrid relay scheme.
active SI cancellation is typically obtained in the receivers with
stronger SI coupling in the antenna interface [1].
Under the condition that the AN has full knowledge of
the channel state information (CSI) of the links used for data
transfer (that is, the channel matrix Ht is fully known) and
assuming that Nt > Nr+D+MBt , the transmitter ZF precoding
matrix in full-duplex mode can then be written as [42]
W = HH
(
HHH
)−1
Λ, (3)
where HH =
[
HHt Ĥ
H
s
]
, Ĥs is an imperfect estimate of the
effective SI coupling channel, and Λ ∈ C(D+MBt +Nr)×(D+MBt )
is a non-square diagonal normalization matrix containing the
normalization factor
√
Nt −D −MBt −Nr in each diagonal
[38], [42]. Moreover, (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose.
The purpose of the normalization matrix is simply to ensure
that precoding does not affect the expected effective powers
of the data symbols.
It should be noted that assuming the AN to have full
knowledge of the CSI of the data transfer links is obviously not
fully practical, but it allows the derivation of analytical data
rate expressions that provide information about the ultimate
performance limits of the considered system. Namely, this
assumption means that, apart from SI, none of the signals
received or transmitted by the AN interfere with each other,
representing a best-case scenario in this respect. Nevertheless,
the effect of residual SI is still considered in the system, as
no full knowledge of the effective SI coupling channel is
assumed. Furthermore, in order to simplify the system models
5and derivations, only the beamforming performed by the AN
is explicitly considered, meaning that analysis of any potential
spatial domain processing in the other nodes is omitted.
Now, we can rewrite the signals received by the DL UEs
and the BN as
y = LtHtx + z = LtHtWΓq + z = LtΛ˜Γq + z, (4)
where Λ˜ ∈ C(D+MBt )×(D+MBt ) denotes Λ with all the zero
rows removed. Note that the noise-plus-interference signal z
includes here also the residual SI resulting from the imperfect
nulling of the receive antennas by the precoder. To express the
individual received data streams, (4) can alternatively be written
component wise using the elements of the various matrices.
Then, we get
yi=

√
Ldi (Nt −D −MBt −Nr) pdi qi + zi, i = 1, . . . , D√
LB(Nt−D−MBt −Nr) P
B
u
MBt
qi+zi, i=D+1, . . . ,D+M
B
t
(5)
Stemming from (5) and assuming a large transmit antenna
array [38], [42], the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of the ith DL signal can then be expressed as follows
for the full-duplex scheme:
SINRd,FDi =
E
[
|yi − zi|2
]
E
[
|zi|2
]
=
E
[∣∣∣√Ldi (Nt −D −MBt −Nr) pdi qi∣∣∣2]
E
[
|zi|2
]
=
ΛFDt L
d
i p
d
i
σ2n + L
Bd
i P
B
d +
∑U
j=1 L
ud
ij p
u
j
, i = 1, . . . , D,
(6)
where the power of the noise-plus-interference term zi has
been expanded to reflect the various components, ΛFDt =
Nt − Nr − D − MBt , and the rest of the symbols are as
defined in Table I. To further illustrate the many symbols and
parameters used throughout this work, Fig. 2 provides also a
visual depiction of their meaning within the considered system.
Similarly, the SINR of the backhaul signal streams trans-
mitted by the AN, used for backhauling the UL data, can be
written as follows
SINRu,FDB =
ΛFDt LBP
B
u
MBt
(
σ2n + αBNP
B
d +
∑U
j=1 L
Bu
j p
u
j
) , (7)
with the symbols again defined in Table I and illustrated in
Fig. 2.
The SINRs of the signals received by the AN can be derived
in an essentially similar manner as those of the transmit signals
(cf. [38]), and hence their detailed derivation is omitted for
brevity. In particular, the SINR of the jth UL signal can be
shown to read:
SINRu,FDj =
ΛFDr L
u
j p
u
j
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
) , j = 1, . . . , U,
(8)
TABLE I: The most important symbols used in the paper.
Variable Definition
Nt / Nr Number of transmit/receive antennas at the AN
MBt / M
B
r Number of backhaul signal streams transmitted/received
by the AN
D / U Number of DL/UL UEs in the cell
ΛXt / Λ
X
r The degrees-of-freedom of the AN transmitter/receiver,
X = {FD,HD,RL}
Ldi / L
u
j Path loss between the AN and the ith DL / jth UL UE
Ludij Path loss between the ith DL and the jth UL UE
LBdi / L
Bu
j Path loss between the BN and the ith DL / jth UL UE
LB Path loss between the AN and the BN
σ2n Noise floor in all the receivers
αAN/αBN Amount of SI cancellation in the AN/BN
pdi Transmit power used for the ith DL signal stream
puj Transmit power of the jth UL UE
PBd Total amount of transmit power used by the BN
PBu Total amount of transmit power allocated for self-
backhauling in the AN
η Proportion of time spent in the DL time slot
(in the half-duplex and hybrid relay schemes)
ρd / ρu DL/UL rate requirement of an individual UE
where again the symbols are as defined in Table I, and ΛFDr =
Nr − U −MBr . Correspondingly, the SINR of the backhaul
signals received by the AN, backhauling the DL data, is as
follows:
SINRd,FDB =
ΛFDr LBP
B
d
MBr
[
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
)] . (9)
The hereby obtained SINR expressions can then be used to
determine the achievable rates of the full-duplex scheme. In
particular, using (6), the DL sum-rate of this communication
scheme can be expressed as follows:
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi ,
Rdi = log2
(
1 + SINRd,FDi
)
= log2
(
1 +
ΛFDt L
d
i p
d
i
σ2n + L
Bd
i P
B
d +
∑U
j=1 L
ud
ij p
u
j
)
, (10)
It can be observed that, in this communication scheme, the
DL data rate is degraded by the UL-to-DL IUI and by the
interference produced by the BN transmission. Similarly, using
(8), the total UL data rate can be written as:
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj ,
Ruj = log2
(
1 + SINRu,FDj
)
= log2
1 + ΛFDr Luj puj
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
)
 , (11)
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Fig. 2: An illustration depicting the relevant symbols.
where the SINR is now degraded by the residual SI within
the AN. Note that this work does not assume any specific SI
cancellation performance since all the derivations are done for
an arbitrary amount of SI cancellation, consisting of passive
antenna isolation, ZF beamforming at the transmit side to form
nulls at the receive antennas, and other possible SI suppression
methods.
Since the AN must also be capable of backhauling all the
data, the backhaul data rates must also be taken into account in
the analysis. With the help of (7), the data rate of the backhaul
signal transmitted by the AN (for backhauling UL data) can
be expressed as follows:
Ru,B =
MBt∑
k=1
log2
(
1 + SINRu,FDB
)
= MBt log2
(
1 +
ΛFDt LBP
B
u /M
B
t
σ2n + αBNP
B
d +
∑U
j=1 L
Bu
j p
u
j
)
, (12)
which is affected by the residual SI within the BN, and also by
the interference caused by the UL transmissions. In a similar
fashion, using (9), the data rate of the received backhaul signal
streams in the AN (for backhauling DL data) can be written
as follows:
Rd,B =
MBr∑
l=1
log2
(
1 + SINRd,FDB
)
= MBr log2
1 + ΛFDr LBPBd /MBr
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
)
 . (13)
The data rate of the received backhaul signals is decreased by
the residual SI within the AN, similar to the UL signals. Put
together, the data rate expressions in (10)–(13) can be used
to determine the optimal transmit powers for the considered
system under some given data rate requirements, as will be
done in Section III.
B. Half-duplex Scheme
Perhaps the most obvious alternative to the aforementioned
full-duplex scheme is for all the nodes to operate in half-duplex
mode. This can be done by utilizing time-division duplexing
(TDD) where each node within the considered system either
transmits or receives at any given time, using all of the available
spectrum. In terms of the analyzed AN with a wireless backhaul
link, one possible TDD scheme is shown in the middle part of
Fig. 1. There, the system has two different time slots: one where
the AN transmits data to the BN and to the UEs, and one where
it receives data from them. As can easily be observed from
Fig. 1, this type of a scheme requires only half-duplex capable
nodes since none of them have to engage in simultaneous
transmission and reception. This removes the problems of SI
and UL-to-DL IUI at the cost of decreased spectral efficiency
since the AN now requires more temporal resources to carry
out the same tasks in comparison to the full-duplex scheme.
Although the detailed derivations must be omitted for brevity,
the SINRs for this type of a half-duplex scheme can be obtained
in a similar manner as done for the full-duplex scheme above,
and the corresponding DL sum-rate of the half-duplex system
can be expressed as follows:
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi ,
Rdi = η log2
(
1 + SINRd,HDi
)
= η log2
(
1 +
ΛHDt L
d
i p
d
i
σ2n
)
, (14)
where the symbols are as defined in Table I and ΛHDt =
Nt − D − MBt . The relative lengths of the two time slots
are controlled by the duplexing parameter η, which defines
the proportion of time spent in the DL time slot (the relative
length of the UL time slot being 1 − η). The corresponding
7UL sum-rate can then be written as:
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj ,
Ruj = (1− η) log2
(
1 + SINRu,HDj
)
= (1− η) log2
(
1 +
ΛHDr L
u
j p
u
j
σ2n
)
, (15)
where ΛHDr = Nr − U −MBr . Hence, as can be observed, the
data rates are decreased due to time division, but the DL and
UL transmissions in the half-duplex scheme do not suffer from
any form of interference. Furthermore, no degrees-of-freedom
are lost due to having to null the receive antennas. The backhaul
data rates in half-duplex mode can then be expressed as
Ru,B =
MBt∑
k=1
η log2
(
1 + SINRu,HDB
)
= ηMBt log2
(
1 +
ΛHDt LBP
B
u
MBt σ
2
n
)
, (16)
Rd,B =
MBr∑
l=1
(1− η) log2
(
1 + SINRd,HDB
)
= (1− η)MBr log2
(
1 +
ΛHDr LBP
B
d
MBr σ
2
n
)
. (17)
Based on (14)–(17), an intuitive interpretation regarding the
relationship between the data rates of the full-duplex and half-
duplex schemes is that it highly depends on the level of the
total interference. With low path loss between the UL and
DL UEs and/or poor SI cancellation performance, the half-
duplex scheme is likely to be the better option due to it being
immune to the interference. On the other hand, if the AN is
capable of efficiently suppressing the SI signal and the UEs
do not strongly interfere with each other or with the BN, the
full-duplex scheme will likely provide the higher performance.
These aspects are investigated further in Section V with the
help of numerical results.
C. Hybrid Relay Scheme
In addition to the above extreme cases of purely full-duplex
and half-duplex systems, an interesting scheme is a full-duplex
relay-type AN, which simply relays the UL signal to the BN
during one time slot, and then in the other time slot relays
the signal from the BN to the DL UEs. The bottom part of
Fig. 1 illustrates this type of a solution. The benefit of this
scheme is that the problem of UL-to-DL IUI is completely
avoided, similar to the half-duplex scheme, while the full-
duplex capability of the AN is still utilized to some extent as
the relaying is performed inband. The obvious drawback is,
however, that now everything cannot be done simultaneously,
which will inherently decrease the achievable rate. Furthermore,
the relay scheme still suffers from the interference between
the BN and the UEs.
Also the SINRs of this type of a hybrid relay scheme can be
derived in a similar manner as those of the full-duplex scheme
in Section II-A, the DL sum-rate being now
Rd =
D∑
i=1
Rdi ,
Rdi = η log2
(
1 + SINRd,RLi
)
= η log2
(
1 +
ΛRLt L
d
i p
d
i
σ2n + L
Bd
i P
B
d
)
, (18)
where ΛRLt = Nt−D−Nr. The UL sum-rate can correspond-
ingly be written as:
Ru =
U∑
j=1
Ruj ,
Ruj = (1− η) log2
(
1 + SINRu,RLj
)
= (1− η) log2
(
1 +
ΛRLr L
u
j p
u
j
σ2n + αANP
B
u
)
, (19)
where ΛRLr = Nr − U . Now, there is still some interference,
which degrades the DL and UL SINRs, but this scheme can
be considered a trade-off between tolerating interference and
duplexing the transmissions and receptions in time.
Finally, the backhaul data rates of the hybrid relay scheme
can be expressed as follows:
Ru,B =
MBt∑
k=1
(1− η) log2
(
1 + SINRu,RLB
)
= (1− η)MBt log2
(
1 +
ΛRLt,BLBP
B
u /M
B
t
σ2n +
∑U
j=1 L
Bu
j p
u
j
)
, (20)
Rd,B =
MBr∑
l=1
η log2
(
1 + SINRd,RLB
)
= ηMBr log2
(
1 +
ΛRLr,BLBP
B
d /M
B
r
σ2n + αAN
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
)
, (21)
where ΛRLt,B = Nt − Nr − MBt and ΛRLr,B = Nr − MBr are
the degrees-of-freedom of the AN transmitter and receiver
for backhauling data in the hybrid relay scheme, respectively.
Again, a crucial aspect of the considered cell is that the
backhaul link should be able to match the data rates of UL
and DL. Otherwise the system will be bottlenecked by the
backhaul connection.
III. TRANSMIT SUM-POWER MINIMIZATION UNDER RATE
CONSTRAINTS
Next, the problem of minimizing the transmit powers of
the system under some given data rate requirements for the
DL and the UL is investigated. In particular, let us define the
per-UE QoS requirements in terms of the minimum data rates
as ρd and ρu for the DL and the UL, respectively. This results
in the following optimization problem.
8Problem (Transmit Sum-Power Minimization):
minimize
p, PBd , P
B
u
(
1TD+Up + P
B
d + P
B
u
)
subject to C1: Rdi ≥ ρd, i = 1, . . . , D,
C2: Ruj ≥ ρu, j = 1, . . . , U,
C3: Rd,B ≥
D∑
i=1
Rdi ,
C4: Ru,B ≥
U∑
j=1
Ruj ,
(22)
where p =
[
pTd p
T
u
]T
, pd and pu are column vectors
containing the DL and UL transmit powers pdi and p
u
j stacked,
respectively, and 1N is a column vector consisting of N ones.
The constraints C1 and C2 ensure the QoS of the UEs, while the
constraints C3 and C4 ensure sufficient backhauling capability
in the AN. This optimization problem will next be solved
separately for the three considered communication schemes,
while the associated infeasible system scenarios and QoS
requirements that manifest themselves as negative transmit
power values in the following theorems are characterized later
in Section IV.
A. Full-Duplex Scheme
Theorem 1: The optimal DL and UL transmit powers for
the full-duplex scheme are
p∗ =
[
p∗d
p∗u
]
=
σ
2
nγd
αAN
qd +
σ2n
(
1+Sdγd
αAN
+γBt
)
θ(1−γB)
(
γdγ
B
r qB/d +
γdγu
αAN
Ldudqu
)
σ2nγu
(
1+Sdγd
αAN
+γBt
)
θ(1−γB) qu
,
(23)
when each element of p∗ is positive and finite. Otherwise
the QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled and the system
is infeasible. Here, γd =
αAN(2
ρd−1)
ΛFDt
, γu =
αAN(2
ρu−1)
ΛFDr
,
γBr =
MBr
(
2Dρd/M
B
r −1
)
ΛFDr LB
, γBt =
MBt
(
2Uρu/M
B
t −1
)
ΛFDt LB
, γB =
αANαBNγ
B
t γ
B
r , {qd}i = 1/Ldi , {qu}j = 1/Luj ,
{
qB/d
}
i
=
LBdi /L
d
i , {LBu}j = LBuj , {Lud}ij = Ludij , Ldud = Lud◦qd1TU,
and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product. Note that qd, qu, qB/d,
and LBu are column vectors. Furthermore, the parameter θ is
defined as
θ = 1− γdγ
B
r SB/d
1− γB −
γuγ
B
t SB/u
1− γB −
γdγuSud
αAN (1− γB) , (24)
where Sd = 1TDqd, SB/d = 1
T
DqB/d, SB/u = L
T
Buqu, and
Sud = 1
T
DL
d
udqu. The optimal backhauling powers P
B
d and
PBu then follow directly from p
∗ as shown below, viz. (29),
(30).
Proof: In order to arrive at the above closed-form solution,
let us first rewrite Constraints C1 and C2 from (22) in terms
of the individual UL and DL transmit powers as follows:
pdi ≥
(2ρd − 1)
(
σ2n + L
Bd
i P
B
d +
∑U
j=1 L
ud
ij p
u
j
)
ΛFDt L
d
i
, (25)
puj ≥
(2ρu − 1)
(
σ2n + αAN
[
PBu +
∑D
i=1 p
d
i
])
ΛFDr L
u
j
. (26)
Minimizing pdi and p
u
j by setting them equal to their lower
bounds, we can write Rdi = ρd ∀i and Ruj = ρu ∀j. Hence, the
backhauling constraints become Rd,B ≥ Dρd and Ru,B ≥ Uρu.
Utilizing (12) and (13), the following lower bounds for the
backhaul-related transmit powers are obtained:
PBd ≥ γBr
[
σ2n + αAN
(
PBu +
D∑
i=1
pdi
)]
, (27)
PBu ≥ γBt
σ2n + αBNPBd + U∑
j=1
LBuj p
u
j
 . (28)
These transmit powers are also minimized by setting them
equal to their lower bounds. Solving then for PBd and P
B
u in
terms of pdi and p
u
j from (27) and (28), we get:
PBd =
αANγ
B
r
1− γB
D∑
i=1
pdi +
αANγ
B
t γ
B
r
1− γB
U∑
j=1
LBuj p
u
j
+
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
γBr σ
2
n
1− γB , (29)
PBu =
γB
1− γB
D∑
i=1
pdi +
γBt
1− γB
U∑
j=1
LBuj p
u
j
+
(
1 + αBNγ
B
r
)
γBt σ
2
n
1− γB . (30)
Then, by substituting (29) into (25) and (30) into (26), we
get the following system of D + U equations with D + U
unknown transmit powers:
WFDp = vFD, (31)
where, by denoting a N ×N identity matrix by IN , WFD can
be written in blockwise form as
WFD =
ID − γdγBr qB/d1TD1−γB −γBr γBt γdqB/dLTBu1−γB − γdLdudαAN
−γuqu1TD1−γB IU − γuγ
B
t quL
T
Bu
1−γB
 ,
(32)
while the vector vFD is defined as follows:
vFD =
γdσ2nαAN qd + γdγBr σ2n1−γB
(
1
αAN
+ γBt
)
qB/d
γuσ
2
n
1−γB
(
1
αAN
+ γBt
)
qu
 . (33)
The solution to (31) can then simply be obtained by
p∗ = W−1FDvFD. (34)
To express the inverse of the matrix WFD, let us first write
it as a sum of three matrices as follows:
WFD = ID+U + FG + H, (35)
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F =
− γdγBr1−γBqB/d −γBr γBt γd1−γB qB/d
− γu1−γBqu − γuγ
B
t
1−γBqu

G =
[
1TD 0
T
U
0TD L
T
Bu
]
H =
[
0D×D − γdαANLdud
0U×D 0U×U
]
.
Here, 0N refers to a column vector consisting of N zeros,
while 0M×N refers to an M × N matrix consisting of all
zeros. Now, the inverse can be written as follows:
W−1FD = (ID+U + H + FG)
−1
= (ID+U + H)
−1 − (ID+U + H)−1 F
×
(
I2 + G (ID+U + H)
−1
F
)−1
G (ID+U + H)
−1
,
(36)
where the latter form is obtained using the Kailath Variant [43].
The inverse of the matrix ID+U + H can easily be obtained
as:
(ID+U + H)
−1
=
[
ID×D − γdαANLdud
0U×D IU×U
]−1
=
[
ID×D γdαANL
d
ud
0U×D IU×U
]
.
Furthermore, since I2 + G (ID+U + H)
−1
F is in fact a 2× 2
matrix, its inverse can also be calculated in a straightforward
manner. In particular, we get(
I2 + G (ID+U + H)
−1
F
)−1
=
1
θ
1− γuγBt LTBuqu1−γB γBr γBt γd1TDqB/d1−γB + γdγuγBt 1TDLdudquαAN(1−γB)
γuL
T
Buqu
1−γB 1−
γdγ
B
r 1
T
DqB/d
1−γB − γdγu1
T
DL
d
udqu
αAN(1−γB)
 ,
where θ is the determinant of the inverted 2× 2 matrix, and it
is defined as shown in (24).
Having now calculated all the inverses in (36), the optimal
transmit powers can be expressed by using only vector/matrix-
multiplications as follows:
p∗ =
[
(ID+U + H)
−1 − (ID+U + H)−1
× F
(
I2 + G (ID+U + H)
−1
F
)−1
G (ID+U + H)
−1
]
vFD,
which, after substituting the matrices with the corresponding
expressions and manipulating the equation, results in (23).
These DL and UL transmit powers can then be substituted
into (29) and (30) in order to obtain the corresponding optimal
backhaul-related transmit powers.
B. Half-Duplex Scheme
Theorem 2: For the half-duplex scheme, the optimal transmit
powers in closed form are
p∗ =
[
p∗d
p∗u
]
=

(
2
ρd
η −1
)
σ2n
ΛHDt
qd(
2
ρu
1−η −1
)
σ2n
ΛHDr
qu
 , (37)
PBd =
(
2
Dρd
MBr (1−η) − 1
)
MBr σ
2
n
ΛHDr LB
, (38)
PBu =
(
2
Uρu
MBt η − 1
)
MBt σ
2
n
ΛHDt LB
. (39)
The QoS requirements can always be fulfilled and the system
is always feasible.
Proof: This analytical solution is again obtained by first
rewriting the Constraints C1 and C2 in terms of the DL and
UL transmit powers with the help of (14) and (15) as follows:
pdi ≥
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)
σ2n
ΛHDt L
d
i
, (40)
puj ≥
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)
σ2n
ΛHDr L
u
j
. (41)
Again, these transmit powers are minimized by setting them
equal to the lower bounds, and consequently the backhauling
requirements become Rd,B ≥ Dρd and Ru,B ≥ Uρu. These,
together with (16) and (17), yield the following bounds for the
backhaul-related transmit powers:
PBd ≥
(
2
Dρd
MBr (1−η) − 1
)
MBr σ
2
n
ΛHDr LB
, (42)
PBu ≥
(
2
Uρu
MBt η − 1
)
MBt σ
2
n
ΛHDt LB
, (43)
which are also minimized by setting them equal to their
respective lower bounds.
Optimizing the Duplexing Parameter for the Half-duplex
Scheme: In addition, for the half-duplex scheme, also the
duplexing parameter η can be optimized, since it directly affects
the overall transmit power. Having solved the optimal transmit
powers as shown above, they can be used to formulate the
optimization problem in terms of η as follows:
minimize
η
SHD (η) , where SHD (η) = 1Tp + PBd + P
B
u .
(44)
Using (37)–(39), the objective function can be written as
follows:
SHD (η) =
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)
σ2nSd
ΛHDt
+
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)
σ2nSu
ΛHDr
+
(
2
Dρd
MBr (1−η) − 1
)
MBr σ
2
n
ΛHDr LB
+
(
2
Uρu
MBt η − 1
)
MBt σ
2
n
ΛHDt LB
,
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where Su = 1TUqu. It is easy to show that this is a convex
function in terms of η, and hence its global minimum is found at
the zero-point of its derivative. Hence, (44) is in fact equivalent
to solving the following equation:
d
dη
SHD (η)
= ln (2)σ2n
(
−
(
Sdρd
ΛHDt
)
2
ρd
η
η2
+
(
Suρu
ΛHDr
)
2
ρu
1−η
(1− η)2
+
(
Dρd
ΛHDr LB
)
2
Dρd
MBr (1−η)
(1− η)2 −
(
Uρu
ΛHDt LB
)
2
Uρu
MBt η
η2
 = 0. (45)
This equation does not have a closed-form solution, but it can
be easily solved numerically as done in the performance results
of Section V when determining the value of the duplexing
parameter η.
C. Hybrid Relay Scheme
Theorem 3: The optimal DL and UL transmit powers for
the hybrid relay scheme are
p∗ =
[
p∗d
p∗u
]
=
γdσ2nαAN
(
qd +
γBr (1+Sdγd)
1−γdγBr SB/dqB/d
)
σ2nγu
αAN
(
1+αANγ
B
t
1−γuγBt SB/uqu
)
 , (46)
when each element of p∗ is positive and finite. Otherwise the
QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled and the system is infeasi-
ble. Here, γd =αAN
(
2ρd/η−1
ΛRLt
)
, γu =αAN
(
2ρu/(1−η)−1
ΛRLr
)
, γBr =
MBr
(
2Dρd/(M
B
r η)−1
ΛRLr,BLB
)
, and γBt = M
B
t
(
2Uρu/(M
B
t (1−η))−1
ΛRLt,BLB
)
. The
backhaul-related transmit powers again directly follow from
p∗ as shown below, viz. (49), (50) with equalities.
Proof: Following a similar procedure as in the full-duplex
and half-duplex schemes, the first step in obtaining the above
closed-form solution is rewriting the QoS constraints in (22)
as boundaries for the DL and UL transmit powers using (18)
and (19) as follows:
pdi ≥
(
2
ρd
η − 1
) (
σ2n + L
Bd
i P
B
d
)
ΛRLt L
d
i
, (47)
puj ≥
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
) (
σ2n + αANP
B
u
)
ΛRLr L
u
j
. (48)
Minimizing again these transmit powers by setting them equal
to their lower bounds, the self-backhauling constraints become
Rd,B ≥ Dρd and Ru,B ≥ Uρu. Hence, by using (20) and (21),
we can write:
PBd ≥ γBr
(
σ2n + αAN
D∑
i=1
pdi
)
, (49)
PBu ≥ γBt
σ2n + U∑
j=1
LBuj p
u
j
 . (50)
Setting also these backhaul-related transmit powers equal to
their lower bounds and substituting them into (47) and (48),
we obtain the following expressions for the individual transmit
powers:
pdi =
γdγ
B
r L
Bd
i
Ldi
D∑
k=1
pdk +
σ2nγd
αANLdi
(
1 + LBdi γ
B
r
)
, (51)
puj =
γuγ
B
t
Luj
U∑
l=1
LBul p
u
l +
σ2nγu
αANLuj
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
. (52)
These can easily be rearranged into a system of equations for
the unknown DL and UL transmit powers as follows:
WRLp = vRL, (53)
where WRL can be written in blockwise form as
WRL =
[
ID − γdγBr qB/d1TD 0D×U
0U×D IU − γuγBt quLTBu
]
, (54)
and the vector vRL is defined as follows:
vRL =
 σ2nγdαAN (qd + γBr qB/d)
σ2nγu
αAN
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
qu
 . (55)
The optimal transmit powers are then obtained similar to
the full-duplex scheme, i.e., from
p∗ = W−1RLvRL, (56)
which, due to the block diagonal nature of the matrix WRL,
can in fact be solved separately for the DL and UL transmit
powers. Hence, the optimal DL transmit powers are as follows:
p∗d =
(
ID − γdγBr qB/d1TD
)−1 σ2nγd
αAN
(
qd + γ
B
r qB/d
)
=
(
ID +
γdγ
B
r qB/d1
T
D
1− γdγBr 1TDqB/d
)
σ2nγd
αAN
(
qd + γ
B
r qB/d
)
=
σ2nγd
αAN
(
qd +
γBr (1 + Sdγd)
1− γdγBr SB/d
qB/d
)
, (57)
where the matrix inverse has been calculated by using the
Sherman-Morrison formula [43]. The optimal UL transmit
powers are obtained in an identical manner, and they read:
p∗u =
(
IU − γuγBt quLTBu
)−1 σ2nγu
αAN
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
qu
=
σ2nγu
αAN
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
1− γuγBt SB/u
qu
)
. (58)
The optimal backhaul-related transmit powers can be solved
by substituting the optimal DL and UL transmit powers into
the expressions in (49) and (50) with equalities.
Optimizing the Duplexing Parameter for the Hybrid Relay
Scheme: Similar to the half-duplex scheme, the solution in
(56) is for a given duplexing parameter η, and thus the transmit
powers of the hybrid relay scheme can be further minimized
also with respect to η. This results in the following optimization
problem:
minimize
η
SRL (η) , where SRL (η) = 1Tp + PBd + P
B
u .
(59)
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In order to obtain the expression of the objective function,
the overall DL transmit power can first be written as follows,
based on (57):
1TDpd =
σ2nγd
αAN
(
1TDqd +
γBr (1 + Sdγd)
1− γdγBr SB/d
1TDqB/d
)
=
σ2nγd
αAN
(
Sd + γ
B
r SB/d
1− γdγBr SB/d
)
. (60)
Following a similar procedure, the sum UL transmit power is
obtained using (58) as follows:
1TUpu =
σ2nγu
αAN
(
Su
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
1− γuγBt SB/u
)
. (61)
Furthermore, in order to express the transmit power used for
backhauling the uplink data (PBu ), the term L
T
Bupu must be
calculated. Using an identical procedure as in (61), it can be
derived as follows:
LTBupu =
σ2nγu
αAN
(
SB/u
(
1 + αANγ
B
t
)
1− γuγBt SB/u
)
. (62)
Having obtained the expressions for the sum DL and UL
transmit powers, as well as for LTBupu, they can be substituted
into the expressions in (49) and (50) to solve the corresponding
backhaul-related transmit powers. After this, the objective
function can be written as follows:
SRL (η) =
σ2nγd
(
α−1AN + γ
B
r
) (
Sd + γ
B
r SB/d
)
1− γdγBr SB/d
+ γBr σ
2
n
+
σ2nγu
(
α−1AN + γ
B
t
) (
Su + γ
B
t SB/u
)
1− γuγBt SB/u
+ γBt σ
2
n,
(63)
where the duplexing parameter η is contained in the terms γd,
γu, γBr , and γ
B
t , as defined earlier. As is shown in Section IV
below where the feasibility of the hybrid relay scheme is
discussed in more detail, the system is in fact feasible when
1 − γBd γBr SB/d > 0 and 1 − γBu γBt SB/u > 0. Solving these
inequalities in terms of η results in an open interval within
which the minimum point is located, and it can be easily
observed that the function SRL (η) is also continuous within
this interval.
As there is no closed-form solution for the optimal η, in the
forthcoming numerical results the optimal duplexing parameter
is determined by numerically optimizing (63) over the open
interval defined by the feasibility conditions. This can be done
by utilizing any one-dimensional optimization procedure, and
the hereby obtained optimal value of η is then used when
evaluating the minimum transmit powers of the hybrid relay
scheme.
IV. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF FULL-DUPLEX AND
HYBRID RELAY SCHEMES
The feasibility of the considered communication schemes can
be determined by investigating the resulting required transmit
powers. In particular, if their values are positive and finite, the
system is capable of fulfilling the QoS requirements, while
infinite or negative transmit powers in the above theorems
naturally indicate that the required data rates cannot be achieved.
This stems from the physical interpretation of a transmit power,
which obviously cannot be negative.
The half-duplex scheme does not suffer from any interference
sources, and hence it is feasible under all circumstances.
In other words, it can fulfill any QoS requirements with
appropriately high transmit powers. However, both the full-
duplex and hybrid relay schemes have various interference
sources, which result in a fundamental upper bound for the
achievable data rates. We refer to this as the feasibility boundary,
since it determines whether the whole system is feasible in
the first place. Essentially, this means that the full-duplex and
hybrid relay schemes have an upper bound for the DL and/or
UL data rates, which can be expressed as follows:
Rx ≤ Rxmax, ∀pd1 , . . . , pdD, pu1 , . . . , puU , PBd , PBu ≥ 0,
where x = d and/or x = u. This means that, if the
DL/UL data rate requirement is higher than Rxmax, the QoS
requirements cannot be fulfilled, and consequently the system is
infeasible. Note that essentially this type of a feasibility analysis
considers a case where all the transmit powers tend towards
infinity, meaning that the derived boundary conditions are very
fundamental in nature. Hence, the corresponding feasibility
limits for restricted transmit powers are somewhat stricter.
A. Feasibility of the Full-duplex Scheme
Theorem 4: The feasibility condition of the full-duplex
scheme can be expressed as follows:
γdγ
B
r SB/d
1− γB +
γuγ
B
t SB/u
1− γB +
γdγuSud
αAN (1− γB) < 1,
γB < 1,
(64)
where the first condition is simply θ > 0 rewritten in a slightly
different form.
Proof: These feasibility conditions stem from the fact that
all the transmit powers in (23) are positive and finite under
these conditions. In particular, if γB < 1, all the terms in (23),
apart from θ, are always positive. Then, when also θ > 0,
all the transmit powers are clearly positive and the system is
feasible. It is also evident from (23) that θ < 0 and γB < 1
result in at least the UL transmit powers being negative, while
γB > 1 results in θ > 0, meaning that the UL transmit powers
are negative also in this case. This proves that the system is
infeasible if and only if the conditions in (64) do not hold.
Corollary 1: For any typical system parameters, the term
αANαBN is extremely small, meaning that usually θ > 0 is
a sufficient feasibility condition since γB  1. In fact, it
can be assumed with high accuracy that γB = 0, and the
feasibility condition in terms of the physical system parameters
can consequently be approximated as:
αAN
(
(2ρu − 1)(2ρd − 1)Sud
ΛFDt Λ
FD
r
+
(2ρu − 1)(2
Uρu
MBt − 1)MBt SB/u
ΛFDt Λ
FD
r LB
+
(2ρd − 1)(2
Dρd
MBr − 1)MBr SB/d
ΛFDt Λ
FD
r LB
)
< 1. (65)
Since (65) is clearly a monotonic function of ρd, the
maximum supported DL data rate requirement is obtained
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by solving the root of the above expression with respect to
ρd. Due to the multiplications of the exponential rate terms,
there is no closed-form solution for the root, even if assuming
that 2ρd − 1 ≈ 2ρd and 2Dρd/MBr − 1 ≈ 2Dρd/MBr . Hence, the
highest feasible DL data rate requirement of the full-duplex
scheme is obtained by solving the root numerically.
On the other hand, when considering the required amount
of SI cancellation to make the system feasible, a closed-form
solution can be easily obtained from (65). In particular, the
minimum amount of required SI cancellation in decibels is as
follows:
αdBAN < 10 log10
(
ΛFDt Λ
FD
r LB
)
− 10 log10
[
(2ρu − 1)
(
2
Uρu
MBt − 1
)
MBt SB/u
+ (2ρd − 1)
(
2
Dρd
MBr − 1
)
MBr SB/d
+ (2ρu − 1) (2ρd − 1)LBSud
]
. (66)
In the numerical results, these feasibility boundaries obtained
from the simplified expression in Corollary 1 are compared to
the exact solutions defined in Theorem 4. The approximated
boundaries are shown to be highly accurate, which means that
Corollary 1 can be used to obtain reliable information regarding
the feasibility of a system utilizing the full-duplex scheme.
B. Feasibility of the Hybrid Relay Scheme
Theorem 5: The hybrid relay scheme is feasible under the
following conditions:
αAN
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)(
2
Dρd
MBr η − 1
)
MBr SB/d
ΛRLr,BΛ
RL
t LB
< 1,
αAN
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)(
2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) − 1
)
MBt SB/u
ΛRLt,BΛ
RL
r LB
< 1,
0 < η < 1.
(67)
Proof: These conditions are obtained by observing from
(46) that all the transmit powers are positive and finite when
1 − γBd γBr SB/d > 0 and 1 − γBu γBt SB/u > 0, because all the
variables themselves are positive. Furthermore, since the sum
DL and UL transmit powers in (60) and (61) are negative when
1 − γBd γBr SB/d < 0 and 1 − γBu γBt SB/u < 0, (67) represents
indeed the exact feasibility condition.
When optimizing the duplexing parameter η, these conditions
can be used to determine its upper and lower bound. In
particular, it can easily be shown that the first condition
is monotonically decreasing with respect to η, while the
second condition is monotonically increasing. Hence, the first
inequality results in a lower bound for η, while the second
inequality defines its upper bound. The system is then feasible if
there exists a value for η which fulfills all of these inequalities.
Since it is not possible to obtain closed-form solutions for the
upper and lower boundaries of η using the exact form of (67),
the problem can be made analytically tractable by assuming
that
(
2
ρd
η − 1
)
≈ 2 ρdη ,
(
2
ρu
1−η − 1
)
≈ 2 ρu1−η ,
(
2
Dρd
MBr η − 1
)
≈
2
Dρd
MBr η , and
(
2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) − 1
)
≈ 2
Uρu
MBt (1−η) . This approximation
is rather accurate with any reasonable rate requirements, and
it represents a pessimistic estimate of the feasibility boundary,
which is asymptotically approaching the true boundary when
ρd, ρu →∞. Now, the boundaries for η can be expressed as
follows:
ρd +
Dρd
MBr
log2
(
ΛRLr,BΛ
RL
t LB
αANMBr SB/d
) < η < 1− ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
ΛRLr Λ
RL
t,BLB
αANMBt SB/u
) .
Note that we have assumed here that
ΛRLr,BΛ
RL
t LB
αANMBr SB/d
> 1 and
ΛRLr Λ
RL
t,BLB
αANMBt SB/u
> 1, since this ensures that the third condition,
i.e., 0 < η < 1, is fulfilled. Because these inequalities can
be expected to hold when considering any realistic system
parameters, they are not explicitly analyzed in this article.
Corollary 2: Noting that, for a feasible system, the lower
bound of η must be strictly less than its upper bound, an
approximative feasibility condition for the hybrid relay scheme
can be expressed as
ρd +
Dρd
MBr
log2
(
ΛRLr,BΛ
RL
t LB
αANMBr SB/d
) + ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
ΛRLr Λ
RL
t,BLB
αANMBt SB/u
) < 1. (68)
If the lower bound is equal to the upper bound, this means
that 1 − γBd γBr SB/d ≈ 0 and 1 − γBu γBt SB/u ≈ 0, indicating
that the required transmit powers tend to infinity, and hence
this condition represents the feasibility boundary.
Using (68), we can easily derive the boundary for the DL data
rate requirement with respect to the other system parameters,
and it is as follows:
ρd <
log2
(
ΛRLr,BΛ
RL
t LB
αANMBr SB/d
)
1 + DMBr
1− ρu + UρuMBt
log2
(
ΛRLr Λ
RL
t,BLB
αANMBt SB/u
)
 .
(69)
The minimum requirement for SI cancellation in the AN can
also be written in closed form using (68). Expressing αAN in
decibels, it reads as follows:
αdBAN < 5 log10
(
ΛRLr Λ
RL
t Λ
RL
t,BΛ
RL
r,BL
2
B
MBr M
B
t SB/dSB/u
)
− 5
log2 (10)
[
ρd + ρu +
Dρd
MBr
+
Uρu
MBt
+
[(
ρd − ρu + Dρd
MBr
− Uρu
MBt
+ log2
(
ΛRLt,BΛ
RL
r M
B
r SB/d
ΛRLt Λ
RL
r,BM
B
t SB/u
))2
+ 4
(
ρd +
Dρd
MBr
)(
ρu +
Uρu
MBt
)]1/2]
. (70)
Note that solving (68) for αAN requires solving the roots of
a 2nd-degree polynomial, but one of the two solutions can
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TABLE II: The essential default system parameters. Many of the parameter
values are also varied in the evaluations.
Parameter Value
No. of AN TX/RX antennas (Nt/Nr) 200/100
No. of DL and UL UEs (D = U ) 10
No. of DL/UL backhaul streams (MBr /M
B
t ) 12/6
Receiver noise floor (σ2n) -90 dBm
SI cancellation in the AN/BN (αAN/αBN) −120/−120 dB
Per-UE DL/UL rate requirement (ρd/ρu) 8/2 bps/Hz
Cell radius 50 m
Distance between the AN and the BN 75 m
No. of Monte Carlo simulation runs 10 000
easily be shown to result in the duplexing parameter being
outside the open interval (0, 1). Hence, there is only one valid
solution for the inequality. In Section V, the above feasibility
boundaries given by Corollary 2 are shown to be very close to
the exact feasibility boundaries given by Theorem 5. Hence,
these approximative closed-form boundaries provide highly
accurate results when determining the feasibility of the hybrid
relay scheme.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Next, the proposed system is numerically evaluated with
Monte Carlo simulations. In particular, we consider a cell of
a given size where the specified amount of DL and UL UEs
are randomly positioned. By calculating the optimal transmit
powers and the feasibility conditions for a large number of
random positions, the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
of the corresponding quantities can then be obtained. The
default system parameters, which are used unless otherwise
mentioned, are shown in Table II. The path losses between
the different parties are calculated based on the distances in
each random realization, using the measurement-based path
loss model for a center frequency of 3.5 GHz presented in [44]
to reflect a concrete practical example; the line-of-sight (LOS)
model is adopted for the link between the AN and the BN,
while the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) model is adopted in all the
other cases. To ensure a practical system, the scheduled DL and
UL UEs are chosen from the opposite sides of the cell, which
results in a smaller level of UL-to-DL IUI [41]. The UEs can
then alternate between DL and UL modes at regular intervals,
by which each UE gets served both in the DL and in the UL,
regardless of their position in the cell. Furthermore, in order to
facilitate a fair comparison between the different schemes, in
the forthcoming figures the transmit powers of the half-duplex
and hybrid relay scheme are weighted by the proportion of
time spent in the corresponding time slot (determined by the
duplexing parameter η). For brevity, the full-duplex, half-duplex
and hybrid relay schemes are referred to as FD, HD, and RL,
respectively, in all the figures.
A. Feasibility
In order to first analyze the feasibility of the full-duplex
and the hybrid relay schemes, Fig. 3 shows the CDFs of
the SI cancellation performance required in the AN to make
Minimum SI cancellation requirement at the AN (αAN, dB)
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Fig. 3: CDFs of the minimum SI cancellation requirement in the AN in the
full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes, shown for different DL/UL data rate
requirements.
the system feasible. The figure shows both the approximated
closed-form solutions given in (66) and (70) as well as
the exact solutions obtained from (64) and (67). Firstly, it
can be observed that the approximated feasibility boundaries
match the exact boundaries very closely, indicating that the
approximations do not compromise the accuracy of the derived
equations. Furthermore, Fig. 3 indicates that the required
AN SI cancellation performance of the full-duplex scheme
is less affected by the data rate requirements than that of the
hybrid relay scheme. In particular, with the highest data rate
requirements, the full-duplex scheme is feasible with lower
SI cancellation performance than the hybrid relay scheme,
while the opposite is true for the lowest considered data rate
requirements. In the latter case, the hybrid relay scheme benefits
from the fact that it only needs to transmit to the UEs or to
the BN, unlike the full-duplex scheme which must transmit
everything at the same time. This results in less stringent SI
cancellation requirements. However, with the higher data rate
requirements, this benefit is overshadowed by the need to
perform time-division duplexing.
Another perspective into the feasibility is the highest
supported DL data rate requirement. The corresponding CDFs
are plotted in Fig. 4, which again show the approximated
boundaries given by (65) and (69), alongside with the exact
feasibility boundaries obtained from (64) and (67). Also now,
the approximated feasibility boundaries are essentially similar
to the exact boundaries, further confirming their accuracy under
the studied conditions. It can also be concluded that the full-
duplex scheme can support a higher DL data rate requirement
with all the considered UL data rate requirements. However,
it should be noted that there is more uncertainty regarding
the maximum supported DL data rate requirement in the full-
duplex scheme, since the slope of the CDF is lower than in
the hybrid relay scheme. Hence, even though the full-duplex
scheme supports a higher median DL data rate requirement,
there is a higher probability that it cannot fulfill that for different
randomly chosen UE positions in the network. This indicates
that there is a trade-off between the maximum performance
and robustness when comparing the full-duplex and hybrid
relay schemes.
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Fig. 4: CDFs of the maximum supported DL data rate requirement in the full-
duplex and hybrid relay schemes, shown for different UL data rate requirements.
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Fig. 5: CDFs of the maximum supported sum data rate requirement in the
full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes under different fixed UL/DL data rate
ratios.
The maximum supported sum data rate requirement is then
analyzed in Fig. 5. There, the CDFs of the feasibility boundary
are shown under a scenario where the ratio between the UL
and DL data rates is fixed, that is, ρu/ρd = c for some constant
c. In this case, the CDFs are only shown for the approximated
equations in order to make the figure more readable. In general,
the full-duplex scheme supports also a higher median sum data
rate requirement, although the uncertainty in the supported data
rate requirement is again somewhat higher than in the hybrid
relay scheme.
It can also be observed from Fig. 5 that the hybrid relay
scheme supports higher sum data rate requirements with lower
data rate ratios. This stems from the system parameters having
been chosen to support a higher DL data rate (MBr > M
B
t ),
which results in the hybrid relay scheme benefiting from a
DL-oriented data rate distribution.1 On the other hand, the
full-duplex scheme seems to be better suited for a more even
distribution of the DL and UL data rate requirements, which
is evident from Fig. 5 when investigating the median values of
the highest supported sum-rate requirements. This is due to the
more symmetric nature of the full-duplex scheme since it has
less options for dividing the resources between UL and DL.
1Note that the DL data rate requirements can be expected to be higher also
in practical networks [25].
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Fig. 6: The probability of feasibility with respect to the number of UEs
(U = D) in the full-duplex and hybrid relay schemes, shown for different
AN SI cancellation performances.
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Fig. 7: CDFs of the transmit powers of the individual parties with the default
system parameters.
Hence, unlike the hybrid relay scheme, which has the benefit of
a duplexing parameter, the full-duplex scheme requires a more
even data rate distribution to support the highest sum-rates.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the probability of feasibility with
respect to the number of UEs in the full-duplex and hybrid
relay schemes, assuming D = U . The probabilities have been
obtained by evaluating the approximated feasibility boundaries
in (65) and (68) for different numbers of UEs. Firstly, it can
be observed from Fig. 6 that the full-duplex scheme can in
general fulfill the QoS requirements for a larger number of
randomly positioned UEs, especially when the AN is capable
of efficient SI cancellation. With the lower AN SI cancellation
performances, the hybrid relay scheme is more evenly matched
with the full-duplex scheme, being again the more robust option
in terms of fulfilling the QoS requirements. Namely, while the
full-duplex scheme can in general support a larger number of
UEs, the slope of the probability curve is steeper with the hybrid
relay scheme, indicating that the latter is the more predictable
option when there is a moderate number of UEs in the cell.
This somewhat resembles the behaviour of the maximum
supported DL data rate requirements in Fig. 4. Nevertheless,
with sufficiently high AN SI cancellation performance, the
full-duplex scheme is clearly the superior option with regard
to the number of supported UEs.
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Fig. 8: CDFs of the total used transmit power of each scheme, shown for
different values of SI cancellation.
B. Transmit Powers
To then investigate the transmit power efficiency of the
different communication schemes, the CDFs of the transmit
powers of the AN, each individual UE, and the BN are first
shown in Fig. 7 using the default system parameters. It can
be observed that the full-duplex scheme obtains the lowest
transmit powers for all the communicating parties. However,
the downside of the full-duplex scheme is its inability to fulfill
the QoS requirements in some cases, evidenced by the fact that
the CDFs saturate to a value below 1. These cases represent
a situation where the feasibility conditions in (64) are not
fulfilled, and therefore the highest value of the CDF is in
fact the probability of feasibility of the corresponding system,
illustrated also in Fig. 6 with respect to the number of UEs.
This deduction is further confirmed by Fig. 3, which shows that
the SI cancellation requirement is indeed more than −120 dB
in some cases when ρd = 8 and ρu = 2.
From the perspective of the overall transmit power consump-
tion, the hybrid relay scheme is then the next best option,
while the half-duplex scheme outperforms the hybrid relay
scheme in terms of minimizing the UE transmit powers. The
reason for this stems from the fact that in the half-duplex
scheme the UE transmissions occur in the same time slot
where the DL data is backhauled. Due to the higher DL data
rate requirements, this results in a somewhat longer time slot
for the UE transmissions, allowing for a lower UE transmit
power. Note that this occurs due to the optimal duplexing
parameter being chosen by minimizing the total transmit power.
A different outcome would be obtained if a UE-transmit-power-
minimizing duplexing parameter was used. What is more, the
hybrid relay scheme also suffers from the inability to fulfill
the QoS requirements under some circumstances, similar to
the full-duplex scheme.
To observe the effect of the SI cancellation capability of
the AN, Fig. 8 shows then the CDFs of the total transmit
power of the whole radio access system for different values
of αAN. Again, the transmit power usage of the full-duplex
scheme is significantly lower than that of the other schemes,
regardless of the AN SI cancellation performance. However,
with the lower values of αAN, the probability of fulfilling the
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Fig. 9: CDFs of the total used transmit power of each scheme, shown for
different cell radii. The distance between the AN and the BN is retained at 3
2
times the cell radius.
QoS requirements with the full-duplex scheme drops rather
low. This is also evident from Fig. 3, where it is clearly seen
that the SI cancellation requirement is beyond −110 dB with
a large probability when ρd = 8 and ρu = 2. Hence, the lower
probability of feasibility is the cost of the low transmit power
consumption.
The hybrid relay scheme also outperforms the half-duplex
scheme when αAN is −120 dB or better, while it performs
very poorly with the lowest considered AN SI cancellation
performance. This is explained by the CDF of the SI can-
cellation requirement shown in Fig. 3, which indicates that
the SI cancellation requirement of the hybrid relay scheme is
in the majority of the cases more than −110 dB. Still, even
with αAN = −120 dB, the probability of the hybrid relay
scheme having to use more power for the transmissions than
the half-duplex scheme is rather high, suggesting that it requires
relatively high SI cancellation performance in the AN in order
to be a viable option.
To investigate the effect of the cell size on the different
schemes, Fig. 9 shows the CDFs of the total transmit power
for different cell radii. Again, for all considered cell sizes, the
full-duplex scheme is the most power-efficient option, while
the hybrid relay scheme and the half-duplex scheme are quite
closely matched. Especially with the larger cell sizes, their
median transmit power usages are nearly the same. However,
the hybrid relay scheme again suffers from the fact that it
cannot fulfill the QoS requirements for some UE positions and
thus, regardless of the higher median power, the half-duplex
scheme might be the more favorable option of these two.
On a more general note, the cell size has a rather significant
impact on the required transmit power, as can be expected.
For instance, the total median transmit power of the full-
duplex scheme is increased by almost 20 dB when the cell
radius is increased from 25 m to 75 m. Moreover, with the
highest considered cell radius of 75 m, the full-duplex and
the hybrid relay schemes cannot fulfill the QoS requirements
for a significant portion of the UE positions. Hence, it can
be concluded that especially the schemes utilizing inband full-
duplex communications are best suited for relatively small
cells.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated a self-backhauling inband
full-duplex access node with large antenna arrays, which
can use the same time-frequency resource for serving the
mobile users as well as for backhauling, thereby significantly
reducing the cost of deployment in ultra-dense networks. Three
different communication schemes for the access node were
analyzed: a purely full-duplex scheme, a purely half-duplex
scheme, and a hybrid scheme where the access node acts
as a one-directional full-duplex relay. Especially, we derived
the optimal transmit powers for the different communication
schemes in closed form when a Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirement for each mobile user is given. In this work, QoS
was defined as a minimum achievable data rate. In addition, we
showed that the QoS requirements cannot always be achieved
when using a full-duplex-capable access node, expressing this
feasibility condition also in closed form. Evaluating then the
transmit powers and feasibility conditions with realistic system
parameter values, it was observed that having a purely full-
duplex access node provides usually the lowest transmit powers
for all communicating parties. However, the downside of the
purely full-duplex scheme is its inability to fulfill the QoS
requirements under some circumstances, characterized by the
closed-form feasibility conditions. The numerical results also
indicated that utilizing a self-backhauling full-duplex access
node is best suited for relatively small cells.
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